Public Universities

Kentucky’s four-year public universities have many sources of financial aid. KHEAA contacts these universities every year so we can publish the most up-to-date information about their programs, which are described in this section.

In addition to the programs listed under each university, all of Kentucky’s public universities participate in the following state and federal student aid programs:

**State:** College Access Program Grant, Kentucky National Guard programs, Vocational Rehabilitation, Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship, Public Child Welfare Certificate Program Scholarship, and state waivers. Detailed information about these programs can be found in the State Government section.

**Federal:** Federal Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, Federal Direct Loan, Federal PLUS Loan, Teacher Education Assistance for College and Higher Education (TEACH) Grant, Veterans Administration programs and Federal Work-Study. Detailed information about these programs can be found in the Federal Government section.
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500 each semester
Number: Varies
Deadline: Varies
Contact: Graduate Studies and Research, CPO 5A, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.1742

Fellowships
Diversity Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must meet the criteria for diversity as outlined in EKU’s Diversity Plan and be a part-time or nondegree graduate student eligible for in-state resident fee status.
Award: $500 each semester
Number: Varies
Deadline: Varies
Contact: Graduate Studies and Research, Eastern Kentucky University, CPO 5A, Richmond, KY 40475

Scholarships
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Amanda McCracken, Whitlock Building, CPO 56, 521 Lancaster Avenue, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.2361; amanda.mccracken@eku.edu

Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Determined by the coach. Must be a full-time student.
Award: Recommended by coach and approved by athletic director
Deadline: Varies
Contact: Athletic Director, Intercollegiate Athletics, Alumni Coliseum 128, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.2120

College of Justice and Safety Program of Distinction Academic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a College of Justice and Safety major and have at least a 3.0 high school GPA with a 22 composite ACT score. Preference given to a Kentucky resident.
Award: $1,300 a semester; renewable a maximum of 7 semesters (renewal contingent upon continued outside funding of scholarships)
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15 (fall); October 15 (spring)
Contact: College of Justice and Safety, 354 Stratton Building 521 Lancaster Avenue, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.3565; jusa.dean@eku.edu

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, for the following 9 scholarships, must be admitted by February 1. Visit the EKU Scholarship Estimator at www.scholarships.eku.edu for more information.
Award: Unless otherwise noted, renewable for up to 4 years with at least a 3.0 GPA and full-time enrollment
Number: Limited
Deadline: May 1
Contact: Counselor

EKU Boone Scholar Scholarship
Award: Up to $14,000

EKU Chairman Scholarship
Award: Up to $8,000

EKU Dean Scholarship
Award: Up to $2,000; renewable for up to 4 years with at least a 2.5 GPA and full-time enrollment

EKU Pioneer Scholarship
Award: Up to $12,000

EKU Premier Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have participated in the Governor’s Scholar Program, have at least a 3.75 unweighted high school GPA.
Award: Up to $10,000

EKU President Scholarship
Award: Up to $6,000

EKU Provost Scholarship
Award: Up to $4,000; renewable for up to 4 years with at least a 2.5 GPA and full-time enrollment

EKU Study Strong Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on dual credit course and/or AP test scores.
Award: Up to $2,400; nonrenewable

**********

EKU Top Scholar Scholarship
Award: Up to $16,000

Dr. Rodney Gross Diversity Scholarship
Eligibility: Must intend to pursue an undergraduate or graduate degree, participate in the Academic Monitoring Program, and have at least a 2.5 GPA with extracurricular activity in athletics and community and/or student government services or have at least a 3.0 GPA without extracurricular activity. Must be African American, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Asian Native, Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic or Latino. Continuing students must reapply each year, maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree objective and not be on social or academic probation.
Award: $1,000 to $3,000 each semester; renewable
Deadline: March 1; priority deadline, December 1

Honors Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be invited to apply. National Merit finalists and semifinalists are automatically accepted. Others with at least a 3.5 high school GPA and at least a 26 ACT score will be given priority. Students demonstrating the potential for outstanding academic performance will be considered. A 2.5 GPA is required to maintain award.
Award: Up to $14,000 for 4 years
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 14
Contact: Dr. David Coleman, University 137, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.1403

Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must audition, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 2.5 GPA.
Award: $100 to $7,600
Number: Varies
Deadline: Varies
Contact: Dr. Jeremy Mulholland, Department of Music, 101 Foster Building, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.1350

New Horizon Scholarship
Eligibility: Must complete a Dr. Rodney Gross Application, highlight leadership and community service in application and letters of recommendation, be an incoming freshman, have at least an unweighted 2.75 high school GPA and at least a 20 ACT score (or SAT equivalent) and complete the FAFSA.
Award: Up to full in-state tuition  
Number: Limited  
Deadline: May 1; priority deadline, December 1

Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be an honorably discharged veteran, Army Reservist, National Guardsman or college sophomore who can meet certain qualifications. 
Award: $540 each semester plus tuition and books  
Number: 20  
Deadline: January 15  
Contact: Enrollment Officer, Military Science Department, 510 Begley Building, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.1208

Rogers Scholars Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be a Rogers Scholars Program graduate and have at least a 23 ACT score and a 3.4 unweighted high school GPA. 
Award: Up to $16,000 for 4 years; renewable with a 2.5 GPA  
Number: Limited  
Deadline: February 1

J. W. Thurman Alumni Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must have at least an 18 composite score on the ACT, have at least a 3.0 cumulative high school GPA, be the dependent of an Eastern Kentucky University graduate and maintain a 2.8 GPA. 
Award: Varies  
Number:  
Contact: EKU National Alumni Association, Blanton House, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475

Booth Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must have completed the freshman year, major in a physical science or mathematics and have ability and intent to pursue a graduate degree in their field. 
Award: Dependent on available funds; renewable with reapplication; completion of at least 24 hours per year and continuation in major  
Deadline: March 1

Meredith J. Cox Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must major in the premedical field, be a sophomore or junior and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need and participation in extracurricular activities considered. 
Award: Dependent on available funds; may be renewable with reapplication  
Deadline: March 1

Clarence H. Gifford Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must major in biology, chemistry, geology or physics; be a resident of Kentucky; be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky; have completed 1 science course as a freshman; demonstrate financial need; and submit an application, a letter of recommendation and a 2-page letter of consideration describing interest and plan to use science education within chosen career. 
Award: Dependent on available funds. May be renewable  
Deadline: March 1

Laura D. Kennamer Campus Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must major in anthropology, economics, geography, government, history, psychology, social work or sociology; maintain at least a 3.25 cumulative GPA; have completed 36–90 semester credit hours; and submit an application, a letter of nomination by faculty member in the department, a 2-page letter explaining academic accomplishments and how that will impact learning objectives, a letter of recommendation by department chair and a copy of official academic transcript. Recipient must participate in the College of Arts and Sciences scholar recognition activities. 
Award: Dependent on available funds; renewable with reapplication  
Deadline: March 1

Layne-Wood Endowed Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking, full-time student; be in good academic standing; be a Kentucky resident; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and submit an application, a 500-word essay expressing career goals, a list of community and curricular activities and 3 letters of reference from non-family members, including 1 from someone who represents an academic discipline and is familiar with the student’s academic endeavors. 
Award: Dependent on available funds; renewable with reapplication  
Deadline: March 1

John McMillan Long Endowed Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be enrolled full time; major in art, music, theater, English, foreign languages, history, art history, music history, communication studies, philosophy or religion; maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; demonstrate financial need; and submit an application. 
Award: Dependent on available funds. May be renewable  
Deadline: April 15

Marathon Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a degree with the intent of working in the energy industry; be eligible to work full time in the U.S. upon graduation, have work authorization for an internship in the U.S. prior to graduation, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and submit an application. Financial need may be considered. 
Award: Dependent on available funds. May be renewable  
Deadline: March 1

Alycia Erin Smith Memorial Endowed Arts Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must major in the Department of Art and Design, English and Theatre, or Music; have at least a 3.5 cumulative high school GPA; be involved in school activities related to major; and submit 2 references, with at least 1 from a teacher familiar with the applicant’s potential as an artist, an application and an essay (typed and single-spaced) explaining career goals plus a list of high school and/or college activities related to the major. 
Award: Varies; renewable for up to 4 years  
Deadline: November 1  
Contact: Jennifer Miller, College of Arts and Sciences, Roark 102

KHEAA
if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Deadline:** April 15

**Contact:** Foundation Scholarship Coordinator, 859.622.5035 or University Scholarship Coordinator, 859.622.2361

**Anthropology, Sociology and Social Work**

**Anthropology, Sociology and Social Work Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore or junior; have completed 30–89 hours; major in anthropology, sociology or social work; have or be enrolled in at least 9 semester hours in the major; have at least a 3.0 cumulative EKU GPA; and be enrolled as a continuing major the semester in which the scholarship is awarded.

**Award:** $500

**Number:** 3, 1 for each major

**Deadline:** February 15

**Art and Design**

**Deadline:** March 18

**Antoniou Memorial Art Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, major in fine arts, have a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** Cost of art supplies only. May be renewable

**Ayamara Castillo Art Service Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be a deserving student; major in art; demonstrate scholarship, leadership and service to the department and community; and have completed the junior year.

**Award:** Varies

**Christina Lynn-Thurman Memorial Art Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be pursuing a bachelor’s in fine arts degree, have a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** $100 deducted from registration fees for next fall semester

**Top Junior Award Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have earned 60–89 credit hours at the time of the selection. Based on performance in chemistry courses as well as overall excellence in all other courses.

**Award:** $100 deducted from registration fees for next fall semester

**Top Sophomore Award Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have earned 30–59 credit hours at the time of the selection. Based on performance in chemistry courses as well as overall excellence in all other courses.

**Award:** $100 deducted from registration fees for next fall semester

**English and Theatre**

**Pearl Buchanan Freshman Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman theater major and submit an application and current theater résumé.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding

**John M. Long Endowed Humanities Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in English, theater, foreign languages, history, speech communication, philosophy or religion; demonstrate academic achievement; and have a 3.0 GPA.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding; renewable with reapplication

**Philip H. Mankin Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior English major, demonstrate high academic achievement and a love for language and literature, have 60–89 credit hours and have at least a 3.25 GPA.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding

**Sigma Tau Delta Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be a senior English major and have the highest academic average.

**Theater Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a theater major, participate in the theater program and submit an application and current theater résumé.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding

**Number:** 2–6

**Deadline:** April 15

**Music**

**Bernice N. Clark Memorial Endowed Music Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time, be seeking a degree in music, have 3.0 high school GPA and provide a copy of high school transcript. Preference given to a resident of Montgomery, Bath or Fleming County.

**Social Work**

**Contact:** Social Work Program, 859.622.1645

**Dr. Anthony Goldson Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must major in social work; be enrolled in SWK 390 or SWK 490; be a resident of eastern Kentucky; attend an EKU extension campus; demonstrate a beginning competency in diversity by volunteering in an agency promoting diversity; by having taken classes in the Women and Gender Studies Program or African/African American Studies Program or by activity devoted to diversity or cultural competence; and submit an essay of about 2 pages indicating why financial need is needed and how diversity and cultural competence is important to social work practice.

**R. Powell Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time; be an undergraduate student; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; demonstrate ethical conduct, a commitment of service to others and promise of high academic achievement; have financial need; major in social work; and be enrolled in SWK 490 during the academic year the scholarship is received.
Jackie Blanchard Stephens Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a senior; have at least a 2.5 GPA; demonstrate ethical conduct, a commitment to service to others and promise of high academic achievement; have financial need; major in social work; and be admitted to the social work program.

**Award:** $5,000
**Number:** 1

Affording Higher Education 2019–2020

---

McIlvaine Memorial Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting major.
**Award:** Dependent on available funding

I. Max Reed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior accounting major. Based on academic excellence and leadership abilities.
**Award:** Dependent on available funding

R. R. Richards Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a senior accounting major and demonstrate outstanding academic achievement.
**Award:** Dependent on available funding

---

International Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be working toward a degree in accounting, be in the top 10% of high school graduating class, have financial need and reside in a Kentucky county east of I-75 or within which I-75 passes.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding, renewable for up to 10 semesters with full-time enrollment, reapplication and at least a 3.2 GPA each semester. A recipient whose GPA falls below 3.2 in any semester may reapply when a 3.2 GPA is again achieved.
**Number:** 2

---

Applied Engineering and Technology

---

Rodney Ratliff Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must have a major in the College of Business and Technology; be a junior; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and demonstrate excellent character, scholarship, leadership and professionalism.

**Deadline:** December 1
**Contact:** Departmental office

---

Gayle Mason Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be female, major in accounting; be in good standing; be from the EKU service region; have at least a 22 composite ACT score; and be involved in academic or community activities in a leadership capacity.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding

---

Financial Executives International Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must possess superior academic achievement and leadership in accounting.

---

Dr. Jessica Johnson Frazier Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be female; major in accounting; be in good standing; be from the EKU service region; have at least a 22 composite ACT score; and be involved in academic or community activities in a leadership capacity.

**Award:** Dependent on available funding

---

Agriculture

---

Agriculture Alumni Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must major in agriculture, be a sophomore or be a freshman who has earned at least 12 hours, have at least a 2.6 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need.

---

Agriculture Department Farm Credit Freshman Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic achievement, related work experience, community service, professional involvement and essay.

---

Dwight Barkley Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must major in turfgrass management. Based on financial need and academic ability. Renewable with a 2.8 GPA in the major and a 2.3 overall GPA.

---

Cecil B. and Hazel S. Clark Memorial Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic achievement, leadership, citizenship, diligence and social responsibility. Preference given to a student from Bath, Clark, Fleming or Montgomery County.

---

Charles C. and Betty C. Combs Memorial Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding junior or senior, be enrolled in the Department of Agriculture, have at least a 3.25 GPA, demonstrate enthusiasm for agriculture and participate in extracurricular activities.

---

Glenn W. Hayes Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior and have an academic record conveying probability of success, excellent leadership, positive interpersonal relationship and strong character.

---

Bige Isaacs Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must major in turfgrass management, have at least a 2.5 GPA and demonstrate financial need.

---

Michael Judge Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior agriculture major, demonstrate financial need per FAFSA and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a native of Nicholas County or a student interested in agriculture marketing.

---

Madison County Home Tobacco Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a deserving student from Madison County and major in agriculture.

---

Richard Brooker Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, be enrolled in construction management and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
**Number:** 2

---

Patricia Eidson Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be pursuing a career as a professional pilot, have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 60 credit hours.

---

H. Lee Moore Jr. Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a declared aviation student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

---

Murray S. Riffe scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be pursuing a career as a professional pilot, have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 60 credit hours.

---

William Sexton Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a freshman or sophomore and have at least a 2.8 GPA. Financial need is considered.

---

Southeastern Airport Managers’ Association Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen, be at least a junior, have at least a 3.0 GPA in the aviation major, demonstrate financial need and have a strong interest in aviation, preferably airport management.

---

Ed Swinford Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be in good standing; have at least 30 hours earned toward a degree in the Department of Technology in career and technical edu-
ocation, computer electronic networking, construction management, graphic communications management, or industrial technology; have and maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and complete the scholarship application. Preference given to a student pursuing a teaching career in 1 of the fields above. Renewable with a 3.0 GPA and a major in 1 of the fields above.

**Tag Veal Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must major in aviation, have at least a 3.0 GPA and have a private pilot’s license.  
*Number:* 2

**Ralph W. Whalin Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior, be enrolled full time, have at least 3 semesters remaining before graduation and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

---

### Communication

**Dr. Dean C. Cannon Endowed Memorial Communication Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior; be in good academic standing; major in broadcasting/electronic media or public relations; have a 3.0 GPA; and submit an application and an essay of at least 350 but no more than 400 words addressing student’s communications career goal, the work of the media in American society and how studying at EKU will prepare the student for his/her career.  
*Award:* Dependent on available funding  
*Deadline:* March 1

**Freshman Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a second-semester freshman. Based on EKU GPA and activities within the department, the university and professionally related off-campus activities.  
*Award:* $200  
*Number:* 3; 1 each for broadcasting/electronic media, public relations and communication studies  
*Deadline:* March 1

**Pat and Paul Gleason Public Relations Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must major in public relations; be a junior; have 60–89 hours completed at the end of the spring semester; be in good standing; and submit an application, 3 writing samples or other examples of student’s work and a résumé. GPA, writing ability and public relations-related EKU or community activities considered.  
*Award:* $100

**Christy L. Guttridge Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have completed at least 45 credit hours. Based on quality of scholarship, commitment to the profession and service to the department.  
*Award:* $200  
*Number:* 1 in broadcasting and electronic media, 1 in journalism, 1 in public relations, and 1 in communication studies  
*Deadline:* March 1

---

### Business

**Beta Gamma Sigma Junior Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be the Beta Gamma Sigma junior member with the highest GPA.  
*Award:* $500  
*Number:* 1

**Kentucky Motor Transport Association Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a transportation and physical distribution major. Preference given to a Kentucky resident or to a student with financial need.  
*Deadline:* March 1

**Connie Lawson Endowed Business Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior, major in business, have at least a 2.5 GPA and complete an application. First preference given to a student from eastern Kentucky, including the Ashland area. Renewable for up to 2 years with at least a 2.5 GPA maintained.

**Cecil A. Washburn Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman or a returning student in the School of Business; be enrolled full time; maintain at least a 2.8 GPA; possess good character, leadership, citizenship, social responsibility and a desire to complete a college education; demonstrate financial need; and submit an application and 2 signed letters of recommendation.  
*Award:* Dependent on available funding  
*Number:* 1  
*Deadline:* April 15

---

### Finance

**Community Trust Bank Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an academically superior junior or senior in finance.  

### Management

**Bluegrass Compensation Association: Allen D. Engle Human Resources Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be at least a sophomore with a declared major or be a graduate student; major in human resources manage-
ment, personnel administration/development or a related area or be employed in human resources; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and submit 2 letters of recommendation from instructors in core curriculum.

**Award:** $500  
**Number:** 1  
**Contact:** www.bluegrasscomp.com

---

**Management, Marketing and International Business**

**Opal and Kermit Patterson Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 24 composite ACT score, maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA, demonstrate leadership activities and have a major in the Department of Management, Marketing and International Business.  
**Award:** Dependent on available funding  
**Deadline:** March 1  
**Contact:** Department of Management, Marketing, and International Business or www.management.eku.edu/patterson-business-scholarship

---

**Risk Management and Insurance**

**Blue Grass Association of Insurance Women Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be pursuing a major or minor in the Risk Management and Insurance Studies Program; be in good academic standing; and have a 2.75 cumulative GPA.  
**Award:** Based on available funding  
**George W. Clark Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an insurance major and be a full-time student. Preference given the child of an employee of Cincinnati Financial Corp. Second preference given to a student in the Fifth Congressional District, preferably Harlan or Perry County.  
**Award:** Based on available funding  
**EKU Risk Management and Insurance Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must major or minor in insurance, have a 2.5 overall GPA and at least a 3.0 insurance GPA, demonstrate interest and leadership by participating in campus activities or work experience, participate in risk management and insurance-related activities, submit a thank-you letter and résumé for supporting organizations, carry at least 12 hours per semester and have a complete current application on file. Photo session required.

**Award:** $200 to full in-state tuition  
**Deadline:** December 30 (spring); July 31 (fall)  
**Contact:** Insurance Studies Program, 170 Business and Technology Center, 859.622.1579 or https://insurance.eku.edu/what-about-scholarships

---

**Insurance Institute of Kentucky Scholarship**

**Jack C. Keir Inc. Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an insurance studies major; be a junior or senior; have a 2.5 GPA; and demonstrate financial need, summer employment or project in insurance.  
**Award:** Based on available funding  
**Kentucky Association of Counties-EKU Insurance Studies Endowed Scholarship**

---

**Kentucky Chapter of Chartered Property Casualty Underwriters Scholarship**

---

**Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Company Scholarship**

---

**Louisville Board of Independent Agents Scholarship**

**Northern Kentucky Insurance Agents Scholarship**

---

**Tom Nuckles Endowed Insurance Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an insurance major and have a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Preference given the child of an employee of Cincinnati Financial Corp.  
**Award:** Dependent on available funding  
**People’s Insurance Agency Scholarship**

---

**RIMS/CPCU Insurance Studies Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an insurance or loss prevention and safety major and have a 2.25 GPA.  
**Award:** Dependent on available funding

---

**Rita T. Spillman Scholarship**

---

**College of Education**

**Dr. Steve Alderton Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be male, be a full- or part-time graduate student and be working on a master’s degree in mental health counseling.

---

**Albert B. Allison Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of Mercer County High School. Preference given to a student pursuing a degree in education or social work.  
**Deadline:** April 15

---

**Roxie Pearl Bullock Burdine Memorial Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of a high school in a Kentucky Appalachian county or in Adams, Brown or Clermont County, Ohio; have a 3.0 high school cumulative GPA; and major in elementary education. Renewable up to 2 years if a 3.0 GPA is maintained.  
**Deadline:** April 15

---

**Shirley Byrne Memorial Education Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in education with a focus on elementary or middle school teaching, be in good standing and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

---

**Ann Daniel Chapman Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time in an undergraduate or graduate program, be in good academic standing at the time of awarding and during the term of the scholarship, be accepted to the London Study Abroad Summer Program and provide documentation of acceptance. Preference given to a student pursuing a major or certificate in the College of Education.  
**Contact:** EKU Study Abroad Office, 468 Student Success Building, 859.622.1705  
**Deadline:** April 15

---

**Marguerite Clark Memorial Endowed Scholarship in Education**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in education; have a 3.0 high school GPA; and demonstrate leadership, citizenship, diligence, and social responsibility. First preference given to a student from Bath, Fleming or Montgomery County. Second preference to a student from Clark County. Renewable with a 2.75 GPA.  
**Deadline:** April 15

---

**J. Dorland and Thomas Jackson Coates Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, major in teacher education, demonstrate financial need and have above-average academic potential and good citizenship. Renewable.
Dean Homer E. Cooper Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in the College of Education and have at least a 3.6 GPA.
Deadline: April 15

Nancy Daniel’s Ducks Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of Model Laboratory High School, have at least a 3.0 GPA and plan to pursue teacher education certification. Renewable with reapplication.
Deadline: April 15

Wietse DeHoop Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in special education and demonstrate strong scholarship, service to the profession and community and leadership potential.
Deadline: April 15

S. Evelyn Francis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior, major in elementary education with a language arts emphasis and submit recommendations from language arts faculty.
Deadline: April 15

Franz-Myers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be working on a master’s degree in library science. Renewable for up to 2 years with a 3.0 GPA.
Deadline: April 15

Clarence Gifford Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in elementary or secondary education, be a Kentucky resident who graduated from a Kentucky high school and demonstrate financial need. Renewable.
Deadline: April 15

May Hansen Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a rising junior and major in elementary education. Financial need considered. Renewable for senior year.
Deadline: April 15

Ernestine Porter House Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student teacher and be assigned a student teaching position. Preference given to a Laurel County resident.
Contact: Amanda McCracken, Whitlock 346
Deadline: April 15

Frances A. and Mabel W. Jennings Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.5 GPA, major in a field in the College of Education to prepare for a teaching career, have financial need and be a resident of Madison County and a graduate of a high school in Madison County.
Deadline: April 15

Jennings and Strattemeyer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore and a member of Kappa Delta Pi.
Number: 1 for a male, 1 for a female
Deadline: April 15

Dr. Charles R. and Jamie D. Lamb Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a Madison County high school; plan to major in social studies (history), English or music; plan to teach; be from a single-parent family; have limited family income; and be in the upper half of graduating class. Or must be a full-time student; have financial need; have graduated from a Madison County high school or a high school in Clarksville or Seymour, Indiana; have successfully completed 24 hours of college credit majoring in social studies (history), English, or music; and plan to teach at the high school level. Or must be an EKU graduate student, major in library science and have 1–2 years of teaching experience.
Deadline: April 15

Stella Thompson Lutes Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student; be a Kentucky resident; have completed the freshman year at EKU majoring in education with a 3.0 GPA; and have good character, leadership, citizenship, promise of high academic achievement and commitment of service to others. Renewable.
Deadline: April 15

Carroll McGuffey Endowed Scholarship for the Teaching of Mathematics
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student, be pursuing a master’s degree in math education and have been born in Kentucky. Preference given to a resident of Clinton, Wayne, Cumberland or Russell County.
Deadline: April 15

Imogene Ramsey Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a female, major in elementary education and be from Eastern Kentucky. Preference given to a resident of Floyd or Knott County. Renewable.
Deadline: April 15

Bob Reynolds Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a Madison County high school, major in education, have financial need and be enrolled full time. Preference given to a Model Laboratory High School graduate. Renewable.
Deadline: April 15

Della Clark and Florian Bales Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman; be a full-time student; be a nursing major; be a resident of Montgomery, Bath, Fleming or Clark County; and have a 3.0 high school GPA. Renewable with a 2.75 GPA.
Deadline: April 15

Mamie and Tinsley Dizney Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman; be a health sciences or nursing major, be a graduate of a Kentucky high school and have a 3.5 GPA. High school ranking may be considered. Renewable for up to eight semesters with a 3.0 GPA.
Deadline: April 15

E. O. Robinson Mountain Fund Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have graduated from a high school in Bell, Breathitt, Carter, Clay, Elliott, Estill, Floyd, Harlan, Jackson, Johnson, Knott, Knox, Laurel, Lawrence, Lee, Leslie, Letcher, Magoffin, Martin, McCreary, Menifee, Morgan, Owsley, Perry, Pike, Powell, Rockcastle, Rowan, Whitley or Wolfe County; qualify for financial assistance; and maintain an academic standing that shows promise of graduating.
Family and Consumer Sciences

ADM Award
Eligibility: Must major in apparel design and merchandising, have completed the junior year, be a member of Phi Upsilon Omicron honorary, demonstrate scholastic achievement and participate in student activities and organizations.

Mary King Burrier Freshman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in an area of family and consumer sciences; have at least a 3.0 GPA; have at least a 21 ACT score; demonstrate financial need; and submit 2 recommendations that relate to this scholarship and an essay that addresses career focus and the reasons for choosing family and consumer sciences, skills which exemplify professionals in the career, leadership capabilities and potential including prior experiences in school academic efforts, organizations and community activities.

Mary King Burrier Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a major in the department; be a junior; plan to graduate the following year; have at least a 3.0 GPA; have financial need; and submit 2 letters of reference that outline dependability (truthfulness, honesty and punctuality), service (cooperation, helpfulness, responsibility and willingness), leadership (personality, self-control and initiative) and loyalty to the department.

Effie B. Creamer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding graduate student in the community nutrition program, be finishing the classroom portion of the graduate program, be ready to begin the supervised experience component, have financial need and demonstrate potential for success in the profession. Preference given to a U.S. citizen.

Marva Ann Harris Spirit Award
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time student; be in good standing; have completed 45 semester hours, with at least 1 semester at EKU; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; show commitment to civic engagement while attending college; and submit a summary of civic engagement with application; and document involvement (letters of commendation, notes from people served). EKU and transfer GPA may be considered.

Robert B. Hill Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, major in any area within the department, demonstrate financial need and submit college transcripts and an application. Preference given to a student at least 25 years old.

Occupational Therapy

Joy Anderson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the first year of the master’s program; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and submit a résumé demonstrating potential as an occupational therapist and a 1- to 2-page, typed and double-spaced essay addressing professional goals and potential as an occupational therapist.

Nancy Gillespie Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the first year of the master’s program; submit a 1- to 2-page, essay, typed and double-spaced, that demonstrates applicant’s humanitarianism, determination and perseverance; and have financial need.

Occupational Therapy Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must plan to enter the first year of the master’s program; have at least a 3.0 GPA; have financial need; and submit a résumé demonstrating the potential for a successful occupational therapy practice, a list of professional goals and a 1- to 2-page essay, typed and double-spaced, outlining applicant’s need for the scholarship.

Occupational Therapy Faculty Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must plan to enter into the first year of the master’s program; have at least a 3.0 GPA; have financial need; and submit a résumé demonstrating the potential for a successful occupational therapy practice, a list of professional goals and a 1- to 2-page essay, typed and double-spaced, outlining applicant’s need for the scholarship.

Jean Steffan Smith Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must plan to enter the first year of the master’s program; have at least a 3.0 GPA; demonstrate Kentucky residency by listing all Kentucky counties in which the applicant has resided, along with the number of years in each; submit a 1- to 2-page essay, typed and double-spaced, describing professional aspirations; and complete the FAFSA. Preference given to a current or former resident of southeastern Kentucky.

Recreation and Park Administration

Kentucky Recreation and Park Society Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student pursuing a career in parks and recreation.

James C. McChesney Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; have a declared major within the Department of Recreation and Park Administration; have a 2.5 GPA; and be recommended by the Department of Recreation and Park Administration.

College of Justice and Safety

Joseph Famularo Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a police studies or criminal justice major, have at least a 3.5 GPA for the first 2 years of undergraduate studies, be a junior, demonstrate financial need and submit a 1,000-word essay describing life and career goals as well as what this award would mean to the completion of degree.

Arthur Glatfelter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in a fire and safety program, have a commitment to a fire and emergency service or loss control/loss prevention profession and scholastic achievement; and be enrolled full time. An incoming freshman must have at least a 3.0 high school GPA. A transfer student must have at least a 2.75 transfer GPA and, if transferring from a fire science curriculum, at least a 3.0 GPA in the curriculum. A current EKU student must have at least a 2.75 GPA and be active in fire science student organizations. Pre-college entrance exam scores and graduating class rank considered for an incoming freshman. Renewable for up to 8 semesters.

Contact: Mary Baldwin, 859.622.1009, mary.baldwin@eku.edu
Charles Reedy Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be employed full time in a corrections or juvenile justice agency or be an immediate family member of such an employee.

Richard Washburn Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time in the fire protection administration bachelor’s degree program; have at least a 2.0 GPA; submit proof of participation and achievement in the fire and emergency services by providing copies of certificates, portfolios, résumé or other documentation; and submit 3 letters of recommendation; and complete an application cover letter outlining future career goals, current emergency services participation and any other qualifications. Nonrenewable.

**Contact:** Mary Baldwin, 859.622.1009, mary.baldwin@eku.edu

**Foundation**

Dr. William and Mrs. Marion Berge Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be African American; be enrolled full time in a bachelor’s degree program; be a sophomore, junior or senior; maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and demonstrate financial need. Applicants are encouraged to be active with the EKU Cultural Center and the Minority Leadership Institute.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA

Chellgren Family Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time; be an undergraduate or graduate student in a degree program; have a 3.25 cumulative college GPA or a 3.5 high school GPA if a new freshman; and submit an essay describing academic accomplishments, extracurricular activities and professional goals.

**Award:** Based on available funds; renewable with reapplication

Michelle Rene Cole Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman; be an African American, Asian or Pacific Islander, Hispanic, American Indian or Alaskan Native; be a graduate of a Kentucky high school; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** Books and then other educational costs, dependent on available funds; renewable for a maximum of 4 years with full-time status in a degree program and a 3.0 GPA

**Number:** 2, 1 male and 1 female

EKU Retirees Association Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time degree-seeking student, be in good standing, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA and pursue a degree in a field of study recognized by EKU. Recipient will be asked to attend a meeting of the EKU Retirees Association to deliver a short presentation about career goals and background.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; may be renewable with reapplication

First-Year Student Diversity Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an out-of-state freshman; have a 2.5 high school GPA; be African American, Native American, Hispanic or Vietnamese; and major in broadcasting or electronic media or have a major in the College of Business and Technology, including engineering.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; nonrenewable

Joanne K. Glasser Endowed Diversity Leadership Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time; be an undergraduate student in a degree program; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and submit a 250- to 500-word essay describing commitment and involvement in activities that have helped the applicant understand, respect and celebrate diversity, including a description of what diversity means and a statement of financial need.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable up to 8 semesters, if a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

Christian Joelle Gordon Memorial Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a nontraditional student; be enrolled full or part time; have at least a 2.7 cumulative GPA; and submit a 500- to 1,000-word essay describing commitment and involvement in activities that have helped the student understand, respect and celebrate diversity, including a description of what diversity means to the student; and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable for up to 8 semesters if at least a 2.7 cumulative GPA is maintained

McBride Berman Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time, have a 2.5 cumulative GPA, be a graduate of a high school in Madison County and submit an essay demonstrating a high level of student involvement and leadership experience.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable with reapplication

Alycia Erin Smith Memorial Endowed Arts Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be African American, Native American, Hispanic or Vietnamese; and major in broadcasting or electronic media or have a major in the College of Business and Technology, including engineering.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable up to 8 semesters with a 3.0 cumulative GPA

Dr. Aaron Thompson and Dr. Rita Davis Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be African American; be enrolled full time; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; demonstrate financial need and be the dependent child of an EKU alumnus.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable with reapplication

**Alumni**

EKU International Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be in good academic standing, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA, have at least an 18 composite ACT score, be involved in at least 3 extracurricular activities, demonstrate financial need and be the dependent child of an EKU alumnus.

**Award:** Dependent on available funds; renewable for up to 8 semesters with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time status and good academic standing

J. W. Thurman Alumni Scholarship, see page 30

**ROTC and Veteran**

Kennie and Regina Fultz Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. military veteran or a veteran who has returned to complete an undergraduate degree after an absence
from college, be enrolled full time, be an undergraduate student, have good academic standing and demonstrate financial need. Renewable with full-time status and good academic standing.

**Hennessey Endowed Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an ROTC cadet and have good academic standing.  
*Award:* Dependent on available funds; renewable with continued good academic standing.

**William J. Wall Family Endowed Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an ROTC cadet; be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student in an EKU degree program; be at least a junior; have financial need; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; and submit 3 letters of recommendation, including 1 from the ROTC department, 1 from EKU faculty/staff and 1 from outside the university. Must not be on any other tuition scholarship program (federal, state or merit.)  
*Award:* Dependent on available funds; renewable with full-time status and good academic standing.

**Transfer**

*Eligibility:* In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be a transfer student and have at least 24 credit hour.

**Colonel Plus Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have at least a 3.75 college GPA.  
*Award:* $2,000 per semester for up to 6 semesters with a 3.0 GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Colonel Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have a 3.50 to 3.74 college GPA.  
*Award:* $1,500 per semester for up to 6 semesters with a 3.0 GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Maroon Plus Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have a 3.25 to 3.49 college GPA.  
*Award:* $1,000 per semester for up to 6 semesters with a 3.0 GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Maroon Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have a 3.0 to 3.249 college GPA.  
*Award:* $500 per semester for up to 6 semesters with a 3.0 GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Other**

**Bertha Agee Memorial Dyslexia Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have dyslexia.  
*Award:* Dependent on available funding; renewable with reapplication  
*Number:* 2, 1 to an incoming freshman, 1 to a current student in good academic standing  
*Deadline:* June 1  
*Contact:* Center for Student Accessibility, Whitlock Building, CPO 066, 521 Lancaster Avenue, Richmond, KY 40475

**James Larmour Scholarship for Students with Learning Disabilities**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a current student in good standing or an incoming freshman who has met admissions requirements and submit a copy of acceptance letter from the admissions office; submit current documentation of a specific learning disability with application or have documentation on file at the Office of Services for Individuals with Disabilities Office; and submit a typewritten consideration stating why and how such a scholarship would benefit the applicant. Financial need considered.  
*Award:* Varies; renewable with reapplication  
*Deadline:* June 1  
*Contact:* Center for Student Accessibility, Whitlock Building, CPO 66, 521 Lancaster Avenue, Richmond, KY 40475

**Retention Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a degree-seeking student who entered in the summer or fall of the current year as a first-time freshman; be returning the next fall; have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA with at least a “C” in all coursework; and submit an application, 1 letter of recommendation from a professor and a 1-page, typed and single-spaced essay explaining how the applicant will benefit from a degree and how the scholarship will help the applicant earn a degree.  
*Award:* $350 to $1,000  
*Deadline:* May 1  
*Contact:* EKU Scholarship Office, 521 Lancaster Avenue, Whitlock Building, CPO 56, Richmond, KY 40475-3156

**Work-Study**  
*Institutional Employment*  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time graduate or undergraduate student with at least a 2.0 GPA who wants to work on campus but does not qualify for Federal Work-Study.  
*Award:* 5 to 20 hours each week at federal minimum wage  
*Number:* 1,000  
*Deadline:* None  
*Contact:* April Harris, Student Employment Office, 219 Whitlock Building, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475; 859.622.1760

---

**Kentucky State University**

**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, Financial Aid Office, Kentucky State University, East Main Street, Frankfort, KY 40601; 502.597.5960; www.kysu.edu

**Grants**  
Must meet KSU requirements.  
*Deadline:* January 15 (priority)

**Athletic Grant-in-Aid**  
*Eligibility:* Must exhibit outstanding athletic ability and participate in an intercollegiate sport, be a full-time student, meet university and NCAA requirements and have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA at the time of award.  
*Award:* Varies  
*Number:* Varies  
*Contact:* Etienne Thomas, Athletic Department

**Cheerleading Grant-in-Aid**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student; have at least a 2.3 cumulative GPA (freshmen must have at least a 2.5 cumulative high school GPA); attend all practice sessions, pep rallies, home games, designated away games and any other activities sponsored by the squad; have participated in required tryouts; be in good physical health; and successfully complete at least 24 nonrepeated credit hours each academic year.  
*Award:* Book stipend  
*Number:* Varies  
*Deadline:* None
**High School Senior Scholarships**

**Eligibility:** In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be a graduating high school senior and a first-time freshman and have paid the admissions application fee.

**15,000 Degrees Scholarship,** see page 330.

**Rufus Ballard Atwood Prestigious Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 3.2 GPA and at least a 22 ACT score or SAT equivalent.

**Award:** Full tuition, fees, books, half of room and board. Renewable for a total of 8 semesters if recipient successfully completes at least 15 nonrepeated hours each semester, earns at least a 3.0 GPA, completes the FAFSA by January 15 each year and has at least 40 verifiable community service hours as a tutor or writing coach in the University College each year

**Number:** 3

**John Henry Jackson Distinguished Achiever Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 3.5 GPA and at least 40 verifiable community service hours as a tutor or writing coach in the University College each year

**Number:** Up to 6

**Green to Gold Transfer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have a 3.2 to 3.4 GPA.

**Award:** Full tuition and mandatory fees for up to 18 credit hours per semester, books, stipend

**Deadline:** No later than January 15

**Special Awards**

**Onward and Upward Distinguished Transfer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have a 3.5 GPA.

**Award:** Full tuition and mandatory fees for up to 18 credit hours per semester and books. Renewable for a total of 4 semesters if recipient successfully completes at least 15 nonrepeated hours each semester, earns at least a 3.0 GPA, completes the FAFSA by January 15 each year and has at least 40 verifiable community service hours as a tutor or writing coach in the University College each year

**Number:** Limited; depends on funding

**Academic Scholarships**

**Commonwealth Connector Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia or West Virginia; be a first-time freshman or first-time transfer student; have paid the admission’s application fee; have a 3.0 GPA; and have at least a 19 ACT score or SAT equivalent.

**Award:** In-state tuition for up to 18 credit hours per semester. Renewable for a total of 8 semesters if recipient completes the FAFSA by January 15, completes at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester, maintains at least a 2.7 GPA and provides 35 verifiable hours of community service with the University College.

**Number:** Limited; depends on funding

**FAO Appreciation Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a returning student and completed the FAFSA by January 15.

**Award:** $100 tuition discount

**Heritage Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must meet all admissions requirements and be designated by an alumni chapter.

**Award:** $5,000 per year. Renewable if recipient completes the FAFSA by January 15, completes at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester and maintains at least a 2.0 GPA.

**Number:** 2 for each chapter that gives at least $20,000 per year

**International Student Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an international student and meet all admissions requirements.

**Award:** One-half tuition; nonrenewable

**KSU Derby Run with Me Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a KSU student and recruit a new student who enrolls in KSU.

**Award:** $1,000 for each new student who verifies that he/she enrolled due to recipient’s efforts.

**KSU Upward Bound Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduating senior, have participated in the KSU Upward Bound program and meet all admissions requirements.

**Award:** One-half tuition, standard housing and meals. Renewable if recipient completes the FAFSA by January 15, maintains a 2.5 GPA and volunteers with the KSU Upward Bound program

**KSU Urban Center:** A New and Bright Initiative Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be graduating from a high school in a large U.S. urban area and have at least a 2.7 GPA.

**Award:** In-state tuition for up to 18 hours per semester for up to 8 consecutive semesters. Renewable if recipient completes the FAFSA by January 15, maintains a 2.5 GPA, completes at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester and provides 30 verifiable hours of community service with the University College.

**Louisville Alumni Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Metro Louisville or Oldham County, be African-American, be graduating from high school, have a 2.5 cumulative GPA, have a letter of acceptance from Kentucky State University and submit official high school transcript. Check will be made payable to Kentucky State University.

**Award:** $750 to $1,000

**Contact:** H. Johnson, Alumni Association, Louisville chapter, P.O. Box 211855, Louisville, KY 40221; [www.ksulouisville-alumni.org](http://www.ksulouisville-alumni.org)

**Salutatorian Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be graduating from a high school and have at least a 25 ACT score or SAT equivalent.

**Award:** In-state tuition for up to 18 hours per semester and books. Renewable for a total of 4 semesters if recipient successfully completes at least 15 nonrepeated hours each semester, earns at least a 3.0 GPA, completes the FAFSA by January 15 each year and has at least 40 verifiable community service hours as a tutor or writing coach in the University College each year

**Deadline:** April 30

**Louisville/Lexington Black Achievers Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have participated in the Black Achievers Program, be a first-time freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA, have at least a 21 ACT score or SAT equivalent and be a full-time student.

**Award:** In-state tuition, fees, room, board, books, stipend

**Number:** Louisville, 4; Lexington, 4

**Deadline:** No later than January 15

**Contact:** Admissions Office

**Salutatorian Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time freshman, have paid the admissions application fee and submit a transcript showing that applicant was a salutatorian.

**Contact:** Etienne Thomas, Athletic Department

**Public Universities**

**Kentucky State University**
**Award:** Room and board for up to 8 semesters. Renewable if recipient completes FAFSA by January 15, maintains at least a 2.7 GPA, complete at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester and provides 25 verifiable hours of community service with the University College.

**State of Kentucky Rising Scholar Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Kentucky, a first-time freshman or first-time transfer student, have paid the admissions application fee, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and have at least a 19 ACT score or SAT equivalent.

**Award:** One-half in-state tuition for up to 8 consecutive semesters. Renewable if recipient completes FAFSA by January 15, maintains at least a 2.7 GPA, complete at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester and provides 35 verifiable hours of community service with the University College.

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** No set date

**Contact:** Student Affairs

**Student Publications Tuition Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be the editor of the Thoroughbred News or the Thoroughbred Yearbook, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be a full-time student each semester and successfully complete at least 24 nonrepeated semester credit hours each academic year.

**Award:** In-state tuition

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15

**Contact:** Student Publications

**Thorobred Achievers Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must consistently demonstrate a dedication to academics.

**Award:** Entering first-time freshman, up to $1,000 per academic year; sophomore, up to $2,000 per academic year; junior, up to $3,000 per academic year; senior, up to $4,000 per academic year. Renewable if recipient completes FAFSA by January 15, maintains at least a 2.0 GPA and completes 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester.

**USDA/1890 National Scholars Program**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time freshman; have at least a 3.25 GPA and at least a 21 ACT composite score; intend to pursue a bachelor’s degree in agriculture, food or natural resource sciences; and demonstrate leadership and community service.

**Award:** In-state tuition, room and board, book stipend. Based on FAFSA.

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15

**Contact:** Ed Thompson, USDA Liaison

**Scholarships**

**Morehead State University**

**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, Office of Financial Aid, Morehead State University, 121 East Second Street, Morehead, KY 40351; finaid@moreheadstate.edu; www.moreheadstate.edu

**Note:** Students are encouraged to use the official MSU Scholarship Guide found at www.moreheadstate.edu/scholarships.

**Emergency Loan**

**Eligibility:** Must have an emergency situation.

**Award:** Small amount on a short-term, no-interest basis.

**Number:** Varies; dependent on demand and available funding

**Deadline:** None

**Honors Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Based on academic achievement, including GPA, test scores, coursework (honors classes, AP, IB); leadership and service experiences; awards and recognitions; recommendations from educators; essay; interview; and completed application packet, high school transcript and ACT/SAT test scores.

**Award:** Tuition, on-campus housing cost up to a 4-person suite, $5,000, and a $1,500 one-time study abroad allowance. Applied after other eligible aid is posted. Total financial aid may not exceed total cost of attendance.

**Number:** 20

**Deadline:** December 1

**Contact:** Dr. Philip Krummrich, Director, George M. Luckey Jr. Academic Honors Program, 606.783.2726; p.krummrich@moreheadstate.edu

**MSU Foundation Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Varies by scholarship. Apply at www.moreheadstate.edu/scholarships.

**Award:** Varies

**Deadline:** Between March 15 and June 15

**Contact:** Office of Financial Aid, 800.585.6781, financialaid@morehead-state.edu

**Affording Higher Education 2019–2020**

**Student Leadership Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must exhibit outstanding leadership abilities; be elected a Student Government Association officer (president, vice president, secretary, treasurer or chief justice) or Mr. or Ms. KSU; have, at the time of award, at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and be a full-time student each semester, successfully completing at least 30 nonrepeated semester credit hours each academic year and earning at least a 3.0 GPA, or be a part-time student and successfully complete at least half of the full-time requirements.

**Award:** Monthly stipend; president, $400; chief justice, $400; Mr. or Ms. KSU, $400; others, $300

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** No set date

**Contact:** Student Affairs

**Music Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must audition and be recommended by an ensemble director (an audition tape is acceptable); be enrolled in the university; and have, at the time of the award, at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA and a 2.5 GPA in major. Music majors — scholarships will be granted in brass, woodwind, percussion, keyboard and voice. Nonmusic majors — scholarships may be granted to nonmusic majors in a music area mentioned above or a major ensemble (concert choir or marching band/symphonic band). Music majors given priority over nonmusic majors. In addition to participating in one of the above music areas, each recipient must register and perform in a major ensemble (concert choir or marching/symphonic band), as well as enroll in the minor applied music sequence for each semester in which aid is granted.

**Award:** Based on talent and potential, major (music versus nonmusic), the needs of the music program and the number of credit hours the student will carry. Renewable for 4 years; disbursed in equal amounts each semester

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15

**Contact:** Fine Arts Department

**Valedictorian Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time freshman, have paid the admissions application fee and submit an official high school transcript showing that applicant was a valedictorian.

**Award:** Full in-state tuition for up to 18 credit hours per semester for up to 8 consecutive semesters. Renewable if recipient completes FAFSA by January 15, maintains at least a 2.7 GPA, complete at least 15 nonrepeated credit hours per semester and provides 30 verifiable hours of community service with the University College.
Affording Higher Education 2019–2020

**Academic Achievement**

**Number:** Unless otherwise noted, varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Contact:** Office of Financial Aid, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

**Black Achiever Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman, a Kentucky resident, have completed the Black Achievers Program in Lexington or Louisville, have at least an 18 composite ACT score and an admission index of 500, and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** Full tuition; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Commonwealth Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 24 total semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.75 cumulative high school GPA and at least a 28 composite ACT score and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $8,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Dean’s Scholars Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 24 semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.25 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 22 composite ACT score and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $2,500 ($1,250 per semester); renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative MSU GPA is maintained

**Diversity Opportunity Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a new incoming freshman; be a Kentucky resident; have an ethnic background of Hispanic/Latino, African American, American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian, or Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander; have at least an 18 composite ACT score and an admission index of 500; and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** Full tuition; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Governor’s Scholar Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 24 semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, be an alumnus of the Governor’s Scholars Program or Governor’s School for the Arts, have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA, at least a 25 composite ACT score, and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $8,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Kentucky Scholars Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 30 semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 25 composite ACT score, and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $8,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Kentucky Governor’s Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 30 semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.25 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 22 composite ACT score, and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $8,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Kentucky Governor’s Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 30 semester hours, be a legal resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 25 composite ACT score, and submit a completed application packet.

**Award:** $8,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Rogers Scholar Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman; be a Kentucky resident; be an alumnus of the Rogers Scholar Program; and have at least a 20 composite ACT score and at least a 3.50 unweighted high school GPA for full tuition; or at least a 28 composite ACT score and at least a 3.75 unweighted high school GPA for full tuition and housing.

**Award:** Full tuition or full tuition and up to $2,400 per semester for housing; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters if at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Valedictorian Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman; be a resident of Kentucky; be ranked number 1 in class by 7th semester high school transcript, or be an alumnus of Kentucky Governor’s Scholars or Kentucky Governor’s School for the Arts with an 18–24 composite ACT score; and submit a completed application packet, including application form, transcript and test scores. If funds are exhausted for this category, priority will be given to a qualifying student from the 22-county MSU service region with the highest admission index figures and with the earliest date of submission of completed application packet.

**Award:** $1,000 for 1 year immediately following high school graduation

**Deadline:** March 15 (priority)

**Art and Design**

**Contact:** Department of Art, 211 Claypool-YoungArt Building, 606.783.2766, j.petsch@moreheadstate.edu

**Art Leadership Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must submit a portfolio of work to be reviewed at the annual High School Art Day, be an entering freshman and be an art major.

**Award:** $500

**Deadline:** March 16

**J. E. Duncan Art Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior, an outstanding art student and an art major.

**Cliff Johnson Art Award**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate outstanding achievement in art.

**Industrial and Engineering Technology**

**Wes Blakley Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an industrial and engineering technology major and be nominated by faculty.

**Contact:** Department of Industrial and Engineering Technology, 606.783.2418, kc.cornett@moreheadstate.edu

**Military Science**

**Award:** Unless otherwise noted, full tuition and fees, up to $1,200; book allowance; and $300 to $500 stipend

**Deadline:** Unless otherwise noted, December 1

**Contact:** Department of Military Science, 606.783.5225, t.bailey@moreheadstate.edu

**Major Wayne D. Isham Award for ROTC Excellence**

**Eligibility:** Must be the top freshman or sophomore cadet in the ROTC program as determined by GPA and Army physical fitness test scores.

**ROTC Campus-based Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student (2–4 years remaining to complete degree), have at least a 2.5 GPA and meet qualifications to be commissioned as an officer in the Army.

**ROTC High School Nursing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a declared nursing major and have at least a 19 ACT score and at least a 2.5 GPA.
ROTC High School Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 19 ACT score and at least a 2.5 GPA.

ROTC Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have applied or be accepted into the BSN program, have at least a 2.5 GPA and meet qualifications to be an officer in the Army.
Deadline: Prior to beginning of semester

Music

Jamey Aebersold Jazz Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in the jazz program, maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA in music and a 2.5 overall GPA and have unmet financial need. Preference given to a bachelor of music in jazz studies student from the university’s primary service region.
Award: $500

Mary Lynn Albers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding oboist.
Award: $300

Department of Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a music major and maintain at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA.
Award: $500

Frances Edmunson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have a music major, have attended MSU at least 8 semesters, be currently enrolled in good standing and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $500

E. Glenn and Helen F. Fulbright Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding senior music education major.
Award: $500

A. Frank and Bethel C. Gallaher Memorial Award
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior and music major nominated by a faculty member. Audition required.
Award: $1,000
Deadline: January 15

Virginia and Evelyn Harpham Music Scholarship for String Players
Eligibility: Must be a music major with an emphasis in string performance. Audition required.

Theodore Presser Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding music major and be at least a junior.
Award: $4,500

Ray Ross Sr. Memorial Award
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding student, major in music, be a senior and have the highest GPA.
Award: $100

Alicia G. Valtotonin
Music/Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have outstanding participation in music and theater programs and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Deadline: March 15 (priority)

Physical Sciences
Deadline: Unless otherwise noted, May 1
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Department of Earth and Space Science, 606.783.2166, c.mason@moreheadstate.edu

Department of Physical Sciences Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: $500
Deadline: March
Contact: Department of Earth and Space Science, 606.783.2917, a.carnevali@moreheadstate.edu

Dr. Jules DuBar Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior geology major, be an active member of the Morehead Geological Society and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Dr. John C. Philley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior geology major, be an active member of the Morehead Geological Society and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Dr. H. W. Straley III Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior geology major, be an active member of the Morehead Geological Society and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Dr. Richard Walls Field
Camp Support Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be an active member of the Morehead Geological Society, have at least a 2.5 overall GPA with a 2.75 GPA in geology and be accepted into an accredited field camp.

Regional Analysis and Public Policy
Contact: Institute for Regional Analysis and Public Policy, 110F Bert Combs Building, 606.783.5419, m.hail@moreheadstate.edu

Regional Analysis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman or transfer student from an accredited college or university; have at least a 23 composite ACT score; have at least a 500 admission index (freshman) or at least a 3.25 GPA (transfer student); and have a declared major (with emphasis in regional analysis) in geography, government or sociology or have an area of concentration in environment science or social work.
Award: Up to $6,000; renewable with at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA during each of the first 2 semesters and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA for each semester thereafter
Deadline: March 1 (priority)

Speech
Deadline: Unless otherwise noted, March 15 (priority)
Contact: Department of Communication, Media and Leadership, 606.783.2134

Harlen Hamm Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a junior or senior speech or theater major.

Individual Events/Speech Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student active on the speech team. Current and renewal students must have recommendation of the speech team coaching staff. Incoming freshmen must demonstrate active participation on high school speech team and potential to contribute to the speech team and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
Deadline: April 1

Noal F. Oneal Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a theater major, a speech and theater major, a theater minor or a graduate student with an emphasis in theater and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. A current student must have been in the cast or crew of at least 1 MSU production per semester. An incoming student must express a strong interest in MSU theater.
Affording Higher Education 2019–2020

Julia Doyel Webb Scholarship
Eligibility: Must intend to participate on the forensic team. An entering freshman must have at least a 2.5 high school GPA. A current student must have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies; renewable if 3.0 GPA is maintained

Morehead State University
Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman or a transfer student with less than 30 semester hours; be a resident of Kentucky; have at least 1 parent or grandparent or a spouse who is an MSU alumnus and is active in the Alumni Association; have at least an 18 composite ACT score and a 2.5 unweighted high school GPA; and submit a completed application packet, including application form, transcript and test scores.
Award: $1,000; renewable with continuous full-time enrollment for fall/spring semesters and if at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA is maintained during the first 2 semesters and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained for each semester thereafter.
Deadline: March 15
Contact: Office of Enrollment Services, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Noel F. Oney Memorial Scholarship, under Speech, see page 42.

Theater Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major, minor or area of concentration in theater; have a 2.75 overall GPA and at least a 3.0 GPA in major; have completed at least 12 semester hours in the previous semester; be involved with theater productions through the school year; and demonstrate financial need.

Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in theater with outstanding contributions to the department’s cocurricular programs. An entering freshman must have potential to contribute to the department’s cocurricular programs and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.

Theta Alpha Phi and Morehead Players Scholarship
Deadline: April 1

Melody Troser Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in theater and have an admissions index of at least 500.

Alicia G. Vallotton Music/ Theater Scholarship, see page 42.

International Student Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be unconditionally admitted as an international undergraduate student with at least a 20 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT score.
Award: $4,000 per semester; renewable for up to 4 years with satisfactory academic progress toward graduation, continuous full-time enrollment for fall and spring semesters and compliance with the mandatory housing policy.
Deadline: July 30, fall semester; December 10, spring semester
Contact: Office of Enrollment Services, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Black Achievers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 24 semester hours; complete the Black Achievers Program in Lexington, Louisville or Cincinnati; and have at least an 18 ACT score and an admission index of at least 500.
Award: Full tuition; renewable upon maintaining a 2.75 cumulative GPA, continuous full-time enrollment and residence in university housing.
Deadline: December 1
Contact: Office of Financial Aid, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Diversity Opportunity Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman or a transfer student with less than 24 semester hours; be a legal resident of Kentucky; have an ethnic background of African American, Hispanic/Latino, American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian, or Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander; be unconditionally admitted; have at least an unweighted 3.0 high school GPA; have at least an 18 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT score; have an admission index of at least 500; and submit a completed application packet, including application form, transcript and test scores.
Award: Full tuition; renewable upon maintaining a 3.0 cumulative GPA, continuous full-time enrollment and residence in university housing.
Deadline: December 1
Contact: Office of Financial Aid, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Diversity

Alumni

Noel F. Oney Memorial Scholarship
Award: Varies
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Office of Athletics, 606.783.2088, athletics@moreheadstate.edu

John (Sonny) Allen Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in intercollegiate athletics and have completed playing eligibility but not met graduation requirements.

Gary L. Bishop Scholarship

Gary Edmon Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a varsity golfer.

William Everhart Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and a member of an intercollegiate NCAA athletic team or squad.

Jim Glass Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a varsity golfer.

Steve Hamilton Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a fifth-year senior, have been on athletic scholarship and be within 30 hours of graduation.

Kathy Goins Martin Endowed Scholarship for Intercollegiate Athletics-Men’s Golf
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student who is providing staff assistance with the men’s golf program.
Award: Varies; renewable upon reapplication.

Athletic

International

Public Universities
Morehead State University
Study Abroad Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an upperclass undergraduate student, be a Kentucky resident, participate in a study-abroad program providing academic credit, maintain at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student participating in a program sponsored or co-sponsored by MSU. Based on academic achievement and financial need.

Award: Varies
Deadline: International and Interdisciplinary Studies, 606.783.2807, p.krummrich@moreheadstate.edu

Non-Resident

Non-Resident Merit Scholarship: Tier 1
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.75 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 28 composite ACT score.
Award: $10,000 per year

Non-Resident Merit Scholarship: Tier 2
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 24 composite ACT score.
Award: $7,000 per year

Non-Resident Merit Scholarship: Tier 3
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 21 composite ACT score.
Award: $4,500 per year

Reciprocity Merit Scholarship: Tier 1
Eligibility: Must be from a reciprocity county, (Adams, Athens, Brown, Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs, Pike, Scioto or Vinton County, Ohio), have at least a 3.75 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 28 composite ACT score.
Award: $7,000 per year

Reciprocity Merit Scholarship: Tier 2
Eligibility: Must be from a reciprocity county (Adams, Athens, Brown, Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs, Pike, Scioto or Vinton County, Ohio), have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 24 composite ACT score.
Award: $4,000 per year

Reciprocity Merit Scholarship: Tier 3
Eligibility: Must be from a reciprocity county, have at least a 3.0 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 21 composite ACT score.
Award: $1,500 per year

Regional Campus Specific

Dr. Margaret Lewis Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must attend the Prestonsburg campus and demonstrate financial need.
Award: Varies; renewable upon satisfactory academic progress
Contact: Lula Bowling, 606.783.5421, ln.bowling@moreheadstate.edu

Morehead State University at Ashland Advisory Board Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, have at least a 3.2 GPA and be a full-time student pursuing a degree at the Ashland regional campus or, if attending concurrently with Ashland Community and Technical College, have at least 6 credit hours at MSU and 6 hours at ACTC.
Award: Varies; renewable for 1 year if a 3.0 GPA is maintained
Deadline: April 15
Contact: Nancy Preston, 606.783.8705, n.preston@moreheadstate.edu

Morehead State University at Mount Sterling Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be taking at least 6 credit hours at the Mount Sterling campus or have completed at least 16 hours of coursework at the center, pursue degree completion on the main campus and maintain at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Contact: Janet Kenney, 606.783.2078, j.kenney@moreheadstate.edu

Student Organizations

Cheerleader Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled full time and maintain a GPA set by Athletics.
Award: Varies; renewable if selected for the team at tryouts held in the spring
Deadline: Spring
Contact: Athletics, 606.783.2088, athletics@moreheadstate.edu

Transfer

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be admitted as a transfer student from any accredited college or university; have completed at least 24 hours of college work; and submit a completed application packet, including application form and transcripts.
Award: Varies; renewable with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and continuous full-time enrollment
Deadline: Unless otherwise noted, June 15 (priority)
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Office of Enrollment Services, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Kentucky Transfer Scholarship: Tier 1
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.5 cumulative college GPA.
Award: $4,000

Kentucky Transfer Scholarship: Tier 2
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.25 cumulative college GPA
Award: $2,500

Kentucky Transfer Scholarship: Tier 3
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumulative college GPA
Award: $1,500

Phi Theta Kappa Transfer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a new transfer student from any institution in the Kentucky Community and Technical College System; have completed at least 30 hours of college coursework with a 3.75 cumulative GPA; be a Kentucky resident; have an active Phi Theta Kappa membership; provide proof of membership; and submit a letter of recommendation from local Phi Theta Kappa advisor and an optional letter of recommendation from college counselor, faculty or similar person.
Award: $1,000; renewable if a 3.0 cumulative GPA, continuous full-time enrollment

Contact: Office of Enrollment Services, 800.585.6781, finaid@moreheadstate.edu

Darrell and Leola Adams Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time nontraditional undergraduate student and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Deadline: June 15

Carolyn Flatt Award
Eligibility: Must be a full-time nontraditional student and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Deadline: June 15

Contact: Janet Kenney, 606.783.2078, j.kenney@moreheadstate.edu
and residency in university housing are maintained.

**Number:** 5 per year  
**Deadline:** May 31

### Additional

**Big Sandy Superstore: VanHoose-Stewart Foundation Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student who is the child of a full-time active employee or be a part-time undergraduate student who is an active employee of Big Sandy Superstore.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Contact:** Big Sandy Superstore, 740.574.2113

### Work-Study

**Institutional Work-Study Program**  
**Eligibility:** Must have a specific skill or talent.  
**Award:** Varies; dependent on funding  
**Number:** Varies; dependent on funding  
**Deadline:** April 1 (priority)  
**Contact:** Department/office related to academic major or area of skill/experience or the Office of Financial Aid, Morehead State University, 121 East Second Street, Morehead, KY 40351

### Murray State University

**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, Scholarship Office, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071; 800.272.4678, ext. 4; or 270.809.3225, mssu.scholarships@murraystate.edu; www.murraystate.edu/scholarships/

### Fellowships

**William G. Broughton Fellowship**  
**Eligibility:** Must have a specific skill or talent.  
**Award:** Varies; dependent on funding  
**Number:** Varies; dependent on funding  
**Deadline:** January 1  
**Contact:** Department/office related to academic major or area of skill/experience or the Office of Financial Aid, Morehead State University, 121 East Second Street, Morehead, KY 40351

**Constantine W. Curris Advanced Graduate and Professional School Fellowship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a member of the senior graduating class, be a U.S. citizen and be accepted for full-time study at a doctoral or professional school level.  
**Deadline:** June 1

### Presidential Fellowship

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman and have at least a 28 composite ACT score or SAT equivalent and at least a 3.7 cumulative GPA.  
**Award:** Tuition, on-campus housing, meal plan for 8 consecutive semesters (summer excluded) or until the bachelor’s degree is received, whichever comes first. Renewable upon maintaining a 3.2 cumulative GPA and participating in the Honors College and research in the appropriate academic discipline

### Scholarships

**Unless otherwise noted:**  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  
**Deadline:** February 1  
**Contact:** Scholarship Office, Murray State University, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071; 800.272.4678, ext. 4; or 270.809.3225.

### General Scholarships

**1922 Society Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a descendent of a Murray State alumnus and be a full-time freshman in the fall.

**Ginger Adams Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen, be a full-time student, be a Calloway County High School graduate and have at least a 3.5 GPA for a freshman or 3.0 GPA for a current student.

**Adults Belong in College Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be at least age 23, have experienced an interruption in formal education, demonstrate academic potential, maintain at least a 2.5 GPA and be a U.S. citizen. Financial need may be considered if part time.

**Doris Alexander Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student who has completed at least 2 semesters at MSU. May reapply for consideration for up to 8 semesters.

**Elsie P. Alexander Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled full time, reside in Henry County, Tennessee, and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

**Alpha Sigma Phi To Better the Man Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a male incoming freshman, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA.

### Alumni Association Life Member Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman, be a descendent of a Murray State alumnus and demonstrate leadership in school and/or community activities.

### Anonymous General Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student.

### ATO Endowed Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an active member of Alpha Tau Omega, have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA and be a full-time undergraduate student.

### Rogers Badgett Sr. Foundation Renewable Scholarship for Graduate Education

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student from Hopkins County; be currently teaching; be pursuing a graduate degree at MSU-Madisonville Regional Campus in elementary education, guidance and counseling, reading and writing, school administration, special education, teacher leadership program, library media, school safety or gifted and talented; and have a bachelor of science or bachelor of arts degree. Financial need considered.

### Rogers Badgett Sr. Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must attend the Madisonville campus and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Preference given to a student from Hopkins County, then to a student from a neighboring county. Financial need considered.

### Ballance Family Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time incoming freshman; be a U.S. citizen; be a resident of MSU’s service area (Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, Trigg, Union or Webster County); and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

### Ballard/McCracken County Alumni and Friends Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Ballard or McCracken County, be a full-time student and have a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.

### George E. Beiderwell Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, Trigg, Union or Webster County and be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

**Jeff Bennet Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a U.S. citizen, demonstrate financial need, be a graduate of or a graduating senior at a Marshall County school and be a full-time freshman.

**Parvin and Ina Blalock Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of Calloway County High School, Eastwood Christian Academy or Murray High School; have at least a 3.15 GPA; be a U.S. citizen; demonstrate leadership qualities; and be a full-time student.

**Blue Level Diversity Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have at least an 18 composite ACT score and a 2.75 cumulative GPA and participate in the Mills Scholars program. Preference given to a minority student, a Kentucky resident and a graduate of a Kentucky high school. Renewable for up to 3 additional years or until bachelor’s degree is received, whichever comes first, if student meets renewal qualifications.

**Bluegrass Scholars**  
**Renewable Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a sophomore; be a full-time student; be a Kentucky resident; major in chemistry, biology, physics, math, economics or finance and accounting; have at least a 3.5 GPA; be a full-time student; and demonstrate financial need.

**Coach Mark Brady Endowed Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of Murray High School or Calloway County High School and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a student enrolled in the College of Education who is planning on teaching K–12.

**Drs. Richard and Mary Broeringmeyer Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a U.S. citizen, have at least a 3.0 GPA, demonstrate financial need and be a full-time undergraduate student.

**John Andrew “Andy” Camp Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an entering full-time freshman, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a graduate of McKenzie High School in McKenzie, Tennessee.

**Carr Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman and have a 3.4 to 3.49 cumulative GPA with a 28 to 36 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score or have a 3.4 to 4.0 cumulative GPA with a 26 or 27 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment and completion of at least 24 credit hours each year.

**Jim and Sue Cash Endowed Academic Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be a resident of Jefferson County, Illinois, or Simpson or McCracken County, Kentucky.

**William H. (Bart) Cayce Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of a Christian County high school; be enrolled full time; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

**Century Club Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled at least half time.

**CFSB Freshman Renewable Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must have an 18 to 25 composite ACT score, be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of a high school in Calloway or McCracken County.

**Ricky Wayne Chism Baseball Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a member of the MSU baseball team, have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a full-time student. Preference given to a student from west Tennessee.

**Churchill Family Fund for Excellence Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate financial need, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be a Calloway County High School or Murray High School graduate and be a full-time student.

**Jeffry and Sallie Clarke Endowed Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and an Illinois resident. Preference given to a student with financial need.

**Lynda Coleman Writing Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School and be a full-time student. Preference given to a student with at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Commonwealth Honors Academy Leadership Housing Award**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a Commonwealth Honors Academy alumnus. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Cody Cooper Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Livingston Central High School and have a major in the College of Science, Engineering and Technology or the College of Health Sciences and Human Services. Financial need considered.

**Dewey and Addie Crass Memorial Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time, nontraditional student; be a resident of Calloway County; and demonstrate financial need and academic potential.

**Howard R. Crittenden Men’s Basketball Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a men’s basketball player and a full-time student. Financial need may be considered.

**Jerry D. Crutchfield Leadership Award**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student; major in music, including music business; have at least a 2.75 GPA; and demonstrate leadership ability and financial need.

**Constantine W. Curris IFC Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a member of a Greek fraternal social organization recognized by the Inter-Fraternity Council, have at least a 3.0 GPA and provide a description of participation in Greek activities.

**William and Mary Curris Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a debate team member or a participant in other forensic activities, be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Jimmy and Donnette Dean Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time incoming freshman, be a graduate of Murray High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Deans Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, have a 21 to 23 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment and completion of at least 24 credit hours per year.

**Delta Omega Leadership Scholarship**  
*Eligibility:* Must be a member of Alpha...
Omicron Pi, be an upperclassman or alumna who has demonstrated leadership qualities, be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need may be considered.

**James B. and Martha Dell Dewese Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Graves County, be a full-time student and be a graduate of a high school in Graves County.

**Joe Dick Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman, be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Kyle Dieling Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in a bachelor’s degree program at an accredited school in the U.S. Preference given to an MSU student or GED recipient.

**Esther Drexler Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Marshall County High School graduate and be a full-time student.

**Doris S. Dudley Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and demonstrate financial need.

**Joe Dyer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

**Sid and Melissa H. Easley Leadership Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior; be a permanent resident of Calloway, Graves or Marshall County; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and demonstrate leadership qualities in both high school and college by serving as president of a school-approved organization or being involved in residential college, Greek organization or extracurricular activities that provide leadership development. Preference given to a student who lives in a residence hall. Financial need considered.

**Emeritus Club Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be recommended by high school counselor or principal and be a full-time student.

**Joe and Ella Kick Evans Renewable Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Graves County, be a U.S. citizen, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA, be a graduate of Graves County High School or Mayfield High School and be a full-time undergraduate in nursing or a biological science.

**Robert A. “Fats” Everett Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be a full-time student, have a high scholastic record, be a U.S. citizen and submit a 150-word written statement explaining reason for pursuing a college education. Financial need considered.

**Farmers Bank/Crittenden County Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be a graduate of a school in or be a resident of Crittenden County and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Renewable with at least a 2.5 GPA.

**Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be involved with FCA, maintain at least a 2.0 GPA and be a full-time undergraduate student. Financial need considered.

**Fred and Genoa Filbeck Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a U.S. citizen and be a graduate of Marshall County High School. Financial need considered.

**Gregory Blake and Pamela Gail Flener Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 3.0 GPA (and a 20 ACT score if an incoming freshman), be a full-time student and be a resident of Butler County. Undergraduate and graduate students are eligible. Recipient encouraged to enroll in MSU’s ROTC program.

**Paul and Louise Freeman Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be a graduate of Lyon County High School, be enrolled full time and have at least a 3.0 GPA in high school.

**Marshall Gage Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, attend full time and be a member of the MSU track team. Financial need considered. Renewable.

**Fred J. Gamlin Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman, be a full-time student, be a graduate of Henry County (Tennessee) High School, have at least a 2.5 GPA and have lettered in basketball. Financial need considered.

**Gamma Beta Phi Honors Society Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an active member of Gamma Beta Phi in good standing, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.4 GPA. A Calloway County resident must earn 15 service points a year. A student who does not live in Calloway County must earn 10 service points a year.

**Gyndel E. Garnett Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student and be a graduate of Graves County High School.

**James E. Garrison Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a National Merit semifinalist or have at least a 26 ACT score and be ranked in the top 10% of student’s high school class.

**James G. Glasgow Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman from Calloway, Graves, Hopkins, Marshall or McCracken County and be enrolled full time. Financial need considered.

**Gold Level Diversity Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 2.1 composite ACT score and a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be enrolled full time, and participate in the Mills Scholars program. Preference given to a minority student, a Kentucky resident and a graduate of a Kentucky high school. Renewable for up to 3 additional years or until bachelor’s degree is received, whichever comes first, if student meets renewal qualifications.

**Governor’s Scholars Program Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and a Governor’s Scholars Program alumus. Renewable with a 3.25 GPA and full-time enrollment.

**Governor’s School for the Arts Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and a Governor’s School for the Arts Program alumus. Renewable with a 3.25 GPA and full-time enrollment.
Jeff Green Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of the First State Senatorial District in Kentucky and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a pre-law or public administration student. Financial need considered.

Brian Greenwell/Friends of SSLD Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, be using the opportunities provided by the Services for Students with Learning Disabilities program and demonstrate financial need.

Jesse G. Grier Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate financial need, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.

Roy and Dora Griffith Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Marshall County and be a full-time undergraduate student. Financial need considered.

Jane Hall Panhellenic Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must have at least a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.

Jim Hall Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate strong leadership, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a Union County High School graduate.

George S. and Lochie Hart Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, be a U.S. citizen, participate in extracurricular activities and demonstrate strong leadership. Financial need considered.

Richard E. Hart Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an entering freshman, be a graduate of Webster County High School, be a resident of Webster County, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate involvement in community and church activities. Financial need considered.

Hazel Alumni Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must reside in the former Hazel School District of Calloway County and be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School. Preference given to a freshman without a full scholarship.

Kevin Hendon Model of Courage Award  
*Eligibility:* Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; have endured a severe or debilitating physical condition; and explain the condition in a letter accompanying the application. Preference given to a student with cystic fibrosis.

Malvin Brent Henley Murray Training School Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman and be a descendant of a Murray Training School, College High or University School student or faculty member.

Donna Herndon Student Murray State University Alumni Association (SAA) Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an upperclassman, Preference given to an SAA member. Financial need considered. Renewable based on reapplication for up to 3 years.

Bonnie and Cliff Higgenson Study Abroad Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must plan to study abroad 1 semester, have at least a 3.0 GPA and submit the study abroad scholarship application. Preference given to a student pursuing a teaching career at the elementary, middle or secondary level.

Preston “Ty” Holland Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman; be a Murray High School graduate who was in the top 50% of the class; and have demonstrated excellence in character, athletics, leadership and service to school and community.

Melva R. Holt Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a member of the Lady Racer basketball team, be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Carol Hoover Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must have at least a 2.5 GPA and major in business, music or nursing. Preference given to a member of First Baptist Church of Mayfield. Financial need considered.

Hope, Endeavor and Achievement Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student. Financial need considered.

Addie Beth and Dr. Carroll Hubbard Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, a full-time student and a resident of the Purchase area.

Bradley T. Hughes Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be male, be a member in good standing of Alpha Gamma Rho and be a full-time student.

James L. Hurley Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time incoming freshman, junior, senior or graduate student. A freshman must be a Marshall County resident and a graduate of Marshall County High School. Renewable for freshmen for a maximum of 2 years.

Buford and Stella Hurt Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate student; have at least a 2.5 GPA; major in economics, finance, management, marketing or business administration; and submit a letter of recommendation from Woodmen Life and/or school personnel. Preference given to a Kentucky Woodmen of the World lodge member or someone whose parents or legal guardians are members.

Max B. and Mavis Hurt Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman and be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky’s First Congressional District.

Dan C. and Sue Hutson Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken or Trigg County, Kentucky, or Henry, Obion, Stewart or Weakley County, Tennessee. Open to all majors except biological sciences.

Jackson Purchase AAUW Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; be female; be a resident of the Jackson Purchase region; and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Jackson Purchase Rifle and Pistol Club “Fred McCutchen” Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a member of the MSU rifle team, junior member of the Jackson Purchase Rifle and Pistol Club and a resident of the Jackson Purchase region. Second preference given to a member of the rifle team and a resident of Kentucky. Third preference given to a member of the rifle team with no restriction to state of residence.

Bob and Karen Jackson Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate financial need;
be a full-time freshman; and be a resident of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken or Trigg County. High school leadership qualities and roles, academic achievement, athletic involvement and financial need considered.

Clay and Treva Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time entering freshman, be a graduate of an accredited high school in Marshall County, be a U.S. citizen and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

J. U. Kevil Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman, be a graduate of a high school in Caldwell or Graves County and be recommended by a school counselor or principal. Renewable with a 3.0 GPA.

Stephanie Peek Kirk Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a recent graduate of Livingston Central High School, have graduated with honors in English and submit an on-demand writing sample to the senior Honors English teacher at Livingston Central.

A. P. Knight Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time upperclassman, be eligible to be a member of the MSU baseball team and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Stephen Kuhlman Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman from Graves County. Preference given to a graduate of Mayfield High School. Financial need, academic achievement, service to school and community, and student’s character and motivation considered.

Geneva Lyttleton Kutzner Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

Shirley Trail Lanier: Elizabeth/William and Emma Lanier Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a bachelor of integrated studies degree and be enrolled in at least 3 hours. Preference given to a student studying communications.

James M. Lassiter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of the Jackson Purchase area, major in pre-law and be an upperclassman. Preference given to a resident of Calloway, Graves, Livingston, Marshall or McCracken County.

Jean Lorrah Honors Study Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be enrolled in the Honors College; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and submit a study abroad scholarship application.

Richard H. Lewis Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to an incoming freshman who is a resident of Caldwell, Lyon or Marshall County.

C. S. Lowry Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman.

Lillian Lowry Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior transferring from an accredited community college. Preference given to a graduate of West Kentucky Community and Technical College.

Lyons Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major in education or nursing and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Dr. Laxmaiah Manchikanti Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time undergraduate or graduate student who will be taking the majority of his/her courses at the Paducah regional campus.

Augusta Perdue Manna, RN, Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be full- or part-time undergraduate or graduate student, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a U.S. resident and citizen, be a single parent and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a female student who is over 25 years old and majoring in nursing.

Elisabeth T. Maxwell Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a female; attend full time; be a junior, senior or graduate student; be a single parent and head of household; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Coach Mac McDonald Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, be a graduate of Mayfield High School, have at least a 2.0 GPA and have been a member of the Mayfield football team. Preference given to a lineman.

Johnny D. McDougal Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming full-time freshman, have a 3.0 to 3.2 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School. Preference given to a student studying business.

Tim McEnroe Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, be a graduate of an accredited high school in Daviess County and demonstrate academic strength and participation in community and school activities. Financial need considered.

Louise McGinnis/Virginia Kemp/Frances Oliver Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman and a Fulton County high school graduate. Renewable with at least a 2.5 GPA.

Eleanor P. McGregor Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be employed at least part time, be a full-time student, have academic talent and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a nontraditional student.

Thomas McGurk Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and be a member of the MSU baseball team.

Dan W. Miller Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time upperclassman. Financial need considered.

Iva S. Mills/O. B. Springer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student.

Dr. Marvin D. and Eunice J. Mills Multicultural Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, have demonstrated academic potential and leadership while in high school, rank in the top 25% of high school graduating class and have at least a 21 ACT score; or be a transfer student who has completed 12 semester hours with at least a 2.75 GPA. Must become a peer mentor during second year at MSU. Preference given to a minority student.

Marvin D. Mills Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 21 ACT composite score, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a full-time student and participate in the Mills Scholars program. Preference given to a minority student who is a Kentucky resident and a graduate of a Kentucky high school.
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Moore-Menendez Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; be a resident of Kentucky or Illinois; have Spanish as a first language; major or minor in agriculture, art (painting), biology, chemistry, computer science, education, English, French, government, instrumental music, journalism, mathematics, physics, political science or Spanish; have at least a 2.75 GPA; and submit study abroad scholarship application.

Hatler E. Morgan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman who is involved in athletics. Preference given to a graduate of Marshall County High School. First priority given to a manager of the MSU basketball team. Second priority given to an MSU student-athlete.

Jeanie Morgan Student Government Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or graduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

George Michael Moss Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Henderson County, be a graduate of a high school in Henderson County and be a full-time undergraduate student.

MSU Black Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student who is involved in athletics. Preference given to African-American or Hispanic-American.

Muhlenberg County Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, a graduate of a high school in Muhlenberg County and plan to be enrolled full time.

The Murray Bank Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time and be a graduate of a Calloway County high school.

Murray BPW: Celebrate Women Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female; be a nontraditional sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student; be enrolled full time; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Murray Lions Club: Groover A. Parker Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a high school in Calloway County, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student and be a former or current member of FFA or FCCLA. Renewable if a 3.0 GPA is maintained.

Murray Lions Club: Bryan Tolley Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have graduated from Calloway County High School or Murray High School; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Murray State Promise Tuition Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman or new transfer from Kentucky; be enrolled in at least 12 credit hours per semester; complete the FAFSA; and be receiving a Pell Grant, CAP Grant and KEES. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

Murray Training School/College High/University School Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman; be the descendant of a Murray Training School, College High or University School student or faculty member; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and be recommended by high school counselor or principal.

Nance Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; be a resident of the Jackson Purchase area; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student who graduated from a high school in Calloway County.

Sula Travis Nickell Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a nontraditional student; be at least a junior; and be a resident of Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, Trigg, Union or Webster County. Preference given to a female student.

Norris Family Scholarship—MSU
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman major in engineering or telecommunications management and have at least a 3.0 GPA in the major and a 2.5 overall GPA.

Hugh L. Oakley Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman major in engineering or telecommunications management and have at least a 3.0 GPA in the major and a 2.5 overall GPA.

James Richard Oliver Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA and 23 ACT score. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky.

Olympic Sports Academic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be an active MSU athlete in a nontraditional sport (excludes football and basketball). Financial need considered.

The Paducah Bank and Trust Company Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have attended West Kentucky Community and Technical College or be an incoming freshman from the Paducah or McCracken County school district.

Paris-Henry County Murray State University Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of Henry County (Tennessee) High School, rank in the upper half of student’s class, have financial need and be a full-time student.

Paris Landing Kiwanis Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Henry County, Tennessee, rank in the upper half of student’s class, have financial need and be a full-time student.

Deanna Hughes Parker Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a student who has been an active member of Sigma Sigma Sigma for at least 2 semesters.

Dr. Rhey Boyd Parsons Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student. Preference given to an incoming freshman in top third of high school graduating class. Upperclassmen may reapply with a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Jack Paxton Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a high school in Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
Maryknoll Missionary of Sacred Heart Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a member of Maryknoll Missionary of Sacred Heart and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student with leadership qualities. Financial need considered.

Jerry and Jamie Penner
Rock Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman and have either a 3.6 to 3.69 GPA and a 33 to 36 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score or a 3.6 to 4.0 GPA and a 28 or 29 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment and completion of at least 24 credit hours each year.

Racer Advantage Grant
Eligibility: Must be full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.0 GPA and have financial need.

David W. Reed and Marilyn Reed Buchanan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the relative of a retired or current employee of Reed Crushed Stone (Vulcan Materials), have at least a 2.75 high school GPA or a 2.5 MSU GPA and provide proof of employment and period of employment. A part-time student is eligible for half of the award. Preference given to a full-time undergraduate student.

Regents Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman and have either a 3.6 to 3.69 GPA and a 33 to 36 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score or a 3.6 to 4.0 GPA and a 30 to 32 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment and completion of at least 24 credit hours each year.

Regions Bank Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman; have attended Murray Middle School or Calloway County Middle School for at least 1 year; and be a graduate of Murray High School or Calloway County High School. Financial need considered.

Anna F. Rock and Robert D. Rock Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and submit letters of recommendation. Preference given to a student who graduated from a high school in Marshall County. Financial need considered.

Jasper County Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Jasper County resident and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student with a 3.5 to 4.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Jack and Janice Rose
Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman immediately after graduation and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Fred T. Schultz Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman; be a graduate of Calloway County High School and Murray High School; have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to an incoming freshman.

Maurice H. Ryan Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled full time, be a graduate of Murray High School, be a U.S. citizen and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Fred T. Schultz Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, be a graduate of Murray High School and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Dr. Hal and Jane Seaton Fund for Excellence in International Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a resident of western Kentucky seeking an
opportunity to study abroad and submit the study abroad scholarship application.

**Shroat-Huie Dunn Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate or the child or grandchild of a graduate of any high school in Calloway County, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Wayne L. Simms Renewable Scholarship for Nontraditional Students**
*Eligibility:* Must be a nontraditional undergraduate student, be enrolled at least part time and be a U.S. citizen. Financial need considered.

**William Heath Skipworth Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be an active member of the junior varsity or varsity cheerleading squad and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

**Fay and T. Sledd Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student. Financial need considered.

**Brian Ray Smith Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student. Preference given to a nontraditional student and a student who graduated from Marshall County High School with at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

**Laura and Ben H. Smith Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate student and a resident of Lyon County. Financial need considered.

**Dr. Harry M. and Lois S. Sparks Honorary Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman and be enrolled full time. Based on good citizenship and academic achievement.

**Charles Speed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student.

**Pat Spurgin Riflery Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman rifle team recruit with an average score of 1120+ out of 1200, be enrolled full time and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

**Ernestine Derrington Starick University Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate and have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA.

**Frank Albert Stubblefield Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman and be a graduate of a high school in the First Congressional District of Kentucky.

**Gary Taylor Memorial Renewable Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, have at least a 3.2 GPA and be a graduate of Calloway County High School, Christian Fellowship High School or Murray High School.

**Molly and Joe Tillson Fund for Excellence Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a nontraditional student, be enrolled at least part time, major in social work while concurrently maintaining family responsibilities and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Preference given to an undergraduate student.

**Transfer Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a new transfer student, be enrolled full time, have at least a 3.25 GPA and have completed 45 credit hours. Based on residency at time of admission.

**Trustee Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time incoming freshman and have a 3.7 to 4.0 GPA and a 33 to 36 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment, completion of at least 24 credit hours each year and participation in the Honors College.

**University Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time incoming freshman and have a 3.0 to 3.4 GPA and a 24 or 25 ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score or have a 3.0 to 4.0 cumulative GPA with at least a 26 composite ACT score or equivalent SAT combined score. Renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA, full-time enrollment and completion of at least 24 credit hours each year.

**David A. Vaughan Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, be a graduate of Murray High School and have at least a 3.5 GPA.

**Daisy and Bob and Mary Lou Vincent Brand Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and a graduate of Graves County High School. Financial need considered.

**Waldrop Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a graduate of Mayfield High School or Graves County High School, be in the top 20% of high school graduating class and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered. Renewable for up to 3 years with a 3.0 GPA.

**Dick and Jan Weaver Educational Trust Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a U.S. citizen and be a full-time undergraduate student. Preference given to a sophomore, junior or senior with a major in the College of Business or College of Education.

**Janice F. and Richard F. Weaver Student Athletic Academic Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an academically eligible athlete who has received athletic aid and has participated on an MSU team.

**Richard Weisenberger Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of Graves County High School or Mayfield High School and be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student. Preference given to an upperclassman.

**Rainey T. Wells Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an entering full-time freshman and be recommended by high school counselor or principal.

**Thomas R. Whitton Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled full time and be a graduate of an accredited high school in McCracken County. Financial need considered.

**Liburn L. “Jack” Wilcox and Modena Wilcox Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**James C. Williams Jr. Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School. Financial need considered.

**Dean Willis Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must reside in the North Todd Elementary School attendance area, be a full-time undergraduate student and demonstrate financial need.
Gates F. Young Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. First preference given to a student with financial need. Second preference given to a student with leadership qualities. Third preference based on scholastic record.

**Arthur J. Bauernfeind**
College of Business

**Accounting Department Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be full-time undergraduate student; be enrolled in a section of FTR 100T during the fall semester of freshman year; have a declared major in an area in accounting; be continuously enrolled in accounting courses, beginning with Principles of Accounting; and participate in department activities, which include meetings with members of the accounting profession and membership in the Accounting Society (or, as an upper division student, Beta Alpha Psi).

**Herbert and Virginia Adams Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student; major or minor in accounting; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and be in good standing with the department.

**David Alexander/Mike Hamilton/Ernst Young Accounting Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student majoring in accounting and have at least a 3.0 GPA. A graduate student must have an undergraduate degree in accounting. A freshman must enroll in a section of FTR 100T during the fall semester. All recipients must be continuously enrolled in accounting courses, beginning with Principles of Accounting, and participate in department activities, which include meetings with members of the accounting profession and membership in the Accounting Society (or, as an upper division student, Beta Alpha Psi). Financial need considered.

**Kevin Arnold/Vic Beatty Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a full-time student.

**Baird, Kurtz and Dobson Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must major in accounting and be a full-time student.

**BB&T Bank Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Calloway County High School or Murray High School graduating senior, attend full time and be a College of Business student.

**Barbara Cochran**

**Breazeale Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and major in arts, music, theater, organizational communication or journalism. Financial need considered.

**Bruce Family Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a 2.5 GPA and be a graduate of a high school in Hopkins County.

**Lee Clark Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of a high school in Calloway County and be an incoming full-time freshman. Preference given to a student pursuing a degree in education, communications or law. Financial need considered.

**Computer Services Inc. Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a telecommunications system management major, be from western Kentucky, be an undergraduate or transfer student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Bob D. Cornman**

**Accounting Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, major in accounting or accounting/computer information systems, be a resident of western Kentucky or of a Jackson Purchase county and be a full-time student.

**CSIS Department Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a computer science or computer information system major, have at least a 2.5 GPA in area of study or major, be a full-time student, be a member of the Association of Information Technology Professionals or Association of Computing Machinery and be involved in the student ambassador program. Financial need considered.
Eligibility: Must major in computer science or computer information systems, be a full-time upperclassman with at least a 3.0 GPA in area of study and demonstrate involvement in the Association of Computing Machinery and/or the Association of Information Technology Professionals and student ambassador program. Financial need considered.

H. Glenn and Anne Doran Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student. Preference given to a resident of Calloway, Graves, Livingston, Lyon or Marshall County, Kentucky, or Henry County, Tennessee.

Betty Downing Memorial Scholarship in Business
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident; major in business administration, mathematics, economics, finance, accounting, management or marketing; be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student; and have at least a 3.2 GPA.

Dan S. Duncan/Deloitte & Touche Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an accounting student.

John Fetterman Minority Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a minority student, be enrolled full time and major in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications. A current student must have at least a 2.5 GPA. An entering freshman must have at least a 18 ACT score.

A. W. Fields Family Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and major in accounting.

Ed Freeman Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in journalism, be a junior and be a reporter with The Murray State News during the sophomore year.

Wilson and Virginia Gantt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time upperclassman; major in computer science, engineering, history, mathematics, organizational communications or telecommunications systems management; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

M. C. Garrott Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior; major in advertising, public relations or print journalism; and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.

Howard C. Giles Economics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of the First Congressional District of Kentucky or Benton, Carroll, Henry, Houston, Humphries, Montgomery, Stewart or Weakley County, Tennessee, or Hardin, Johnson, Massac, Pope or Union County, Illinois; major in economics; and be a full-time student with at least a 3.0 GPA (for upperclassmen or transfer students) or at least a 22 ACT score (for entering freshmen).

Fred M. Gingles Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time, nontraditional student; be an undergraduate; and major in business. Financial need considered.

Quint T. Guier Writers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; major in English or journalism; or be pursuing a master’s degree in English with an emphasis in creative writing; have at least a 2.9 GPA; and submit samples of writing with application.

Mike and Janet Hamilton/Ernst & Young Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be involved in the Accounting Society of Beta Alpha Psi and major in accounting.

Jules Harcourt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman or transfer student, be enrolled full time and have a major in the College of Business. Financial need considered.

Dannie E. and Jacquelyn S. Harrison Fund for Excellence Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior student pursuing a degree from the College of Business. Financial need considered.

L. J. Hortin Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be a U.S. citizen; have a major in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

L. J. Hortin Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time upperclassman, have a major in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, be a U.S. citizen and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Venable M. Houts Jr./Ernst & Young Fund for Excellence in Accounting
Eligibility: Must major in accounting.

Dan C. Hutson II Scholarship (Business)
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student with a farming background, major in business and have and maintain a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a resident of Caldwell, Calloway, Graves, Hickman, Logan or Union County, Kentucky, or Logan, Montgomery, Robertson or Stewart County, Tennessee. Financial need considered.

Burton “Boots” and Modest Clark Jeffrey Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; be a resident of Calloway County; plan to receive a bachelor of science degree in communications or a teaching certification; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Kerby and Dorothy Jennings Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time, nontraditional student and major in print journalism. First preference given to a resident of Calloway County. Second preference given to a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.

JMC Graduate Student Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a journalism and mass communications major.
Deadline: June 1

Ambassador Marshall P. Jones Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in accounting.

Ruby C. Krider Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student with at least a 3.0 GPA. First preference given to an active participant of the Speech and Debate Union, theater major or organizational communication major or a
resident of Henry County, Tennessee. Second preference given to a resident of western Tennessee or western Kentucky.

Dr. Ann Lackey Landini
Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be a rising sophomore, junior or senior; have a major in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications; have at least a 3.0 GPA; demonstrate financial need; and be involved with The Murray State News and/or the residential college system.

Mark A. Lassiter/
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in accounting.

Mary Moore Lassiter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in business, be an active member of organizations in the field of study and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a resident of Calloway or Marshall County. Financial need considered.

Anna F. Legate Business Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; be a Kentucky high school graduate; and have at least 2.75 GPA. Consideration given to financial need.

Donald J. Leitch Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman and major in accounting.

Linn-Allbritten Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior and major in accounting.

The Management Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be a U.S. citizen, be a full-time student and major in management. Based on academic achievement and desire to pursue an area in management.

J. Melton and Elizabeth H.
Marshall Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a current student and major in business. Financial need considered.

Shelby McCallum Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Marshall County, be a junior or senior majoring in organizational communications or journalism and mass communications and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Robert P. McCann
Computer Studies Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be a computer information systems major and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Robert P. McCann
FBLA Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be an active member of the Kentucky Region I FBLA, major in business and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

M. C. and Hazel
McCuiston Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be a Kentucky resident, major in business or business education and submit a letter of recommendation from principal or school counselor. Financial need considered.

Robert McGaughey Scholarship in
Journalism and Mass Communications
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student with at least 60 hours completed (junior or senior status) and major in journalism, advertising, electronic media, graphic communications management, television production or public relations. Involvement in departmental and campus activities considered.

Gary McLemore Business Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student, be enrolled in the College of Business, have at least a 2.5 GPA and have graduated from Marshall County High School.

Sam and Bonnie McNeely
Study Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in business administration, management or marketing; be a full-time student; have at least a 2.75 GPA; and submit the study abroad scholarship application. Financial need considered.

Thomas I. Miller Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in accounting.

Dr. Tim Miller Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student-athlete and a full-time undergraduate. Preference given to a student majoring in accounting or other area in the College of Business.

William Ray Mofield
Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior and major in journalism, organizational communication or television production. Financial need considered.

Owens Food Market Inc. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, major in business and have a current or prior relationship personally or through immediate family members with at least 1 independent business or business owner. Financial need considered.

D. Scott and Kelli Burkeen Parsons
Scholarship for International Study
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student in the College of Business, School of Nursing or School of Agriculture; participate in an approved study abroad experience; and submit the study abroad scholarship application. Preference given to a Calloway or Woodford County student.

Bill Powell Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in print journalism and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Preference given to a member of Westminster Presbyterian Church. Financial need considered.

Richardson Family Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student; have at least a 3.0 GPA; major in accounting; be a freshman enrolled in a section of FTR 100T during the fall semester; be enrolled full time; declare a major in an area of accounting; be continuously enrolled in accounting courses, beginning with Principles of Accounting; and participate in department activities, which include meetings with members of the accounting profession and membership in the Accounting Society (or, as an upper division student, Beta Alpha Psi). First preference given to a student from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall or McCracken County. Second preference given to a student with financial need.

Frances C. Richey
Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in international business and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Joe Rigsby Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an upperclassman specializing in advertising and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.


Amy Sasseen Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a resident of Kentucky, be a full- or part-time junior or senior and major in accounting.

William B. Seale Marketing Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time senior, major in marketing, be an active member of the Management and Marketing Club, demonstrate an interest in department activities and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Shaul-Myers Graves County Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; be a graduate of Mayfield High School or Graves County High School; have at least a 2.5 GPA; be a U.S. citizen; major in a business-related field with an emphasis on retail and general business; and demonstrate financial need.

Michael W. Stallings Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a junior or senior majoring in theater, have completed 15 hours in the program and demonstrate financial need.

Nathan B. Stubblefield Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must major in journalism, electronic media or TV production and, if an incoming freshman, have at least a 2.5 GPA and at least a 20 ACT score.

Shelby Theiss Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be enrolled in the College of Business, be a graduate of a Jefferson County high school and a resident of Jefferson County and have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered. Preference given to a member of Alpha Omicron Pi.

James "Jim" Thompson Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must major in economics and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

John A. Thompson Scholarship for Excellence in Accounting
__Eligibility__: Must major in accounting and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Undergraduate or graduate students may qualify.

Galen M. Thurman Jr. Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a senior, major in a business field and be a graduate of Calloway County High School or Murray High School. Financial need considered.

Carl Timmel Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA, demonstrate financial need, be a full-time student and major in marketing or another field in the College of Business.

James L. "Larry" Todd Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a Dawson Springs High School graduate, be an incoming freshman, have a major in the College of Business, demonstrate leadership and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to an organizational communications major.

J. Albert and Alma Lee Tracy Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major in speech or be an active member of the speech and debate union/team; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and demonstrate financial need.

Joe Pat and Robbie Trevathan Accounting Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be an incoming freshman or current student; if a freshman be enrolled in a section of FTR 100T during the fall semester; be enrolled full time; declare a major in an area of accounting; have at least a 3.0 GPA; be continuously enrolled in accounting courses, beginning with Principles of Accounting; and participate in department activities, which include meetings with members of the accounting profession and membership in the Accounting Society (or, as an upper division student, Beta Alpha Psi).

U.S. Bank Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be an incoming freshman, be a business major, demonstrate loyalty to school and community and be recommended by high school principal or counselor.

Ernest R. Vaughn Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be an incoming freshman and major in English, journalism, organizational communication or theater.

Stephen R. Vaughn Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; be a Kentucky or Illinois resident; be a U.S. citizen; be a Sigma Chi fraternity member; major in a business-related field; and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Donna Cummins Wagner Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; have at least a 3.5 GPA; have graduated from Caldwell County High School; and have demonstrated leadership qualities on Murray State’s campus or in applicant’s community or have been involved in extracurricular activities.

Frank and Genevieve Warren Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; pursue a degree in accounting or business administration; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a resident of Graves County.

Brian D. Welch Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be pursuing a career in journalism or public relations. Preference given to a sophomore. Renewable with a 2.7 GPA and reapplication.

West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must major in telecommunications system management, be a resident of western Kentucky or northwest Tennessee and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Williams Gas Pipeline Fund for Excellence in Accounting Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must major in accounting, participate in department activities such as the Accounting Society and be a full-time undergraduate student.

Women in Telecom Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a female telecommunications system management major and have a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to an incoming freshman.

Rex Alexander Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be full-time undergraduate student who has graduated or will graduate from a high school in Kentucky with a 3.0 cumulative GPA. First preference given to an incoming freshman majoring in health and physical education. Second preference given to the previous year’s recipient who has a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Dr. Robert F. Alsup Memorial Scholarship
__Eligibility__: Must be a full-time junior or a previous recipient; major in learning and behavior disorders, elementary education or middle school education; enroll in a reading class during the first semester of receiving the scholarship; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Laura K. Anderson Memorial Scholarship in Elementary Education
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in elementary education, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate involvement in school and community activities.

Laura K. Anderson Scholarship in Home Economics (Family and Consumer Sciences)
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student and plan to major in career and technical education or family and consumer sciences.

Polly Sue Anderson Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Christian County; be a full-time student; and major in and plan to teach elementary education, career and technical education or family and consumer science education.

Philip D. Back Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident, attend MSU the semester immediately following graduation, be a full-time incoming freshman, be a resident of Hopkins County, be a graduate of Dawson Springs High School (preference given to a student who attended for 4 years), major in an education field, be enrolled in studies leading to teacher certification and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Charles H. “Jack” and June H. Biggart Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be pursuing a degree in the Institute of Engineering or telecommunications systems management, have at least a 3.0 GPA if an incoming freshman or 2.75 GPA if an upperclassman and be enrolled in at least 1 class in the Institute of Engineering per semester.

Glenda Boone Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must have completed at least 60 hours, be majoring in education or working toward completion of a teacher certification program, be a resident of Kentucky, submit recommendation from department chair or advisor and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Preference given to kindergarten or lower elementary education major and to a resident of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall or McCracken County.

Business Administration and Business Education Scholarship, see page 53.

Lawrence Buzzero Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student; major in health, physical education and recreation; and plan to pursue a career in athletic administration. Based on academic performance and financial need.

Jerry and Bettie Capps Memorial Scholarship, see page 53.

James B. Carlin Honorary Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an upperclassman or graduate student; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and major in early childhood education, elementary education or reading instruction. Financial need considered.

Ann Dean Carr Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a full-time student and major in early childhood education.

Lee Clark Memorial Scholarship, see page 53.

Beulah Clinton Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in elementary education and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student with financial need.

College of Education Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full- or part-time undergraduate or graduate student majoring in a field of education leading to a teaching certificate.

Reed Conder Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, major in education or a field leading to a teaching degree, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a U.S. citizen, be a graduate of Marshall County High School and be a resident of Marshall County. Preference given to a student with financial need.

Dr. Marilyn T. Condon Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be seeking a degree in human services (communications disorders, nursing or social work) and demonstrate academic ability with at least a 3.5 GPA. Preference given to a communications disorder major.

Edward T. and Charlene Curt Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an education major, be a graduate of Calloway County High School or the descendant of a graduate of New Concord High School, be a full-time upperclassman, and be accepted in the teacher education program.

Freed and Millie Curd Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore or junior pursuing a degree in elementary or secondary education. First preference given to a Calloway County student. Second preference given to a western Kentucky student.

Carlisle Cutchin Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman; be enrolled full time; major in health, physical education and recreation; and demonstrate leadership, citizenship and character. Financial need considered.

Adron and Mignon Doran Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be a graduate of Graves County High School, study in an education field leading to a teaching certification and be recommended by high school principal and school counselor.

Billie Downing Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and major in learning and behavioral disorders.

Noma U. Dunn Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must major in interior design, nutrition, dietetics and food management, career and technical education or family and consumer science education; be a sophomore, junior or senior graduate student; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Ray Dunn Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman or transfer student, be a Calloway County High School graduate and plan to earn a degree in education. Preference given to a student who attended Southwest Elementary School in Murray.

Early Childhood and Elementary Education Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student majoring in the Department of Early Childhood and Elementary Education.

Environmental Studies Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be at least a part-time graduate student seeking an environmental education endorsement.

Family and Consumer Science Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergradu-
Student majoring in family and consumer studies.

M. J. and Lucy Farmer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be a graduate of Owensboro High School or Ohio County High School and major in education. Renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA.

Colonel John H. Faughn Scholarship in Criminal Justice
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major in criminal justice and have at least a 3.2 GPA. Preference given to an Alpha Phi Sigma member. Second preference given to a Lambda Alpha Epsilon member.

Anna Ferreira and Agnes Davis Memorial Social Work Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior (a transfer student must have completed 12 hours at MSU); major in social work; have at least a 2.75 GPA (3.0 preferred); be a non-smoker; be active in a professional social work or MSU student social work association or in community or campus service, including residential college activities; demonstrate financial need; and submit a letter indicating how applicant meets eligibility requirements.

Marius Evelyn Ferreira Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior; major in criminal justice; be a self-reported non-smoker; be an active member of MSU’s Alpha Phi Sigma or Lambda Alpha Epsilon or student member of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, the American Criminal Justice Association or the American Society for Industrial Security; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

First District Retired Teachers Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in education and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken or Trigg County resident.

Katherine Franzman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen and Kentucky resident, demonstrate financial need, have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky, plan to pursue a career in teaching and be a full-time new freshman majoring in education.

Selman Franzman Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a U.S. citizen, be a Kentucky resident, major in elementary education, have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.

William C. “Bill” Givan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be an engineering, pre-med or elementary education major.

Hattie and Harry “Pap” Glenn Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.5 GPA and major in elementary or secondary education.

Bailey Gore Lions Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a degree in recreation and leisure services, be a Kentucky resident and be a full-time undergraduate student.

Ann Laurie Granstaff Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student and major in communication disorders.

Cynthia Guinn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; have a 2.5 overall GPA. Financial need considered.

Health and Physical Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in health and physical education.

Selman Franzman Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a U.S. citizen, be a Kentucky resident, major in elementary education, have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.

G.T. and Frances Ross Hicks Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior admitted to the teacher education program, be an active member of the Delta Omega Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi and have at least a 3.25 GPA.

Mary Helen Gregory Hoover Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Graves or Marshall County; major in education, music or history; and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Wilson Ray Hoover Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be majoring in agriculture or family consumer sciences; be a resident of Graves or Marshall County; and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Hugh and Lottie Hurt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; major in education or music; be a graduate of a high school in the Jackson Purchase area; and have and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.

Industrial Education Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in industrial education, have at least a 3.0 GPA in industrial education courses and have a 2.5 GPA overall.

Dr. Mazharul Islam Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree in elementary education. Preference given to an elementary education major in the area of literacy, reading and language arts or social studies.

Buron “Boots” and Modest Clark Jeffrey Memorial Scholarship, see page 54.

Walker Jennings Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in education and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a student from Tennessee. Financial need considered.

Penny Kelly Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a career in one of the human services (e.g., learning behavior disorders, nursing, social sciences, rehabilitation, teaching, etc.); be a junior, senior or graduate student; and have at least a 2.75 GPA and a 3.0 GPA in major. Special consideration for a student with diabetes or handicap or for a student planning to work with disadvantaged children. Financial need considered.

Joe Pat and Frances Jane Knight Industrial Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student pursuing a degree in the Institute of Engineering or telecommunications systems management and have a 3.0 GPA in major and 2.5 overall GPA. Financial need considered.
Dr. A. C. (Bob) and Irma G. LaFollette Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and major in communication disorders.

George T. Lilly Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be pursuing a degree in industrial education or a program in the Institute of Engineering and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.

Junita Losey Scholarship, see page 266.

Dr. Julie Lovins Scholarship in Social Work
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior and major in social work.

Louise Mandrell-Paducah Downtown Kiwanis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA; be a junior, senior or graduate student; be studying special education or communication disorders; be involved in a work program related to major; be a resident of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Marshall or McCracken County. Financial need considered.

Salvatore M. and Frances D. Hamilton Matarazzo Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time education major with an emphasis in teaching or administration and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Paul R. McNeary Career and Technical Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in career and technical education or engineering technology education and have at least a 2.75 GPA. First preference given to a sophomore, junior or senior. Second preference given to a single parent or nontraditional student.

Dr. Viola P. Müller Human Services Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior nontraditional student; be a resident of Kentucky; and major in an area of the College of Education and Human Services. Preference given to a sophomore. Renewable based on reapplication and maintaining at least a 2.5 GPA.

Marcus Nickell Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major in education, be a resident of western Kentucky or northwestern Tennessee and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Dianne B. O’Brien Dance Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in physical education or participate in dance activities through the College of Humanities and Fine Arts. Financial need considered. Preference given to a full-time incoming freshman or returning nontraditional student.

Dr. Dianne B. O’Brien Health Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman or nontraditional student, have a strong interest in the area of health and major in health and physical education.

Louise Hight Overby Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior elementary education major, have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.

Robert and Dolly Parton Petrie Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in a field of education other than health and physical education, be a graduate of high school in Carlisle or Todd County and have at least a 3.0 high school cumulative GPA and a college 2.75 GPA.

William O. Price Jr. Scholarship for Education
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior enrolled full time, major in education, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a Kentucky resident.

Dew Drop Rowlett Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a female junior or senior, major in physical education, have at least a 3.0 GPA in the major and a 2.5 cumulative GPA, and demonstrate leadership. Financial need considered.

Mark Allen Russell Special Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; major in special education; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Pam and Havana Rutledge Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in social work and have completed 60 hours before the next academic year.

Ada Ryan Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen and a full-time junior or senior majoring in the Department of Applied Health Sciences. Preference given to a senior majoring in exercise science and athletic training.

Dr. Carlos and Janice Barnes Schmitt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student from western Tennessee or southern Illinois, have at least a 2.75 GPA and major in elementary or secondary education. Preference given to a graduate of Chester County (Tennessee) High School or Clinton County (Illinois) High School.

Shroat Excellence Award for the Outstanding Student in Early Childhood or Elementary Education
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior enrolled full time, major in early childhood education or elementary education, be admitted to the teacher education program and attend the Murray campus. Financial need considered.

Ruby E. Simpson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman or junior and major in career and technical education or family and consumer science education. Freshman recipient must be in top third of graduating class. A junior must be accepted into the teacher education program. Academic excellence and financial need considered.

Smith-Johnson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student; major in political science, elementary education or health, physical education and recreation; and be an entering freshman or upperclassman with at least a 3.0 GPA.

Rubie E. Smith Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have completed 60 credit hours, have at least a 3.25 GPA, be eligible for admission to the teacher training program, pursue teacher certification to teach children ages 5–12 with a concentration in humanities and have financial need.

Alma Stephens Scholarship for Student Teachers
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be admitted into the teacher education program, be a full-time undergraduate student and be actively student teaching.

Manning Stewart Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky and be pursuing a program in the allied health sciences and/or special education leading to a career of providing services to individu-
als with mental disabilities. Financial need considered.

Renee McDonald Swafford Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be admitted to the teacher education program and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Preference given to a Kentucky or Georgia resident.

Randy and Rebecca Taylor Scholarship in Special Education
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; be enrolled full time; major in special education; and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a resident of western Kentucky.

Effie and Leonard Vaughn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be preparing for a career to help people who are deaf or hearing impaired, be a U.S. citizen and be a person of integrity and good citizenship. Second preference given to a hearing-impaired student. Financial need considered.

Janice Farmer “Jan” Weaver Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing certification or licensure in any area of teaching. Preference given to an upperclassman.

Dr. Doris K. West Memorial Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in elementary education. Financial need considered.

Truman Whitfield Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior; pursue a degree in the Department of Adolescent, Career and Special Education and a career in middle school education; and be admitted into the department’s teacher certification program. Second preference given to a full-time junior or senior pursuing a degree in College of Education. Third preference given to a member of the men’s or women’s golf team who is pursuing a degree in College of Education.

James V. Wilson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a major in criminal justice and be a full-time student.

R. O. Wilson Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be studying agriculture, interior design, career and technical education, family and consumer science education or nutrition, dietetics and food management. Financial need considered.

College of Humanities and Fine Arts

Jamey Aebersold Jazz Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be a full-time sophomore or junior, be pursuing a music degree with an emphasis in jazz, perform a live solo audition and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Captain Robert A. and Julia Hicks Allbritten Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a career in libraries or humanities and fine arts.

Sharilyn D. Almqist Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in vocal music and be accepted into the Department of Music. Preference given to a woman or to a student with special needs.

Art Auction Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA, have assisted with or donated to the art auction, demonstrate financial need, be a full-time undergraduate student and be an art major with at least 30 credit hours.

Art Award of Excellence
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student and be an art major with at least 30 credit hours. Portfolio required.

Art Department Award
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be an art major. Portfolio required.

Robert K. Baar Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a choral musician and music major; have completed 4 semesters; have at least a 2.75 GPA; and exemplify outstanding qualities of musicianship, scholarship, leadership and service.

Bertrand Ball Modern Language Study Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be at least a sophomore, have completed or be taking the 202 level of language when application is made, have an average of at least a 3.0 GPA in language classes, major in modern languages, be enrolled in coursework in major and submit the study abroad scholarship application. Financial need considered.

Clifton J. Bradley Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in history, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be accepted into the Department of Music. Financial need considered.

Barbara Cochran Breazeale Scholarship, see page 53.

Stephen B. Brown Honorary Keyboard Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in music and be accepted into the Department of Music. Preference given to a pianist.

Floyd V. Burt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student, have earned at least 60 credit hours before the next academic year and major in art. Portfolio with at least 10 images required.

Campus Lights Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman or transfer student, major in vocal or instrumental music, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be a U.S. citizen. Audition required.

Grady L. Cantrell Sigma Xi Science Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and be pursuing a degree in anthropology, biology, chemistry, computer science, geosciences, mathematics or psychology.

Lee Clark Memorial Scholarship, see page 53.

Maxine Clark Renewable Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in music with an emphasis on keyboard and have a 3.0 GPA in major.

Erin Marie Conn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in music education or music performance, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be accepted into the Department of Music. Preference given to a vocal performance student.
Fred Cornelius English Education Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a senior or graduate student, major in English, be seeking teacher certification and have at least a 3.5 GPA in English and at least a 3.0 GPA overall.

Ruth Anne Crafton Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in art. Portfolio required. Preference given to an incoming freshman.

Creative Arts: Annette Schmidt Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an art major and be a resident of Calloway County.

Jo Hern Curris Award for Excellence in the Fine Arts

**Eligibility:** Must be a senior; major in art, music or theater; and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Portfolio of art required. Based on creative talent and involvement in university and/or community affairs.

James A. Davis Freshman Music Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman and a music major.

Ann Willis Dougherty Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a Muhlenberg County resident, major in music or music education and be a full-time student. Financial need considered. Renewable with a 2.75 GPA.

Bill Douglas Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, major in psychology, be in the top 50% of high school graduating class and be a Kentucky resident and U.S. citizen.

Dean Dowdy Music Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time incoming freshman or transfer student, major or minor in music, be a resident of Hopkins County and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Price Doyle Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time upperclassman; be a music education major; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and submit a résumé, a letter of recommendation by applied music teacher, major ensemble director or SEC 201 instructor and a brief written statement of commitment to teaching profession.

Clara M. Eagle Art Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in art. Portfolio required.

Frank Ross Ellis Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior with at least a 3.0 GPA or be a graduate student with at least a 3.5 graduate GPA or 3.2 undergraduate GPA; major in political science; and plan a career in government service or law.

Holmes Ellis Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must major in agriculture or political science, be seeking a career in government, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be a full-time student. Preference given to a student with financial need.

English Literature Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in English with an emphasis in English literature and have at least a 3.5 GPA in English course work and 3.0 GPA overall. Preference given to a student who has not received other financial aid.

Richard W. “Doc” Farrell Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student with at least a 2.75 GPA, be a music major, have completed 4 regular semesters of study, have attended MSU for at least 2 years and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Wilson and Virginia Gantt Scholarship, see page 54.

Dr. Joseph N. and Daisy Hinkle Garton Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be at least a sophomore, be pursuing a bachelor’s degree in music and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Jane G. Goldston Music Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student, major in music and participate in a major ensemble every semester.

Quint T. Guier Writers Scholarship, see page 54.

Orton and Alice Eugenia Mackey Hamby Art Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must major in the Department of Art and provide a portfolio. Preference given to a photography major.

James W. Hammack Jr. History Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student pursuing a degree in history.

Deadline: June 1

Donald Hardy Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student working toward a master’s degree in public administration.

Mary Charles Harris Honorary Music Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time incoming freshman, major in music, be a resident of western Kentucky, have at least a 3.25 GPA, be accepted into the Department of Music and submit a short biographical note in the fall semester (including music career aspirations) and a rehearsal or performance recording.

Marjorie Hatton Renewable Art Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a junior, major in art and have and maintain a 2.5 overall GPA. Portfolio required. Preference given to a Kentucky resident.

Ann Herron Theater Student Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in theater or successor program.

Marie Holton Memorial Art Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior or senior art major and have at least a 3.0 GPA in art and a 2.75 GPA overall. Based on a review of portfolio.

Mary Helen Gregory Hoover Scholarship, see page 58.

Hugh and Lottie Hurt Scholarship, see page 58.

Richard M. and Jane H. Hutson Endowed Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must major in geosciences, archaeology, music, art, philosophy, religious studies, biology, chemistry, literature or languages.

IEBA: Stephen Tolman Honorary Scholarship in Music Business

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; have at least a 3.0 GPA; major in music business or be pursuing a career in music business; be a member of Racer Live
Eligibility: Must be a current student, be a full-time undergraduate student, major in psychology and have a 2.75 GPA. Preference given to a Henry County, Tennessee, resident. Financial need considered.

Jackson Purchase Dance Company Renewable Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student, participate in dance activities through the College of Humanities and Fine Arts and perform with the Jackson Purchase Dance Company with continuous involvement the year of the award.

Dr. Charles L. and Marlene Rann Johnson Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in music, have a “B” average (3.0 GPA) in applied area each semester and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Robert E. Johnson Memorial Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in theater, have completed at least 22 hours in theater courses and have at least a 3.25 GPA in theater courses and a 3.0 GPA overall.

Donald A. Jones Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must plan for a career in law; major in pre-law, public administration or a related area; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Preference given to a graduate of a school in Calloway County. Financial need considered.

Jackie McCann Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a music major and be accepted into the music program. Preference given to a student with a string instrument specialization.

Reverend Henry McKenzie Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in music, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Daniel Milam Excellence in Music Award
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time undergraduate or graduate student and be majoring in music.

Robert O. and Patricia Mason Miller Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be a Calloway County resident and plan a career in law or medicine. Financial need considered.

Music Department Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be a music major, have at least a 3.0 GPA, participate in a major ensemble, have at least 30 credit hours and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Kimberly Noel Myers Memorial Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.5 GPA and take 1 music course per year. Preference given to a Graves County High School or Mayfield High School graduate. Financial need considered. See also page 314.

Dianne B. O’Brien Dance Scholarship, see page 59.

John P. Paynter Instrumental Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, major in instrumental music, be accepted into the Department of Music and upload résumé with application. Preference given to a resident of the Jackson Purchase or Four Rivers area of Kentucky. Renewable with at least a 2.75 GPA.

Pi Sigma Alpha Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a newly inducted member of the Zeta Phi Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha at MSU, have the highest overall GPA in political science courses and have completed 10 semester hours in political science.

Dennis Poplin Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in sociology and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Roger E. Reichmuth Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in music or music education, be a full-time student and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Betsy Reid and Jerry T. Shroat Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, major in theater and demonstrate financial need.

Dorothy Caplinger Rowlett Art Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior or graduate student, major in art education and have participated in an MSU art organization or Student Kentucky Art Education Association and in campus or community organizations. Portfolio required.

Scott Family Keyboard Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, major in keyboard performance, have a 3.5 cumulative GPA, have 5 years of piano experience, pass freshman juries on the first attempt and be accepted into the Department of Music. Preference given to a student who studied under a Music Teacher National Association certified teacher.

David Erl Sensing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in English, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate leadership ability.

Shaull-Myers Art Enrichment Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be a Kentucky resident; and be an art major. Preference given to a student from the Jackson Purchase area. Financial need considered.

Charles E. “Chuck” Simons Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in percussion, be a full-time student, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Erica Hilary Hope Small Memorial Art Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student; be an art major; have at least a 3.0 GPA in art and a 2.75 cumulative GPA; and be a resident of western Kentucky, western Tennessee or southeast Missouri. Preference given to a female. Financial need considered. Portfolio required.

Smith-Johnson Memorial Scholarship, see page 59.

Sock and Buskin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a member of Sock and Buskin, rank in top 10% of members, have worked on 2 main stage shows within the past year and have participated in at least 2 fund-raisers within the past year. Interviews with executive board and academic advisor of Sock and Buskin required.
Patricia L. Summerville Excellence in Art Award

Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, be majoring or minor ing in art and design and have at least a 3.5 GPA in art and design and at least a 3.0 cumulative overall GPA.

Taste of Arts Scholarship (Art)

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and have a major in the Department of Art and Design. Preference given to an incoming freshman.

Taste of Arts Scholarship (Music)

Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major in music; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and be accepted into and having outstanding musical service to the Department of Music.

Margaret Trevathan Creative Writing and Arts Education Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior, have at least a 2.75 GPA as an freshman; and major in teaching fine arts or creative writing. Financial need considered. Renewable.

Tri-County Arts and Crafts Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student; be a Benton, Carroll or Henry County, Tennessee, county resident; major in art; and have at least a 2.5 GPA (freshman 2.75 GPA); Portfolio required.

Norma Jonell Turner-Hardison Memorial Music Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student majoring in music or music education, be a graduate of Muhlenberg County High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Ernest R. Vaughn Memorial Scholarship, see page 56.

Nancy Williams Wahl Scholarship

Eligibility: Must major in psychology, have completed at least 45 credit hours, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a full-time student. Preference given to a female nontraditional student. Financial need considered.

Clarence D. Walker Basso Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in music, be a bass singer, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Harry Lee Waterfield Governmental Studies Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an upperclassman or graduate student, plan to pursue a career in state or local government; be a U.S. citizen; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and major in political science or criminal justice or be pursuing a master’s in public administration.

Laura Ferguson Waterfield Governmental Studies Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen; demonstrate financial need; be a full-time sophomore, major or minor in political science, international affairs or public administration; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and a 3.0 GPA in major; and have completed at least 3 hours of core courses and at least 6 hours of courses in major.

Kenneth M. and Elizabeth Wells Endowed Music Scholarship

Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; be a U.S. citizen; demonstrate financial need; be a full-time junior, senior, or graduate student; and be accepted into the Department of Music.

Bill Williams Scholarship in Theater

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in theater. Financial need considered.

J. P. Williams Honorary Scholarship in Music Business

Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major in music business; have at least a 2.5 GPA; be a member of Racer Live Productions; complete an internship the semester following the award; and be accepted into the Department of Music. Preference given to a student with financial need.

Joe Paul Willie Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be enrolled full time, be a graduate of Marshall County High School, major in music education and be accepted into the Department of Music. Financial need considered.

Mary Kay Wright-Williams Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be female, major in political science and be a U.S. citizen. Preference given to a senior.

Susan and Larry Wyatt Music Education Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in vocal/choral music education, be a tenor or bass and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

Deb and Edith Wylder Creative Writing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in English with an emphasis in creative writing.

William C. and Genevieve H. Adams Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; major in nursing or industrial and engineering technology; have and maintain at least a 2.5 GPA; and take at least 6 hours per semester.

Adkins’ Family Endowed Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate chemistry major, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need.

Charles H. “Jack” and June H. Biggart Scholarship, see page 57.

Walter E. Blackburn Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in chemistry and be recommended by high school principal or counselor.

Bluegrass Scholars Renewable Scholarship, see page 46.

Barbara and Hays Brooks Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an upperclassman; major in math, nursing, physical science or pre-med; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. First preference given to a student majoring in physical science or mathematics. Second preference given to a student majoring in medicine or medical research.
Frances Brown Family and Consumer Studies Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; have completed at least 2 semesters in career and technical education or family and consumer science education with at least 1 semester at MSU; have at least a 3.2 GPA; and major in family and consumer sciences.

**Grady L. Cantrell Sigma Xi Science Scholarship**, see page 60.

Max Griffin Carman Euclidean Math Club Junior Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a member of the Euclidean Mathematics Club, be a rising junior and have completed or be enrolled in Calculus and Analytical Geometry III.

Max Griffin Carman Senior Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a senior majoring in math, be a member of the Euclidean Mathematics Club and have completed 1 math course beyond the calculus sequence.

Chemistry Alumni Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in chemistry and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Chemistry Department Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in chemistry or a related field approved by the department and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Howell and Rebecca Clark Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must have earned 50 credit hours, major in chemistry, be a U.S. citizen, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and 3.0 GPA in chemistry courses and be pursuing a career as a chemist or teaching at the high school or collegiate level. Preference given to a student with financial need or financial responsibilities (i.e., older student with family).

Cobb Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Clark Conrad Environmental Sciences Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in science, have an interest in an environmental science or ecological career and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing an environmental or ecological career.

Philip Crawford, MD, Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must have a major in the College of Science, Engineering and Technology; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student with financial need.

Richard Dodds Crysler Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in biology and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

Frank C. Davis Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman; have at least a 3.0 GPA; major in math or physical science; and have been a resident of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois or Indiana for at least 3 years before enrollment. Preference given to a student with financial need.

L. Jack Dunman Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, major in occupational safety and health, be a resident of Kentucky, be a U.S. citizen and have an overall 3.0 GPA with a 3.5 GPA in all English, safety and health classes.

Roy and Jeanne English Fund for Excellence Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an upperclassman pursuing a career in a health care-related field, preferably medical research. Preference given to a student who would otherwise not qualify for financial aid.

Robert C. Etherton Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in a program offered by the Institute of Engineering.

Alice Sue Fairless Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an upperclassman; major in interior design, nutrition, dietetics, food management or family and consumer sciences education; and have at least a 2.8 GPA. Financial need considered.

John R. Farrell Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, major in manufacturing engineering technology and have at least a 3.0 GPA in major and a 2.5 overall GPA. Financial need considered.

Wilson and Virginia Gantt Scholarship, see page 54.

William C. “Bill” Givan Scholarship, see page 58.

Wayne T. Harrell Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Marshall County and be an upperclass nursing student or a graduating pre-med, nursing or education major. Financial need considered.

Edward and Audrey Hendon Honorary Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in chemistry, engineering, physics, biology, mathematics, nursing or geoscience and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Melvin and Rita Henley Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in chemistry, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a U.S. citizen.

Jane M. Henry Scholarship in Science  
**Eligibility:** Must be female; be a full-time junior or senior; major in biology, chemistry or physics; demonstrate financial need; and have a 2.5 GPA. Supplement to other partial scholarships only.

William Holman Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be studying the pre-medical education field.

William G. Hoover Sr. Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, have at least a 3.0 GPA and major in chemistry or another pre-med field with plans of entering a medical field. First preference given to a Henry County, Tennessee, resident. Second preference given to a Graves or Marshall County resident.

Dr. Hugh L. Houston Memorial Pre-Medical Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must have completed the freshman year of college, be preparing for a career in medicine, have at least a 3.25 GPA and be a U.S. citizen.

Donald Glenn Hughes Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a pre-med major and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a Kentucky resident and Sigma Chi member. Financial need considered.

James L. Hurley Construction Technology Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student and major in a program in the Institute of Engineering, telecommunications systems management or career and technical education (industrial education...
or engineering and technology education). Preference given to a civil engineering tech-
nology major. Renewable for 1 year based
on reapplication.

Industrial and Engineering
Technology Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an industrial and en-
ingineering technology major and have at least
a 2.5 GPA.

Jesse D. and Deborah C. Jones
Scholarship for the Advancement
of Math and the Sciences
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major
in math or science and be a U.S. citizen.
Preference given to a junior or senior who
has completed 60 hours. Consideration given
to a math or science teacher.

Jesse D. Jones Endowed College
of Science, Engineering and
Technology Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergrad-
uate student and have a major in the College
of Science, Engineering and Technology.

Robert “Bob” W. and Caroline
“Carol” Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time
undergraduate or graduate student; major
in engineering, engineering technology,
industrial technology or telecommunications
systems; and have at least a 2.7 GPA.

Carl L. Keeslar Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior
or senior; be studying a program in the
Institute of Engineering (except physics
and engineering physics); and have at least
a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student
majoring in engineering graphics and design,
civil engineering technology or architectural
engineering technology.

Kentucky Health Systems
Agency-West Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident and
be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior
pursuing a health-related field of study (ex-
cluding pre-vet).

Linn-Allbritten
Alumni Scholarship (Math)
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore,
junior or senior and major in mathematics.

Dr. C. C. Lowry West Kentucky
Surgical Scholarship in Physics
Eligibility: Must major in science and be a
graduate of a Kentucky high school. Preference
given to a Calloway County resident.

Conie Crittenden Lowry
Pre-medical Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore,
junior or senior pre-med major and have at
least a 3.0 GPA.

Roy Winn Luckett/Thomas Gray
Graphic Communications Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman,
be a Kentucky or Tennessee resident and be
committed to printing/graphic arts as a career.

Mathematics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman
majoring in mathematics and maintain a 3.0
GPA in major and a 2.7 cumulative GPA.

Matthai-Panzera
Geosciences Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman,
major in geosciences and be enrolled in GSC
101 and GSC 102 in the first and second
semesters, respectively. Renewable with a
2.5 cumulative GPA and 3.0 in GSC classes.

Memorial Fund for Achievement
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate
student, major in civil engineering technol-
yogy or geology leading to a career in the
mining or quarry industry, have and maintain
a 2.0 cumulative GPA and submit an essay
describing applicant’s interest in a career in
the mining or quarry industry.

Joseph R. and Juanita
Crowe Miller Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Calloway
or Marshall County; be a sophomore, junior
or senior; major in pre-med or nursing; and
have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Robert O. Miller and
Patricia Mason Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Calloway
County, pursue a career in law or medicine
and demonstrate financial need.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Medical Staff Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major
in pre-medicine, have at least a 3.2 GPA
and be a resident of the First Congressional
District of Kentucky.

Dr. Pete Panzera Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman
and major in chemistry.

Hal Perry Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in construction tech-
nology or engineering technology and be a
Jackson Purchase area resident. Preference
given to a Marshall County High School
graduate.

Physics and Engineering
Student Support Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and
have a major in the Department of Phys-
ics and Engineering.

Dr. W. J. and Martha Pitman
Biology Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in biology or chem-
istry and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Clyde Reed/Jim Smith
Memorial Geosciences Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, pur-
sue a degree in geosciences, take at least 1
geosciences course each semester of award
and have at least a 3.0 GPA in geosciences
course work and at least a 2.8 overall GPA.

Dr. William Read Physics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate stu-
dent pursuing a degree in the Department
of Physics and Engineering. An incoming
freshman must enroll in PHY 099, ETE 099
or EGR 099.

Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat Jr.
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major
in pre-dental and have at least a 3.4 GPA.

Johny B. Russell Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumula-
tive GPA; demonstrate financial need, be a
full-time student, have earned 60 credit hours
before the next academic year and major in
a program in the Department of Engineering
and Physics.

Dr. Morgan Emory Sisk Jr.
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate
student; be majoring in biology, special-
izing in fishery or other aquatic research;
and have completed at least 1 semester of
graduate work.

Charles G. Smith Future
Physicians Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have attended MSU for at
least 2 academic years, be pursuing a degree
in pre-medicine, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be
an undergraduate or graduate student and be
a U.S. citizen.
Award: Varies; 1 to an undergraduate, 1
to a student accepted into an accredited
medical field
Jim Smith Geology Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an upperclass geology major and have at least a 3.0 GPA in geosciences course work and 2.75 GPA overall.

Dr. William F. Smith Jr.
Endowed Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior; major in computer science, physics or mathematics; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and be a resident of Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Henderson, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, Trigg, Union or Webster County.

Dr. Liza Spann Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time senior, be a U.S. citizen and be a pre-medical or pre-dental student who has been accepted by an accredited medical or dental school.

Bill Taylor Physics Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior with a major in the Department of Physics and Engineering.

Dr. Jonathan Nicholas “Nick” Terhune Memorial Scholarship in Pre-Medicine
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in pre-med. Preference given to a graduate of a western Kentucky high school.

Three Rivers Coon Hunters Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of western Kentucky or western Tennessee, major in wildlife biology, be an upperclassman or graduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

John C. Vickrey and Nell Hall Vickrey Mathematics Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the College of Science, Engineering and Technology. Preference given to mathematics major or minor.

A. B. Waters Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in mathematics or the physical sciences, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a U.S. citizen. Financial need considered.

Thomas N. and Marjorie J. Weems Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be pursuing a degree in pre-medical or pre-dental studies.

John and Ann Wesler Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and a 3.0 GPA in field of study, be a first-time MSU field school participant, have completed ARC 150 (Introduction to Anthropology), be a full-time student and major in geosciences or minor in anthropology/archaeology.

West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Scholarship, see page 56.

Roberta Whitnah Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student who will have earned at least 60 hours before the next academic year and major in chemistry.

Barbara Wiggins Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of a Graves County high school and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a chemistry major. Other science majors considered. Financial need considered.

J. B. Wilson Pre-Pharmacy Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have completed the freshman year and be majoring in pre-pharmacy. Financial need considered.

Dr. Alfred M. Wolfson Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an upperclass biology major and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to an ecology or botany major. Financial need considered.

James Frank and Patricia Wilson Chemistry: Physics and Mathematics Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior; major in chemistry, physics, mathematics or engineering; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

R. O. Wilson Sr. Memorial Scholarship, see page 60.

William R. Wilson MD Pre-Med Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior pre-med student, be majoring in biology or chemistry and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Women in Telecom Scholarship, see page 56.

Hutson School of Agriculture

Alpha Gamma Rho/Dean Walton Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior or senior, be a member in good standing of Alpha Omega Chapter of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity and major in agriculture.

Altria/U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must major in agriculture and be involved or have immediate family involved in the production of dark tobacco. Open to producers of all 3 types of dark tobacco. Renewable for up to 4 years based on availability of funds and with at least a 2.5 GPA.

Kyle Bates Memorial Agriculture Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an upperclassman, major in agriculture and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student who may not otherwise be eligible for assistance.

Billington-Shipley Agribusiness Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student and specialize in a field of agriculture leading to a career in agribusiness.

Dr. V. D. and Grace Bohannon Veterinary Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be admitted into a veterinary medical school.

Contact: Pre-vet advisor

Bernice B. and Ethel T. Boyd Agriculture Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and major in agriculture. Preference given to a student from Calloway or Graves County.

Brannon Family Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Henry County, Tennessee; be an incoming freshman; be an FFA member; and plan to pursue a degree in agriculture.

Frank R. Buhler and Gladys Edwards Buhler Agriculture Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior, be majoring in agriculture and have at least a 2.75 GPA.

Bill and Jean Cherry Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Preference given to a student majoring in agriculture education or agricultural mechanization.
William N. Cherry Rodeo Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the MSU rodeo program and club.

Morris Coffman Alumnae Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be from Webster County. Preference given to a pre-veterinary major in the Hutson School of Agriculture.

Herman Kelly and Jo Harmon Ellis Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Have at least a 2.75 GPA; be seeking an undergraduate degree; be an agriculture major, and plan to pursue a career in agricultural business or owning/operating a farm. Preference given to a resident of Calloway County, Kentucky, or Henry County, Tennessee. Second preference given to a resident of the Jackson Purchase area of Kentucky or a resident of a neighboring state, with preference to Tennessee.

Holmes Ellis Memorial Scholarship, see page 61.

Dan C. Hutson II Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a 3.0 GPA; be majoring in agribusiness economics, finance, accounting or economics; and belong to an organization in the School of Agriculture. Preference given to a student from West Paducah.

Roger Gish Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of McCracken County High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student from West Paducah.

Derek Glisson Memorial Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an agriculture major, be a full-time student, be a member of the MSU Block and Bridle Club, be a graduate of Calloway County High School, have a 2.25 GPA and have been a member of Calloway County FFA.

Kenneth A. and Lula Gray Grogan Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; major in agriculture; and be currently employed. Financial need considered.

Growmark Inc. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student; have at least a 2.75 GPA; be seeking a 4-year degree in agribusiness economics, agronomy or agri-science technology; and have an agricultural background or work-related experience in agriculture. Preference given to an Illinois resident.

Eldon E. and Earladora Blanche Heathcott Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; be pursuing a BS or MS degree in agriculture; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and have the admission process to the teacher education program underway. Preference given to a student in agriculture education and a member of the rodeo team. Financial need considered.

Hill Family Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; pursue a degree in agriculture; and be an incoming freshman with a 2.0 GPA or a sophomore, junior or senior with a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a Calloway County resident. Second preference given to a western Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.

Dr. Lloyd P. and Fay Steen Jacks Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: First preference given to a student majoring in agriculture education. Second preference given to a student majoring in agriculture. Renewable.

Lisa C. Kosmider Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in vet tech or pre-vet, be a resident of Kentucky and have a 3.0 GPA.

James R. and Pat Latimer Honorary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in agriculture or agriculture education. Preference given to a Henry County, Tennessee, resident and an Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity member.

Orval and Wanda Mahon Horticulture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; major in horticulture, have at least 1 year prior participation in the Horticulture Club; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Richie McLerkin Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in agriculture and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

Richard McElroy Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in an agriculture field. First preference given to a student working to pay for school, then to a resident of Union County or a neighboring Kentucky county.

Michael McKinney “Hoosier Pride” Scholarship for Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be an Indiana high school graduate, be enrolled in the School of Agriculture, have at least a 2.5 GPA and have had 4-H leadership experience in Indiana for 5+ years. Based equally on financial need, leadership potential and ability to maintain a 2.5 GPA.

MSU Horseman’s Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in animal health technology and/or animal/equine science and be a member of the Horseman’s Club.

MSU Rodeo Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student and be a member of the Rodeo Club.

Mary Murphey Nall Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in agriculture and be a Graves County High School or Mayfield High School graduate.

NIRA Rodeo Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a member of the rodeo team and place first or second in events at the regional or national level. Based on talents and/or contributions to the team and participation in the national rodeo competition.

D. Scott and Kelli Burkeen Parsons Scholarship for International Study, see page 55.
Wilson Phillips Excellence in Pre-Veterinary Medicine Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior or graduate student, major in pre-veterinary medicine and have at least a 3.3 GPA.

Mabel Garrett Pullen Agriculture Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must pursue an agriculture-related career and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

River Valley AgCredit Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student, major in an area of agriculture and have a 3.0 GPA.

Rodeo Club Stall Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and be a member of the Rodeo Club.

School of Agriculture Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must pursue a degree in agriculture and be an undergraduate or graduate student. Financial need considered.

Arlie and Maxine Scott Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, major in agriculture with a food animal option of the animal/equine science program or pre-vet medicine program and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Will Ed Stokes Equipment Dealers Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in agriculture systems technology. Preference given to a sophomore, junior or senior. Based on academics, extracurricular/leadership activities, financial need and career interest. Must attend the scholarship banquet during the National Farm Machinery Show in Louisville and assist with the School of Agriculture recruiting booth.

Ashley Thompson Memorial Book Fund  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major in an agriculture field; and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.

Tosh Farms Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and major in agriculture, business or a related area. Preference given to an employee of Tosh Farms, to a member of an employee’s family or to a farm product-related associate of Tosh Farms.

Mancil J. Vinson Honorary Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman, have at least a 2.7 GPA, be a graduate of a Kentucky high school, plan to receive a bachelor’s degree in agriculture and submit a recommendation.

Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student, be a Kentucky high school graduate and have at least a 2.7 GPA. Preference given to an incoming freshman.

Betsy Ross Wilcox Memorial FFA Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, major in agriculture with emphasis on agriculture business and have at least a 2.5 GPA and 18 ACT score. Renewable with at least a 2.5 GPA.

Betsy Ross Wilcox Rodeo Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 2.0 GPA and attend 60% of regional rodeos each semester.

Charles Wilson FFA Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a member of the FFA; be a resident of Henry County, Tennessee; have a 2.5 cumulative GPA; be a full-time undergraduate student; and major in agriculture. Preference given to a freshman. Renewable if recipient continues to meet the requirements.

R. O. Wilson Sr. Memorial Scholarship, see page 60.

School of Nursing

**William C. and Genevieve H. Adams Scholarship,** see page 63.

**Laura K. Anderson Scholarship in Home Economics**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student majoring in nutrition, dietetics and food management.

**Elizabeth Askew Armstrong Nursing Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen, major in nursing, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 2.75 GPA. Financial need considered.

**Axley-Rice Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior and have a 3.0 GPA. First preference given to an exercise science or athletic training major. Second preference given to a student with financial need.

**Donna Beckwith Memorial Book Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a junior, major in nursing and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Renewable.

**Barbara and Hays Brooks Scholarship, see page 63.**

**Ruth E. Cole Honorary Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate nursing student and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Must be accepted into the Department of Nursing.

**Dr. Marilyn T. Condon Scholarship, see page 57.**

**Roy and Jeanne English Fund for Excellence Scholarship,** see page 64.

**Carol Susan Ferreira Nursing Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior (a transfer student must have completed 12 hours at MSU); major in nursing; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and submit a letter to the nursing scholarship committee explaining how applicant meets eligibility requirements.

**Genex Nursing Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full- or part-time undergraduate student and be accepted into the MSU nursing program.

**Mildred Claxton Hardy Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen, have at least a 3.0 GPA and work toward a degree in pre-physical therapy, pre-respiratory therapy nursing or wellness and therapeutic science. Recipient must be working or have worked at Spring Creek (West View) Nursing Home for at least a year full or part time. Preference given to a nursing or wellness and therapeutic science major. Financial need considered.

**Edward and Audrey Hendon Honorary Scholarship,** see page 64.

**Cindy Hill Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, be accepted into the nursing program and have completed 1 year. Financial need considered.

**Bailey Holt Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a Marshall County High School graduate and be admitted into the BSN program or be a
graduate of West Kentucky Community and Technical College and be admitted into the RN to BSN program.

Maudie Mae Kennerly Memorial Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a nursing major and have been formally accepted into the nursing program.

Kentucky Health Systems Agency-West Scholarship, see page 65.

Dr. Alice Koencke Nutrition/Dietetics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; major in nutrition, dietetics and food management; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a nontraditional student.

Dorothea J. Leitch Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and major in nursing. Financial need considered.

Mercer-Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior nursing major and be recommended by the nursing faculty.

Joseph R. and Juanita Crowe Miller Scholarship, see page 65.

Zetta Mitchell Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student preparing for a degree in nursing and have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

Murray Woman’s Club/Delta Department Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student; major in nursing; be accepted into the nursing program; have at least a 2.7 GPA; and be recommended by the nursing faculty.

Mike Terry Memorial Scholarship for Public Health
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be enrolled in the public and community health program; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Charlotte Tuscher Nelson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a nontraditional student, be a nursing major and be accepted into the nursing program.

Nursing Alumni Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in nursing. Preference given to a junior, senior or graduate student.

Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Management Studies Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman; be a nutrition, dietetics and food management major; and have at least a 22 ACT. Participation in high school activities considered.

D. Scott and Kelli Burkeen Parsons Scholarship for International Study, see page 55.

William W. and Helen Roberts Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a nursing major and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing a career at Murray-Calloway County Hospital after graduation. Financial need considered.

Charlotte E. Russell Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, demonstrate financial need, be a full-time student and pursue a degree in nutrition, dietetics or food management.

Anna “Tex” Todd Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in nursing and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Christina Tubbs Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a nontraditional nursing student, have completed the adult health medical surgical rotation and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Preference given to a student who demonstrates leadership through professional organizations, student government or residential college and to a student who wants to practice at the bedside. Financial need considered.

Nadine Turner Honorary Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior nursing major, be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be recommended by the nursing faculty.

R. O. Wilson Sr. Memorial Scholarship, see page 60.

J. Wilson and Mary Lou Witter Scholarship in Nursing
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student, accepted into the nursing program and have at least a 2.5 GPA.

A. D. Albright Honors Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore or junior, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours and be enrolled in the Honors Program.

A. D. Albright Staff Congress Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the child of an NKU staff member, be an undergraduate student and be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours. Award: In-state tuition for 1 year

Alumni Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the child, grandchild, sibling or spouse of an NKU graduate; be an undergraduate student; have at least a 3.0 GPA; be at least a sophomore; demonstrate leadership in both NKU and community activities; and be enrolled in at least 6 se-
mester hours.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

American Heritage Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate good citizen-
ship, knowledge of the democratic system and
a commitment to community service.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Junior and Betty Bacon
Memorial Endowed Scholarship
in Physical Education
Eligibility: Must major in physical education
and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

W. Michael Baker
Staff Congress Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the child or spouse of
an NKU staff member.
Award: In-state tuition for 1 year
Deadline: February 15

Frank and Ruth Ball
Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student,
major in elementary education, be a junior
or senior and be enrolled full time.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Merabah Bass Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior educa-
tion major; have at least a 3.0 cumulative
GPA; and be a graduate of a high school in
Boone, Bracken, Campbell, Carroll, Grant,
Kenton, Owen or Pendleton County.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

BlueStar Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major or minor in entre-
preneurship, be an undergraduate student
with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA in the
program or a graduate student with at least
a 3.5 cumulative GPA in the program and
submit 2 letters of recommendation from
NKU faculty members.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Nancy Janes Boothe Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a commitment to
service and at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA.
The service may come in the form of work
in the community, service organizations or
campus activities.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Jim Borgman Art Education
Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in art education and
have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Burkardt Brothers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major
in mathematics, have at least a 3.0 overall
GPA and a 3.0 GPA in mathematics, have
earned at least 24 credit hours (including 1
mathematics course), be enrolled in at least
1 mathematics course each semester scholar-
ship is received and be a working student.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Butler Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen; reside in
Boone, Bracken, Campbell, Carroll, Grant,
Kenton, Owen or Pendleton County; demon-
strate financial need; and have at least a
2.5 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies

Archie V. and Myrtle L.
Carrell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, major
in management, have at least a cumulative
3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Amy Lynn Casson
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of Scott High
School in Covington.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Robert H. Castellini Foundation II
Honors Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be accepted into the Honors
Program, have a declared pre-major in
a College of Business baccalaureate degree
discipline, have completed HNR 101 and
have at least 12 credit hours and at least a
3.5 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Chellgren Family Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA;
be a citizen or permanent resident of the
United States; and be a full-time, degree-
seeking student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

CINSAM Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-time freshman;
have at least a 25 ACT or equivalent SAT
score; and major in biological sciences,
chemistry, computer information technology,
computer science, environmental science,
geoLOGY, mathematics, physics, statistics,
pre-engineering or engineering technology.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Barbara M. Collier
Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior in the Depart-
ment of English; have at least a 3.25 GPA;
have graduation planned for the upcoming
academic year; and submit a copy of tran-
script, 2 letters of recommendation (at least
1 from a professor), and an explanation of
up to 300 words of why applicant should
be awarded the scholarship. Preference given
to an applicant in the secondary education track.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Contact: Department of English,
859.572.5416

Commonwealth Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking, first-
time freshman and have at least a 23 ACT
score and at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Joseph Conger Musical
Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a theater major, have at
least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate excellence
in theater and dance performance.
Award: Varies
Contact: Department of Theatre and
Dance, 859.572.6362

Albert and Louise Cooper
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior chem-
istry major and be enrolled for at least 10
semester hours.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Corbett Scholarship
in Music and Theater
Eligibility: Must major in music or theater,
be a junior or senior, have successfully com-
pleted 2 semesters of course work at NKU,
and have and maintain at least a cumulative 3.0
GPA and demonstrate a significant level of performance proficiency.

Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Contact: Department of Music and Theatre

Judy Carol Cornett Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time, degree-seeking student; have at least a 2.5 GPA; major in nursing; be a resident of Campbell or Pendleton County; and be a graduate of Campbell County High School, Dayton High School or Pendleton County High School.
Award: Varies

Kay Crist Scholarship in Nursing
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the bachelor of science in nursing program, have at least a cumulative 2.7 GPA, have no more than 6 hours of general studies to complete toward graduation and complete the program and graduate within 3 semesters.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15
Contact: Department of Nursing, Albright Health Center, 303 Nunn Drive, Highland Heights, KY 41099; 859.572.5245; bush-eyes@NKU.edu

Roy and Elizabeth Dawn Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must satisfy the definition of handicapped under the Americans with Disabilities Act, have recommendation from high school counselor stating that student is academically disadvantaged, be a Boone County High School or Conner High School graduate, be an incoming freshman and be certified through the Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation. Preference given to a disabled student.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Dean’s Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours, have at least a 3.5 GPA, have a declared major, and have completed 30 hours at NKU.
Award: In-state tuition for 1 year
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Dodd Family Scholarship in Environmental Science
Eligibility: Must major in environmental science and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Dodd Family Scholarship in Social Justice
Eligibility: Must major in social justice and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Jane Dotson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in human services, be an undergraduate, have at least a cumulative 2.5 GPA and display advocacy for human services. Students receiving tuition payment from institutional, state or federal sources are not eligible.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Eastern Kentucky Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-time, degree-seeking freshman; be a Kentucky resident; and be a recipient of the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship. Preference given to a resident of Bracken, Fleming or Mason County.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Educational Diversity Tuition Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident; be a first-time freshman; have at least a 2.5 GPA; demonstrate academic achievement or academic promise with transcripts, references or ACT scores; and demonstrate ability to enhance the multicultural and socioeconomic atmosphere on campus.
Award: Full tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Faculty Senate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the child of an NKU faculty member and be an undergraduate student.
Award: In-state tuition for 1 year
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Eva G. Farris Business Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-time freshman or a continuing student, have a major or pre-major in the College of Business and have at least a 25 ACT score (first-time freshman) or at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA (continuing student).
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Federated Department Stores Foundation Diversity Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident; demonstrate the ability to enhance the multicultural, socioeconomic, etc., atmosphere on campus such as diversity in geographic region, age, ethnicity, gender, intended major and/or extracurricular activities; and have at least a 2.0 GPA (first-time freshman) or at least a 2.75 GPA (continuing student).
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Fifth Third Bank Entrepreneurship Institute Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an MBA student in entrepreneurship, be enrolled 3 credit hours per semester and have at least a 3.5 GPA in the MBA program.
Award: Varies
Contact: Fifth Third Bank Entrepreneurship Institute

Friends of Fine Arts Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in art, music or theatre.
Award: In-state tuition; nonrenewable
Contact: Department of Art, 859.572.5421, Department of Music, 859.572.6399 or Department of Theatre, 859.5726362

Kyle Gibson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in education, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours and be enrolled in the education program.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Christopher Gist Historical Society Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior and have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA.
Robert W. and Sue D. Goderwis Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, major in one of the physical sciences or within the Department of Technology, be a full-time student and have at least a 20 ACT score and at least a 3.25 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Robert L. Herrmann Scholarship for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Eligibility: Must be a declared major/pre-major in the College of Business, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours in the semester of application and have completed at least 61 semester hours (junior standing).
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Mark R. Herrmann History Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in history, be a junior, have completed at least 30 hours at NKU and have at least a 3.25 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Dorothy Westerman Herrmann Psychology Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in psychology, be a junior, have completed at least 30 hours at NKU and have a cumulative 3.25 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Greater Cincinnati Home Builders Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in construction technology and have at least a 3.0 GPA in major and at least a cumulative 2.75 GPA overall. Preference given to a student who works in the construction field.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15
Contact: Department of Construction Management

William H. Greaves Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in science, math, computer science, pre-engineering, electronics-engineering technology or manufacturing engineering technology. A freshman must rank in the top 25% of graduating class and have at least a composite 25 ACT score. A continuing student must have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Thelma Louise Grein Endowed Scholarship for the Physically Challenged
Eligibility: Must have at least a cumulative 2.5 GPA, register with the Office of Disability Services and provide documentation.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

JRG Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in a technology-related field and demonstrate financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Roger R. Francis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore; be enrolled in the College of Business; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and be a resident of Boone, Campbell or Kenton County.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Kentucky Governor’s Scholars Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have participated in the Governor’s Scholars Program or the Governor’s School for the Arts, have at least a 24 ACT composite score, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and be a degree-seeking student.
Award: In-state tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Jim Key Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student in music, participate in departmental ensembles and meet academic standards as required by the university and Department of Music.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Contact: Department of Music, 859.572.6399

Roger Klein Tennis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, participate in the men’s or women’s tennis program and meet NKU and NCAA academic eligibility. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Intercollegiate Athletics

Robert Knauf Vocal Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate music major with an emphasis in vocal music, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours and submit 2 letters of reference from former and/or present vocal instructors.
Award: In-state tuition; renewable for up to 3 years
Number: Varies
Deadline: Contact Department of Music

Sutton Landry Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student, have a declared major in the College of Business and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student who has completed or is enrolled in entrepreneurship or small business development courses.
Award: Varies
Junita Losey Scholarship, see page 266.

**Contact:** Office of Student Financial Assistance

**Eligibility:** Must be a degree-seeking student in the College of Business, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a single mother, be an undergraduate student majoring in real estate, business administration, marketing, management, pre-engineering or construction technology; be a resident of Boone, Campbell, Gallatin, Kenton, Owen or Pendleton County; and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** March 15

**Northern Kentucky Golfers Association Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, participate in the men’s or women’s golf program and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** Intercollegiate Athletics

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time, degree-seeking student; major in manufacturing or construction technology; and have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student majoring in manufacturing.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Mazer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time incoming freshman, have at least a 23 ACT or equivalent SAT score, have at least a 3.0 GPA, demonstrate a commitment to service of others and be the first generation in the family to pursue an undergraduate degree.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** February 15

**Nicholas and Elizabeth Melnick Instructional Leadership Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident and be admitted to the education administration graduate program in the College of Education and Human Sciences. Preference given to a minority student as defined by federal guidelines.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Contact:** College of Education

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, par- ticipate in men’s or women’s tennis and meet university and NCAA academic eligibility requirements. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** February 15

**Joe O’Brien Tennis Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in industrial technology-manufacturing or an industrial production technology-manufacturing track and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA in major and a 2.75 GPA overall.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** March 15

**Robert W. Mullen Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have a declared major in the Department of Communication.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Contact:** Department of Music

**Macy’s Construction Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a degree-seeking student in the College of Business, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be enrolled full time.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Mazak Business Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a degree-seeking student in the College of Business, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be enrolled full time.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Mazak Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time, degree-seeking student; major in manufacturing or mechanical engineering; and have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student majoring in manufacturing.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Mears/Proud Family Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman; major in music or theater; show excellence in performance, potential, talent or aptitude in the arts as demonstrated by audition, interview or portfolio of work; and submit letters of reference from former and present instructors.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** Department of Music or Department of Theatre

**Music Memorial Fund Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a music major enrolled for at least 12 credit hours.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Contact:** Department of Music

**Music, Theater Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, be a single mother, be an undergraduate student, have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA, demonstrate financial need and be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours.

**Award:** $100; nonrenewable

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** March 15

**Ginny and Theresa Newberry Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time freshman with a 3.0 GPA or a continuing student with a 3.0 cumulative GPA and a 3.25 GPA in the business major; and be a resident of Boone, Kenton or Campbell County.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** February 15

**Northern Kentucky University Excellence Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-time freshman and have at least a 24 ACT score and at least a 3.25 GPA.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** February 15

**Brian J. Papke Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a degree-seeking student in the College of Business, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be enrolled full time.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** Intercollegiate Athletics

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, par- ticipate in the men’s or women’s tennis and meet university and NCAA academic eligibility requirements. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** February 15

**Part-time Student Award**

**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior or senior degree-seeking student; be enrolled for at least 3 semester hours; and have at
least a 3.25 cumulative GPA.
Award: Part-time tuition at in-state rate for 1 year
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Elmer and Blanche Pieper Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be registered with the Office of Testing and Disability Services, be visually impaired and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Platinum Marketing Group Entrepreneurship Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a declared major or minor in entrepreneurship and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Henry E. “Bud” Pogue IV Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student; be a resident of Boone, Bracken, Campbell, Gallatin, Grant, Kenton or Pendleton County; have earned at least 24 credit hours prior to award of scholarship; have at least a cumulative 2.5 GPA; and demonstrate leadership abilities and campus or community involvement.
Award: Varies
Deadline: March 15

A. Elisabeth Potts Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in elementary education. A continuing student must have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Presidential Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-time freshman and have at least a 34 composite ACT or equivalent SAT score and at least a 3.75 GPA.
Award: Varies; renewable for 3 additional years if at least a 3.25 GPA is maintained and at least 30 credit hours are earned during the previous academic year, excluding summer sessions
Deadline: February 15

George A. Renaker, MD, Charitable Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in nursing and be a resident of Boone, Campbell, Grant, Kenton or Pendleton County. A continuing student must have at least a 3.0 GPA. A first-time freshman must have at least a 21 ACT score.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Dr. George and Ellen Rieveschl Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a 29 ACT score and excel in academics and extracurricular activities.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Vivian Ross Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, major in early elementary or middle grades education and have a cumulative 3.25 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Michael C. Sanzere Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in geology and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Schiff Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a declared major in the Department of Art and have a 3.0 GPA in art department courses and a cumulative 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a student working in photography or computer-based imaging.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Department of Art

Carlie Schulenberg Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student, work as a student employee in the Intercollegiate Athletics Development Office and have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a Kentuckian resident.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Intercollegiate Athletics

Scripps Howard Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be the dependent child of an E. W. Scripps Company employee or retiree, be a full-time student in good standing, be a resident of the northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati area and be an enrolled communications major. Preference given to a student working for the campus newspaper or broadcast station.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15
Contact: Department of Communication

Sehnert-Pugh Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours and be an outstanding student in the math sciences area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Math and Science Department

Charles L. Seligman Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student, demonstrate financial need and be a resident of the 8-county area of northern Kentucky.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

SENCORP Honors Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled for at least 12 credit hours in the semester of application, have at least a 3.5 GPA, have completed at least 2 Honors Program courses, have completed at least 12 semester hours and be a declared pre-major in a College of Business bachelor’s degree discipline.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Speaking of Women’s Health/Gloria Byrd Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in nursing.
Award: Varies

Spiral Festival Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore, be enrolled for at least 12 credit hours and have a cumulative 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Spirit of Entrepreneurship Scholarship
Eligibility: Must minor in entrepreneurship and have at least a cumulative 3.0 GPA. Preference may be given to a student who has completed ENTP300 and ENTP333 courses.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15
Frank and Virginia Stallings English Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in English, have at least a 2.85 cumulative GPA and be a Kentucky resident.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Steinhauser Athletic Award Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a member of the men’s basketball team and be in good academic standing.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Intercollegiate Athletics

Sheldon B. and Fern H. Storer Honors Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a degree-seeking student, participate in the Honors Program and have at least a 3.25 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Pete Stuntebeck Memorial Golf Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, participate in the men’s or women’s golf program and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to resident of Kentucky.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Dr. Gregory Taliaferro Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in psychology, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be registered with the Office of Disability Services. Preference given to a senior.
Award: Varies

Vicki Louise Teal Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident and major in nursing. Preference given to an applicant with at least a 2.5 GPA and a graduate of Campbell County High School, Dayton High School or Pendleton County High School.
Award: Varies

Ralph A. Tesseneer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior, be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours, have a cumulative 3.0 GPA and be pursuing a degree in psychology.
Award: In-state tuition for 1 year

John Toebben Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, participate in the men’s soccer program and meet university and NCAA academic eligibility requirements.
Award: Varies

Mary Gandy Travis and Burr J. Travis Sr. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of the northern Kentucky 8-county area, demonstrate financial need and be an undergraduate student.
Award: In-state tuition
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Tyson Foods Inc./Gary W. Hensley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior enrolled in at least 12 credit hours per semester; major in biological sciences, chemistry, business informatics, communication studies or economics; maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and demonstrate financial need as determined by the FAFSA.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Undergraduate Academic Housing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours; and have at least a 3.25 GPA. Consideration given to geographical location of student’s permanent address.
Award: Housing fees for 1 year
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Vietnam Veterans of American Legion, Chapter 88/Bluegrass of Northern Kentucky Award
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. military Vietnam-era veteran, having served between January 1, 1959, and May 7, 1975, and having served on active duty other than for initial active duty, active duty training or special active duty training for Reserve or National Guard forces or be the spouse or child of a living or deceased Vietnam-era veteran. Must be in good academic standing, be accepted for enrollment, demonstrate financial need and attach form DD-214 to the application.
Award: $500
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Voiture Locale No. 694 Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of northern Kentucky; be enrolled for at least 8 hours in nursing; have a cumulative 2.5 GPA; and complete an application describing financial circumstances, past and current accomplishments, community involvement and personal goals for the future. Preference given to a student who has not received another scholarship.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Jan Walling Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Highlands High School graduate, be a freshman and be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours. Preference given to a handicapped applicant unless none applies.
Award: In-state tuition for 1 year
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Loren Arthur Walling Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Henry County, be a freshman and be enrolled for at least 12 semester hours.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Linda Bowen Wasicsko Social Work Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must reside in Boone, Campbell, Grant, Kenton or Pendleton County and demonstrate academic achievement. Preference given to a single parent.
Award: Varies; may reapply

Western Southern Life Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled at least 8 hours in nursing courses; have at least a cumulative 2.5 GPA; and submit an application including personal characteristics which contribute to nursing, past and current accomplishments, community involvement, personal goals for the future and financial circumstances. Preference given to a student with financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 15

Robert and Rosalee Wheeler Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be first-time freshman and a resident of Campbell County. Preference given to a student majoring in mathematics.
Women’s Soccer Alumna Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, participate in the women’s soccer program and meet NKU and NCAA academic eligibility requirements. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Intercollegiate Athletics

Scott Wurster Book Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and be enrolled for at least 6 credit hours. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Student Government Associates

Joyce Yeager Tennis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, participate in the men’s or women’s tennis program and meet NKU and NCAA academic eligibility requirements. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Intercollegiate Athletics

Yearlings Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a female at least age 25; be a resident of Boone, Campbell or Kenton County; demonstrate financial need; and have a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Michael Frances Zalla Memorial Award
Eligibility: Must have completed 1 course in the Honors Program. Award: Varies; nonrenewable

Tom and Fran Zaniello Honors Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the Honors Program and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

University of Kentucky

Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Student Financial Aid Office, University of Kentucky, 127 Funkhouser Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.3172; www.uky.edu/financialaid

Loans
E. Ellis Honor Loan
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a Fayette County high school and an undergraduate engineering major. Based on merit and financial need. Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Contact: Dean’s Office, 312 CRMS Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.8827

Scholarships

Academic Scholarships

Scholarship programs are reviewed each summer. Offerings, requirements and amounts are subject to change each year. For more information on academic scholarships, contact the Office of Academic Scholarships, University of Kentucky, 128-E Funkhouser Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.4198; academicscholar@lsv.uky.edu; www.uky.edu/financialaid/scholarships.

Academic Excellence/Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a cumulative 3.5 GPA and be a sophomore, junior or senior. Award: $1,500
Number: Varies
Deadline: May 31

Patterson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and a designated National Merit finalist who listed UK as first college choice. Other requirements may apply. Award: Tuition, plus housing allowance during freshman and sophomore years
Number: Varies
Deadline: Late April

Presidential Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and have at least a 31 ACT and 3.5 GPA. Award: Tuition each year
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 1

Provost Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman with at least a 26 ACT and 3.3 high school GPA, apply by December 1 and not be receiving another academic scholarship. Award: $2,500 to $5,000 each year
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 1

Otis A. Singletary Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and have at least a 33 ACT and 3.8 high school GPA. Award: Tuition, plus housing allowance during freshman and sophomore years
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 1

Alumni Scholarships

Below is a partial list of scholarships awarded by or through the UK Alumni Association. For information about these and other alumni scholarships, unless otherwise noted, contact UK Alumni Association, 111 King Alumni House, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.8700.

Eligibility: Unless otherwise noted, a student is considered for these awards based on academic information on file with the Office of Undergraduate Admission or University Registrar by the established deadlines.
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Office of Academic Scholarships, 100-H Funkhouser Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.4198; academicscholar@lsv.uky.edu

Anderson County UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an Anderson County area resident and be a full-time undergraduate
Chelsea Bailey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Hopkins County resident. Awarded to a pre-law or law school student.
Award: Varies; renewable
Number: 1
Deadline: February 10

Richard Bean Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled at UK. Based on scholastic achievement. Preference given to a student who has financial need and whose parents are members of the UK Alumni Association.
Award: Varies; renewable
Number: 1
Deadline: February 10

Central Florida UK Alumni Club/H. B. Price Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Central Florida club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Central Indiana UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Central Indiana club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15

Central Ohio UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Central Ohio club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Central Texas UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Central Texas club area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Central Virginia UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Central Virginia club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15

Charlotte UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Charlotte club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Chicago UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Chicago club area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Chicago Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Chicago club area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Chicago Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Chicago club area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Cumberland Valley East UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Bell or Harlan County resident (alternate years). Based on academic achievement.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Cumberland Valley West UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Clay, Knox, Laurel or Whitley County. Based on academic achievement.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Dallas/Fort Worth UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Dallas/Fort Worth club area.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15 and April 15

Danville/Boyle County UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of Danville High School, Boyle County High School or the Kentucky School for the Deaf High School or a GED recipient and be an incoming freshman.
Award: Varies
Number: 1 to 2
Deadline: January 15

Daviess County UK Alumni Club/Frank and Helen Wagner Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Daviess County area resident and an incoming freshman. Based on academic achievement.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15

Fayette County UK Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduating senior
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Franklin County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a Franklin County resident who has demonstrated a potential for academic success.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Louisville UK Young Alumni Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a new undergraduate student; be a resident of Bullitt, Jefferson or Oldham County; and complete the FAFSA. Based on academics and financial need.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulton County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Fulton County club area.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Ashland UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be an undergraduate student who is a resident of Boyd or Greenup County.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Nashville UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a resident of the Greater Nashville UK Alumni Club area. Based on academic achievement.</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin County/Joe Goodman Memorial UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Hardin County club area.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a Henderson County resident and be a graduate of Henderson County High School.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkins County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a Hopkins County resident and be a full-time undergraduate student. Based on academic achievement.</td>
<td>$1,000; renewable</td>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Houston club area.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a graduate of an accredited public, private or parochial school in Bullitt, Jefferson or Oldham County.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Cumberland UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a Lake Cumberland area resident and be a full-time undergraduate student. Based on academic achievement.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a graduate of an undergraduate student. Based on academic achievement.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCracken County UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a resident of McCracken County.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morehead Print Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be an incoming freshman who has at least a 24 ACT score and is active in high school activities or an undergraduate student who has at least a 3.0 GPA and is active in campus activities.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>February 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation’s Capital Region (Couch) UK Alumni Club Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a resident of the Nation’s Capital Region UK Alumni Club area. Based on academic achievement.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>January 15 and April 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of the Northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati club area.

**Award:** $5,000

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**New York City UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the New York City club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Northwest Ohio UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Northwest Ohio club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Pendleton County Gilbert Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and graduate of Pendleton County High School. Based on academic standing, citizenship, leadership and financial need.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Aggie Sale/Mercer County UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of Mercer County. Based on academic achievement.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Shelby County UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of Shelby County. Based on academic standing.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15

**South Central Kentucky UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Adair, Green, Marion or Taylor County and demonstrate potential for academic success.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Tampa Bay UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Tampa Bay club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Teague/Peniston Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** May be an undergraduate or graduate student. Based on character and financial need.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1 to 2

**Deadline:** February 10

**Northern Alabama UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Northern Alabama club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Ohio club area.**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the Ohio club area.

**Award:** $10,000 over 4 years

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15

**Shelby County UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of Shelby County. Based on academic achievement.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**St. Louis UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and be a resident of the St. Louis club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Union County UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of Union County.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** January 15 and April 15

**Upstate SC UK**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Upstate SC club area.

**Award:** Varies

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** April 15
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and be a resident of the Warren County club area.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: April 15

Bob Whitaker Writing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior majoring in English or enrolled in the School of Journalism. Based on academic achievement, demonstrated potential in creative writing and interest in the literary field.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 10

There are both full and partial scholarships. The number of awards given are the full-time equivalents (FTE). Full grants cover full cost of attendance. For more information on athletic scholarships, contact University of Kentucky Athletics, Joe Craft Center, 338 Lexington Avenue, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.8000.

Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student with athletic ability.

Baseball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in baseball.
Award: Varies
Number: 11.7 FTE

Football Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in football.
Award: Full
Number: 85

Graduate Assistant Coach Scholarship in Football
Eligibility: Must coach in football and be a graduate student.
Award: Full
Number: 4

Graduate Assistant Trainer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have athletic training experience, have an undergraduate degree in athletic training or related field and be pursuing a graduate degree.
Award: Varies
Number: 10

Men’s Basketball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s basketball.
Award: Full
Number: 13

Men’s Golf Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s golf.
Award: Varies
Number: 4.5 FTE

Men’s Soccer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s soccer.
Award: Varies
Number: 9.9 FTE

Men’s Swimming Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s swimming.
Award: Varies
Number: 9.9 FTE

Men’s Tennis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s tennis.
Award: Varies
Number: 4.5 FTE

Men’s Track and Field Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in men’s track and field.
Award: Varies
Number: 12.6 FTE

Rifle (Men’s and Women’s Combined) Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in rifle.
Award: Varies
Number: 3.6 FTE

Women’s Basketball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s basketball.
Award: Full
Number: 15

Women’s Golf Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s golf.
Award: Varies
Number: 6 FTE

Women’s Gymnastics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s gymnastics.
Award: Full
Number: 12

Women’s Soccer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s soccer.
Award: Varies
Number: 14 FTE

Women’s Softball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s softball.
Award: Varies
Number: 12 FTE

Women’s Swimming Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s swimming.
Award: Varies
Number: 14 FTE

Women’s Tennis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s tennis.
Award: Full
Number: 8

Women’s Track Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s track.
Award: Varies
Number: 18 FTE

Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must participate in women’s volleyball.
Award: Full
Number: 12

For all CAFE scholarships, entering freshmen must apply by December 1, and continuing/transfer students must apply by April 1. Students who complete the College of Agriculture, Food and Environment scholarship application are considered for all listed scholarships for which they meet appropriate criteria.

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be a full-time student and major in the College of Agriculture, Food and Environment.
Award: Varies, based on budgets each year, but typical awards range from $750–$2,000 for the academic year. Awards are automatically credited to the student’s financial aid account with the university and are split evenly between the fall and spring semesters of the academic year. Awards are for 1 year, and students must reapply each year.
Contact: Center for Student Success, N6 Agriculture Science Center, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546; 859.257.3469. Applications are available at http://students.ca.uky.edu/scholarships.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Education Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Epsilon Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altria/U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Scholarship, see page 66.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Guyn Anderson and Mary Lou Guyn Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal and Food Sciences Alumni Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Bader Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. H. H. Bailey Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe and Debbie Banas Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Barclay Family Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles E. Barnhart Academic Excellence Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastin Family Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garland Bastin 4-H Dairy Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam M. Baughman Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson Beauchamp Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles and Jeannette Bennett Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances and Lawrence Bickett Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William O. Blackburn Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Area Alumni Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Home Economists Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Hospitality Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Bondurant Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boone County Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick J. Boova Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Bryan and Frances Bush Botts Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Boyden Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Lawrence A. Bradford Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding-Smith Edge Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Chambers Brent Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margie Brookshire Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Brown Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Venable Brown Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John T. Bryans Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James R. Bryant Agricultural Engineering Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson R. Bryant Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Frank Buck Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winifred Shane Burruss Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles W. Byers Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David V. Calvert Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell and McDaniel Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Family and Consumer Sciences Educational Leadership Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta D. Casey Home Economics Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy V. and Peggy Catlett Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Chatfield Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Claiborne Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Claxon Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert G. and Lorraine N. Clay Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Norton Clay Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Clemmons Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Jennings Coates Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Alumni Giving Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Agriculture Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keven Glenn Collins Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice G. Cook Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essie Mae Cooper Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Poe Cooper Estate Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Poe Cooper Farm Leadership Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Poe Cooper Human Environmental Sciences Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Poe Cooper Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles M. and Reta Coughenour Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cravens Family Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Ward and Joan Crowe Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Lough Cundiff Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Queen Cunningham Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy Farmers of America Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe T. Davis Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Martin Delker Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeMent-Sparrow Family Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira Drymon Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George A. Duncan Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph G. Duncan Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nannie A. Duncan General Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noma U. Dunn Scholarship, see page 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Norris Duvall Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee A. and Melinda Walker Edgerton Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William R. and Linda D. Edgington Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis Family Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statie Erikson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Estes Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Ewing Jr. Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam R. Ewing Jr. and Katherine W. Ewing Scholarship in Agricultural Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Muster Ewing Scholarship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Farm Credit Mid-America: Farm Credit Customer Ag Scholarship, see page 273.

James Albert Farris Scholarship
William G. and Bernice K. Finn Scholarship
Cynthia J. Fletcher Scholarship
Forestry Alumni Scholarship
Ray Forgue Scholarship in Memory of Mary Ellen Edmondson
Ray Forgue Scholarship in Memory of Zoel Raymond
W. D. Funkhouser Memorial Scholarship
Edwin C. Gamble Memorial Scholarship
W. P. Garrigus Scholarship
Grace Gray Gorrell Scholarship
Graham Family Scholarship
Paul H. and Shan Stone Gray Scholarship
Green River Area Alumni Association Scholarship
Robert Bell Griffith Scholarship
Tom Groves Scholarship
Stella Hendren and Jessie W. Gulley Memorial Scholarship
Robert E. Hammond Scholarship
Frank Harding Scholarship
Helen W. Harp Scholarship
Emette and Patricia Hart Scholarship
Martha Weakley Hawkins Scholarship
O. D. and Bessie Hawkins Scholarship
John H. Heick Scholarship
Elizabeth Helton Phi Upsilon Omicron Scholarship
HES Centennial Scholarship
Hicks Family Scholarship
Robert Hicks Memorial Scholarship
Hazel J. and William S. Hieronymous Scholarship
Catherine Hildebolt Scholarship
David and Julia Hilliard/Hickman County Scholarship
Marjorie Wentz Hines Scholarship
Levi Jackson Hurlacher Scholarship
Howard-Forquer Education Scholarship
John Huffman Horticulture Scholarship
John Huffman Turf Management Scholarship
Russell Hunt Memorial Scholarship
Katharine Renaker Jennings Scholarship
Robert B. and Helen P. Jewell County Scholarship
Jordan Hall Johnson Scholarship
Keeneland Scholarship
James D. Kemp Scholarship
Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association Scholarship
Kentucky Millers Association Scholarship
Alice P. Killpatrick Scholarship
Danny L. Koon Scholarship
Bessie C. Landrum Scholarship
Carl H. Lay Memorial Scholarship
Lemon Tree Scholarship
Jim and Myrtle Lester Scholarship
Letcher County Farm Bureau Association Scholarship
Mildred Sinclair Lewis Scholarship
Lewis-Milligan Scholarship
Licking River Area Alumni Scholarship
Lincoln Trail Area Alumni Scholarship
C. Oran and Myrtle Little Scholarship
Joy V. Long Scholarship
Leslie and David Ludwick Scholarship
James Paul “Jake” Maggard Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Mammoth Cave Area Alumni Scholarship
Mann Hurley Endowed Scholarship
Mansbach Family Foundation Scholarship
Abby Marlatt Scholarship
Frances Joan Masser Scholarship
Ira Massie Scholarship
Loys L. and Sonja Ericksen Mather Scholarship
Clarence W. Mathews Scholarship for Horticulture Students
Nathan Matuszewicz Memorial Scholarship
Dallas and Emma Maxfield Scholarship
L. H. May Scholarship
Leroy S. McMullan Scholarship
Mid-America Equipment Retailers Association Scholarship
Mid-States Meat Association Scholarship
Frredda S. Moody Scholarship in Home Economics
William G. Moody Meat Science Scholarship
John A. Moser Scholarship
New Decade Scholarship
W. O. and Lois Newell Scholarship
Northeast Area Alumni Scholarship
Northern Kentucky Area Alumni Scholarship
Robert Koch Osage Farm Scholarship
Mike Papania Scholarship
Dennis and Lisa Parrett Family Scholarship
Barth H. Pemberton Memorial Scholarship
Pennyville Area Alumni Association Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. A. J. Powell Turf Scholarship
Prewitt Family Scholarship
Helen Culliton Price Scholarship
Purchase Area Alumni Association Scholarship
Quarles Family Scholarship
Quarter Scale Tractor Scholarship
Quicksand Area Alumni Association Scholarship
Rankin-Futrell Scholarship
Ray Ranta Scholarship
Wayland Rhoads Memorial Scholarship
Barbara Landrum Rice Scholarship
Harold B. and Barbara S. Rice Scholarship
Lillian Hixson Rice Scholarship
Clyde M. and Pauline A. Richardson Scholarship
Virginia Corbin Ritchie Scholarship
George Roberts Memorial Scholarship
John Bissell Roberts Scholarship
John C. Robertson Scholarship
Juan G. Rodriguez Scholarship
Roe-Dickson Scholarship
Rood and Riddle Scholarship
Martha Hawkins Rush Scholarship
Sarah Whittinghill Samuelson Scholarship
Dwight Moody Seath Scholarship
Sharp Family Scholarship
Carl Shearer Scholarship
Shelbyville Farm Credit Services Scholarship
Dr. D. Milton Shuffett Scholarship
Sisk Travel Scholarship
Jerry and Susan Skees Family Scholarship
Diane Smathers Leadership Scholarship
Eleanor Mae Snedeker Scholarship
Southern States Cooperative Scholarship
David C. and Linda Sparrow Scholarship
Spencer “Win with Wood” Scholarship
Elmer S. “Shucks” Stafford Scholarship
Marjorie Bauer Stafford Scholarship
James I. Stephens Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Tammy and Brian Stephenson Scholarship
Stewart Family Scholarship
Marjorie S. Stewart Alumni Scholarship
Stewart-Threlkeld History Scholarship
Whitney and Gina Stith Scholarship
Sue Cravens Stivers Scholarship
George Perry Sr. and Dimple Thomason Summers Scholarship
William G. Survant Memorial Scholarship
Tabb-Henry Scholarship
Taylor Family Forestry Scholarship
Gary C. and Christine Thompson Scholarship
H. P. and Margaret Thrasher Scholarship
Tichenor Family Scholarship
Tobacco Growers Scholarship
Rodney W. and Charlotte R. Tulloch Scholarship
Dr. Larry W. Turner Memorial Scholarship
Vegetation Management Association of Kentucky: Al Cline Memorial Scholarship
John O. Venable Scholarship
Shelby V. Waldner Memorial Scholarship
M. Stanley Wall Scholarship
Wallis Kentucky Conservation Scholarship
Edith Walton Memorial Scholarship
Washington County Agriculture Scholarship
Daisy Weems Scholarship
Dean Frank J. Welch Memorial Scholarship
Myrna Wesley Scholarship
Wilderness Trail Alumni Association Scholarship
E. J. Wilford Award
Elizabeth Goff Wilson Scholarship
Wilson Family Scholarship
Frank, Ralph and Nellie Winchester Scholarship
Donnie Winters Scholarship
Frank Woeste Award
Narvel Wood Agriculture Scholarship
Patch G. Woolfolk Scholarship
Harold Workman Scholarship
Young, Reynolds, Ryland Scholarship
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For more information on the College of Arts and Sciences scholarships, unless otherwise noted, contact The Arts and Sciences Scholarship Committee at AS-Scholarships@uky.edu.

Online application available at www.as.uky.edu/scholarship-application

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must have a major in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Deadline: March 1

Arts and Sciences Dean’s Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.5 GPA and at least a 26 ACT score. Based on academics.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Susan M. Belmore Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 30 semester hours. Based on academics.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

The Cleveland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 90 semester hours. Based on academics.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Andrew Jackson Gardner Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time College of Arts and Sciences undergraduate student or incoming freshman who demonstrates the potential for academic excellence. A currently enrolled student should have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies

Robert B. and Helen P. Jewell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident and an incoming freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences with an emphasis in math, natural sciences or English with at least a 28 ACT score. Application processed through the UK Academic Scholarship Program.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

David and Laurie Perry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and demonstrate extracurricular activities and potential for further academic success. Application processed through the UK Academic Scholarship Program
Award: Varies

Ralph M. Shearer Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student from Pulaski or Wayne County.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Thomas M. and Jeri A. Tippett Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore and enroll in at least 3 credit hours of business courses each semester.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Madie Lee Walker Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 30 semester hours. Based on academics.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Myrtle M. and Orvan R. Whitlow Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 30 semester hours. Based on academics.
Award: $200 to $600
Number: 5 to 8 per year
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies

William Y. Adams Award for Excellence in Teaching
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student. Based on evidence of particularly effective teaching and/or originality of teaching methods.
Deadline: February 1

Adelski Endowed Fellowship in Anthropology
Eligibility: Must be a doctoral student, have submitted external funding proposals and have completed qualifying exams.
Deadline: February 1

Donald P. Cleggett International Travel Research Award
Eligibility: Must be a graduate or undergraduate student and be conducting research in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, North Africa or sub-Saharan Africa
Deadline: February 1

Hochstrasser Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentuckian, a graduate student and be working with or intend to work with a University of Kentucky museum or special collection.
Deadline: February 1

Susan Abbott-Jamieson Pre-Dissertation Research Award
Eligibility: Must be a current PhD student who has not yet taken the PhD qualifying exam.
Award: Up to $1,000 for domestic travel and $2,000 for international travel
Deadline: February 15

Margaret Lantis Award for Excellence in Original Research
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student and have a published article or report, a paper presented at a professional meeting or a paper of publishable quality submitted for a class. Based on originality of the research design; effectiveness with which the research has been executed; originality and logic of interpretation; and/or substantive contribution of the research to the study, application or practice of anthropology.
Deadline: February 1

Robert Odear Award for Graduate Research in Latin America
Eligibility: Must be a doctoral student and plan to conduct research in Latin America. Based on originality of the research proposal and substantive contribution of the research to the study, application or practice of anthropology.
Deadline: February 1

Biological Sciences

Funkhouser Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a junior or senior biology major. Based on academics.
Award: $500
Number: 1
Contact: Chairperson of the Department of Biology, 101 Thomas Hunt Morgan Building, KY 40506-0225

Robert A. Kuehne Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the biology graduate program, or be doing meritorious work for a thesis and be doing field work in biology (preferably field studies on fish).
Affording Higher Education 2019–2020

Number: $500

Professional attitude.

Eligibility: Must be a chemistry graduate student. Based on academics and financial need.
Award: $3,500
Number: 1
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Chemistry

Fast Start Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry graduate student in the first or second year who has made outstanding initial overall progress towards degree.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Freshman Chemistry Award
Eligibility: Must be a first-year chemistry major. Based on academics.
Award: $100
Number: 1

General Chemistry Excellence Award
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student with the highest exam average in CHE 105 and CHE 107.
Award: $500
Number: 1 each semester

Charles H. H. Griffith Outstanding General Chemistry Teaching Assistant Award
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate teaching assistant for the general chemistry program.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Hammond Undergraduate Service Award
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate chemistry major. Based on service to the Chemistry Department.
Award: $100
Number: 1

Merck Index Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry major. Based on academics.
Award: Merck Index and $100
Number: 1

Willard Riggs Meredith Award
Eligibility: Must be a senior chemistry major. Based on academics and leadership.
Award: $250
Number: 1

Paul I. Murrill Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a well-qualified incoming chemistry graduate student. Based on GPA and GRE scores.
Award: $100 to $500 per month for 10 months
Number: Varies
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Chemistry

T. B. Nantz Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior pursuing a bachelor of science in chemistry or be a graduate student. Based on academics.
Award: Tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Chairperson, Department of Chemistry

Outstanding Graduate Student Research Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry graduate student. Based on research accomplishments for the past year.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry graduate student. Based on teaching accomplishments for the past year.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Wilbur L. Price Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be a resident of Kentucky, be a Kentucky high school graduate and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.
Award: In-state tuition and fees
Number: 1
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Study in Chemistry Department

Nancy J. Stafford Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry major who has demonstrated scholarly achievement, leadership ability and character.
Award: $200
Number: 1

Franklin E. Tuttle Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a well-qualified incoming chemistry graduate student. Based on GPA and GRE scores.
Award: Varies; $100 to $500 per month for 10 months
Number: Varies
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Chemistry

Gertrude Flora Ribble Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident; major in biology; be a junior or senior with at least 60 credit hours; have a faculty mentor in the Department of Biology; and demonstrate need, achievement and promise in biology and a potential for productive research experience as exemplified by research plan.
Award: $1,500; $750 per semester
Number: Varies
Deadline: October and February
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies in Biology, biology@uky.edu

Steiner Award
Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in biology; be a junior or senior with at least 60 credit hours; have a faculty mentor in the Department of Biology; and demonstrate need, achievement and promise in biology and a potential for productive research experience as exemplified by research plan.
Award: $1,500; $750 per semester
Number: 1
Deadline: October
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies in Biology, biology@uky.edu

100% Plus Award
Eligibility: Must be a chemistry graduate student and demonstrate the most exemplary professional attitude.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Dr. Hume and Ellen Towle Bedford Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior chemistry major who is an active member of the UK Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Chemistry

Stephen Harris Cooke Summer Research Fellowship
Eligibility: Must perform undergraduate summer research and be a junior or senior chemistry major. Based on academics and financial need.
Award: $3,500
Number: 1
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Chemistry
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Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry

Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior and demonstrate excellence in analytical chemistry.

Award: Honorary membership in the Division of Analytical Chemists, $100 and a subscription to Analytical Chemistry

Number: 1

David W. and Eloise C. Young Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be pursuing a bachelor of science in chemistry. Based on academics and promise for a career in chemistry.

Award: $2,000

Number: 1

Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies in Chemistry, Chemistry-Physics Building, 859.323.8977, a.cammers@uky.edu

Earth and Environmental Sciences

Contact: Dr. Rebecca Freeman

Brown-McFarlan Fund Grant

Eligibility: Must be a graduate student or undergraduate geology major. Based on financial need. Supports student research and travel.

Award: Varies

Number: Varies

Deadline: Apply as needed

John Ferm Memorial Graduate Student Grant

Eligibility: Must be a geology graduate student involved in field-related thesis or dissertation research.

Award: Varies

Number: Varies

Deadline: As needed

Haynes Field Trip Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student in geology and have financial need.

Award: Varies

Number: Varies

Deadline: First week of each semester

Hudnall Scholarship

Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need and attend the University of Kentucky geology summer field camp.

Award: $1,000 to $1,500

Number: Varies

Deadline: April 15

Pioneer Natural Resources Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an outstanding incoming freshman or undergraduate transfer student.

Award: $3,000 for the first year, $1,000 a year after that

Number: Limited

Deadline: Before entering semester

Pirtle Award

Eligibility: Must be an outstanding student and undergraduate junior or graduate geology major.

Award: $1,000, undergraduate; $3,000, graduate

Number: Varies

Deadline: March 15

Glen Rice Memorial Award

Eligibility: Must be an outstanding student and a junior or senior geology major.

Award: Up to $1,000

Number: Unlimited

Deadline: Automatic with geology major and at least a 3.0 GPA

English

Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Director of Undergraduate Studies, 1215 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.7008

Michael Adelstein Award for Prospective High School English Teachers

Eligibility: Must be a graduating senior in English education in the College of Arts and Sciences or the College of Education, be nominated by current members of the faculty from either department and possess qualities requisite for English instruction in high school.

Award: $1,000

Number: 1

Ben Wathen Black Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a poetry and fiction competition winner and a currently enrolled undergraduate student.

Award: Up to $1,000

Number: 1

Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, 1215 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.7008

Sowder Award

Eligibility: Must be a currently enrolled graduate student and be nominated. Award is for the best critical paper by a graduate student in English.

Award: $500 to $1,000

Number: 1 to 2

Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, 1215 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.7008

Stacy Endowed Graduate Scholarship in English Education

Eligibility: Must be a currently enrolled graduate student in English, display passion for education, intend to pursue a career in middle or high school teaching with an emphasis in English education, have a 3.0 GPA and be nominated.

Award: $1,000

Number: 1

Contact: Director of Graduate Studies, 1215 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.7008
Stacy Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship in English Education
Eligibility: Must be a currently enrolled undergraduate student in English, display passion for education, intend to pursue a career in middle or high school teaching with an emphasis in English education, have a 3.0 GPA and be nominated.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

O. J. and Ruby M. Wilson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior English major and be nominated. Based on academics.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

French
Deauville Exchange Caen Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have some fluency in French and be a junior, senior or graduate student.
Award: Tuition and lodging at language institute for a semester
Number: 2
Deadline: November 15
Contact: Leon Sachs, French Department, or Rochelle Keesler, International Affairs

Deauville Exchange
Teaching Assistantship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, senior or graduate student. Based on academic excellence.
Award: Varies; salary and lodging for an academic year
Number: 1
Deadline: November 15
Contact: Leon Sachs, French Department, or Rochelle Keesler, International Affairs

Zembrod Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior and major in French, French education or foreign language and international economics. Based on academic excellence.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Jeffrey Peters, French Department

Gender and Women’s Studies

Geography

German

William Withington Human/Cultural Geography Award
Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in student writing.
Number: 3; 1 each at bachelor’s, master’s and PhD levels
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies or Director of Graduate Studies, Geography Department

Heidelberg Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior with some fluency in German. Based on academic achievement.
Award: Varies
Number: 2
Deadline: October 20
Contact: German Division DVS or Office of International Affairs, 202 Bradley Hall, Lexington, KY 40506

Max Kade Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student. Based on academic excellence.
Award: $15,000
Number: 1
Contact: German Division Chairperson or Director of Graduate Studies

Kentucky Foreign Language Festival Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a high school senior, be nominated by German teacher and demonstrate outstanding performance in the annual festival competition.
Award: $1,000 for freshman year; nonrenewable
Number: 1
Contact: German Division DVS

Moran Study Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be planning to study abroad in a German-speaking country.
Award: $100 to 1,000
Number: 1 to 4
Contact: German studies faculty

Hispanic Studies

William C. McCravy Award
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding second-year graduate student and a Spanish major.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Alfred C. Zembrod Award
Eligibility: Must be a Spanish, international studies or FLIE major with a Spanish concentration; have a 3.0 GPA; be a junior; and
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have completed 6 hours of Spanish courses at a 300 or above level. Award must be used for a study abroad program in a country with a Spanish-speaking population.
Award: $750
Number: 2

History

Albisetti Dissertation Research Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a student with an approved prospectus whose dissertation research is outside the United States.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies

Dorothy Leathers Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in history who has passed the PhD qualifying examinations and best meets the criteria of outstanding scholarly achievements, promise as a teacher and noteworthy contributions to the graduate program, its students and the Department of History.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 1
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies

Charles P. Roland Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in the Department of History and be pursuing American history, especially the Civil War, race relations and the American South.
Award: Varies; provides research and travel support
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28
Contact: Director of Graduate Studies

Linguistics

Best Linguistics Major Student Award
Eligibility: Based on GPA, undergraduate research experience in linguistics, professional presentations in linguistics and professional goals after graduation that involve a linguistics degree.
Award: $100
Number: 1

Undergraduate Linguistics Research Award
Eligibility: Must be a linguistics major and be enrolled in an independent study course.
Award: $250 to $500
Number: 1 to 2

Mathematics

Franklin J. Matchette Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior undergraduate philosophy major. Based on academic achievement.
Contact: Director of Undergraduate Studies or Philosophy Department Chairperson

Senior Achievement Award
Eligibility: Must be a senior philosophy major. Based on academic achievement.
Physics and Astronomy

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, based on academic achievement and financial need.
Award: To be determined by scholarship committee
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15
Contact: Department Chairman, 859.257.4686

Wendell DeMarcus Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate physics major.

Department of Physics and Astronomy Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate physics major.

Physics and Astronomy Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate physics major.

Physics and Astronomy Lewis Cochran Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year graduate physics major.

Physics and Astronomy Marcus McEllistrem Summer Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be graduate physics major.

Physics and Astronomy Rudolph Schril’s Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding junior or senior physics major.

Political Science-Ulmer Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a PhD candidate in political science in the subfields of public law, judicial behavior or American politics.
Award: $500
Deadline: Selected by faculty in March

Ulmerson Award
Eligibility: Must be a political science graduate student and submit the best research paper.
Deadline: Selected by faculty in March

Vandenbosch Award
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding graduate senior majoring in political science.
Award: $150

Outstanding Psychology Major Award
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior psychology major and be currently enrolled. Based on academics and involvement in Department of Psychology.
Award: $150

Writing, Rhetoric and Digital Media Award for Award-Winning Speeches and Digital Work
Eligibility: Must have completed the best remix or digital composition in writing division courses and have been enrolled in a writing division course during the current academic year.
Award: $50 to $200
Number: Varies

College of Business and Economics

For more information on business and economics scholarships, contact George Scott, 235 Business and Economics Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.4652.

All scholarship recipients must be enrolled as full-time undergraduate students and be pursuing a bachelor’s degree in the Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics.

Award amounts and number of scholarships awarded vary from one academic year to the next.

All Business Majors

John and Jeanette Abound Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen, be a fresh-
man, be enrolled in the Entrepreneurship Scholars Program and/or demonstrate an interest in entrepreneurship, have completed 2 college placement courses with an “A” average and have a 32 ACT score and 3.85 GPA.

**Aldridge Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of Boyle County High School, Garrard County High School or Lincoln County High School and be an incoming freshman. Preference given to a Garrard County High School graduate.

**Arthur Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of Boyd County High School or Paul G. Blazer High School and demonstrate financial need and the ability to succeed academically.

**Awards:** 4, $5,000; or 2, $10,000; split evenly between both schools.

**B and E Study Abroad Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be incurring expenses due to a study abroad program.

**Big Ass Fans SEAM Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must major in marketing or management; be a junior; and demonstrate academic excellence, good communication and interpersonal skills.

**Alan F. and Irene Bloomfield Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen; be a Kentucky resident; and be pursuing a degree in accounting, finance, management or marketing.

**Lars and Molly Blythe Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an upper-division accounting student. First preference given to a resident of McCracken County. Second preference given to a resident of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston or Marshall County. Third preference given to a Kentucky resident.

**Michael W. Bowling Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the Global Scholars program, plan to work and live abroad after graduation, have a mentor relationship with the donor and be in good academic standing.

**George P. Broghamer Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be admitted into the upper-division program, have completed a basic course in finance, demonstrate financial need and desire a career in banking and finance.

**Michael and Susan Buchanan Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must have unmet financial need and show potential for academic success.

**Cecil C. Carpenter Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, have an ACT score and records that predict success in business and economics and submit a 600- to 800-word essay. Based on written screening and interview.

**D. J. Carter Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior, demonstrate potential for academic success and be a graduate of East Jessamine County High School.

**Edward T. Carvill Memorial Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore or junior, major in business administration and have shown the greatest academic improvement during the previous academic year.

**Chase Bank Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an African-American student in the MBA and/or the undergraduate program. If an undergraduate, the student must reside in Kentucky or be a Kentucky high school graduate.

**Virgil L. Christian Jr. Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the Gatton College or economics in the College of Arts and Sciences, have a strong work ethic and be determined to graduate. Preference given to an economics student with a 2.0 to 3.0 GPA who has financial need.

**Jack and Helen Clinkinbeard Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student in the MBA and/or the undergraduate program. If an undergraduate, the student must reside in Kentucky or be a Kentucky high school graduate.

**William Hale Evans Marketing Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, be a senior and major in marketing.

**Joel C. Gordon Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an MBA or undergraduate student and major in business.

**Number:** 2

**Isaac Henry Hale Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, have high scholastic standing.

**Charles F. Haywood Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of Boyle or Shelby County, have a 28 ACT score and at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Number:** 1

**Betty Bush Holden Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must meet the criteria of Presidential Scholars and be a Kentucky native.

**Award:** Varies

**Richard and Deborah Huxley Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need, be taking at least 12 credit hours per semester and have at least a 26 composite ACT score and at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Award:** $2,500

**Joel D. M. Knoblett Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a U.S. citizen, be admitted into the upper-division program and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.

**Lewis-Milligan Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Anderson or Shelby County, have a 28 ACT score and 3.5 GPA and be in the top 10% of graduating class.
William R. and Sue P. Lickert Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman, be a graduate of Lafayette High School and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA in college.

James and Christine Luckett Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have high scholastic achievement and demonstrate financial need.

George and Linda McDaniel Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.24 high school GPA, have at least a 3.0 college GPA and demonstrate financial need and potential for academic success.

W. Rodney and Kathryn McMullin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be accepted into the Global Scholars program and have a 28 ACT score and a 3.3 GPA.

Bernice and Frank Peo Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need and have high scholastic standing.

Majorie Ann Peterson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need and have high scholastic standing.

Scott Roeth Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman, be an undergraduate student, have at least a 30 ACT score and demonstrate financial need and potential for academic success.

Larry E. Rogers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted into the upper-division program and pursue a degree in management.

Warren W. Rosenthal Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have a 3.5 high school GPA. Preference given to a student who was born in the U.S. and has financial need. Renewable for up to 4 years if 3.0 GPA is maintained.

George J. and Bonnie F. Ruschell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted into the upper-division program; have a GPA between 2.0 and 3.0; and demonstrate financial need, work ethic and determination to graduate.

J. Michael Schlotman Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident.

Thomas W. Shaver Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and maintain a 3.0 GPA. First preference given to a Muhlenberg County high school graduate, second preference to a student from western Kentucky, west of Interstate 65, third preference to a Kentucky graduate.

Thomas Eugene Spragens III Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted into the upper-division program. Based on academic merit.

Stricker Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Boone, Campbell or Kenton County and demonstrate potential for academic success.

D. Sudharshan Global Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be involved in an exchange program.

Rosemarie and David Thurston Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be a first-generation college student and demonstrate financial need and the potential for academic success.

James W. and Janet B. Tipton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted into the upper-division program; be a Kentucky resident; major in accounting, finance, management or marketing; and be an employee of KU Energy, the child of a KU employee or the child of a resident of Fulton County.

Marjorie Tobin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a new freshman, a Breckinridge County resident and a Breckinridge County High School graduate.

William A. Toombs Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted into the upper-division program. Based on academic merit.

Stephen J. Wiehe and Juliet A. Sadd Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have unmet financial need.

John A. Williams Sr. Endowed Scholarship

Women Business Leaders Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a member of the Women Business Leaders program, demonstrate financial need and meet GPA requirements. Selection committee must be intimately familiar with the applicant.

Terry Woodward Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have unmet financial need. First preference given to a resident of Daviess County, second preference to a resident of a western Kentucky county and third preference to a Kentucky resident.

XOS Digital/Christopher McCleary Sports Marketing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a Kentucky resident.

Accounting

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be an outstanding accounting major.

BKD, LLP Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Crowe, Chizek, and Company LLP Outstanding Accounting Student Award
Award: Varies

Dean, Doron, and Ford Outstanding Accounting Student Award
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Contact: School of Accountancy, College of Business and Economics, 859.257.1876

Deloitte and Touche Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

William W. Ecton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident.

Ernst and Young/ D. VanSant Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 1

FEI Award
Eligibility: Must be a senior.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

R. Grady Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
**KPMG Peat Marwick Scholarship**
*Award:* Varies

**Potter and Company Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* 1

**Pricewaterhouse/Coopers Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior or graduate student.
*Number:* 1

**Rawlins Trust Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate student and be studying accounting and medical technology. Preference given to a female from Kentucky.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* 1

**School of Accountancy Alumni Award**
*Eligibility:* Must have at least 1 semester left in the program.
*Number:* Varies

**Douglas J. Von Allmen Outstanding Accounting Student Award**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior or senior in the program.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* Varies

**Worthington Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* 1

**Economics**

**J. Martin Award**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduating senior economics major. Based on academics.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* Varies

**Marketing**

**William H. Evans Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a Kentucky resident, be a senior and major in marketing.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* Varies

**McIntyre Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior or senior marketing major, have at least a 3.0 GPA and have completed or be currently enrolled in at least two marketing courses above the basic marketing course. Based on academics.
*Award:* Varies

**College of Communication and Information**

For more information, unless otherwise noted, contact the Dean’s Office, 859.257.4241 or 859.218.0290.

**CIS Endowed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a junior or senior and demonstrate financial need and the potential for academic success. Application required.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* 4, 2, junior; 2, senior
*Contact:* Cathy Hunt, 105 Grehan Building, Lexington, KY 40506

**Department of Communication Faculty Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding junior or senior communication major. Based on academic merit.
*Award:* Up to $500
*Number:* 2, 1, junior; 1, senior
*Contact:* Chairperson, Department of Communication, Grehan Building, Lexington, KY 40506

**Clarence and Edna Johnson Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a Floyd, Harlan, Letcher or Pike County high school graduate; be an undergraduate or graduate student enrolled in the College of Communication and Information; demonstrate financial need; and complete a letter describing interest in and qualifications for the scholarship.
*Award:* Varies
*Number:* 1
*Deadline:* March 31

**Shirley Rose Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate student enrolled full time in the College of Communication and Information, be an adult learner, and demonstrate financial need.
*Award:* Up to $500
*Number:* 1
*Deadline:* March 31

**Journalism and Telecommunications**

For more information on Journalism and Telecommunications awards, contact Director, School of Journalism and Telecommunications, 107 Grehan Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.2786. All applicants must be University of Kentucky students.

**Award:** Unless otherwise noted, varies
*Number:* Unless otherwise noted, varies
*Deadline:* Unless otherwise noted, varies
*Contact:* Applications available online at http://jat.uky.edu

**Sam Abell and Dick Ware Photjournalism Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a declared journalism major with an interest in photjournalism.

**Adam Altman Innovation Award**
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate student in journalism, integrated strategic communication or media arts and studies and exhibit creativity in the discipline.

**AT&T Kentucky Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have a declared major in media arts and studies and submit a letter, an application and a 500-word essay on a telecommunications topic.

**Bill Billiter Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding senior integrated strategic communication student who plans to enter public relations and submit an essay.
*Deadline:* October 1; selected by a scholarship committee appointed by school director

**James C. Bowling Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding senior integrated strategic communication student who plans to enter public relations and submit an essay.
*Deadline:* October 1; selected by a scholarship committee appointed by school director

**Maria Braden Endowed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an exceptional undergraduate student who is a declared journalism major.

**John D. Chaplin Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an incoming freshman who declares journalism as a pre-major or a journalism major. Must have a declared major in journalism.

**Judith G. Clabes Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have an interest in photojournalism, journalism.

**KPMG Peat Marwick Scholarship**
*Award:* Varies
DeSpain Journalism Award
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior journalism major. Based on academic merit.

David Dick “What a Great Story!” Storytelling Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a journalism major and have published or completed work through student media as part of a student internship or at any recognized media outlet. May self-nominate or be nominated by any UK faculty or staff member.

Number: TBA
Deadline: Varies
Contact: Dr. Beth Barnes, JAT, 107 Grehan Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.4275; bbarnes@uky.edu

Walter and Nellie Evans JAT General Excellence Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate general academic excellence and dedication to a career in the mass media and communication industries.

Dickerson Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior journalism major; demonstrate academic excellence; and show professional promise.

L. Neil Plummer Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior journalism, media arts and studies or integrated strategic communication major. Based on potential for academic success.

Joe Quinn Prize in Journalism
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore who will enter the junior year in the fall and be a journalism major. Based on scholarship, promise and need.

Sy Ramsey Award
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior journalism, media arts and studies or integrated strategic communication major and demonstrate excellence in writing or broadcast journalism.

Dan Rather Broadcast Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.2 GPA, demonstrate a willingness to study broadcast journalism and be a junior journalism major. Must do internship at a broadcast facility during senior year and submit a 1,000-word statement demonstrating interest and commitment to broadcast journalism.

Rick Roth Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a pre-major or major in integrated strategic communications; demonstrate the qualities embodied by Professor Roth of tenacity, determination, commitment, leadership, service and involvement; submit an essay of no more than 500 words that explains in detail which of the traits the student most embodies; and be involved in Competition Team/AAF, Ad Club or the UK Student Advertising Agency. If none are eligible, all others will be considered.

Ryan School Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be interested in technical publication writing, be a journalism major, have a 3.0 GPA and be in good academic standing with the school. Preference given to a Kentucky resident.

Schulte Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior integrated strategic communications major. Based on merit and financial need.

Sheehy & Associates Educational Advancement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have completed the junior year as an integrated strategic communications major, have at least a 3.0 GPA in ISC courses and at least a 2.5 overall GPA. Recipient must also complete a summer internship.

Jeremy M. Streck Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled full-time in an integrated strategic communication program, have a declared major in integrated strategic communication and demonstrate professional promise. Preference given to a student exhibiting economic need or who is a walk-on student athlete participating in an equivalency sport that is not fully funded.

Carol Sutton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, junior or senior journalism major; have strong writing skills; and demonstrate an interest in journalism through work on campus or in professional publications.

Bernie Vonderheide Scholarship in Public Relations
Eligibility: Must be an integrated strategic communication major, demonstrate an interest in public relations as a career, have reporting experience on or off campus and submit a 500-word essay.

For more information on dentistry scholarships, unless otherwise noted, contact Dentistry Student Affairs, College of Dentistry, D155 Dental Science Building, Lexington, KY 40536; 859.323.5280; https://dentistry.uky.edu.

Sharon K. Butler, DMD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a rising fourth-year dental student, be in the top 20% of class, be academically superior, demonstrate outstanding clinical skills and have had significant involvement in student and/or community life. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $3,000
Number: 1

Dorothy Cavins Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a second-year dental
College of Dentistry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering first-year dental student. Based on prior academic qualifications, the Dental Admissions Test scores and a personal interview.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

College of Dentistry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering first-year dental student. Based on prior academic qualifications, the Dental Admissions Test scores and a personal interview.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

College of Design
For more information on architecture, interior design and historic preservation scholarships, contact Mark O’Bryan, 117 Pence Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.7619.

Architecture
Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be an architecture major and be at least a sophomore.

Douglas Abbott Endowed Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: At least $1,000
Number: 1

American Institute of Architects Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student. Based on merit, financial need and a national scholarship competition.
Award: $8,000
Number: Varies

Architecture Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore. Based on merit and financial need.
Award: $500 to $1,000
Number: Varies

Architecture Travel Enhancement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior with a 3.2 GPA in architecture and an overall 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Beaux Arts Foundation Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

K. Norman Berry Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in adaptive reuse. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

Carpenter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a junior. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

de Leon & Primmer Architecture Workshop (Best) Scholarship (Ever) in Architecture
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need. For study abroad opportunities.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Stephen Deger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

EFCO Corporation Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

student, be in the top 20% of class and demonstrate financial need. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

College of Dentistry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering first-year dental student. Based on prior academic qualifications, the Dental Admissions Test scores and a personal interview.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Margaret Neal Jewell Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a second-year dental student in the top 20% of class and have significant involvement in community service. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Don R. King Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a third-year dental student and demonstrate excellence in the delivery of emergency room care.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Mark David Lackey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have been admitted to and/or be enrolled in the College of Dentistry, be in good academic standing and demonstrate financial need. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Susan McEvoy Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a second-, third-, or fourth-year dental student and demonstrate outstanding clinical skills with a focus on general restorative dentistry. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $1,000
Number: 2

Drs. Nero and Biggerstaff Diversity Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a qualified College of Dentistry student; have at least a 2.5 GPA or be ranked in the top half of class; demonstrate leadership potential and involvement in the community; and be a second-, third-, or fourth-year dental student enrolled full time. Consideration given, but not limited to, a student who contributes to educational diversity and is underrepresented in the profession. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $1,000
Number: 2

Dr. Oakie G. Newsome Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time dental student, demonstrate financial need and be a citizen of Kentucky. Essay, curriculum vitae and FAFSA required.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Dan Seaver Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a third- or fourth-year dental student and demonstrate outstanding achievement and participation in dental school organizations and activities. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: $1,500
Number: 2

UK College of Dentistry Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a fourth-year dental student and be in the top 50% of class. Based on academics, college service and leadership, and good citizenship. Essay and curriculum vitae required.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Beaux Arts Foundation Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

K. Norman Berry Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in adaptive reuse. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

Carpenter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a junior. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

de Leon & Primmer Architecture Workshop (Best) Scholarship (Ever) in Architecture
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need. For study abroad opportunities.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Stephen Deger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

EFCO Corporation Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Architecture Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore. Based on merit and financial need.
Award: $500 to $1,000
Number: Varies

Architecture Travel Enhancement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior with a 3.2 GPA in architecture and an overall 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Beaux Arts Foundation Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

K. Norman Berry Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in adaptive reuse. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

Carpenter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a junior. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

de Leon & Primmer Architecture Workshop (Best) Scholarship (Ever) in Architecture
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need. For study abroad opportunities.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Stephen Deger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

EFCO Corporation Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Architecture Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore. Based on merit and financial need.
Award: $500 to $1,000
Number: Varies

Architecture Travel Enhancement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior with a 3.2 GPA in architecture and an overall 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Beaux Arts Foundation Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

K. Norman Berry Scholarship in Architecture
Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in adaptive reuse. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

Carpenter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a junior. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

de Leon & Primmer Architecture Workshop (Best) Scholarship (Ever) in Architecture
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need. For study abroad opportunities.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Stephen Deger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

EFCO Corporation Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship in Architecture</th>
<th>Number: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOP Architects</td>
<td>Award: $1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $1,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom and Elizabeth Fielder</td>
<td>Award: $500 to $800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in digital media. Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500 to $800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Gallaher Endowed</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Scholarship</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must be enrolled in a study abroad travel program. Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Greene Endowed</td>
<td>Award: $500 to $1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must be a sophomore from Kentucky. Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: At least $2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Anthony Johnston Scholarship</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence and future promise in the study of architecture and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500 to $1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard N. Monohan</td>
<td>Award: $500 to $800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need for study abroad opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pence Hall Five Scholarship</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Pinholster Endowed</td>
<td>Award: $1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RossTarrant Architects Scholarship in Sustainable Architecture</td>
<td>Award: $2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must demonstrate excellence in sustainable design. Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Paul Schrodт</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need for study abroad opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry B. Sipple Jr.</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on excellence in the study of building materials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Wayne Tune Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Award: $500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must be a graduate student enrolled in IDP for 2 semesters. Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $1,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Veazey Architectural Leader Scholarship</td>
<td>Award: $1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donal Q. Wallace</td>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship in Architecture</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must be an architecture student participating in the Venice program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P. White Memorial</td>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Scholarship</td>
<td>Number: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Must be an architecture student participating in the Venice program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: $500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zolondek Travel Enhancement Scholarship</td>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need for study abroad opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award: Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Historic Preservation**

| Colonial Dames Scholarship                              | Award: $1,000 |
|--------------------------------------------------------| Number: 1 |
| Eligibility: Must be admitted in the historic preservation graduate program. Based on academic merit and financial need. |
| Award: $1,000                                           | |

**Interior Design**

| Beaux Arts Foundation                                   | Award: $1,250 |
|--------------------------------------------------------| Number: 1 |
| Scholarship in Interior Design                          | Number: 1 |
| Eligibility: Must be involved in the arts in greater Lexington. Based on academic merit and financial need. |
| Award: $1,250                                           | |

| Edward A. Cave                                         | Award: $1,250 |
|--------------------------------------------------------| Number: 1 |
| Scholarship in Interior Design                          | Number: 1 |
| Eligibility: Based on academic merit and financial need. |
| Award: $1,250                                           | |

**Interior Design Scholarship**

| Eligibility: Must be an interior design major who has demonstrated design excellence, creativity, originality, interest, enthusiasm, receptivity, productivity in the studio and financial need. |
| Award: Varies                                           | |
| Number: Varies                                         | |

| Rothgeb Interior Design Scholarship                     | Award: Varies |
|--------------------------------------------------------| Number: Varies |
| Eligibility: Must be an interior design major, demonstrate creativity and have academic success. Preference given to a graduate student. |
| Award: Varies                                           | |
| Number: Varies                                         | |

**College of Education**

For more information on education scholarships, contact Sarah DeVriendt, 166 Taylor Education Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.7681; sarah.devriendt@uky.edu.

| Alma Lee Allen Special Education Scholarship           | Award: Varies |
|--------------------------------------------------------| Number: Varies |
| Eligibility: Must major in special educa- |
tion, maintain at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need. Priority given to a nontraditional student.

**Alumni Graduate Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success.

**Alumni Undergraduate Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success.

**Helene Arnold Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success in elementary education.

**George and Lena Charles Bailey Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an eastern Kentucky teacher returning to earn undergraduate or graduate college credits and have financial need. May also be used for summer courses or special institutes.

**James R. Barclay Graduate Enrichment Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate student in educational, counseling and school psychology.

**William R. Black Scholarship for Educators**
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in the College of Education, demonstrate qualities of leadership among peers and a commitment to serve public education and be willing to teach at-risk students in Kentucky for at least 3 years.

**Blackhurst Student Research Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be pursuing a graduate degree in the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling.

**Bluegrass Retired Teachers Association Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be entering junior or senior year, be enrolled in at least 12 credit hours, have at least a 3.1 cumulative GPA, demonstrate financial need, have a desire to be an educator and be from central Kentucky.

**Opal Tyree Bondurant/Theresa Williams Bondurant Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be planning a career in classroom teaching. Based on merit and financial need.

**James and Ollie Bradbury Undergraduate Elementary or Secondary Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be admitted to the teacher education program, be enrolled full time as a junior or senior and be a resident of Breathitt County. Renewable

**Charles Arvid Browning Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Kentucky, North Carolina or Ohio; be enrolled in the College of Education; and demonstrate financial need.

**Dermontti F. and Regina M. Dawson Graduate Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate student who has outstanding prospects for academic and professional success. Preference given to an at-risk or nontraditional student.

**George Denemark Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate student whose career goal is to become a teacher-educator.

**Frank G. and Elizabeth D. Dickey Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success.

**Economic Education Graduate Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be involved in the Lexington Partnership for Workforce Development or an equivalent program. Based on financial need and merit.

**Barbara J. Edwards Special Education Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be pursuing a doctorate in special education and have a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a minority underrepresented in the College of Education. Renewable up to 3 years.

**Grace Evesen Overseas Teaching Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and demonstrate creativity and classroom teaching success. Preference given for demonstrated proficiency, fluency or interest in foreign languages.

**Sarah Ruth Geurin Graduate and MIC Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success.

**Sarah Ruth Geurin Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must apply to study abroad or for research and submit a proposal.

**Sarah Ruth Geurin Undergraduate Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success.

**Lyman V. Ginger Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduating high school or nontraditional student who has demonstrated potential for academic success, leadership, and commitment to teaching as a profession.

**Joan P. Gipe Fellowship in Literacy**
*Eligibility:* Must be a master’s or doctoral student training for a career in literacy. Preference given to a student who intends to work in schools to improve reading performance of economically disadvantaged students.

**Larry E. Gossett Education Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of a high school in northern Kentucky, be enrolled in the College of Education, maintain a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Harrison County.

**Donald and Carolyn Hartman Undergraduate Scholarship in Elementary Education**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student in elementary education and demonstrate financial need.

**Mary Beth Sammons Henthorne Endowed Scholarship in Memory of Mary Beverly Vance and Marjorie Vance Sammons**
*Eligibility:* Must be from Floyd County, be enrolled in the College of Education, pursue a degree in teacher certification and be in good academic standing. If no one from Floyd County is eligible, may be from an adjacent county.

**Wallace Charles Hill Graduate Fellowship in Administration and Supervision**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate student in the Department of Administration and Supervision. Renewable with satisfactory academic progress.
Lauranne Laise Howell Graduate Fellowship in Economic Education  
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding graduate student.

Virginia Lake Hughes and Gordon B. Hughes Endowed Scholarship for Elementary Education  
**Eligibility:** Preference given to a student interested in elementary education.

Margaret Bell Humphreys Endowed Scholarships  
**Eligibility:** Must be a teacher. Preference given to a teacher of economic education.

Bernard “Skeeter” Johnson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student in the Department of Kinesiology and Health Promotion, have outstanding prospects for academic and professional success and demonstrate financial need.

Della Marie Johnson Endowed Research Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a rehabilitation counseling graduate student and be appointed to participate in each approved project, assist with literature reviews, data collection and analysis, report and grant writing and journal publication. Special emphasis given to a proposal that addresses traumatic brain injury and cognitive impairments. Funded for no more than 2 years.

Wilma Howard Klein Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior who plans to be a teacher.

Bethe Korfhage, PhD, Endowed Fellowship in Counseling and Educational Psychology  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in the Department of Counseling and Educational Psychology. Preference given to a student conducting research in LGBT issues, multiculturalism and/or diversity. Renewable with satisfactory academic progress.

Junita Losey Scholarship, see page 266.

Leslie Martin Endowed Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a current or incoming graduate student in the Department of Educational Counseling and Psychology and be deemed capable of fulfilling the research priorities set forth by the chair.

Leslie L. Martin Endowed Research Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a student who has been appointed to assist a faculty member in the Department of Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation to conduct research. Renewable with satisfactory academic progress.

Martin-Thacker Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time rehabilitation counseling student, have a certified disability, meet all requirements for admission to the master’s degree program, be from a rural area and be committed to a career in rehabilitation of developmentally disabled adults in rural areas. For each year of award, must serve at least 2 years in a rehabilitation program that serves the developmentally disabled in rural Kentucky.

William Gary Martin Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the College of Education, demonstrate financial need and be a graduate of Floyd Central High School.

Allie George Mason Sr. Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must have demonstrated potential for academic success and a commitment to teaching as a profession.

Alice Lee McCullough Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student in the College of Education and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student seeking to teach the primary grades.

C. Michael Nelson Endowed Graduate Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in good standing and be pursuing a major in an emotional and behavioral disorder program in the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling.

Nollau Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student in science education.

Bob Ogletree Endowed Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in educational leadership who exhibits the professional goals and practices modeled by Bob Ogletree.

John Edwin Partington and Gwendolyn Gray Partington Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in the College of Education and have financial need.

Perkins Family Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be a resident of Bracken County, have a desire to major within the College of Education and demonstrate financial need.

Porter Fellowship in Education  
**Eligibility:** Must be pursuing a master’s or doctorate in a field associated with practice in pre-K–12 schools and maintain a 3.0 GPA.

Shirley C. Raines Endowed Graduate Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a P–12 classroom teacher seeking full- or part-time graduate study in the College of Education and be an outstanding prospect for academic and professional success.

Reading Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student of promise and be enrolled in the College of Education’s reading program. Preference given to a doctoral student.

Carol Lee Robertson Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student in the College of Education and maintain a 3.0 GPA.

E. O. Robinson Mountain Scholarship in Honor of Lyman V. Ginger  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduating high school senior or nontraditional student from one of 25 eastern Kentucky counties and demonstrate potential for academic success, leadership, and a commitment to teaching as a profession.

J. Randall Rogers Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be admitted to the Teacher Education Program in elementary education.

Edgar L. and Marilyn A. Sagan Fellowship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a master’s or doctoral student in educational policy studies and be specializing in higher education. Preference given to a doctoral student.
### John P. and Frances Charlton Samuels Presidential Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 31 ACT or equivalent SAT and at least a 3.5 unweighted GPA and have a career goal to be a K–12 teacher. Consideration given to a Governor’s Scholar Program and Governor’s School for the Arts student with a 28 ACT score and 3.75 GPA. Preference given to a resident of Bullitt County.

**Award:** $500 to $5,000

**Deadline:** April 15

### Doris Nowak and William E. Stilwell III Graduate Fellowship

**Eligibility:** Must be pursuing a graduate degree in educational and counseling psychology and maintain at least a 3.25 GPA.

**Award:** To $1,000

---

### Arvle and Ellen Turner Thacker Endowed Fellowship

**Eligibility:** Must be a doctoral student.

**Award:** Up to $1,000

### Helen Thacker Graduate Fellowship

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student engaged in active research in psychological aspects of educational counseling. Renewable.

### James Arvle Thacker Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be from Georgia or Kentucky, be enrolled in the master’s degree web-based rehabilitation program and have completed 30 hours with a 3.7 GPA. If the web-based program is discontinued, the scholarship will be awarded in the regular program in rehabilitation counseling.

**Award:** Up to $1,000; nonrenewable

### Barbara Ayres Threadgill Scholarship for Development

**Eligibility:** Must be a student who has demonstrated potential for academic success and have an interest in the College of Education development program.

### Lucille R. Weitzel Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be a student in the College of Education, have at least a 27 ACT score and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.

### Angene Hopkins Wilson International Endowed Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must apply to travel abroad for study or research and submit a proposal.

### College of Fine Arts

For more information on fine arts scholarships, contact the individual departments listed below.

#### School of Art and Visual Studies

**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, Director, 205 Fine Arts Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.8151

**Kim Adler Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a third-year MFA candidate concentrating in sculpture.

**Award:** $140

**Number:** 1

**Ann Worthington Callihan Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding senior in art history.

**Award:** $125

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** Kate Wheeler, Art History Area Head, 859.257.1398

### Dean’s Tuition Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and maintain a 3.0 GPA during period of award and continual progress in major in the School of Art and Visual Studies. Art education and art studio applicants may submit a portfolio for review.

**Award:** $3,400, awarded over 8 semesters

**Number:** 18

### Cheryl Kelly Haffler Memorial Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding undergraduate student in art education.

**Award:** $250

**Number:** 1

**Contact:** George Szekely, Art Education Area Head, 859.257.3944

### NCAA/Department of Art Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate the potential for success in art education, art history or art studio (rotating).

**Award:** $200

**Number:** 1

### Theophilia Joan Oexmann Original Art Award

**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding art studio student.

**Award:** $1,000

**Number:** 1

### Ross Zirkle Art Studio Scholarship

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate art studio major and exhibit qualities reminiscent of Ross Zirkle, namely exceptional artistic ability in printmaking or drawing and dedication to fostering collaborative communities.

**Award:** $250

**Number:** 1

### School of Music

**Eligibility:** Along with requirements listed under specific scholarships, the student must be regularly enrolled full time during the semester in which the scholarship is awarded, maintain a 2.75 cumulative GPA, observe standard university policies of conduct as well as those found in the “Student Rights and Responsibilities,” be enrolled in 12 credit hours per semester in classes that count toward a degree, have at least 1 academic class each semester, make satisfactory progress toward the study in major applied study, and attend and participate in all assigned rehearsals and performances.

**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, School of Music, 859.257.8181
Harold Bennett Baritone Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a euphonium player and high school graduate from Henderson County.
Award: $500

Harold Bennett Trombone Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a trombone player and high school graduate from Henderson County.
Award: $500

John Barnes Chance Composition Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate music major and demonstrate talent and potential as a composer. Based on student composition competition.
Award: $500

Jean Marie McConnell Chrisman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a music major, major in piano and demonstrate exceptional talent.
Award: $1,500

Clarke Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate by audition or prior service potential value to the UK Marching Band, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be a full-time student in any major.
Award: $1,500

Charles Marvin Crowe Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman music major and have unmet financial need as indicated by the FAFSA.
Award: $500
Number: 2, 1 to a student in Division of Keyboards, Voice and Strings; 1 to a student in the Division of Woodwinds, Percussion and Jazz

Jane Lee Forrest Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a deserving music major. Based primarily on financial need.
Award: $350
Number: 4

Elaine Gould Percussion Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding percussionist music major.
Award: $250

Flossie Green Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior music major and demonstrate potential for academic excellence and financial need.
Award: $2,500

Thelma Green Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior music major and demonstrate potential for academic excellence and financial need.
Award: $2,500

O. Helton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a music major and be a graduate or undergraduate student. Other criteria at the discretion of the Dean of the College of Fine Arts.
Award: $2,500

George Hurst Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior (preferred) instrumental music education major and demonstrate potential as a teacher and financial need.
Award: $300

Phyllis Jenness Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate or undergraduate student, major in voice, demonstrate exceptional talent, be dedicated to music and singing, and demonstrate high potential for a vocal career.
Award: $1,000

Adrian Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a sophomore percussion student and demonstrate significant individual development, growth and maturity through work ethic, participation in solo and small ensemble percussion performances, leadership and support of fellow School of Music students.
Award: $250

Mildred Lewis Music Education Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a music education major. Preference given to a Kentucky resident. Based on talent, scholarship, character, financial need and promise in field of music education.
Award: $1,000

Ralph McCracken Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a worthy and deserving music major and be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a resident of Bell, Boyle, Campbell, Fayette, Knox, Pulaski or Whitley County.
Award: $800

McCranck Music Education Scholarship
**********

McCranck Music History Scholarship
**********

**********
McCracken Performance Keyboards, Voice and Strings Scholarship
**********

McCracken Performance Woodwinds, Percussion and Jazz Scholarship
**********

McCracken Theory Scholarship
**********

Ford Montgomery Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate or undergraduate piano major who exhibits a high degree of musical talent and potential as a music performer and/or teacher and whose dedication to music is exceptional, maintain satisfactory academic record, demonstrate financial need and be worthy in character.
Award: $250

Nathaniel Patch Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding graduate or undergraduate music major pianist, be an excellent student academically and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $500

Joe Pival Strings Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding string player and music major.
Award: $500

Charles W. Ratliff Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate or undergraduate string major. Preference given to a student from eastern Kentucky. Based on performance.
Award: TBA

Sandusky Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a non-music major, have completed at least 2 years as a member of the UK Marching Band, a member during the year of the award and exemplify the spirit of commitment and dedication to and the joy of participation in the band as manifested by Mr. Sandusky.
Award: $1,000; nonrenewable

Dudley South Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman string major.
Award: $500

Francis Arnold South Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman voice major.
Award: $500

Lynn Markowitz Strutman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time oboe stu-
dent, submit a personal biographical essay on how music has impacted applicant’s life and participate in the Lexington Community Orchestra (if not possible, other criteria may be designated).  
Award: $800

Michael Turpin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a non-music major, have been a member of the UK Marching Band for at least 2 years and demonstrate dedication to the ideals and goals of the band. Preference given to a saxophone or other woodwind instrumentalist.
Award: $250

Undergraduate Grant-in-Aid
Eligibility: Must be a voice, keyboard, strings, winds or percussion student. Based on audition.
Award: Up to full tuition

Theatre Arts Department
Contact: Theatre Department, 859.257.3297

Wallace N. Briggs Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a theater student who is a freshman at the end of the fall semester and who shows outstanding potential.
Award: $1,000
Number: Varies
Deadline: November 1

Wallace and Olive Briggs Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming theater student who is exceptional academically and artistically.
Award: $1,000 per year for up to 4 years
Number: 1
Deadline: November 1

Koch Acting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman majoring in theater with a concentration in acting.
Award: $1,000
Number: Varies
Deadline: April 2

Charles Hayden Lampe Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a sophomore, have at least an overall 3.0 GPA and demonstrate a desire for a professional theater career.
Award: $500
Number: Varies
Deadline: November 1

Christopher T. Maier Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be nominated by a member of the faculty or student body and be a full-time theater student. Nominees should exhibit a passion for theater, generosity of spirit, a caring attitude toward all and a zest for life. 
Award: Up to $1,000
Number: 1
Deadline: April 2

L. Robinson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior. Based on attitude as well as service, commitment and involvement in the UK Theatre Department. Consideration also given to financial need.
Award: $500
Number: Varies
Deadline: November 1

Raymond A. Smith Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior student in theater. Based on financial need and involvement in dedication to the Theatre Department.
Award: $500
Number: Varies
Deadline: November 1

College of Health Sciences

Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: April 1
For more information on allied health scholarships, contact Student Affairs Office, 859.218.0473 or www.uky.edu/chs.

Academic Excellence Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have completed 12 hours in an undergraduate or graduate professional program in the College of Health Sciences and have a 3.5 cumulative GPA. Consideration given to extracurricular activities, work experience and contributions to the UK community.

Ambassador Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have completed 12 hours in an undergraduate or graduate professional program in the College of Health Sciences and have a 3.5 cumulative GPA. Consideration given to leadership in college extracurricular activities, honors, special interests, outside-the-classroom activities, work experience and contributions to the UK community.

College of Health Sciences Technology Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled as a full-time student in a College of Health Sciences undergraduate or graduate professional program and be in good academic standing. Consideration given to financial need and an essay discussing either “Innovating Health Sciences with Technology” or “Being a Student in the Digital Age.”

Enhancement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student in an undergraduate or graduate professional program in the College of Health Sciences and contribute to the college’s diversity.

Golf Scramble Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have completed 12 hours in an undergraduate or graduate professional program in the College of Health Sciences and have a 3.4 cumulative GPA. Consideration given to extracurricular activities, financial need, having a passion for health care and how a student plans to make a difference.

Kim Stricker Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student in communication disorders and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from northern Kentucky or Hamilton County, Ohio.

Wright Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a professional student majoring in the College of Health Sciences. Based on academics and nomination by a faculty member.

College of Law

For more information on law scholarships, contact UK Law Admissions, UK College of Law, 620 South Limestone Street, Suite 260, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.218.1699; uklawadmissions@uky.edu.

Award: Unless otherwise noted, varies
Number: Unless otherwise noted, varies
Deadline: February 1 for entering students and mid-May for current students

Dee Ashley Akers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a second- or third-year student and a Kentucky resident.

Appalachian Endowed Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident. Awards made first to students from designated counties in eastern Kentucky, with the remainder made to students from other Kentucky counties.

Ashland Inc. Law Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident
and an entering first-year student at the College of Law who displays outstanding academic achievement, leadership qualities and financial need.

Award: $20,000 per year for up to 3 years

**Barker Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit.

**Bartella Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Virgil Kinnard Beasley Memorial Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must have satisfactory academic progress in the College of Law.

**Thomas P. Bell Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Lynn Bennett Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**William K. Bodell Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate interest in mineral/transactional law, have potential to be a superior writer of legal documents and have personal qualities to provide wise counsel.

**Andrew Bunnell Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Hart County (first preference) or Muhlenberg County (second preference) and be a first- or second-year student.

**Charles S. Cassis Research and Scholarship Fund**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate excellence in legal research and scholarship through publication in the *Kentucky Law Journal*.

**Class of 1949 Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Class of 1967 Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate merit and financial need.

**Class of 1972 Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Class of 1978 Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

**College of Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the College of Law and demonstrate satisfactory academic progress or academic achievement as an undergraduate student.

**Ben M. Combs Labor and Employment Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding second- or third-year student in labor/employment law.

**Bert Combs Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an entering student who displays outstanding academic achievement and leadership qualities.

**Comp Ed Inc. Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

**Richard D. Cooper Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate academic merit, character and leadership qualities.

**Bill and Marie Cull Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

**John C. Darsie Jr. Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a student in the College of Law and demonstrate potential for academic success.

**Peter Giachini Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the College of Law and demonstrate satisfactory progress.

**Richard D. Gilliam Jr. Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must have academic merit and character and demonstrate financial need.

**Ross Harris Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and financial need.

**William Henry Harvey Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a first-generation college student.

**J. Woodford Howard and Florence Stephens Howard Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a first-year law student. Only open to residents of certain Kentucky counties. Based on financial need and academic potential.

**Lowell T. Hughes Research and Scholarship Award**
**Eligibility:** Must be a deserving student or faculty member in the College of Law who has demonstrated through publication in the *Kentucky Law Journal* excellence in legal research and scholarship and has made a significant contribution to legal literature. Given every other year.

**William Baxter Jennings Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Preference given to a student from Madison County, a graduate of Henry Clay High School and/or an alumnus of the Kappa Alpha fraternity.

**James L. King Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student from Breathitt, Powell or Wolfe County.

**KWSHK Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Lafferty Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current student and demonstrate academic achievement.

**Larimie L. Leatherman Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a second- or third-year student in the top 20% of class and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Based on merit and financial need.

**Judge Joe Lee Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current law student. Based on academic achievement in law school and financial need.

**Milton and Alene Livingston Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate merit, character and leadership.

**William Edward Mills Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. Based on financial need and academic merit.

**Gayle A. Mohney Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current law student and demonstrate academic merit, character and leadership.

**Jessel A. Moore Scholarship and Leadership Award**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student from Breathitt, Powell or Wolfe County.

**James M. Moreland Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a second- or third-year student in labor/employment law.

**Ben M. Combs Labor and Employment Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding second- or third-year student in labor/employment law.

**Bert Combs Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an entering student who displays outstanding academic achievement and leadership qualities.

**Comp Ed Inc. Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

**Richard D. Cooper Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate academic merit, character and leadership qualities.

**Bill and Marie Cull Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

**John C. Darsie Jr. Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a student in the College of Law and demonstrate potential for academic success.

**Peter Giachini Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the College of Law and demonstrate satisfactory progress.

**Richard D. Gilliam Jr. Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must have academic merit and character and demonstrate financial need.

**Ross Harris Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Based on academic merit and financial need.

**William Henry Harvey Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a first-generation college student.

**J. Woodford Howard and Florence Stephens Howard Law Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a first-year law student. Only open to residents of certain Kentucky counties. Based on financial need and academic potential.

**Lowell T. Hughes Research and Scholarship Award**
**Eligibility:** Must be a deserving student or faculty member in the College of Law who has demonstrated through publication in the *Kentucky Law Journal* excellence in legal research and scholarship and has made a significant contribution to legal literature. Given every other year.

**William Baxter Jennings Fellowship**
**Eligibility:** Preference given to a student from Madison County, a graduate of Henry Clay High School and/or an alumnus of the Kappa Alpha fraternity.

**James L. King Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student from Breathitt, Powell or Wolfe County.

**KWSHK Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Selected by scholarship committee.

**Lafferty Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current student and demonstrate academic achievement.

**Larimie L. Leatherman Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a second- or third-year student in the top 20% of class and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Based on merit and financial need.

**Judge Joe Lee Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current law student. Based on academic achievement in law school and financial need.

**Milton and Alene Livingston Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate merit, character and leadership.

**William Edward Mills Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. Based on financial need and academic merit.

**Gayle A. Mohney Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a current law student and demonstrate academic merit, character and leadership.

**Jessel A. Moore Scholarship and Leadership Award**
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student from Breathitt, Powell or Wolfe County.
law student. Based on financial need and academic potential. Must make satisfactory progress.

Carroll Morrow Scholarship

Eligibility: Must make satisfactory academic progress and demonstrate financial need.

Most Improved GPA Award

Eligibility: Must have the most improved GPA from 1 semester to the next.

Frank Murray Law Scholarship

Eligibility: Must make satisfactory academic progress and demonstrate financial need.

Paul and Elizabeth Oberst Legal Education Endowed Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on exceptional promise for law school and commitment to human rights and justice and financial need.

J. Richard Oexmann

Criminal Law Award

Eligibility: Must be a law student whose research paper on a criminal law topic or trial advocacy presentation is selected by a faculty panel as the best paper.

Jana Oliver Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Preference given to a member of Sigma Kappa from UK or another UK sorority. Preference given to a Louisville/Jefferson County resident.

James Park Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an entering student studying law and have great academic potential.

J. M. Perkins Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be studying law and have great academic potential.

Peter Perlman Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on academic achievement and concern for equal justice.

Stephen D. Quillen Memorial Fellowship

Eligibility: Must be a second-year law student. Preference given to residents of certain Kentucky counties.

Carroll M. Redford Jr. Fellowship

Eligibility: Must be an entering first-year student and demonstrate financial need.

Rose Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on academic merit and/or financial need.

Colvin P. Rouse Centre College Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a law student who is a graduate of Centre College. Based on academic merit.

Colvin P. Rouse Law Journal Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a third-year student, demonstrate through publication in the Kentucky Law Journal excellence in legal research and scholarship and have made significant contributions to legal literature.

Lawrence and Catherine Saffer Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky and have made satisfactory academic progress.

Dorothy Salmon Scholarship

Eligibility: Must make satisfactory academic progress.

SBA Most Improved Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a second- or third-year student with the largest improvement in GPA from prior semester.

Schwemm Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a second- or third-year student enrolled full time; not have received a scholarship as a first-year student; have performed significantly better in law school than predicted; maintain a class rank in either the top 25% or the top 50% of class; be involved in the Kentucky Law Journal, Journal of Natural Resources and Environmental Law, Moot Court Board or Trial Advocacy Board; and demonstrate financial need in the semester prior to the school year for which the scholarship is awarded.

John Todd Shelby Scholarship

Eligibility: Must make satisfactory academic progress.

Weldon Shouse Scholarship

Simms Fellowship

Eligibility: Based on academic merit.

Cawood Smith Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a resident of Bell, Breathitt, Clay, Floyd, Harlan, Jackson, Johnson, Knott, Knox, Laurel, Lee, Leslie, Letcher, Magoffin, Martin, Owsley, Pike, Rockcastle, Whitley or Wolfe County and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a resident of Harlan County.

Isaac T. Stewart Fellowship

Eligibility: Preference given to the child of a law enforcement officer, firefighter or other first responder.

Sturgill Fellowship

Eligibility: Based on academic merit.

Mac Swinford Fellowship

Eligibility: Must demonstrate academic achievement and leadership.

UK Fellows Scholarship

Eligibility: Selected by scholarship committee.

Paul C. VanBooven Endowed Fellowship

Eligibility: Based on academic merit.

Frederick W. Whiteside Jr. Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on academic achievement.

Joel V. Williamson Scholarship

Eligibility: Must demonstrate academic merit, character, financial need and leadership.

Donald Winslow, Kentucky Law Journal Scholarship

Eligibility: Selected from the Kentucky Law Journal editors.

For more information on medical school scholarships, contact Office of Medical Education, 800 Rose Street, MN-104B, Lexington, KY 40536-0298; 859.257.1652; https://meded.med.uky.edu/medical-education-scholarships

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be a student in the College of Medicine.

Academic Merit Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a first-year student. Based on academic excellence.

Dr. Roger Darrell Akers Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a first-year student. Preference given to a resident of Floyd County who has financial need.

Peter Ardery Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an upperclass medical student and demonstrate financial need to pursue a medical rotation in a country outside the United States.
Averitt Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student. Preference given to a native of Fayette County.

R. Quinn Bailey, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student. Based on academic excellence and financial need. Preference given to a native of Kentucky with an interest in primary care.

Harry King and Nelle
Kathryn Buttermore Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, have good academic performance and demonstrate financial need.

Class of 1969 Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a third- or fourth-year student, have good academic performance and demonstrate financial need.

Class of 1973 Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and have good academic standing.

Class of 1974 Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a Kentucky resident and demonstrate financial need.

John W. Collins Sr., MD, and Peggie H. Collins and Family Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a native of Kentucky and demonstrate financial need. Based on academic excellence.

Charles R. Combs, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a native of Kentucky and demonstrate academic excellence.

Geraldine L. Cosby Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year medical student. Based on academic excellence.

Irvine H. and Pauline B. Crosby Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate academic excellence.

Dr. Richard and Dorothy Hillenmeyer Crutcher Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence and be a Kentucky resident.

Dean’s Scholar Program Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence.

William C. and Doris M. Ellis Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a resident of Kentucky and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

Abner Golden, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a resident of Kentucky and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

Dr. Thomas Jefferson Griffith Medical School Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate financial need and the potential for academic success.

Emily Neil Griggs Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence and financial need. Preference given to a third- or fourth-year student with an interest in oncology.

Diane Gussler-Lobach, MD, Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative undergraduate GPA and demonstrate financial need.

Edward J. Harder, MD, Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate potential for academic success.

James F. Hile Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence and have an interest in general or family practice.

Jamie Jacobs, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate financial need and the potential for academic success.

Robert B. and Helen P. Jewell Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, be a resident of Kentucky and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

Robert L. Johnson Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate academic excellence.

Fred and Nola Jones Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate academic excellence.

Kentucky Medical Association Alliance Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a third- or fourth-year student and demonstrate academic excellence. Preference given to a Kentucky resident with an interest in primary care.

James G. Lorman, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need. Preference given to a student with an interest in the practice of radiology.

L. H. May Trust Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a second-, third- or fourth-year student and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

Dr. W. C. and Sara McCauley Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a second-, third- or fourth-year student and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need. Preference given to a student who is: 1) a resident of Woodford County.

Medical Alumni Association Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence and be a Kentucky resident.

Lester J. Miller Medical Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need. Preference given to a resident of Madison County.

Paul E. Miller and Judith Sebastian-Miller Fellowship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student, have at least a 3.0 undergraduate GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a native of Fayette County. Surrounding counties are secondary.

Dorothy and Edwin Munich Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an upperclass student. Based on academic excellence and financial need.

Michael A. Niewodowski, MD, Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student. Based on academic excellence.

Ethelyn O’Neal Fellowship
*Eligibility:* Must be a first-year student. Preference given to a student who is: 1) a graduate of a Union County high school with practice interest in the city of Sturgis; 2) a graduate of a Union County high school.
with practice interest in Union County; 3) a graduate of a Union County high school; 4) a graduate of a Crittenden, Hopkins or Webster County high school with practice interest in any of the 3 counties.

Edward and Betty Jane Rankin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year student, be a resident of Kentucky, demonstrate academic excellence and have an interest in primary care.

Dr. Michael D. Rankin Community Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Boyle, Casey, Garrard, Lincoln or Mercer County native and be enrolled in the College of Medicine.

Walter J. and Walter J. Jr. Salmon Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year medical student and be academically gifted. Required to take a clinical rotation in pediatric or adult nephrology.

Ray and Lorena Gaye Salyer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate academic excellence. Preference given to a native of Kentucky and a resident of Breathitt, Johnson or Madison County.

Eileen Scheryl, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student who has demonstrated potential for academic success. Preference given to a 4-year student who has an interest in physician/patient relationships and plans to practice internal medicine.

Dr. Wilson Sebastian Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year student, be a Kentucky resident and demonstrate academic excellence.

Robert Shapiro, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year student. Based on academic excellence.

Dr. E. Vernon and Eloise C. Smith Medical Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Greenup County and commit to serve at least 5 years of practice following postgraduate training.

David B. Stevens Medical School Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate academic excellence.

Mildred and James Sutherland Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a third-year student and demonstrate leadership ability during medical school and outstanding academic performance.

R. Todd and Patricia Sweeney Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a rising second-year student with at least a 3.0 GPA and have financial need.

Helen R. Westman, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering first-year Kentucky student and have completed the FAFSA. Preference given to a woman with financial need. Renewable.

George Hoy Widener, MD, Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate potential for academic success.

Women’s Medical Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a third-year female student who has financial need. Nonrenewable.

Byron Young, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky and demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

For more information, contact the University of Kentucky College of Nursing, Office of Student Services, 315 College of Nursing Building, Lexington, KY 40536; 859.323.5108; comss@uky.edu; www.uky.edu/nursing. Students complete one scholarship application online through Survey Monkey and submit required/optimal attachments by the deadline to be considered for the following scholarships. Please note: There are separate applications for the undergraduate and graduate scholarships.

Deadline: March 1

Lynn Garman Au Undergraduate Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming fall first-year traditional BSN student with at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA; demonstrate leadership and community service experience and financial need; initiate, grow or lead a health care education, health screening or community-based outreach project; commit 15–20 hours per semester to the project during both semesters; and submit an essay of no more than 300 words. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Undergraduate Scholarship Application. Renewable.

Phyllis Antrim Briscoe Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate potential for success and describe a desire for a profession in nursing by submission of an essay of no more than 250 words. First preference given to a Kentucky resident. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Undergraduate Scholarship Application. Renewable.

Dr. Patricia A. Calico Endowed Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior nursing student involved in the life of the College of Nursing beyond the classroom.

College of Nursing Graduate and Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Awarded at the discretion of the College of Nursing Scholarship Committee.

College of Nursing Millennium Fund Scholarship

Taylor Ann Davis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the BSN program; be a junior or senior; and possess infectious positivity in the face of adversity, limitless empathy and an unfailing passion to help and heal others. Renewable.

Dodson/Moore Community Health Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student in the BSN, RN-BSN Option or Second Degree in good academic standing and have an interest in pursuing a career in community health nursing. Renewable

Marcia Boyd Donaldson Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be admitted to the nursing program, demonstrate financial need and be a Kentucky resident. Renewable.
Shayn Elexendere UK College of Nursing Warrior Award

Eligibility: Must be in the traditional BSN Program; be in good standing; and be a ROTC member, veteran of the U.S. military or be the child of a member of the U.S. military. Renewable

Everly-Highgenboten Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be in the traditional BSN program and be in good academic standing with financial need. Renewable

Teresa Ann Free Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be in the doctor of nursing practice pediatric nurse practitioner track. Renewable.

Maj. Troy T. Gibson and Lt. Col. Sally G. Siebert Scholarship in Honor and Memory of Military Nurses

Eligibility: Must be a sophomore nursing student in good standing who needs financial assistance for purchasing supplies, equipment and other necessary nursing tools.

Katherine Tenore Girone Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate nursing student with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and a declared interest in public health nursing.

Golden Wildcat Fund/Class of 1966 Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the BSN program and be in good academic standing. Preference given to a student involved in UK organizations such as the College of Nursing, dance team, Greek life, student government, etc. Renewable.

Good Samaritan Volunteers Association of Lexington Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident and a U.S. citizen, be an academically talented second- or third-year nursing student and have financial need. Renewable.

Gorman Merit Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student who demonstrates potential for academic excellence. Preference given to a Covington Notre Dame Academy graduate or a resident of Boone, Kenton or Campbell County.

Vicki Beekman Gorman Undergraduate Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the traditional BSN program and be qualified for the provisional freshman admission program in the UK College of Nursing. Preference given to a Kentucky resident. Renewable

Linda Bowers Gorton Military/Veteran Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a student in the BSN program; be in good standing; be a member of the ROTC program or a veteran of the United States military, active National Guard or Reserves; and demonstrate financial need.

Dr. Jan Coleman Gross Scholarship

Eligibility: Preference given to a BSN student in good academic standing who has financial need. Renewable.

Lindsey Marie Harp Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Preference given to a junior or senior from Franklin County, to a student from Georgetown College or to a Kentucky resident. Renewable.

Doris Hatchell Memorial Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a deserving student. Nonrenewable.

Melva Jo Hendrix Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a graduate student seeking an advanced degree in psychiatric/mental health nursing. Renewable.

James F. Hile Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Preference given to a BSN student training to be a registered nurse. Renewable.

Casiana R. Hilton Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a student in the traditional BSN Program or a Second Degree student and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Consideration given to a student who has been involved in community or outreach programs and is from an economically disadvantaged region of Kentucky. Renewable

Barbara Hobbie Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must maintain an outstanding academic record, demonstrate financial need and submit a recommendation letter emphasizing a history of a caring and compassionate nature. Preference given to a student from rural Kentucky or West Virginia. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Undergraduate Scholarship Application. Renewable.

Betsy M. Holliday/Eunice S. Milton Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an RN student who has returned to school for additional training, and be a native-born Kentuckian or the child of someone serving on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces at time of birth. Preference given to a student interested in treating cancer victims.

Sherry S. Holmes Pediatric Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky, be a senior nursing student and be actively pursuing a career in pediatrics.

Ann Hurt/Bryan Station High School Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the traditional BSN program and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a graduate of Bryan Station High School.

Robert and Helen P. Jewel Foundation Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, be in good academic standing and have at least a 3.25 GPA. Renewable.

Pamela Stinson Kidd Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a graduate nursing student; demonstrate potential for leadership in the area of injury prevention, emergency, primary, acute or critical care nursing; and submit an essay of up to 500 words. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Graduate Scholarship Application. Renewable.

Anna Gibson Kospur Scholarship

Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student enrolled in the Second Degree BSN or RN-BSN option. Renewable.

Krolikoski Family Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be accepted into the Professional Nursing Program and express an interest in working in the neonatal intensive care unit or (PICU). Preference given to those underrepresented in the profession and military veterans. Renewable
Barbara Hillborn Kunz
Undergraduate Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in the traditional BSN program, Second Degree BSN option or RN-BSN option; demonstrate financial need; and be in good academic standing. Renewable.

La Sertoma Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must have an outstanding academic record and demonstrate potential for leadership. Preference given to a student in the doctor of nursing practice program, a student in graduate public health nursing, a student in the Undergraduate Nurse Scholars Program, or an undergraduate student with an interest in a career in public health nursing.

LCC Metropolitan Woman’s Club Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be admitted to the nursing program, be a nontraditional female student at least age 25, be a Kentucky resident, demonstrate financial need and maintain a cumulative 2.5 GPA. Renewable.

Dorothy Luther Fellowship
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate nursing student in the area of adult nursing.

Sima Rinku Maiti
Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate nursing student, demonstrate high academic excellence, be involved in service to the community, demonstrate potential for leadership, and submit an essay of up to 500 words. Consideration will be given to a student of Indian origin. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Undergraduate Scholarship Application. Renewable.

Peggy S. McClinton
Endowed Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a third-year student, be a Kentucky resident and have financial need. Special consideration may be given to a student over age 25. Renewable.

Logan Metzler Family Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must have unmet financial need as determined by the FAFSA and demonstrate a commitment to community service shown by previous volunteer service. Renewable.

Diane Evans Payne Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a Kentucky resident, be enrolled in the BSN program, be in good academic standing and have at least a 3.25 GPA.

Emma H. Peddicord Family Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a Kentucky resident who graduated from a Kentucky high school, have at least a 3.0 GPA, demonstrate financial need and express the desire to pursue a career in nursing by submission of an essay of up to 250 words. Additional information available on the UK College of Nursing Undergraduate Scholarship. Renewable.

Pamela Riggs Peters Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a BSN student, be a Kentucky resident and demonstrate financial need. Renewable.

Gayle Plank Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a sophomore or junior in good academic standing. Upon receiving the award, recipient must complete one of the following at UK Chandler Medical Center’s 7 South or 7 West units with Ms. Plank or her successor, complete a clinical rotation or apply for a position. Renewable.

Prevost Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a student in the traditional BSN program who is also a first-generation college student. Renewable.

Howard J., Clarine O. and Dr. Karen R. Robinson Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled full time in the traditional BSN program or second degree BSN option, be in good academic standing and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Renewable.

Sample Family Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a College of Nursing student in good standing who needs assistance purchasing books and supplies required for clinical course work and lab studies. Renewable.

Karen Hall Sexton Nursing Leadership Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in a graduate program.

Sally G. Siebert Scholarship for Nurse Practitioner Students
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in the doctor of nursing practice program family or pediatric nurse practitioner track and be in good academic standing.

E. Vernon and Eloise C. Smith Nursing Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a Kentucky resident, be enrolled in the BSN program and have high academic standards with at least a 3.25 GPA. Preference given to a student from Greenup County. Renewable.

Jane Badham Tudor Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an enrolled nursing student who demonstrates potential for academic excellence.

Karen K. Tufts Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a student in an RN-BSN, Second Degree BSN or MED-VET program and be in good academic standing. Renewable.

UKMC Doctor of Nursing Practice Academic Excellence Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in the doctor of nursing practice program. Based on academic record. Renewable.

UKMC Doctor of Nursing Practice Enhancement Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled in the doctor of nursing practice program and contribute to the diversity of the university or assist the university’s compelling interest in the educational benefits of diversity. Examples include underrepresented in nursing, academic standing, class rank, financial need, leadership potential, involvement in community, geographic area, first generation, etc. Renewable.

UKMC Doctor of Nursing Practice Wright Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding student in the doctor of nursing practice program. Renewable.

UKMC Undergraduate Academic Excellence Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an enrolled full-time undergraduate nursing student with a 3.5 cumulative GPA. Renewable.

UKMC Undergraduate Enhancement Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate nursing student who contributes to the diversity of the university or who assists the university’s compelling interest in the educational benefits of diversity. Examples of permissible criteria include underrepresented in nursing, academic standing/class rank, financial need, leadership potential, involve-
ment in community, geographic area, first generation, etc. Renewable

**UKMC Undergraduate**

**Wright Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate nursing student who qualifies as a University Merit Scholar, have a 27 composite ACT score and a 3.0 high school GPA. Renewable.

**Mary P. Winternitz Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an entering sophomore; have demonstrated potential for nursing success; demonstrate financial need; and communicate cheerfulness, responsiveness, warm personal relationships, dependability and dedication to the needs of others. Renewable.

---

**College of Pharmacy**

For more information on pharmacy scholarships, contact Kacie Miller, College of Pharmacy, 789 South Limestone, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40536; 859.562.2161.

**Eligibility:** In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be enrolled full time and have completed 1 full year in the College of Pharmacy.

**Award:** Unless otherwise noted, varies

**Number:** Unless otherwise noted, varies

**Alonzo and Mary Louise Brummett Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a PharmD student in good academic standing.

**Number:** 1

**College of Pharmacy Alumni Association Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have completed at least 1 semester, be in good standing, be involved in extracurricular activities and have demonstrated an ability to promote pharmacy to society.

**College of Pharmacy Parent and Alumni Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a PharmD and/or PhD pharmacy student.

**Number:** varies

**Lang Deng Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate an empathic and caring attitude, participate in community or public service activities, possess leadership ability, demonstrate a firm belief and action in reducing human sufferings and have at least a 3.3 GPA.

**Number:** 1

**Dilly-Curry-Slone Pharmacy Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident. Based on merit, academics and financial need.

**Dohmen Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a four-year student who demonstrated an interest in independent pharmacy the first 3 years of pharmacy school.

**Number:** 1

**Lauren Fannin Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a third-year pharmacy student, be from eastern Kentucky and be involved in extracurricular activities and organizations outside the College of Pharmacy.

**Number:** 1

**Ann and Coleman Friedman Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must have demonstrated financial need and good academic standing for at least 2 semesters.

**Number:** 1

**Guterman Family Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be PharmD student with unmet financial need.

**Isabelle and Bernard L. Hile Pharmacy Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a PharmD student and demonstrate potential for academic excellence.

**Donna Howell-Smith Student Research Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a currently enrolled student. Funds are for expenses related to research.

**Number:** 1

**Humana Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate good academics and merit.

**Number:** 1 or 2

**Rondell and Leslie Dotson Jaggers Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need and an interest in hospital pharmacy. Preference given to a student from Hardin County.

---

**Simon Jones/NCPA Foundation Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a pharmacy student in the second, third or fourth professional year. Based on interest in community, independent pharmacy and financial need.

**Marilyn H. and Duane M. Kirking International Pharmacy Studies Travel Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need and merit.

**Number:** 1

**Kentucky Society of Health-System Pharmacists Student Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, be interested in institutional pharmacy practice, show high performance in internship and/or experiential courses and demonstrate leadership potential.

**Number:** 1

**Dr. James A. Lancaster Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be in good academic standing and demonstrate humility and an interest in independent pharmacy. Preference given to a student from Elizabethtown or Hardin County.

**Number:** 1

**Meijer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be in the second, third or fourth professional year. Based on interest in community, pharmacy and financial need.

**Number:** 1

**Frederick B. Phillips Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, demonstrate financial need, be in good academic standing, have an interest in community pharmacy and demonstrate excellent character and a commitment to teaching.

**Number:** 1

**Rite Aid Corporation Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Based on financial need, merit and good academics.

**Number:** 1

**Rite Aid Sarah Hart Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a PharmD student. Preference given to a Kentucky resident who has unmet financial need.

---

**Rouben Family Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a second-, third- or
fourth-year student who demonstrates financial need and has shown consistent academic achievement. Preference given to a first-generation student.

**Number:** 1

**Mayer Shaikun Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have financial need, have resided in Jefferson County for at least 5 years at the time of application and have an interest in independent pharmacy.

**Number:** 1

**Earl P. Slone Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a pharmacy student in the second, third or fourth professional year. Based on academics and financial need.

**Number:** 1

**George H. Stephens Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must demonstrate academic excellence, have at least a 3.5 GPA and be supporting a family while attending school. An essay with specific criteria is required.

**Number:** 1

**Dr. J. Swintosky Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be in good academic standing, have completed 1 year of pharmacy school and be involved in extracurricular activities.

**Number:** 1

**Dr. Joseph V. Swintosky Memorial Travel Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be in good academic standing, demonstrate ability to promote pharmacy and be involved in extracurricular activities.

**Number:** 1

**Timothy S. and Mitzi K. Tracy Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled full time and be a first-generation college student. Based on financial need.

**Award:** $5,000

**Number:** 1

**Various Industry Scholarships**
*Eligibility:* Must be enrolled full time. Based on merit, academics and financial need.

**Award:** $500 to $2,000

**Number:** 4 to 8

**Veterans Drug Club Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a second-year pharmacy student; be in good academic standing; and reside in Bullitt, Oldham or Shelby County, Kentucky, or Floyd or Clark County, Indiana.

**W. O. Votteler Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Based upon need or merit.

**Number:** 1

**Alan Stevens Wrightson Sr. Endowed Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a student committed to the practice of pharmacy and demonstrate financial need.

**Number:** 1

**College of Public Health**

**Foster-McGaw Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding master’s of health administration student.

**Award:** up to $1,000

**Number:** 1 to 2

**Foster-McGraw Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be full- or part-time MHA first-year student and demonstrate financial need and academic performance.

**Award:** $750

**Number:** 1 award, but may be divided among several students

**Joseph A. Toy Scholarship II**
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding second-year MHA student and be selected by the director of graduate studies.

**Award:** $5,000

**Number:** 1

**Deadline:** Nomination by Director of Graduate Studies

**College of Social Work**

**Award:** Dependent on funding

**Number:** Unless otherwise noted, varies

**Contact:** For more information on social work financial aid and application deadlines, please visit [https://socialwork.uky.edu](https://socialwork.uky.edu).

**Alumni Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must have financial need and be at least age 30.

**Jaishree Bansal Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a BASW or MSW nonresident student or international student.

**Beaven-Eidetik Doctoral Research Fellowship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a doctoral student and a native Kentuckian engaged in research of developmental disabilities or mental retardation.

**Need-Based Financial Aid Scholarships**

Need-based Student Financial Aid Scholarships are awarded to students who complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by the deadline listed. Students who complete the FAFSA on time are automatically considered for all scholarships and will be notified if awarded.

**Beaven-Eidetik Research Fellowship in Developmental Disabilities and Mental Retardation**
*Eligibility:* Must have a BASW from an accredited university, be accepted or enrolled in the MSW program, demonstrate a past or present interest in developmental disabilities or mental retardation and be interested in participating in a cooperative education program sponsored by the donor.

**Evelyn J. Black Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an undergraduate or graduate social work student. Based on diversity.

**Crowe-Renaker Endowed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Virginia Place, be a student in the College of Social Work and have a research focus on maternal/child well-being.

**Martha Davis Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a Kentucky resident and a graduate social work student. Preference given to a student expected to work in a rural area of Kentucky.

**Jewels in the Mountains Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be an MSW student who is a resident of southeastern Kentucky and will serve the same population.

**Dorothy Miller Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a second-year student in the regular MSW program, advanced standing MSW program or PhD program; compete in an essay contest; have a high GRE and high GPA; and demonstrate potential for leadership and contribution to social work. Preference given to an applicant with mental health focus and/or experience.

**Bernard and Marjorie Ward Scholarship in Gerontology**
*Eligibility:* Must be a senior or first-year social work graduate student who has shown continuous interest in the needs of senior citizens.

**Number:** 1
For more information on student financial aid scholarships, contact Raymond Brooks, University of Kentucky, 127 Funkhouser Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.218.2119.

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be an undergraduate student and have at least a 3.0 GPA (upperclassman) or at least a 28 ACT or equivalent SAT score (entering freshman).

Deadline: Unless otherwise noted, entering freshmen must complete and have the FAFSA to the processor by February 15. Continuing students must complete and have the FAFSA to the processor by March 15.

James C. Blair Adair County Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an Adair County resident, be an undergraduate student under the age of 40 and have financial need. ACT and SAT scores and parents’ education considered.
Award: $500 to $20,000
Number: 5 to 10

Barth Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman or continuing undergraduate student and demonstrate need.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1 to 4

Kenneth Blair Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a high school in Letcher, Harlan, Perry, Knott, Floyd or Pike County and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Pam Browning Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Henry Burton Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Henry County resident and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1 to 3

Napoleon B. Chapman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a high school in Boyd or Lawrence County.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

Wanda Christie Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an education or nursing major, be an undergraduate student and demonstrate financial need. Based on academics and financial need. Preference given to a grandchild of Wanda Christie.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

Corum Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-generation college student from Hopkins County; demonstrate financial need; be transferring from a community college; be enrolled in the College of Agriculture, Education, Nursing, or Social Work; and have a commitment to community service.
Award: $500
Number: 1

William and Julia Cundiff Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student who is a child of a Tri-mac/Liquid Transporters employee.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

J. Edward Cunningham Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have financial need, be a Hickman County resident and be enrolled at least half time.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Jack and Enid Denton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Fleming or Mason County and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $2,500
Number: 8 to 10

Anthony Dishman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a resident of Bellwood Presbyterian Home for Children in Anchorage.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

N. and S. Douthitt Scholarship
Eligibility: Financial need considered.
Award: $2,500
Number: 4

W. Campbell Edmonds Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Lee or Wise County, Virginia, and be an undergraduate student who demonstrates financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1

George and Jamie Ewell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Laurel County resident and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

Jamie Ewell Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000 to $2,000
Number: 1

Jimmie E. and Frank L. Farmer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

Milton J. and Elizabeth K. Ferguson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Wayne or Cabell County, West Virginia, and be an undergraduate student who demonstrates financial need.
Award: $5,000
Number: 2

Elmo B. Firenze Scholarship
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need and be a resident of Bell, Campbell or Pike County.
Award: $2,500
Number: 8

Dr. Deborah L. Floyd Leadership Fund Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a transfer student from Big Sandy Community and Technical College, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student involved in student government or community activities.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1

Dr. Ann Reed Gaines Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $2,000
Number: 1

Cynthia Gladden Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman female enrolled in a service-related major. Based on academics and financial need.
Award: $1,500
Number: 1
Melanie Glasscock-Simpson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of Grayson County High School and demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $3,000  
**Number:** 1

Ronald G. Goebel Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Bell, Boyd, Breathitt, Carter, Clay, Elliott, Estill, Floyd, Greenup, Harlan, Jackson, Johnson, Knott, Knox, Laurel, Lawrence, Lee, Leslie, Letcher, Lewis, Magoffin, Martin, McCreary, Menifee, Morgan, Owosley, Perry, Pike, Powell, Rockcastle, Rowan, Whitley or Wolfe County and demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $500 to $1,500  
**Number:** 1

William Z. Hamilton and Elizabeth Rogers Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a senior or graduate student who is a resident of Metcalfe County. Based on academics and financial need.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** Varies

Elizabeth P. Haynes Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be from Henderson County. Based on financial need and academic merit.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 3

Henry W. Haynes Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be from Henderson County. Based on financial need and academic merit.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 3

James A. and Mary W. S. Hetzel Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need and have the potential for academic success.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 11

Pearl R. Hinesley Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an entering freshman. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,500 to $2,500  
**Number:** 2

William Hitt Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Clark County resident.  
**Award:** $500  
**Number:** 1

Sarah B. Holmes Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 2

Mary S. Hood Memorial Fund  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need and be a resident of Harrison County.  
**Award:** $4,000  
**Number:** 1 to 8

Carl and Rosemary Hosea Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $1,000  
**Number:** 1

Jefferson County UK Young Alumni Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Bullitt, Jefferson or Oldham County resident.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 1

Fannie L. Jones Fund Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,000  
**Number:** 1

T. T. Jones Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior or senior; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and be enrolled at least half time.  
**Award:** $2,000 to $3,000  
**Number:** Up to 12

Kentucky Federation of Women’s Clubs Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a continuing undergraduate student.  
**Award:** $500  
**Number:** 1

Thomas A. and Mary R. Lewis Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an Anderson County resident, be enrolled in the College of Agriculture or College of Education and demonstrate potential for academic success and financial need.  
**Award:** $750  
**Number:** 1

Joseph F. McGinnis Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** First preference given to a dependent of a U.S. postal carrier or clerk, then to a Kentucky resident.  
**Award:** $1,000  
**Number:** Up to 4

Frances J. McVey Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female; be a sophomore, junior or senior; be a Kentucky resident; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 3

Miller Rothman Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 1

Leon Morris Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 3

W. B. Munson Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,500  
**Number:** 1

Doug Payne Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student; be a resident of Bath, Bourbon, Bracken, Clark, Fayette, Grant, Harrison, Montgomery, Nicholas, Owen, Pendleton, Robertson or Scott County; possess potential for academic success; and demonstrate financial need. Priority given to a child of an employee of E. D. Bullard Company.  
**Award:** $1,000  
**Number:** 1

Alan and Patricia Peck Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student who graduated from a high school in Bath, Montgomery or Morgan County.  
**Award:** $500  
**Number:** 1

William B. Pegram Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 4

Daniel Pitino Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate financial need and be enrolled at least half time.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 4

Wilma P. Poynter Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Laurel County resident and demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $2,500  
**Number:** 1
Raine Family Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the Gatton College of Business. First preference given to an accounting major, second preference to a member of the cheerleading team.

Award: $1,000

Number: 1

Stephen A. Rapier Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman female student and demonstrate financial need.

Award: $1,500

Number: 1

Martha Dee Rausch Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman; be a resident of Estill, Garrard or Madison County; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Award: $1,000

Number: 1

Sarin Family Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on academic merit. A graduate of Shelby County High School will be considered.

Award: $1,000

Number: 1

Eudora V. Scott Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a female from Kentucky; be an undergraduate student; major in biology, chemistry, math or engineering; and demonstrate financial need.

Award: $2,500

Number: Up to 4

Juliet Shouse Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be female; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Award: $2,000

Number: 1

W. L. Matthews Jr. Fellowship for Graduate or Professional Study

Eligibility: Must be a UK senior, be a graduate from the previous fall semester or be expecting to graduate by the end of the current spring semester, not have been previously enrolled in a graduate or professional program, meet academic and other criteria required for admission by the program in which student plans to enroll, demonstrate high academic achievement in an undergraduate program of study at UK and provide evidence of participation and leadership roles in UK and community life as an undergraduate.

Award: $12,000 stipend

Deadline: February 4

For more information on graduate school scholarships, unless otherwise noted, contact the Graduate School Office of Finance, Funding & Analytics, 203 Gillis Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.3261; https://gradschool.uky.edu/fellowships-0.

Graduate School

Association of Emeriti Faculty Endowed Fellowship

Eligibility: Must be a currently enrolled, full-time and fully admitted doctoral candidate; be preparing for a career in college teaching; and have completed at least 2 semesters in a current Graduate School academic program.

Award: $2,500

Deadline: October 22

Crallie Foundation/Joan Crallie Day Fellowship

Eligibility: Must be a senior at a school affiliated with the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities, be enrolling for the first term of study in the program in a summer session or fall semester and have at least a 3.2 undergraduate GPA.

Award: $15,000 stipend, tuition and health insurance

Deadline: February 25

Lyman T. Johnson Fellowship

Eligibility: Must be admitted to a degree-granting graduate program (post-baccalaureate students are not eligible), have at least a 3.2 graduate GPA if a continuing student and contribute to UK’s compelling interest in diversity or be a first-generation college student.

Award: $15,000 stipend, excluding May-August; renewable; potentially renewable for a second year for a master’s student or 3 years for a doctoral student

Deadline: February 1, for renewals; rolling basis for new nominations

Contact: Ossilyn McQuesten, Graduate School Funding Office, University of Kentucky, 203 Gillis Building, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.3261

W. L. Matthews Jr. Fellowship for Graduate or Professional Study

Eligibility: Must be a UK senior, be a graduate from the previous fall semester or be expecting to graduate by the end of the current spring semester, not have been previously enrolled in a graduate or professional program, meet academic and other criteria required for admission by the program in which student plans to enroll, demonstrate high academic achievement in an undergraduate program of study at UK and provide evidence of participation and leadership roles in UK and community life as an undergraduate.

Award: $12,000 stipend

Deadline: February 4
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Northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati
UK Alumni Club Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time new or currently enrolled degree-seeking graduate student; be a resident of Boone, Campbell, Gallatin, Grant, Kenton or Pendleton County; and have at least a 3.0 undergraduate GPA and 3.2 graduate GPA on any previous graduate work.
Award: $5,000 stipend, tuition and student health insurance
Deadline: March 3

Presidential Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in a graduate program and have at least a 3.7 graduate GPA on any previous graduate work. A student enrolling for first term of study in a UK graduate program or who is currently supported or has been previously supported by the Dissertation Year Fellowship is not eligible.
Award: $20,000 stipend, tuition and student health insurance
Deadline: January 28

Otis A. Singletary Fellowship for Graduate or Professional Study
Eligibility: Must be a UK senior, be a graduate from the previous fall semester or be expecting to graduate by the end of the current spring semester, not have been previously enrolled in a graduate or professional program, meet academic and other criteria required for admission by the program in which student plans to enroll, demonstrate high academic achievement in an undergraduate program of study at UK and provide evidence of participation and leadership roles in UK and community life as an undergraduate.
Award: $20,000 stipend, tuition and student health insurance
Deadline: February 4

Max Steckler Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a first-year or continuing graduate doctoral student; be in a biomedical engineering, biochemistry, business administration, chemistry, economics, mathematics or physics program; and be in good standing.
Award: $3,000 or amount determined by program; nonrenewable
Deadline: Announced in fall

UK McNair Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be applying to a graduate program, be enrolled for first term of study in the summer or fall and have at least a 3.2 undergraduate GPA. Student may not have received a previous graduate or professional degree from UK.
Award: $15,000 stipend, tuition and student health insurance
Deadline: March 3

University of Kentucky Woman's Club Endowed Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a currently enrolled, full- or part-time PhD, EdD, DMA or DS student; have passed the qualifying examination; be a Kentucky resident; and have at least a 3.2 graduate GPA on any previous graduate work. Preference given to a female who is underrepresented in applicant’s field of study. Based on academic achievement and financial need. Students in professional degree programs are not eligible.
Award: $2,000
Deadline: October 15

Charles T. Wethington Jr. Fellowship for Graduate or Professional Study
Eligibility: Must be a UK senior, be a graduate from the previous fall semester or be expecting to graduate by the end of the current spring semester, not have been previously enrolled in a graduate or professional program, meet academic and other criteria required for admission by the program in which student plans to enroll, demonstrate high academic achievement in an undergraduate program of study at UK and provide evidence of participation and leadership roles in UK and community life as an undergraduate.
Award: $20,000 stipend
Deadline: February 4

Scholarships

William J. Kircher Memorial Scholarship, see page 331.

School of Library and Information Sciences

For more information on School of Library and Information Science scholarships, contact School of Library, 503 A King Library South, Lexington, Kentucky 40506; 859.257.8100

Hallie Day Blackburn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident seeking a career in a public library.

Willienda Burdine Broyles Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be from 1 of Kentucky’s Appalachian counties (as defined by the Appalachian Regional Commission), demonstrate financial need as determined by the Office of Financial Need and be a major in library science.

John Thomas Durham Graduate Student Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an SLIS graduate student working in the UK Libraries.

Helen E. Fry Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student seeking a library science degree.

SLIS Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student and demonstrate financial need.
Number: At least 1

SLIS Endowed Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student. Based on qualifications.

Martin School of Public Policy and Administration

For more information on Martin School of Public Policy and Administration scholarships, contact Student Services Office, Martin School of Public Policy and Administration, 413 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.5594

Couch Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding MPA or PhD student in public administration and have been or currently be working in government.
Award: $3,000
Number: 1

Martin School Alumni Fellowship Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a continuing or new student in the MPA program with an outstanding academic record.
Award: $2,500
Number: 1

Joseph A. Toy Scholarship I
Eligibility: Must be an outstanding MPA or MPP student and be nominated by the director of graduate studies prior to the beginning of the second year of studies.
Award: $5,000
Number: 1
Deadline: Nomination by Director of Graduate Studies
Patterson School of Diplomacy and International Commerce

For more information on Patterson School of Diplomacy and International Commerce scholarships, contact Director, Patterson School of Diplomacy, 455 Patterson Office Tower, 859.257.4666.

Henry Clay Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a new student who was a delegate to the Henry Clay Center Student Congress.
Award: Out-of-state tuition
Number: 1
Contact: Director, Patterson School, 455 Patterson Office Tower, Lexinton, KY 40506; 859.257.4666; www.uky.edu/PattersonSchool

Vince Davis Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to an outstanding student studying national security and related issues.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 1

Rose Hayden Internship Fund Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, demonstrate financial need, be currently enrolled at the Patterson School and be proficient in a language other than English or the native language. Proficient is defined as foreign service/American Council of the Teaching of Foreign Languages level 3 for commonly taught languages and level 2 for less commonly taught languages. Preference given to a U.S. citizen. Internship awards may be domestic or international and may not extend beyond a 6-month period.
Award: $500 to $1,000
Number: 1 to 4
Deadline: April 1

Thebe Mphenyeke Fellowship
Eligibility: Preference given to a student from a sub-Saharan African country, then from any developing country.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 1
Deadline: February

Patterson School Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming or returning Patterson School student. Based on academic qualifications
Award: Varies; $4,000 to $8,000
Number: 5 to 10
Deadline: February

**International Affairs**

John D. Rommel Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a returning Patterson School student for academic excellence.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 2
Deadline: March

Barbara Schell Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a student seeking a career in public diplomacy. May also be awarded for summer study/internship support for the same purpose.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 1 to 3
Deadline: February

Kewal Singh Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a student from India seeking to attend Patterson School or, in absence of qualified Indian candidate, a nominee from another South Asian state. May also be a U.S. citizen or a student of another nationality for semester or summer study in India.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 1 to 2
Deadline: February

Kewal Singh Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a student from India seeking to attend Patterson School or, in absence of qualified Indian candidate, a nominee from another South Asian state. May also be a U.S. citizen or a student of another nationality for semester or summer study in India.
Award: $1,000 to $2,500
Number: 1 to 2
Deadline: February

Education Abroad at UK

Scholarship for Education Abroad
Eligibility: Based on financial need. Academic merit considered.
Award: $750 to $1,500
Number: Varies
Deadline: October 1 (winter/spring); March 1 (summer/fall)

Heidelberg Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior by time of study in Germany with some fluency in German. Academic achievement will be considered.
Award: Full tuition plus stipend
Number: 2
Deadline: February 15

New Horizon Education Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be in a UK-embedded faculty-led program. Based on merit, financial need and a well-defined purpose for study abroad.
Award: $500
Number: Varies
Deadline: November 1; March 1

Charles Sturt University Exchange Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student and be enrolled in the Charles Sturt University program.
Award: $1,000
Deadline: Rolling

Telford C. Walker Endowed Travel Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student in the College of Agriculture or College of Arts and Sciences who will be studying abroad for a fall or spring semester, has completed at least 60 hours and has at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Military Scholarships

Air Force ROTC
Eligibility: Must be a fully qualified Air Force ROTC cadet and have at least a 2.5 high school GPA and at least a 24 ACT score if a high school senior or at least a 2.5 college GPA if an in-college student.
Award: Tuition, fees, book allowance, monthly tax-free stipend
Number: Unlimited
Contact: Air Force ROTC, Unit Admissions Officer, 203 Barker Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.7115; airforce.rotc@uky.edu; https://afrotc.as.uky.edu; or www.afrote.com

Kentucky Army National Guard Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student eligible for Army ROTC.
Award: Tuition, fees, monthly tax-free allowance, book allowance
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: None
Contact: SFC Wiley Baker, 101 Barker Hall, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.537.9018

UK Army ROTC Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate (at least 12 hours) or graduate student (at least 9 hours), meet all eligibility requirements for acceptance into Army ROTC, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA, be a U.S. citizen and pass Army physical fitness test and medical physical.
Award: Tuition, fees, monthly tax-free allowance, book allowance
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: None
Contact: Brad Harrington, 101 Barker Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.6865; bdharr3@uky.edu; http://armyrotc.com/edu/univky/index.htm

For information on diversity awards, contact Asia Payne, Director of William C. Parker Scholarship Program, 217 Funkhouser Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.323.6334.

William C. Parker Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 2.5 unweighted GPA.
Award: Varies

Nontraditional Student Scholarships

For information on scholarship awards, contact the Office of Academic Scholarships, 217 Funkhouser Building, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506; 859.257.4198; academicscholar@lsv.uky.edu. To obtain printable application forms online, visit www.uky.edu/financialaid/scholarship-non-traditional-part-time.

Levis D. McCullers Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least age 25, be a full- or part-time undergraduate student, be a U.S. citizen, have at least 12 credit hours completed at UK, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: March 1

Suburban Woman's Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student, be at least age 25, have completed 60 to 90 credit hours, be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $1,000
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

UK Women's Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a female full-time undergraduate student, be a resident of Fayette County, have at least a 2.25 cumulative GPA, have completed at least 12 credit hours, be working on first degree and demonstrate financial need.
Award: In-state undergraduate tuition
Number: 1
Deadline: June 1

Diversity Awards

UK Women’s Forum Employee Education Assistance Award
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student, have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA, be a regular employee and have submitted an employee education program form.
Award: Varies
Contact: www.uky.edu/womensforum

University of Louisville

Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Student Financial Aid Office, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5511; finaid@louisville.edu; or www.louisville.edu/financialaid

Grants

Need-based Grant
Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need as determined by the FAFSA.
Award: Varies
Number: About 1,000
Deadline: First come, first served while funds last

Loans

School of Dentistry

Health Professions Student Loan, see page 23.
Deadline: March 15 (priority)
Contact: Barbara Dagnan, Dental School, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5076

School of Medicine

Deadline: March 15 (priority)
Contact: Leslie Kaelin, School of Medicine, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40202; 502.852.5187

Loans for Disadvantaged Students, see page 23.

Primary Care Loan, see page 23.
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School of Nursing

Nursing Student Loan, see page 23.
Deadline: April 15 (priority)

Scholarships

Undergraduate Admissions
Office Incoming Students

Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Admissions Office, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6531; or 800.334. UOFL; www.louisville.edu/admissions

Brown Fellows Scholarship
Eligibility: Must complete a scholarship application, submit an essay and letters of recommendation, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.5 GPA and at least a 31 ACT or equivalent SAT score. Recipient will be scholarly, well-rounded at least a 31 ACT or equivalent SAT score.
Award: varies; typically full tuition and an allowance for room, board and books. In addition, each fellow will receive funds to support an individual enrichment plan.
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: December 15

Grawemeyer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must submit a scholarship application, letters of recommendation and essays; be accepted as a full-time undergraduate student; and have a 3.5 GPA as a high school senior and a 31 ACT or equivalent SAT score.
Award: In-state tuition plus $8,000 for room, board, books and an undergraduate research opportunity; renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained
Number: 10
Deadline: December 15

Guaranteed Transfer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a resident of Kentucky or southern Indiana, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, be accepted as a full-time undergraduate student; have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA; have at least 24 transferable credit hours.
Award: $2,000; renewable up to 6 undergraduate semesters with at least a 3.0 GPA applicant meets renewal requirements
Number: 10
Deadline: June 1

Kentucky Datastream Initiative Scholarship
Eligibility: Must plan to pursue a degree in science, technology, engineering or math; demonstrate an interest in mathematics, sciences or engineering as expressed by high school curriculum and participation in science clubs and related activities; maintain a 3.0 college GPA; and attend a high school in a coal severance county that participates in the Kentucky Datastream Initiative.
Award: $2,000; renewable as long as a 3.0 GPA is maintained and a math-, science- or engineering-related field of study is pursued
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: January 15

Martin Luther King Scholars Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a black/African-American or Hispanic/Latino high school graduate from Kentucky or Southern Indiana, complete an application, submit an essay and a letter of recommendation and have at least a 3.5 GPA and at least a 26 ACT score.
Award: Tuition, plus $8,000 for room, board and books
Number: 10
Deadline: December 15

McConnell Scholars Program
Scholarship for Political Leadership
Eligibility: Must submit a scholarship application, resume, essays and letters of recommendation; be a Kentucky resident; be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident; enroll as a full-time undergraduate student; have a 3.5 GPA as a high school senior; major or minor in political science; and participate in leadership activities sponsored by The McConnell Center for Political Leadership. Financial need may be considered. No ACT score is required to apply.
Award: Full tuition plus educational allowance
Number: 10
Deadline: December 15

National Merit Finalist Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have taken the PSAT before the senior year in high school, be a National Merit finalist, be a high school senior, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA, be accepted as a full-time undergraduate student and designate UofL as first choice.
Award: In-state tuition plus $8,000 for room, board and books per academic year for Kentucky resident or $20,000 for an out-of-state student; renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: List UofL as first choice by May 1

National Merit Semifinalist Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have taken the PSAT before the senior year in high school, be a National Merit or National Achievement semifinalist, be a high school senior, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA and be accepted as a full-time undergraduate student.
Award: In-state tuition per academic year for Kentucky resident or $15,000 for an out-of-state student; renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained
Number: Unlimited
Deadline: December 15
Woodford R. Porter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must submit a scholarship application, letter of recommendation and essay; be a Kentucky or Southern Indiana resident; be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident; and be a full-time undergraduate student. Awarded to an African-American student based on academic merit, leadership and service.
Award: Varies; $2,000 to full tuition plus educational allowance renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained.
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 15

Rogers Scholars Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have participated in the Rogers Scholar Program, be a resident of Kentucky, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident and be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student.
Award: Full tuition (must have at least a 31 ACT score or equivalent SAT score and at least a 3.5 high school GPA); $7,500 (must have a 28 ACT score or equivalent SAT score and at least a 3.5 high school GPA); $5,000 (no minimum ACT or SAT score but have at least a 3.5 high school GPA); renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters with at least a 3.0 GPA applicant meets renewal requirements.
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 15

Trustees’ Non-Renewable Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.5 GPA and at least a 26 ACT score or equivalent SAT score.
Award: $2,000 to $3000; nonrenewable
Number: Varies
Deadline: May 1

Trustees’ Renewable Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, be a full-time undergraduate student and have at least a 3.5 GPA and 29 ACT or equivalent SAT score.
Award: $3,000 to $8000; renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained.
Number: Varies
Deadline: May 1

Henry Vogt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must submit a scholarship application, be a Kentucky resident, be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, be accepted as a full-time undergraduate and have at least a 3.75 GPA and at least a 31 composite ACT or equivalent SAT score.
Award: Full tuition plus a $3,500 stipend for room and board; renewable for up to 8 undergraduate semesters as long as renewal requirements and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained.
Number: Varies
Deadline: December 15

Eligibility: Unless otherwise noted, must have athletic ability, participate in respective sport, be enrolled full time and meet NCAA eligibility requirements.

Cheerleader Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be enrolled full time; be selected to be a varsity cheerleader, dance team member or Louie the mascot; and have at least a 2.0 GPA. High school seniors are eligible to try out.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: Tryout deadline in May
Contact: Head Coach, Spirit Squads, Student Activities Center E301, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5735

Louisville Athletics Adidas Internship Program
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate, graduate or professional degree-seeking student; be enrolled full time; have a proven commitment to academic success and a desire to work in intercollegiate athletics and/or the sports industry; and submit academic transcripts. An undergraduate student must be invited by Athletics Human Resources to apply. Apply at: http://gocards.com/sports/2016/2/24/athletics_0224161352.aspx.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: May 15
Contact: adidasinterns@GoCards.com

Men’s Baseball Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 11.7
Contact: Baseball Office, Jim Patterson Stadium, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6707

Men’s Basketball Scholarship
Award: Full
Number: 13

Contact: Basketball Office, SAC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.3480

Contact: Basketball Office, Yum! Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.7801

Men’s Cross-Country and Track and Field Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 12.6
Contact: Track and Cross Country Office, SAC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0106

Men’s Football Scholarship
Award: Full
Number: 85
Contact: Football Office, Stadium Athletic Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6325

Men’s Golf Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 4.5
Contact: Golf Office, KFEC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.2519

Men’s Soccer Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 9.9
Contact: Men’s Soccer Office, Dr. Mark and Cindy Lynn Stadium, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0105

Men’s Swimming and Diving Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 9.9
Contact: Swimming Office, Ralph Wright Natatorium, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.8848

Men’s Tennis Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 4.5
Contact: Men’s Tennis Office, Bass-Rudd Tennis Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0217

Sports Medicine Scholarship
Award: Varies
Number: 12
Contact: Sports Medicine Office, Cardinal Park, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0116

Women’s Basketball Scholarship
Award: Full
Number: 15
Contact: Basketball Office, SAC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.3480
Women’s Cross-Country and Track and Field Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 18  
Contact: Track and Cross Country Office, SAC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0106

Women’s Field Hockey Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 12  
Contact: Adidas Field Hockey Complex, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0215

Women’s Golf Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 6  
Contact: Women’s Golf Office, KFEC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.1768

Women’s Lacrosse Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 12  
Contact: Lacrosse Office, Yum! Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.4998

Women’s Rowing Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 20  
Contact: Women’s Rowing Office, G. Garvin Brown III Rowing Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.7933

Women’s Soccer Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 14  
Contact: Women’s Soccer Office, Dr. Mark and Cindy Lynn Stadium, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0104

Women’s Softball Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 12  
Contact: Women’s Softball Office, SAC Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.1782

Women’s Swimming and Diving Scholarship  
Award: Varies  
Number: 14  
Contact: Swimming Office, Ralph Wright Natatorium, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.8848

Women’s Tennis Scholarship  
Award: Full  
Number: 8

Women’s Tennis Scholarship  
Award: Full  
Number: 14  
Contact: Women’s Tennis Office, Bass-Rudd Tennis Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.3357

Women’s Volleyball Scholarship  
Award: Full  
Number: 12  
Contact: Volleyball Office, Yum! Center, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0218

Brandeis School of Law  
Each accepted applicant is considered for scholarships and awards, and no separate application is required. Recruiting scholarships are awarded on the basis of information provided in the law school application packet. Candidates who complete their application on or before March 1 will receive priority consideration for recruiting scholarships. Applicants who apply after March 1, but before April 15, will be considered for recruiting scholarships as scholarship funds remain available.

The School of Law offers a fellowship for entering students.

Human Rights Fellowship  
Eligibility: Must be an entering law student, be accepted to the Human Rights Fellowship Program and be committed to a fixed hours commitment each semester to identifying human rights needs in the community.  
Award: $2,500 for first-year student; $5,000 for second- or third-year student if service commitment is met in preceding year  
Deadline: Admitted students who submit the application materials on or before March 15 will receive priority consideration.  
Contact: http://louisville.edu/law/bhrap/fellowship/how-to-apply-to-be-a-human-rights-fellow

In addition, the law school offers 2 fellowships for continuing law students.

Estate Planning and Elder Rights Fellowship  
Eligibility: Must be a current law student, be accepted to the Estate Planning and Elder Rights Fellowship Program, be committed to identifying and researching problems affecting Kentucky seniors and activating the legal community toward real sustained solutions.  
Award: $2,500 for first-year student; $5,000 for second- or third-year student if service commitment is met in preceding year  
Deadline: Application requirements and deadlines will be advertised to current students when vacancies arise.  
Contact: http://louisville.edu/law/epel

Resilience Justice Project Fellowship  
Eligibility: Must be a current law student; be accepted to the Resilience Justice Project Fellowship Program; commit to a 2-year fellowship assessing public policies, programs, and plans for their impacts on marginalized communities, recommending policy reforms; and engaging in research and scholarly writing.  
Award: $3,000; per semester  
Deadline: Application requirements and deadlines will be advertised to current students when vacancies arise.  
Contact: http://louisville.edu/landuse/resilience-justice-project

Marian Kincaid Warns and Carl A. Warns Jr. Scholarship, see page 255.

College of Arts and Sciences  
Deadline: Spring semester for the following academic year  
Contact: Dwain Pruitt, Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6490

Daniel R. and Dely G. Bauer and Family Memorial Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be a Central Hardin High School graduating senior and demonstrate financial need and excellence in academic performance, character and work ethic.  
Award: Varies; renewable  
Number: Varies

Mary B. Craik Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must have completed at least 24 house of college credit and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a woman who is a single parent and/or a full-time student. Based on academic record, recommendation and statement concerning commitment to the advancement of women. Transfer students also eligible.  
Award: Varies; renewable  
Number: Varies

Rachel Davis Memorial Scholarship  
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate; demonstrate financial need; and major in geology, biology, chemistry, microbiology, or physics. Preference given to a student who demonstrates environmental stewardship in extracurricular activities.  
Award: At least $500; renewable  
Number: Varies
Milton W. and Ruth I. Roggenkamp Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an approved major in biology, chemistry, mathematics or physics; have at least 1 semester of work at UofL; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and have at least a 3.0 GPA in major. Preference given to a student from southern Indiana.
**Award:** Varies; renewable
**Number:** Varies

Mary E. Burton Award
**Eligibility:** Must be the graduating English major with the highest scholastic standing.
**Award:** $100

Creative Writing Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student and submit a cover letter, a sample of writing and a letter of recommendation from an instructor. Student does not have to be an English major to apply.
**Award:** $250 to $2,500
**Number:** 8 to 15
**Deadline:** March 29

Mary Phyllis Riedley Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who has completed more than 70 hours at the time of application, have at least 9 hours of English beyond English 102 at UofL by the end of the semester of application and have at least a 3.3 overall GPA. Partly need-based and partly merit-based.
**Award:** About $14,000; 1, full-year tuition, room and board; 1, half-year tuition, room and board
**Number:** 2
**Deadline:** March 29

Harry L. and Cecilia H. Smith Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who has completed more than 70 hours at the time of application, have at least 9 hours of English beyond English 102 at UofL by the end of the semester of application and have at least a 3.3 overall GPA. Partly need-based and partly merit-based.
**Award:** About $6,500 (for tuition and room and board)
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Fred Bornhauser Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who fosters teaching, learning and scholarship in classical British and American literature.
**Award:** About $6,500
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Wilma Shaw Roseman Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a highly motivated Arts and Sciences undergraduate student with financial need and have at least 1 semester of work from UofL.
**Award:** At least $3,000; renewable
**Number:** Varies

Ken Terrill Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and demonstrate leadership in or service to the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community of UofL or the greater Louisville metropolitan area.
**Award:** At least $500; renewable
**Number:** Varies

Arthur D. Yocom Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student who plans a career in public or community service and have at least 1 semester of work from UofL.
**Award:** $1,000; nonrenewable
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Debate Team
**Contact:** Mary Mudd, Debate Program, University of Louisville, 207 Strickler Hall, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.3522; mcmudd01@louisville.edu; www.louisville.edu/debate

Debate Society Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must participate on the debate team and maintain at least a 2.75 GPA.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** Varies

English
**Contact:** Unless otherwise noted, English Department, 315 Bingham Humanities Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6801. Applications are available online at http://louisville.edu/english/scholarships-contests.

Fred Bornhauser Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who fosters teaching, learning and scholarship in classical British and American literature.
**Award:** About $6,500
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Mary E. Burton Award
**Eligibility:** Must be the graduating English major with the highest scholastic standing.
**Award:** $100

Creative Writing Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student and submit a cover letter, a sample of writing and a letter of recommendation from an instructor. Student does not have to be an English major to apply.
**Award:** $250 to $2,500
**Number:** 8 to 15
**Deadline:** March 29

Mary Phyllis Riedley Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who has completed more than 70 hours at the time of application, have at least 9 hours of English beyond English 102 at UofL by the end of the semester of application and have at least a 3.3 overall GPA. Partly need-based and partly merit-based.
**Award:** About $14,000; 1, full-year tuition, room and board; 1, half-year tuition, room and board
**Number:** 2
**Deadline:** March 29

Harry L. and Cecilia H. Smith Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who has completed more than 70 hours at the time of application, have at least 9 hours of English beyond English 102 at UofL by the end of the semester of application and have at least a 3.3 overall GPA. Partly need-based and partly merit-based.
**Award:** About $6,500 (for tuition and room and board)
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Fred Bornhauser Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an English major who fosters teaching, learning and scholarship in classical British and American literature.
**Award:** About $6,500
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 29

Fine Arts
**Contact:** Linda Rowley or Theresa Berbet, Department of Fine Arts, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6794; linda@louisville.edu; tberbet@louisville.edu; www.art.louisville.edu

Nora Jasigi Bullitt Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture
**Eligibility:** Must be a distinguished student in the sculpture program.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** February 15

Barbara Bullitt Christian Memorial Scholarship in Photography
**Eligibility:** Must be a distinguished student in the photography program.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** Varies
**Deadline:** February 15

Dario A. Covi Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a distinguished student in the art or art history program.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** Varies
**Deadline:** February 15

Cressman Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in art, art history or curatorial studies.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** Varies
**Deadline:** March 1

Curatorial Research Assistantships
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in curatorial studies.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** Varies
**Deadline:** March 1

Frederick G. Heath Scholarship in Glass
**Eligibility:** Must be a distinguished graduate student in the glass program.
**Award:** Varies
**Number:** 1
**Deadline:** March 1
Kenady Lynn Hendershot Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman from a Kentucky high school and plan to major in art or art history.
Award: Tuition and a $500 stipend; renewable for 3 years with maintenance of a 3.0 GPA
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Hite Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be currently enrolled as an art or art history major.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Kaden Scholarship in Interior Design
Eligibility: Must be a distinguished student in the interior design program.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Eugene Leake Memorial Scholarship in Drawing and Painting
Eligibility: Must be a distinguished student in the drawing and painting program.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Morgan Scholarship in Architectural Studies
Eligibility: Must be enrolled as an art or art history major.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Mary Spencer Nay Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an entering freshman and major in art or art history.
Award: Full tuition; nonrenewable
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Don Payton Graduate Award in Art History
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in art history.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 1

Daniel Stewart Scholarship in Graphic Design
Eligibility: Must be a distinguished student in the graphic design program.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Welch Printing Scholarship in Graphic Design
Eligibility: Must be a distinguished student in the graphic design program.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 15

Mathematics
Contact: Mathematics Department Chair, 502.852.6826, math@louisville.edu, https://louisville.edu/math/

Robert J. Bickel Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a rising junior or senior mathematics major and have at least a 3.5 GPA in mathematics. Based on GPA, level of courses and recommendations.
Award: Up to $8,000
Number: 1 to 2

Mary Ruth Broookover Award
Eligibility: Must be top graduating student in the Department of Mathematics. Based on course work, GPA and other activities.
Award: Varies, $200 to $500
Number: 1

William Marshall Bullitt Best Paper Award
Eligibility: Must be a mathematics major. Based on undergraduate research and publication.
Award: Varies, $200 to $500
Number: 1

William Marshall Bullitt Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a mathematics major and be a Kentucky resident. Based on level of courses, GPA and recommendations.
Award: Up to $4,000
Number: 1

Ken F. and Sandra S. Hohman Actuarial Award
Eligibility: Must be a mathematics major in the actuarial track and demonstrate high professional potential in the field of actuarial sciences.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Lois Pedigo Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be at least a rising sophomore mathematics major and have at least a 3.5 GPA in mathematics. Based on GPA, level or courses and recommendations.
Award: Up to $3,000
Number: Usually 1

C. Coleman Petty Scholarship in Mathematics
Eligibility: Must be an entering intended mathematics major or a rising sophomore mathematics major and take math classes during time award is paid. Based on GPA and other relevant information.
Award: Up to $2,000
Number: Usually 2

Theatre Arts
Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Chair, Department of Theatre Arts, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.7682

Belknap Actors Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major or minor in an approved theater arts program.
Award: About two-thirds of tuition
Number: 16 work scholarships in technical theater
Deadline: Contact department

David Palmer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior theater arts major. Based on audition in the fall.
Award: Varies; for fall semester
Number: 1
Deadline: Contact department; auditions usually held in October

Taustine Award
Eligibility: Must be an enrolled theater arts major. Based on audition in the fall.
Award: Varies; for fall semester
Number: 1
Deadline: Contact department; auditions usually held in October

Women and Gender Studies
Mary K. Bonsteel Tachau Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a women’s and gender studies MA student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: May 1
Contact: University of Louisville Women’s and Gender Studies, 320 Stevenson Hall, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.8160
College of Business

The College of Business grants scholarships and awards on the basis of scholastic achievement, need, leadership and other criteria. Scholarships are used for tuition reimbursement.

Full tuition scholarships are equivalent to the in-state resident fee.

Applications are available online at http://business.louisville.edu, from mid-November to mid-January and are awarded for the following academic year.

In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be enrolled in the College of Business.

Contact: College of Business, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.6440; or http://business.louisville.edu

50th Anniversary Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student. Based on need and merit.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

William H. Bennett CPA Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be entering the junior or senior year, be enrolled at least part time, be in good standing with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, have fulfilled all requirements of admissions to the accountancy program and be gainfully employed at least part time. Based on merit and financial need. Other stipulations may apply.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

BKD, LLP Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student seeking a degree in accountancy.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Jerry and Karen Borowick Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in accountancy.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

James C. Bowling Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student entering the senior year and demonstrate an attribute exemplified by the late James C. Bowling, including entrepreneurial spirit, civic involvement, optimism and a commitment to the welfare of others.
Award: In-state tuition
Number: 1

Bracker-Clouse IMBA Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an integrative MBA student and have at least a 3.25 GPA in first 2 semesters. Essay (detail a plan for educational needs) and a letter of recommendation from Integrative MBA faculty required.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

John Brown Scholarship in Accountancy
Eligibility: Must be an accounting major. Based on scholarship, financial need and a career interest in public accounting.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

David B. Burks Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior finance major. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Jane Offutt Burns Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an accounting student entering the master of accountancy program. Preference given to a student with an interest in tax accounting.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

John R. Craf Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be an MBA student entering the first year who is not eligible to pay for tuition through an employer tuition-reimbursement program and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Crowe Horwath & Company LLP Outstanding Accounting Student Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior accounting major.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Tom and Debby Davidson Scholarship
Eligibility: Based on merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Deming, Malone, Livesay & Ostroff CPA's Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior accounting student.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Charles P. Denny Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate business student with merit and need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Kathleen Drummond Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a business student who needs assistance to further his/her education.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Equine Industry General Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior majoring in equine business. Based on leadership qualities, financial need and acceptance to the College of Business.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Equine Industry Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a junior or senior majoring in equine business, demonstrate outstanding scholarship and financial need and have at least a 2.5 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Ernst and Young Accounting Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an accounting major and show interest in public accounting.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Executive Women Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a deserving undergraduate business student with need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Gene Gardner Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a National Merit Scholar or student of that caliber, be enrolled in the College of Business or be accepted for admission to UoL and intend to seek a College of Business degree.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

For more information, contact the College of Business at 502.852.6440 or email business@louisville.edu.
Ray Glass Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate merit and financial need. Preference given to an economics, finance or marketing major.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Ollie Green Jr. Award  
**Eligibility:** Must be the best graduating tax senior.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** 1  

Louis A. Grief Scholarship in Accountancy  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior majoring in accounting who has demonstrated high scholarship and who, in the opinion of the Department of Accountancy, exemplifies qualities of professionalism.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Henry Heuser Jr. Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a business undergraduate student. Preference given to a student majoring in management.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies based on academic merit  

J. H. Hilliard Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a master of business administration student.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Kent Hollingsworth Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a sophomore, junior or senior majoring in equine business who, in the opinion of the Department of Equine Business, exemplifies qualities of scholarship and professionalism.  
**Award:** In-state tuition  
**Number:** Varies  

Humana Accounting Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting student in good standing.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Institute of Internal Auditors: Louisville Chapter Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be most deserving student as selected by the School of Accountancy.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Kentucky Derby Festival Foundation Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a second-year MBA student. Based on merit or need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Irma Klein-Shampain Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior marketing major. Preference given to a student interested in retailing.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

KPMG Accounting Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting major and show interest in public accounting  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Kurfees Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an outstanding student in any discipline who is interested in a career in business and demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

C. Stephen and Milah Lynn Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Based on merit and financial need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

William F. Mayer Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must major in accounting. Based on merit and financial need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

John and Carolyn McBride Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a marketing student with at least a 2.8 GPA. Based on financial need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

William G. Meyer Sr. Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting student, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a junior or senior.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** 1  

Miranda Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior. Based on merit and need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Monroe Shine and Co. Inc. CPA's Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting major and an Indiana resident. Preference given to a Clark, Floyd or Harrison County resident. Based on academic merit and financial need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Eddie Morris Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student. Based on merit and need.  
**Number:** 1  

Mountjoy, Chilton & Medley LLP Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior or senior accounting student with at least a 3.5 GPA. Based on merit and financial need.  
**Award:** $1,500  
**Number:** 1  

R. Charles Moyer Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time MBA or Entrepreneurship MBA student.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Robert L. Nardelli Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an MBA student. Based on merit and need.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

National Association of Credit Management Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a senior and demonstrate scholarship, leadership and character.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Stephen A. O’Neill Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior, be enrolled in the College of Business, major in finance and demonstrate financial need.  

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an accounting major and show interest in public accounting.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies  

Sam and Bonnie Rechter Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student and reside in Clark, Floyd, Harrison, Scott or Crawford County, Indiana.  
**Award:** Varies  

Scoppechio Rise Above Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female and have at least a 2.8 GPA. Based on academic merit and financial need. Preference given for an interest in marketing.  
**Award:** Varies  
**Number:** Varies
Maxwell Spicker Jr. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student. Based on academic merit and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Frederick Walden Stamm Scholarship in Economics
Eligibility: Must be an economics major and demonstrate scholarship and need or merit.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Bill Stone Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a graduate of a Louisville high school.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduating senior and demonstrate exceptional leadership in academics and other student organizations.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Bonnie Thornton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate business student and a resident of Southern Indiana.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Rose Mary Rommel Toebbe Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate student. Based on need and merit.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Vulcan-Hart MBA Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an MBA student, have at least a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate outstanding scholarship and financial need.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Lowry Watkins Jr. Scholarship in Finance
Eligibility: Must be a native Kentucky resident, be a business student and be seeking a degree in finance. Based on financial need and merit.
Award: Varies
Number: 1

Wehby-Colunga Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be fluent in a foreign language and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student who speaks Spanish or Arabic. Student should think globally, value diversity and wish to contribute to society.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

Welenken CPA’s Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an accounting major and demonstrate scholarship and financial need.
Award: $500
Number: 1

Sebastian Zorn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a deserving undergraduate student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies

College of Education and Human Development

Graduate Assistantship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student and be fully admitted to a degree program. Recipient will be assigned to the Dean’s Office, a department or a project and will assist faculty and administrative staff with research, preparation of materials, student supervision in field placements, grading, etc.
Award: Stipend of $1,500 each month, tuition remission.
Number: About 40 each year
Contact: Melody Halbleib, Research Office, Room 123, School of Education Building, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.2271

Kentucky Department of Education Exceptional Children’s Early Childhood Traineeship
Eligibility: Must be a part-time graduate student teaching 3-, 4- and 5-year-olds.
Award: In-state tuition remission
Number: Varies
Contact: Barbara Detchon, Kentucky Department of Education, Division of Pre-school Programs, 502.762.3389

Kentucky Department of Education Special Education Traineeship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student enrolled in a special education program leading to certification or a student already certified in K–4, 5–8 or 9–12.
Award: In-state tuition remission

Number: Varies
Contact: Kentucky Department of Education, 502.762.3389

School of Education Alumni Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate or graduate student pursuing initial teacher certification. FAFSA required.
Award: Varies, applied toward tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: Fall–June 1; spring–October 15; summer–April 15
Contact: School of Education Advising Center, 502.852.5597

Belle Schulman Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student pursuing initial teacher certification. FAFSA required.
Award: Varies, applied toward tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: Fall–June 1; spring–October 15; summer–April 15
Contact: School of Education Advising Center, 502.852.5597

University Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a new or first-year doctoral student enrolled full time.
Award: Stipend of $10,000 to $12,000, tuition remission
Number: About 12
Contact: School of Interdisciplinary and Graduate Studies, 2211 South Brook Street, Houchens Building, Room 105, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.3101

University of Louisville-University of Kentucky-Morehead State University Interinstitutional Teaching/Research Fellowship
Eligibility: Must have completed a bachelor’s or master’s degree at the University of Kentucky or Morehead State University and be admitted to a doctoral program at the University of Louisville. Recipient will perform 10 hours each week of instructional or research duties.
Award: Stipend of $12,000 to $18,000, tuition remission
Deadline: February 1
Contact: Paul DeMarco, 2211 South Brook Street, Houchens Building, Room 105, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5110


Kent School of Social Work

Eligibility: In addition to any criteria under a specific scholarship, must be admitted to Kent School’s MSSW program and submit a scholarship application by May 15, be a full-time student (9 or more credit hours each semester), maintain a 3.0 GPA and file a FAFSA by February 15.

Award: Unless otherwise noted, varies
Number: Unless otherwise noted, varies
Deadline: Unless otherwise noted, May 15
Contact: Misty Kupka, MSW, Kent School of Social Work, 2 Oppenheimer Hall, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0414; kscholar@louisville.edu; www.louisville.edu/kent

Maude Ainslie Scholarship

Eligibility: Student must submit a 2-page essay addressing personal and educational goals.

Joe and Carolyn Brown CFT Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be enrolled in the couple and family therapy program; have a 3.5 GPA; demonstrate financial need; and submit a 2- to 3-page essay describing applicant’s commitment to working with low-income families in the community, particularly diverse populations, as evidenced by prior or current work/volunteer experience, leadership skills and/or professional association memberships. Preference given to a student who is not a resident of Kentucky.

Award: TBA
Number: TBA
Deadline: TBA

Lynn Carr Scholarship

Eligibility: Student must submit a 2-page essay addressing personal and educational goals from a non-family member who can speak to the applicant’s commitment to the social work profession. The items must be emailed by May 15. The essay must be in the form of a recommendation for the applicant for a dream job in social work, discussing the impact the applicant hopes to have upon graduation, why the applicant is the best candidate, the applicant’s goals and aspirations, what the applicant hopes to accomplish at Kent and the impact the applicant has had in the practicum site, classes and community.

Award: TBA
Number: TBA
Deadline: TBA

Kent School Scholarship

Lipetz Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be in the advanced practicum year; be placed in a practicum with an aging, policy or legislative focus; and submit a 2-page essay addressing goals for the practicum.

Award: $750
Number: 1
Deadline: September 15

Russell Louden Scholarship

Ruth Malcolm Scholarship

Mary Martin Scholarship

Matamoros Scholarship

Milanof Appalachian Scholarship

NIA Scholarship

Elaine C. Payne Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a single mother from a historically underrepresented minority; complete the FAFSA; demonstrate financial need; and submit a 2-page essay discussing how the applicant has demonstrated and will continue to demonstrate through voluntary and professional experience concern for humanity and helping others.

Award: TBA
Number: TBA
Deadline: TBA

Robert W. Silva Scholarship

Terry and Nancy Singer Award

Sheela Stevens Scholarship

Eligibility: Must have a practicum at El-derserve, maintain a 3.0 GPA, demonstrate financial need and submit a 2-3 page essay regarding applicant’s interests in gerontology and career aspirations.

Award: TBA
Number: TBA
Deadline: TBA

Air Force ROTC High School Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen prior to scholarship activation, be at least 17 years old on the scholarship activation date, have taken the ACT or SAT no later than December 31 of the application year and meet all other program requirements listed under high school scholarships at www.afrotc.com. Based on an ACT composite of 26 or equivalent SAT score, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and have a class ranking in the top 40%. Waivers are available on a case-by-case basis.

Award: Full or partial tuition and fees, book allowance ($900), monthly stipend ($300-$500)
Number: Varies

Air Force ROTC In-College Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen by the end of the projected term of activation, pass the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test, meet Air Force ROTC requirements for weight and body fat standards, pass the Air Force ROTC Physical Fitness Test and meet all other program requirements listed under In-college scholarships on www.afrotc.com. Certain in-college scholarship programs require current enrollment in ROTC program.

Award: Full or partial tuition and fees, book allowance ($900), monthly stipend ($300-$500)
Number: Varies

Army ROTC Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen, be at least age 17, have at least a 19 ACT composite score or equivalent SAT score, have at least a 2.5 high school cumulative GPA, be a high school graduate or have a GED, be a full-time student, and meet other published requirements. The following criteria must also be met depending on the length of the scholarship for which the student is applying.

Four-year scholarship — must be a high school graduate or possess an equivalent
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certificate before December of the year of enrollment. If individual is applying for a 4-year scholarship and has taken college courses, must be considered a beginning freshman and have 4 years remaining for a baccalaureate degree on enrollment in the fall. **Three-year scholarship** — must have at least a 2.5 college GPA. By the effective date of the scholarship award, must have completed 60 semester or 90 quarter hours. A 10% deviation is allowed. Three-year scholarship applicants must have 3 complete academic years remaining for a baccalaureate degree on enrollment in the fall of the year of scholarship award. **Two-year scholarship** — must have at least a 2.5 college GPA. By the effective date of the scholarship award, must have completed 60 semester or 90 quarter hours. A 10% deviation is allowed. Two-year scholarship applicants must have 2 complete academic years remaining for a baccalaureate degree program.

**Award:** Full tuition, all fees, book allowance, stipend

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** University of Louisville Army ROTC, Dougherty Hall, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.7902

---

**School of Dentistry**

**Contact:** Barbara Dagnan, School of Dentistry, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5076

**Academic Merit Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a first-year dental student.

**Award:** $1,000

**Number:** Varies

**Lloyd and Nancy Clark Scholarship**

**Scholarship,** see page 254.

**Endowed ULSD Scholarships**

**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the School of Dentistry, demonstrate financial need and be a Kentucky resident.

**Award:** Ranges from $500-$10,000

**Number:** Varies

---

**School of Interdisciplinary and Graduate Studies**

**Graduate Assistantship**

**Eligibility:** Based on application to department or program of interest. Assistantships may be available through Arts and Sciences, Business, Dentistry, Education and Human Development, Medicine, Music, Public Health and Information Sciences, Speed School of Engineering, School of Nursing, Kent School of Social Work, and Interdisciplinary Studies.

**Award:** Tuition remission, health insurance and a monthly stipend in exchange for up to 20 hours of assigned duties each week

**Number:** Varies

**Deadline:** Contact department

**Graduate Departmental Fellowship**

**Eligibility:** Competitive fellowships are available in master’s and doctoral programs and other departmental awards available through individual departments. These include the Allen R. Hite Scholarship in art or art history, Scottish Rite Foundation Fellowships in administration and higher education, the Gerhard Herz Scholarship in music history, the Alfred and Iva Homberger Memorial Fellowships in biochemistry, the Moritz von Bomhard Fellowship in music composition, the Warren Babb Award in music composition and integrative programs in biomedical sciences and the Grosscurth Engineering Fellowships.

**University Fellowship**

**Eligibility:** Must have earned a bachelor’s degree from an accredited school, have at least a 3.25 undergraduate GPA, have at least a 3.25 cumulative GPA on any prior graduate work and competitive scores on the GRE subtests. Based on academic merit and department nomination.

**Award:** Tuition, health insurance, and a stipend

**Number:** Varies

**Contact:** Graduate department

---

**School of Medicine**

**Based on academic merit,** rural county of residence, MD/PhD dual degree status or minority status. No additional scholarship application is necessary. An admitted student who feels qualified for a particular scholarship may email the admissions office at medadm@louisville.edu.

**Contact:** Pamela Osborne, Director of Admission or Leslie Kaelin, Director of Financial Aid, A Building, Room 205, Health Sciences Center, University of Louisville School of Medicine, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5193 (Admissions); 502.852.5187 (Financial Aid)

**Aaron Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of the Louisville area.

---

**Dr. Irvin O. Allen Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must plan a career in internal medicine or family practice.

---

**James V. Allen Bequest Scholarship**

---

**Dr. Dolores G. Alleyne Minority Scholarship**

---

**Dr. Sandra K. Archibald Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a female nontraditional student.

---

**Ruby Ann Armparger, MD, Scholarship**

---

**Lily Banerjee Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must demonstrate community service.

---

**Jennie C. Benedict Scholarship**

---

**Dr. Robert E. Brennan Scholarship**

---

**Dr. Charles and Fanny Brookover Scholarship**

---

**Class of ’64 Scholarship**

---

**Class of ’85 Scholarship**

---

**June Clymer Medical Scholarship**

---

**Dr. R. L. and Virginia Collins Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Perry County.

---

**John and Sheryl Downing Family Scholarship**

---

**Dr. R. R. Elmore Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be from a rural community.

---

**Phil B. Falls Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Henry or Shelby County.

---

**Ira S. Fink Medical Student Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be from out of state.

---

**F. W. Fischer, MD, Endowment Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a minority.

---

**Norman S. Fisher, MD, Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must plan a career in primary care or family medicine.

---

**Arthur Y. Ford Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of the Louisville area.
Eligibility: Must be from out of state.
- W. Kirk School of Medicine Scholarship
- Phillip E. Kirk, J. Allen Kirk and George W. Kirk School of Medicine Scholarship
- Dr. J. Everett Moore Scholarship

Eligibility: Must study in the medical humanities.
- Schwartz & Associates Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a nontraditional first-year student.
- Dr. Thomas E. Shown Scholarship

Eligibility: Must return to 1 of those counties once medical degree is completed.
- Dr. Hugh Williams Traveling Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be female.
- Ruby Jayne Smith Endowed Scholarship

Eligibility: Must study in the medical humanities.
- Northern Kentucky Medical Society Foundation Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be from a rural community.
- John J. Moren Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a minority student.
- Lucille Newmark Bequest Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be from a rural community.
- Lila and Ellen Oskoui Scholarship

Eligibility: Must have prior work experience.
- E. H. Patterson Student Assistance Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be from a rural community.
- Mattie A. Williams Scholarship

Worley Scholarship
Drs. Gregory and Andrea Woolfolk Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a first-year resident of Kentucky, be African-American and demonstrate financial need.

Dr. Bradley T. Young Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a resident of Virginia.

Contact: Office of Student Services, School of Nursing, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.1196

doris_owen_bickel_charitable_endowment_fund, doris owen bickel charitable endowment fund, 502.852.1623; gomusic@louisville.edu

School of Music

Contact: Unless otherwise noted, Admissions Coordinator, School of Music, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.1623; gomusic@louisville.edu

Doris Owen Bickel Charitable Endowment Fund, see page 254.

General Music Scholarship

Eligibility: Must maintain full-time status, earn a 3.0 music GPA and a 2.5 cumulative GPA for each semester award is made and be enrolled in applied lessons and major ensemble.

Award: $200 to full tuition

Deadline: Coincides with audition dates

Graduate Service Award

Eligibility: Must maintain full-time status and be in good standing with a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

Award: At least $1,000

Number: Varies

Deadline: Coincides with audition dates

Graduate Teaching Assistantship and Graduate Service Award

Eligibility: Must maintain full-time status and be in good standing with a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

Award: Full tuition, health benefits, stipend of $6,000 to $13,000

Number: Varies

Deadline: Coincides with audition dates

Marching Band Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a member of color guard or the Cardinal Marching Band during the fall semester to receive a scholarship for the spring semester.

Award: About $800

Number: Varies

Deadline: Marching band tryout deadline

Contact: Cardinal Marching Band, School of Music, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.5200

Named Music Scholarships

Eligibility: Must be an outstanding student in a specific area (band, brass, choral, composition, jazz studies, keyboard, music therapy, strings, voice or woodwinds); maintain full-time status; earn a 3.0 music GPA and a 2.5 cumulative GPA for each semester award is made; and be enrolled in applied lessons and major ensemble.

Award: $200 to full tuition

Deadline: Coincides with audition dates

School of Nursing

Contact: Office of Student Services, School of Nursing, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.1196

Note: Undergraduate students must be in upper division portion of program.

Patricia Thrasher Arnold Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need, be a nontraditional nursing student, have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a Kentucky resident.

Rachel Erin Beam Memorial Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be seeking a graduate degree in nursing. Based on need and/or merit.

Dr. Judy K. Downie Scholarship

Eligibility: Based on financial need or merit. Student may continue to receive scholarship until graduation so long as the Dean of the School of Nursing determines that the student is making satisfactory progress.

Sharon D. and Robert O. Harris Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a resident of Jefferson County, have a 3.0 high school cumulative GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student and have the greatest financial need.

Award: Renewable for 4 years as long as recipient remains in good standing and a full-time student

Humana Scholar’s Fund in Nursing

Eligibility: Must be seeking a nursing degree.

Patricia K. Lacefield Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be seeking a nursing degree. Preference given to academic merit and financial need.

Mainous Scholarship

Eligibility: Preference given to a graduate nursing student who is pursuing a doctoral degree and who has financial need.

Hettie A. and Richard B. Morgan Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be admitted to the School of Nursing, be pursuing a nursing degree and have participated in some type of community service on a volunteer basis. Based on financial need and merit.

Marc and Judy Norton Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be seeking a nursing degree.

Nursing Education Scholarship for Graduate Students

Eligibility: Must be a graduate student.

Maria Parel Endowment Scholarship

Eligibility: Priority given to a student with a Filipino-American background.

Shirley B. Powers Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be seeking a baccalaureate degree from the School of Nursing. Based on need and/or merit.

Carrie M. Rabalais Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be currently enrolled undergraduate or graduate nursing student. Preference given to a student who expresses interest in pediatric nursing. Based on need and/or merit.

Elizabeth Pritchett Sasse Scholarship

Eligibility: Must demonstrate financial need.

School of Nursing Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be a BSN or MSN student and demonstrate financial need and above average academic ability.

Number: Varies

Trilogy Health Services Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be seeking an undergraduate degree in nursing. Based on need and/or merit.

Emily Van Bever Turner and Evalyn Van Bever Perkins Scholarship

Eligibility: Must be from an Appalachian county, demonstrate academic potential and financial need and be admitted to the School of Nursing.
J. B. Speed
School of Engineering

For more information on Speed School scholarships, unless otherwise noted, contact Admissions, Speed School, Belknap Campus, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292; 502.852.0398.

Auxiliary Louisville Chapter of the Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship
Eligibility: Preference given to a female Speed School student, except a freshman, who is a citizen of the United States and resident of Kentucky.
Award: Based on financial need, GPA and extracurricular activities
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

Grace M. Burton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an engineering student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

Alfred T. Chen Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning graduate student. Based on merit and faculty recommendation.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 1

Rebecca and Henry P. Conn Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a master’s or doctorate.
Award: Varies; renewable with satisfactory progress toward a degree
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 1

Matthew Aldridge Cowan Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be pursuing a graduate degree in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department; and demonstrate leadership qualities as possessed by Matthew Aldridge Cowan, as evidenced by participation in extracurricular activities and civic activities, as well as student chapters of professional societies.
Award: Varies
Number: 2
Deadline: February 1

Donald A. Sr. and Martha D. Davis Endowment Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Speed School student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

E.ON U.S. Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in electrical or industrial engineering and be a graduate of a Jefferson County high school. Preference given to a graduate from a math/science magnet high school.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

E.ON U.S. Minority Graduate Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be an African American seeking a graduate engineering degree.
Award: Varies; renewable if student makes satisfactory progress toward degree
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

S. T. Fife Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in electrical engineering.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

GE Appliances Women’s Engineering Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a current Speed School student, be female and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

Charles and Theresa Grosscurth Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be nominated by a department, be a new or first-year doctoral student and be enrolled full time.
Award: Stipend of $22,000 and tuition; renewable for 1 year with satisfactory progress toward a degree
Number: 6 to 9
Deadline: February 1

Hazen and Erdal Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be in the Department of Civil Engineering.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 28

Henderson Electric Industry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an electrical engineering student and be a graduate of a Jefferson County math, science and technology magnet high school.
Award: Varies; renewable
Number: 1
Deadline: January 15

Hubbs Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a freshman or sophomore Speed School student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

IIE Chapter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an industrial engineering student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 1

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Civil Engineering Scholarship, see page 13.

Mather-Frank Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a new or first-year student and be enrolled full time.
Award: Stipend of $22,000 and tuition
Number: 1
Deadline: February 1

J. Roger Mills Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an engineering student. Preference given to an African American.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 1

Thomas McKeown Murray Jr. Endowment Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an electrical engineering student. Preference given to a Jefferson County resident and a graduate of Atherton High School or Valley High School.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

Robert Neiman Scholarship in Chemical Engineering
Eligibility: Must be major in chemical engineering.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

Charles R. Pullin Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 1

William T. Runner Jr. Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a master’s or
Colonel James E. Veech Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be seeking a mechanical engineering degree.
Award: Stipend of $22,000 and tuition
Number: 1
Deadline: February 1

SAMTEC Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an undergraduate Speed School student. Based on financial need and academic merit.
Award: Varies, but not limited to tuition, fees and books
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

John and Elizabeth Schell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an Indiana resident pursuing a mechanical engineering degree.
Award: Stipend of $22,000 and tuition
Number: Up to 3
Deadline: January 15

Schaeffler Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a civil engineering student.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 28

R. Schwarzwalder Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a deserving graduate student.
Award: Tuition and $22,000 stipend
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 1

“Tony” C. Y. Shen and Colleen N. H. Shen Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in chemical engineering. Preference given to a student of Chinese descent.
Award: Varies
Number: 1
Deadline: February 1

Edward J. and Eunice B. Theobald Jr. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time electrical engineering student and a graduate of a Jefferson County math, science and technology magnet high school.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: January 15

University Fellowship
Eligibility: Must be a new or first-year doctoral student, be enrolled full time and be nominated by a department.
Award: Stipend of $22,000 and tuition
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 1

Student Financial Aid Office
15,000 Degrees Scholarship, see page 330.

Academic Scholarship for Continuing Students
Eligibility: Must be a continuing undergraduate student who does not have a prior bachelor’s degree, have earned at least 24 credit hours but not more than 144 credit hours, have at least a 3.0 GPA at the University of Louisville and not be in receipt of a full-time renewable scholarship from another program.
Award: Varies; may be renewable with reapplication
Number: Varies
Deadline: March 15

Alumni Club Scholarship
Eligibility: Must reside in an area served by a UofL alumni club in Kentucky or other states across the country.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies by club
Deadline: March 15

DuPont Manual High School Scholarship, see page 331.

KCTCS Transfer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student transferring from a Kentucky Community and Technical College System school or Ivy Tech Community College’s Sellersburg, Indiana, campus to complete a first bachelor’s degree and have at least 40 transferable hours and a 3.25 transferable GPA.
Award: Varies; nonrenewable
Number: Varies
Deadline: April 15; current transcripts, admissions application, and scholarship application must be on file

William J. Kircher Memorial Scholarship, see page 331.

Student Financial Aid Office Managed Scholarships
Eligibility: Based on requirements specific to scholarship descriptions found at louisville.edu/financialaid.
Award: Varies
Number: Varies
Deadline: February 15

Western Kentucky University

Contact: Office of Student Financial Assistance, Western Kentucky University, 1906 College Heights Boulevard, #11018, Bowling Green, KY 42101; 270.745.2755; scholarships@wku.edu; www.wku.edu

Beginning Freshman Scholarships
Academic Merit Award
Eligibility: Must have 25 to 36 ACT composite or equivalent SAT score, have a 3.3 to 4.0 unweighted high school GPA and be a full-time undergraduate student.
Award: $1,500 to $8,000; renewable contingent on maintaining 3.0 GPA
Number: Unlimited

Cherry Presidential Finalist Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 31 ACT or equivalent SAT score, have at least a 3.8 unweighted GPA, be a full-time undergraduate student and have been interviewed for but not awarded a Cherry Presidential Scholarship.
Award: $12,000; renewable with 3.4 overall GPA and full-time enrollment
Number: 30
Deadline: December 1

Cherry Presidential Scholarship
Eligibility: Must have at least a 31 ACT composite or equivalent SAT score, have at least a 3.8 unweighted GPA and be a full-time
undergraduate student. Interview required.  
**Award:** $16,000 per year; renewable with 3.4 overall GPA and full-time enrollment  
**Number:** 15  
**Deadline:** December 1

**Governor’s Scholars Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must have participated in the Governor’s Scholar Program and have at least a 3.0 unweighted GPA.  
**Award:** $1,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**Governor’s School for Entrepreneurs Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must have participated in the Kentucky Governor’s School for Entrepreneurs Program and have at least a 3.0 unweighted GPA.  
**Award:** $1,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**Governor’s School for the Arts Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must have participated in the Kentucky Governor’s School for the Arts program and have at least a 3.0 unweighted GPA.  
**Award:** $1,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**Cornelius A. Martin Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be an eligible underrepresented minority student with at least a 3.0 unweighted GPA and at least a 20 ACT score.  
**Award:** $2,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**National Merit and Achievement Semifinalists Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a National Merit or National Achievement semifinalist and be a full-time undergraduate student with at least a 3.0 GPA.  
**Award:** $1,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**Rogers Scholars Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must have participated in the Rogers Scholars Program and have at least a 3.0 unweighted GPA  
**Award:** $1,500 in addition to any other merit award received; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA  
**Number:** Unlimited

**Bob Adams Journalism Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, work for the College Heights Herald and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,100  
**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

**Dency and Lura Hopper Adams:**  
**Marion Adams Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $2,000

**Marie Adams:**  
**Consumer and Family Sciences Alumni Association Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be majoring in family and consumer sciences education and be participating in student teaching.  
**Award:** $1,000

**Robert Adams Scholarship**  
**Agriculture Incentive Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and major in agriculture.  

**Agriculture Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and major in agriculture.

**Ahrman Family WKU Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate of Campbell County High School, be a full-time beginning freshman and have at least a 2.5 high school GPA.  
**Award:** $1,000

**Dr. Syed Reza Ahsan Memorial Scholarship for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in a field in the Department of Geography and Geology. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $700

**Albany-Florence Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Barren County High School graduate; be a full-time student; be a Christian; have at least a 3.0 GPA; be a dependable and hard-working individual with personal qualities exemplified by Mrs. Albany and Mr. Florence; and submit 2 letters of reference, 1 from church and 1 from school.  
**Award:** $350
Levi and Bertha Alexander Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, a resident of Wayne County and a graduate of Wayne County High School. Preference given to a student with a major in the School of Teacher Education. Financial need considered.
Award: $750

Jeanne Marie Allen Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be full-time student and have outstanding academic performance, be majoring in hospitality management, and be a resident of Kentucky. Preference given to a student with a major in the School of Teacher Education.
Award: $3,000

Robbie Baker Allen Retired Faculty Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be admitted to or be eligible for admission to the professional education program.
Award: $700

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Allen Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the School of Teacher Education. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,000

Alliance Corporation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman and demonstrate leadership ability.
Award: $500

Alvin Almond Memorial Achievement Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a deserving full-time student faced with adversity or physical and/or mental handicap/disability.
Award: $400

Alumni Leadership Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and at least a 21 ACT score, show leadership abilities, have exemplified leadership during high school career and submit an essay detailing his/her leadership goals and experiences and submit a 2-page essay detailing applicant’s leadership goals and experience.
Award: $1,000

American Bank and Trust Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a graduate of one of the five high schools in Warren County and have a 2.8 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000

American Legion Post 23 Roger Miller Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of a Warren County or Bowling Green high school. Preference given to a child or grandchild of a member of American Legion Post 23.
Award: $750

American Legion Post 23 ROTC Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an incoming freshman, be interested in pursuing ROTC but did not qualify for the national ROTC scholarship award and have at least a 20 ACT score and 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student who has a family member involved with the American Legion Post 23.
Award: $1,100

American Legion Post 23 Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of a Warren County or Bowling Green high school. Preference given to a child or grandchild of a member of American Legion Post 23.
Award: $750

Arthur Andersen and Co.: Western Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior and major in accounting.
Award: $900

Charles M. Anderson Scholarship in Communication and Technology
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in television production or broadcast journalism. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000

John E. Anderson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be majoring in hospitality management and dietetics with a concentration in hotel, restaurant and tourism management.
Award: $600

Robye Anderson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a resident of Grayson County. Second preference given to a student from the Elizabethtown Independent School System.
Award: $2,800

Applying and Mosley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Hilltopper men’s or Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $500

Armbrust/McGee German Culture and Work Experience Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a student participating in activities that involve a deep engagement with the German culture and/or language, show how the activity contributes to the student’s professional development. Preference given to an applicant who has had some formal study of German and provide a statement which answers how will the intended activity contribute to applicant’s professional development. Major GPA below 3.0 should be addressed in the statement. Application essays in which the expression “experience of a lifetime” appears will be automatically disqualified.
Deadline: Fall, March 1; spring, November 1

Bryan Leigh Armstrong Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in journalism, have a sincere interest in a journalism career as a writer or editor, show an interest in the history of and affinity for WKU, be a member of the College Heights Herald staff and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.
Award: $400
Contact: Chuck Clark, Student Publications

Butch Armstrong Endowed Scholarship for Men’s Basketball
Eligibility: Must be a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $2,800

Butch Armstrong Scholarship for Accounting
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior majoring in accounting, be participating in the JUMP program and have completed 90 hours of undergraduate course work.
Award: $750

Arnold Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.75 GPA and be majoring in a discipline in the Gordon Ford College of Business.
Award: $5,000; renewable for up to 3 years
Cornelius Martin Athena Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time non-traditional student, be female, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a resident of Warren County. Financial need considered.
Award: $400

Frank L. Atkinson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in English, be employed with the College Heights Herald or the Talisman and submit a separate application. Preference given to a student who demonstrate knowledge, appreciation and passion for the English language. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

James D. Ausenbaugh Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.2 high school GPA and be pursuing a major in the area of dance. Financial need considered.
Award: $250

B. G. Plumbing and Heating Company Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with financial need.
Award: $500

Rogers Badgett Sr. Foundation
Graduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student pursuing a master’s in teacher education at the Owensboro campus, be currently teaching in the Hancock County School System and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000
Contact: https://www.wku.edu/regionalcampuses/owensboro/documents/badgett_undergraduate_application_aug2017.pdf

Rogers Badgett Sr.
Undergraduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a part- or full-time student at the Owensboro campus, be a graduate of Hancock County High School, have at least a 2.0 cumulative college GPA, have completed the FAFSA and submit an official Hancock County High School transcript and a separate application. Financial need considered.
Award: $400

Chesley Williams Bailey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female, be a full-time student, have a major in the School of Teacher Education, be a graduate of a Hopkins County high school and aspire to be a teacher in Kentucky.
Award: $1,100

Sarah Capitola McClearn
Bailey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $3,200

Jerry E. Baker Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $1,100

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Art
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major or minor in the Department of Art.

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Dance
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major or minor in the area of dance.

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Horticulture
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major or minor in the Department of Agriculture with a concentration in horticulture.

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Men’s Basketball
Eligibility: Must be a member of the men’s basketball team.

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Music
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major or minor in the Department of Music.

Jerry E. Baker Student Scholarship for Theater
Eligibility: Must be a pursuing a major or minor in theater.

Jerry Baker Women’s Basketball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $1,900

Bale Family Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $1,000; renewable with at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA

Michael T. Bardin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a Kentucky resident.

Everette Thomas Barger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Simpson County and be a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School. Preference given to a first-generation college student.
Award: $500

Barren County Family FFA Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Barren County and have participated in the FFA. Preference given to a student from Barren County High School.
Award: $500

Barren River Home School Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Barren County High School. Preference given to a student from Barren County High School.
Award: $500

Earl Baskerville Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Dora M. and Georgia Bates Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

Dr. Juanita C. Bayless Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman who was home-schooled in the Barren River Home School Association and submit a separate application.

Contact: Barren River Home School Association
Award: $500

Public Universities
Western Kentucky University
BB&T Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered. Preference given to a student who works at BB&T Bank.  
**Award:** $500

Bennie Beach Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in music or teacher education. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

Ernest O. Beal Biology Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be majoring in biology and engaged in summer field work/study in that area.  
**Award:** $1,200

George S. Beard Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $400

Monie Beard Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a 4-year degree, be a graduate of Bowling Green High School, have been a member of the Bowling Green High School football team or another athletic team and have at least a 3.0 high school GPA. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000  
**Contact:** Bowling Green High School

Patricia Watkins Beasley Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and participate in the Scholar House program.  
**Award:** $1,200

Daniel F. Beavers Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a graduate or resident of Caldwell County and to a first-generation college student. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $250

James M. Beckley Campus Ministry Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be actively involved and demonstrating leadership in the Campus Ministries Association. Preference given to a Kentucky resident with financial need.  
**Award:** $4,000; renewable for up to 4 years if eligibility requirements are maintained

Charles D. and Jeanette Bennett Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with a major in Ogden College of Science and Engineering or the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a resident of Breckinridge or Grayson County.  
**Award:** $550

Mr. and Mrs. Allan L. Bennis Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student  
**Award:** $1,100

Margaret Berg Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be from Kentucky; and be majoring in family and consumer sciences, religious studies, political science/government, engineering/materials sciences or any field in the College of Health and Human Services. Preference given to a resident of Hopkins, Logan, Muhlenberg or Simpson County.  
**Award:** $3,400

Berman Endowed Basketball Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a point guard on the men’s basketball team.  
**Award:** $4,400

Flora Lanham Ford Berry Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $400  
**Number:** 2: 1 to a graduating senior at the high school serving Dawson Springs; 1 to a high school senior

Beta Delta Chapter: Phi Upsilon Omicron Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a member of the Beta Delta Chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron, be a full-time student and major in the family and consumer sciences.  
**Award:** $500

Bickett Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture, demonstrate financial need and not be receiving any other significant scholarships or merit-based awards. Preference given to a student working full or part time.  
**Award:** $500

Big Brothers Big Sisters of South Central Kentucky Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman; be a high school graduate from Allen, Barren or Warren County; have at least a 2.8 high school GPA; and have been a Little Brother or Little Sister in the Big Brothers Big Sisters of South Central Kentucky program for at least one year cumulatively. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $500

Joseph Bilotta Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Psychological Sciences. Financial need and academic merit considered.  
**Award:** $900

Biology Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in biology.  
**Award:** $500

William E. Bivin Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a debate team member in the forensics program and have a good academic standing and an outstanding debate record.  
**Award:** $600

Leslie and John Paul Blair Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a student who attended Briarwood Elementary School. Second preference given to a graduate of Greenwood High School.  
**Award:** $400

Jean Blankenship Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in music, play a band instrument and maintain a cumulative 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.

Philip W. Bohannon Athletic Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.  
**Award:** $2,400

Bradley R. Boling Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a graduate from Bowling Green High School; have completed at least 1 high school Advanced Placement course with preference given to U.S. government and politics, comparative government and politics or U.S. history; be an individual sport athlete, with preference given to tennis, swimming or golf;
and not be receiving other scholarships equal to full tuition. A beginning freshman must have at least a 3.2 cumulative high school GPA and at least a 24 ACT score. A returning student must have at least a 3.2 cumulative college GPA. Financial need considered. 

**Award:** $1,700

---

**Gary and Marty Boman KAP College Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be currently enrolled in the Kelly Autism Program and be a participant in the KAP circle of support. First priority given to a student who is high achieving or has financial need. Second preference given to a high achieving student.

---

**Ovaleta Boucher Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to the child of an employee of Glasgow Pediatric Associates. Second preference given to a resident of Barren County. Renewable if student remains in good standing.

---

**Sandy Jones Boussard Reach Higher Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a resident of the Housing Authority of Bowling Green (HABG) and have at least a 2.0 GPA. Must also be a graduate of the Reach Higher, REACH or Women in Construction social program; a graduating high school senior who participated in the WROTE program offered by HABG; or a participant in the HUD Section 8-Family self-sufficiency program who has been referred by the program’s coordinator.

---

**Bowling Green AM Rotary Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time nontraditional student, be enrolled in the BSN Nursing Program, be a resident of Warren County and attend an AM Rotary meeting at least quarterly to give an update about the recipient and the program. 

**Award:** Based on financial need

---

**Bowling Green Area Lodging Association Endowed Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in hospitality management and dietetics with a concentration in hotel, restaurant and tourism management; and be currently employed in a hospitality position by one of the Bowling Green Area Lodging Association’s active member properties.  

**Award:** $500

---

**Bowling Green Breakfast Lions Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; have a 2.5 cumulative GPA; and be a resident of Warren County. Financial need considered. 

**Award:** $900

---

**Bowling Green Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursing an associate’s degree in office systems technologies, information systems or business management. Renewable for a second semester with at least a 2.5 GPA.

---

**Bowling Green Country Club Ladies Golf Association Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of a Bowling Green or Warren County high school, have been a member of the girls’ high school golf team and be a resident of Warren County. 

**Award:** $1,000

---

**Bowling Green Country Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be an employee of the Bowling Green Country Club or a family member of an employee. 

**Award:** $1,000

---

**Bowling Green Country Club Women’s Golf Association Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, be a graduate of Bowling Green or Warren County High School, have at least a 2.5 GPA and have been a member of a high school golf team. 

**Award:** $1,000

---

**Bowling Green Evening Civitan Club: H. A. McElroy Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in special education. 

**Award:** $700

---

**Bowling Green Evening Civitan Club: Jim Wilkins Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in special education. 

**Award:** $700

---

**Bowling Green Evening Lions Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have participated in a youth bowling league sponsored by the club and upload a copy of the award letter the applicant received.

---

---

**Bowling Green High School Alumni Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of Bowling Green High School, be a qualified student who would not receive a top academic scholarship but is deserving of recognition and not be qualified for Pell Grant assistance or receiving other scholarships that would exceed the cost of tuition. 

**Award:** $750

---

**Bowling Green Kiwanis Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a resident and high school graduate from Bowling Green or Warren County, attend a meeting for the award presentation and participate in 1 Kiwanis event. 

**Award:** $1,500; renewable for up to 4 years with continuous enrollment, be in good standings and a 3.0 GPA

---

**Bowling Green Music Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time upperclassman; have a major in the Department of Music; and display musicianship, performance ability and personal integrity. First preference given to a resident of Bowling Green or Warren County. Second preference given to a resident of Kentucky.

---

**Bowling Green Noon Lions Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Warren County and be a graduate of a Bowling Green or Warren County high school. First preference given to a junior and senior student. Second preference given in the following order: Student pursuing a graduate degree in ophthalmology; student planning to work with the blind; and student planning to work with individuals faced with a handicap, disability or special need. 

**Award:** $1,800

---

**Bowling Green Rose Society Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture with an emphasis in horticulture. 

**Award:** $1,300

---

**Bowling Green Rotary Club Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman student and be a graduate of Bowling Green, Greenwood, Warren Central, Warren East or South Warren High School. 

**Award:** $500
Bowling Green-Warren County Jaycees Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, a graduate of a Warren County high school or have been a resident of Warren County for more than 5 years, demonstrate financial need and not be receiving any other scholarships.
Award: $400

Bowling Green Woman’s Club 4-Year Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.
Award: $1,400

Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Brenner Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.
Award: $500

Henry and Elizabeth P. Brite Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Theatre and Dance. Financial need considered.
Award: $300

James L. Brown Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major in Theatre and Dance. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Wolfe Brite Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $4,200

Anna Fisher and Cecil C. Brown Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $600

David Kent Brown Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major or minor in agriculture and be a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School.
Award: $300

James L. Brown Theater Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be pursuing a major in the Department of Theatre and Dance. Financial need considered.
Award: $300

Leonard D. Brown Scholarship in Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture.
Award: $3,500; renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA

Steve and Jill Brown Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in accounting and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a student from Beech High School in Hendersonville, Tennessee. Second preference given to a student from Sumner County, Tennessee. Third preference given to a student from Tennessee.
Award: $600

Makala Rose Brumit Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate or undergraduate student attending any degree-granting institution or be a full-time student who participated in the Warren County Youth Softball League.
Award: $500

Nancy M. Bryan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500

Phillip Michael Proctor and Mary Vitale Bryant: Kelly Autism Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior who works as part of the Kelly Autism Program Staff and anticipates working with children and young people with autism in speech and language or special education and developmental intervention.
Award: $250

BSW Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be enrolled in the social work program at the BSW level, demonstrate financial need and have at least a 3.0 overall GPA or a 3.25 GPA for social work courses.
Contact: Department of Social Work
Award: $500

Builders Association of South Central Kentucky Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have a 2.8 GPA or a 21 ACT, be a member or a dependent of a member of the Builders Association of South Central Kentucky and have completed the FAFSA. Financial need considered.
Award: $750; renewable with a 2.8 college GPA

Kevin D. Bullington Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Warren Central High School and be the member of the WCHS football team with the highest GPA.
Award: $1,250

Walter D. and Gladys Bunnell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a major in the School of Teacher Education and be a resident of Monroe County.
Award: $500

Gene and Alene Burks Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have a major in the School of Teacher Education and be a resident of Monroe County.
Award: $500

Joseph A. Burks Sr. and Elizabeth Downing Burks Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time undergraduate student with a major in the School of Teacher Education or a graduate student teaching in Hart County schools, be enrolled in summer school or other graduate studies and be a member of the football team.
Award: $1,250

Mary Vitale Bryant: Kelly Autism Program Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior who works as part of the Kelly Autism Program Staff and anticipates working with children and young people with autism in speech and language or special education and developmental intervention.
Award: $250
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Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the School of Teacher Education; be a graduate of a high school in the Hardin County, Elizabethtown or Fort Knox district; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and at least a 21 ACT score if an incoming freshman. Financial need considered.
Award: $3,000; renewable with reapplication and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA maintained

Brenda Bush Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in social work, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.
Award: $1,000

Paul Bush Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be enrolled 6 hours at the South Campus; have at least a 2.7 cumulative GPA; and submit an unofficial college transcript and a formal, double-spaced, typed letter of 500 words about school, career goals and how this scholarship would help the applicant achieve those goals.
Award: $1,000

Athena Cage Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in music and be enrolled at Delafield Community Center or be a resident of Bowling Green, Russellville, Warren County or Logan County in that descending and rotating order (with the exception of a student from Delafield).
Award: $1,000

Paul B. and Ann R. Calico Scholarship in Diversity
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major or minor in the Gordon Ford College of Business, maintain a 3.0 GPA and submit a 500-word essay on why the student chose his/her major or minor. Preference given to a student for whom scholarship would make a financial difference.
Award: $1,000

Dr. Kent Campbell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in instrumental music and participate in the concert band, marching band and the orchestra.
Award: $700

Paul B. Campbell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in physics or astronomy. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,200

Caneville Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman and be a descendant of the 1969 class of Caneville High School. If no one meets this requirement, a Grayson County High School senior who is a descendant of any Caneville High School graduate considered.
Award: $1,000

Kenneth T. and Maria Cann Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in economics.
Award: $1,000

John E. and Betty A. Capito Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing and be a Kentucky resident. First preference given to a resident of Bowling Green or Warren County. Second preference given to a resident of a county that borders Warren County.
Award: $600

Randall Capps Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500; renewable

Howard Carpenter String and Piano Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in music with an emphasis in strings or piano.
Award: $800

James A. and Evelyn Y. Carpenter and Joy Ann Carpenter-Bell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a resident of Robertson or Sumner County, Tennessee.
Award: $600

Margaret R. and Colonel Sidney C. Carpenter ROTC Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a ROTC member, be committed to pursuing a commission as an officer in the U.S. Army and have high academic achievement at the college level. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,500

William Starr Carter Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in a field in the Department of Agriculture. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000

Carter-Katayama Minority Journalism Workshop Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have attended the Minority Journalism Workshop and submit a separate application. Preference given to a student majoring in journalism.
Award: $400
Contact: Chuck Clark, Student Publications

Christine and Herbert C. Cary Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agricultural education or agriculture.
Award: $450

Jefferson D. and Louise H. Caskey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in English or minorinng in library media education, be a Kentucky or South Carolina resident, be a graduate of a Kentucky or South Carolina high school and maintain a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.
Award: $500; renewable

William B. and Joy Davis Cate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

Clyde B. Cates Scholarship: GFCB
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.
Award: $500

Clyde B. Cates Scholarship: SPS
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in business or business administration.
Award: $500

Tom Caudill Endowed Journalism Experience Scholarships in Student Publications
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be participating in an internship with a new organization through student publications and submit a separate application.
Award: $500
Contact: Chuck Clark, Student Publications
Susie A. Cavanaugh Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be an African-American female, be a full-time student, have at least a 2.8 GPA, be a Christian and be involved in some form of public service or civic activity.
Award: $400

Celsor Family Scholarship for Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior, be pursuing a degree in the Department of Agriculture; and demonstrate financial need. First preference given to a resident of Allen or Monroe County. Second preference given to a Kentucky resident.

Celsor Family Scholarship for Business
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior, be pursuing a degree in the Gordon Ford College of Business and demonstrate financial need. First preference given to a resident of Allen or Monroe County. Second preference given to a student majoring in engineering. Second preference given to a student in another STEM discipline.
Award: $1,000

Jane and Henry Chappell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore or junior with at least a 3.7 cumulative GPA, be a graduate or resident of a rural area, have a declared major and be well into the department coursework. First preference given to a student majoring in engineering. Second preference given to a student in another STEM discipline.
Award: $500

Dr. Todd Cheever and Mrs. Jean Cheever Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior and be a pre-medical student majoring in biology. Preference given to a first-generation college student from a rural area of Kentucky.
Award: $1,500

Carl P. Chef Political Science Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior pursuing a bachelor’s degree in political science and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a resident of Hart County. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,000

Frank L. Chef Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Hardin County. Preference given to a student majoring in history or political science.
Award: $400

H. H. Cherry Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.

Mrs. T. C. Cherry Award for Excellence in Theater
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in theater.
Award: $200

CHF Non-Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.

CHF Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and demonstrate a special circumstance or significant financial need.

Dr. Victor J. Christenson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be employed full time in an educational school system, be pursuing a master’s or doctoral degree in educational administration and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: $400

W. F. and Myrna Chumley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Citizens Committee Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a part-time student, be a resident of the Warren Regional Juvenile Detention Center and be enrolled in a course through On Demand.

Citizens First Bank Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a first-time freshman; be a high school graduate from Barren, Hart, Simpson or Warren County; have at least a 2.0 GPA; and have a record of good citizenship.
Award: $1,000

Terry Climer Scholarship in Broadcasting
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be pursuing a degree in broadcasting; and be a resident of Bedford, Cannon, Cheatham, Coffee, Davidson, DeKalb, Jackson, Macon, Marshall, Putnam, Robertson, Rutherford, Smith, Sumner, Trousdale, Warren, White, Williamson or Wilson County, Tennessee.
Award: $1,400

Robert G. Cochran Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in public relations.
Award: $2,700

David Coffey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a first-time college student earning his/her first bachelor’s degree. Preference given to a student from Cumberland County majoring in agriculture.
Award: $1,500

Lois and J. D. Coffey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a graduate of Cumberland County High School who is a first-generation college student and is pursuing the students first bachelor’s degree in agriculture, environmental studies, biology,
a pre-professional science or elementary education. Second preference given to a student majoring in math or science and is participating in the SKyTeach initiative. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,400

**Florence and Basil C. Cole Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in biology. Preference given to a student in the pre-medical program. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

**Dr. Mary I. Cole Endowed Scholarship for Western’s Men’s and Women’s Basketball Programs**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the men’s or women’s basketball team.  
**Award:** $950

---

**College Heights Foundation**  
**Golf Classic Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $1,000

---

**College Heights Foundation Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time, A beginning freshman must have at least 3.5 cumulative high school GPA or be in the top 10% of student’s graduating class. A returning student must have at least 3.0 cumulative college GPA.  
**Award:** $1,600

---

**College Heights Foundation Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a degree in elementary education and be a full-time elementary school teacher at the time award is received.  
**Award:** $1,400

---

**College Heights Foundation**  
**Journalism Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student working in student publications, have a major in the School of Journalism and Broadcasting and submit a separate application.  
**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

---

**Norman G. Collier Scholarship for Pre-Med Students**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior student with a pre-medical concentration and demonstrate financial need.  
**Award:** $1,800

---

**Don Collins Journalism Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be employed by the College Heights Herald and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,400

**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

---

**Dr. Michael Collins Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in a health care-related discipline and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a graduate or resident of Edmonson or Warren County and to a first-generation college student. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $250

---

**Steve Collins Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.  
**Award:** $500

---

**D. Whitney Combs Theater Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a major in the Department of Theatre and Dance and be considered outstanding by the faculty in contributions to the theater and dance production program.  
**Award:** $600

---

**Commonwealth Life Insurance Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $1,000

---

**G. Euen Compton Endowed Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a resident of Trigg County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $450

---

**Claude Lee and Beatrice Denton Cooley Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a resident of Adair, Boyle, Casey or Russell County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

---

**Ben Corbin Memorial Golf Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s golf team. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,200

---

**Joseph N. Corsale Jr. Family Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an active member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student majoring in history or political science.  
**Award:** $2,500

---

**LTC Gerald R. Cossey Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be a Kentucky resident; and be from a middle-class family who’s income is just above the level for federal financial aid.  
**Award:** $2,500

---

**William Courtenay Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $1,800

---

**Mildred May Cox Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a Green County native who attended Green County High School for at least 2 years.  
**Award:** $1,600

---

**Stacey Coy Endowed Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the cheerleading team.  
**Award:** $1,000

---

**Leslie Crabtree Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a student faced with an adversity, handicap or disability. Second preference given to a student from Allen, Monroe or Warren County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

---

**Hubert Craddock Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student at a 2- or 4-year degree-granting institution or trade school and have a 3.0 cumulative high school GPA. First preference given to a child or grandchild of a Scottsville First United Methodist Church member. Second preference given to a resident of Allen County and/or an Allen County-Scottsville High School graduate. Renewable for 4 years with reapplication and a 3.0 GPA.  
**Contact:** https://www.wku.edu/chf/applications/craddock_app.pdf

---

**Col. Charles Wm “Bill” Crafton Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a graduate of Owensboro High School or a resident of Owensboro or Daviess County. First preference given to a student majoring in mathematics or a participant in ROTC.  
**Award:** $400

---

**Crescent Youth Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have participated in a youth bowling league sponsored by the club and upload a copy of the award letter the applicant received.  
**Contact:** The College Heights Foundation

---

**LJ Cross Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $500
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Perry Cross Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Clinton County High School.
**Award:** $1,200

Crowe-Crocker-Carraro Award for Excellence in Kentucky History Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior or graduate student majoring in history or social studies and have been enrolled in at least 1 Kentucky history class.

David D. Crowe Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Warren Central High School. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,200; renewable with reapplication and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA

Dr. J. Crawford and Sara Crowe Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student employed at Baskin Robbins in Bowling Green who has completed at least 1 semester at WKU.
**Award:** $450

Charles T. Crume Jr. Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must major in recreation administration, maintain at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and complete 2 full-time semesters while receiving award.
**Award:** $800

Malcolm K. Crump Agricultural Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and be a graduate of a Warren County high school.
**Award:** $400

Ted M. Cudnick Chinese Flagship Travel Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate or undergraduate student and be participating in a major in Chinese language studies or working/studying in conjunction with the Confucius Institute; be a student in the School of Teacher Education with the possibility of student teaching in China; or be majoring in sociology, anthropology, history or related field who may benefit from an assigned research or other education-related travel or study in China.

Ted M. Cudnick/Sigma Alpha Epsilon Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be in good standing.

Cumberland Trace Incentive: Matt Rzepka Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must have attended Cumberland Trace Elementary School, be a high school graduate, be a full-time student at an undergraduate or post-graduate school and upload a copy of the award letter the applicant received.

Abby Cummings 6th Man Lady Toppers Endowed Basketball Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
**Award:** $3,400

Jim Cummings Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have a 3.0 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a resident of Portland, Tennessee. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $500

Thomas R. Curran Scholarship in Journalism
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in journalism. Preference given to a resident of Kentucky. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $2,800

E. Margaret Curtis-Howe Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time international graduate student; have an F1 visa; be in good standing; be a resident of Central or Eastern Europe, Belarus, Central Asia or Nepal; and not be a recipient of an athletic scholarship or third-party sponsorship. Preference given to a female student.
**Award:** $400

Kim and Rett Dallas Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman; have at least a 3.0 GPA; be a graduate of Bowling Green High School; be well-rounded; and have demonstrated involvement in extracurricular activities, community organizations or dedicated employment. Preference given to a student majoring in nursing or any discipline in the Gordon Ford College of Business.
**Award:** $500

Dance Educators of America Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in dance and be a graduate of the Dance Educators of America Training School.
**Award:** $300

Judy Daniel Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing. First preference given to a student from Warren County. Second preference give to a resident of Kentucky.
**Award:** $250

Ruby Daniel Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in elementary education, middle grades education or secondary education and be a graduate of a Warren County high school.
**Award:** $900

Joyce Daugherty Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School. First preference given to a student majoring in elementary education. Second preference given to a student majoring in teacher education. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $450

Bowman “Bo” Davenport Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of Grayson County High School or Edmonson County High School. Recipient from Grayson County High School must be a graduate of Clarkson Elementary School and attend the presentation of the award at the annual Clarkson Alumni Banquet. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $600

C. Keith Davis Memorial Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student majoring in economics.
**Award:** $1,200

Earl V. and Mary W. Davis Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman majoring in the Gordon Ford College of Business, be a graduate of Logan County or Russellville High School and have a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student involved in Junior Achievement and/or 4-H. Renewable with a 2.75 cumulative college GPA.

Gwyneth B. Davis Memorial Law Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time senior, be pursuing the pre-law track and plan to enroll in law school the following year.
**Award:** $2,200

Dr. James Leslie Davis Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in a field in the...
Department of Geography and Geology and have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $900

---

**Dr. Nancy Hightower Davis Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in a field in the Department of English; have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $1,000


---

**W. T. and Ella Morris Davis Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in journalism and have an interest in the area of community newspaper publication. Preference given to a resident of Caldwell, Hopkins or Lyon County.

**Award:** $1,500

---

**William T. and Irma S. Day Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $750

---

**Joseph A. Dear Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a minority student, be a full-time student and major in journalism. Preference given to a resident of a community served by Mr. Dear’s group of newspapers (Henderson, Marshall, McLean, Simpson, Union or Webster County). Students interested in the business aspects of journalism considered.

**Award:** $1,500

---

**Dr. Norman A. Deeb Kappa Alpha Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have been initiated into Kappa Alpha at least 6 months before the first day of the semester in which the scholarship is awarded. Academics, need and activities/involvement considered.

**Award:** $1,500

---

**DELO Nontraditional Student Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time nontraditional student and have college expenses not covered by other grants or scholarships. Interview required.

**Award:** Up to $500

---

**Delta Sigma Theta: Tabitha Briggs Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be an ethnic or racial minority female; and exhibit a commitment to public service with at least 10 volunteer hours while enrolled at WKU.

**Award:** $1,200

---

**Nick Denes Football Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.

**Award:** $1,300

---

**Betty Stewart Dennis Women’s Golf Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the women’s golf team. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $500

---

**Dennison Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of Grayson County High School. Financial need and academic performance and potential considered.

**Award:** $2,400

---

**Ken and Melissa Dennison SKyTeach Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student participating in the SKyTeach program and have at least a 3.0 high school GPA or at least a 2.75 college cumulative GPA. Preference given to a graduate of Glasgow High School. Second preference given to a participant of the SKyTeach program who is a graduate of a Barren or Grayson County school; who is completing an internship in Glasgow, Barren or Grayson County; or who is a teacher in the Glasgow, Barren or Grayson County school district.

**Award:** $2,300

---

**Department of Chemistry Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in chemistry.

**Award:** $500

---

**Department of Physics and Astronomy Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in physics or astronomy.

**Award:** $600

---

**John Desmarais Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be admitted into the bachelor’s of science in nursing program.

**Award:** $750

---

**Amy Devine Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, pursue a major in the School of Teacher Education and be committed to the major and the teaching profession.

**Award:** $7,000

---

**James Stewart “Jimbo” DeVries Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and meet 1 of the following criteria: be a graduating high school senior from Meade County, be the most outstanding walk-on athlete in football or be the best pledge of Phi Delta Theta.

---

**E. A. Diddle Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.

---

**Dillard/Hoyt Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student and have completed at least 12 hours and no more than 20 hours of approved biology graduate course work toward the master’s thesis degree.

**Award:** $550

---

**Helen Dinning/Medical Center Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in a health-related field; be a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School; have a 3.0 GPA in the fall in order to receive the spring portion of the award; and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $4,200

**Contact:** Beverly Neves, Marketing and Development Coordinator, Med Center Health, 270.745.1543, NeveBA@MCHhealth.net

---

**The Directors: P-MBA Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student in the Professional-MBA program.

---

**Director’s Scholarship for Diversity in Honors**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student; contribute to diversity through race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, ability/disability status, religion, geographic background, socioeconomic status, family educational background or
otherwise; and submit an essay describing the applicant’s unique perspectives, identity and/or background and explain how this will contribute to diversity.

**Contact:** [www.wku.edu/honors/apply](http://www.wku.edu/honors/apply)

**Harvey J. and Mae D. Dixon Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $400

**Alice Marie Woodward and John Crittenden Dorsey Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.0 high school and college GPA. Preference given to a resident of Allen County who is an ROTC member.

**Dr. Elsie Dotson Graduate Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student majoring in psychology. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $600

**Dowell Family Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a beginning freshman, be a graduate of Russell County High School and be a resident of Russell County.

**Award:** $1,600; renewable if student maintains eligibility criteria.

**Aldridge and Burton Goodman Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have a major in the School of Teacher Education. First preference given to a student majoring in elementary education. Second preference given to a student majoring in secondary education.

**Award:** $1,200

**Alexander Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

**Dero and Harriet Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered.

**Dero Downing Spirit Makes the Master Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky and take 2 religious studies courses (6 hours) as electives. Financial need considered.

**George W. Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in mathematics, have an interest in teaching at the secondary or collegiate level, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA and be a resident of Kentucky.

**Award:** $1,000

**Joseph Dudley Downing Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and be studying art or sculpture. Preference given to a resident of Horse Cave or the surrounding rural area or of Menerbes, France, and surrounding small villages in the south of France.

**Award:** $400

**Kelly and Alex Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Bowling Green High School or Glasgow High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

**Award:** $1,300; renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA

**Michael Lynch / Howard “Tip” Downing Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.

**Award:** $900

**Blanche and Austin Duckett Strings Music Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Department of Music, have demonstrated talent in 1 or more string instruments and be an active participant in the university and/or community symphony or other musical group involving string instruments. Preference given to a resident of Bowling Green or Warren County.

**Award:** $700

**Sam Dunaway Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be the child of an employee of Dunaway Timber Company and/or a resident of Breckinridge, Butler, Edmonson or Ohio County.

**Award:** $2,400

**Elizabeth and Dillard Duncan Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture, be a resident of Logan County, be a graduate of a high school in Logan County and have an agricultural background. Preference given to a student with 4-H and/or FFA accomplishments.

**Award:** $2,400

**Noma Dunn Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in English and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $600


**Drs. Du-Powell Scholarship in Anthropology**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in anthropology; have proposed a research project or study abroad program that is anthropology-focused; have completed at least 12 hours of anthropology courses; be enrolled in a course related to the research project or study abroad program and have completed successfully 2 online Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative social-behavioral research courses; human subjects research and responsible conduct of research; and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $600

**Contact:** Dr. Darlene Applegate, Department of Folk Studies and Anthropology, darlene.applegate@wku.edu or Ivan Wilson, Fine Arts Center, Room 237, 1906 College Heights Blvd. #61029, Bowling Green, KY 42101; [https://www.wku.edu/fsa/anthropology/currentstudents.php](https://www.wku.edu/fsa/anthropology/currentstudents.php)

**John E. Durrett Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $550

**Mary Frances Eaton:**

**Lavinia Hunter Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $700

**Stephen and Margaret Eaton Endowed Scholarship for Men’s Basketball**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.

**Award:** $2,400

**Dr. W. Gerald Edds Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a resident of McLean or Daviess County and be entering the Gatton Academy of Math and Science. Preference given to a McLean County resident.

**Award:** $1,000

**Bill and Jennie Edwards “Doc E” Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to the child of a present or past athletic training staff member or the child of a former student athletic trainer. Second preference given to a student majoring in physical therapy or athletic training. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $600

**Contact:** Dr. Darlene Applegate, Department of Folk Studies and Anthropology, darlene.applegate@wku.edu or Ivan Wilson, Fine Arts Center, Room 237, 1906 College Heights Blvd. #61029, Bowling Green, KY 42101; [https://www.wku.edu/fsa/anthropology/currentstudents.php](https://www.wku.edu/fsa/anthropology/currentstudents.php)
preference given to a present student athletic trainer. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

**Colonel Norman Ehresman ROTC Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior, be in the ROTC program and commit to military service as a commissioned officer following graduation. High academic achievement considered.  
**Award:** $500

**Dr. Larry Elliott Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, have a 2.5 GPA and be accepted into an approved medical technology internship. First preference given to an applicant who has their 2-year degree in medical technology and is currently pursuing a 4-year degree in medical technology. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $800

**Floyd Ellis Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a dependent child of an employee of Warren RECC, maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA in each semester the award is received and submit a separate application. First preference given to a student majoring in a health care-related field. Second preference given to a graduate student.  
**Contact:** Beverly Neves, Marketing and Development Coordinator, Med Center Health, 270.745.1543, NeveBA@MCHealth.net

**Tom Ellis Alumni Leadership Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA, have at least a 21 ACT score, possess leadership abilities, have exemplified leadership during student’s high school career and complete the Alumni Leadership Scholarship essay.  
**Award:** $500

**Freda Embry Endowed Nursing Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be admitted into the bachelor’s of science degree program in nursing.  
**Award:** $900

**Dr. Curtis Englebright Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student; be a Kentucky resident; be pursuing a major in the School of Teacher Education and have a 3.0 cumulative college GPA. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

**Epley/Horton Business Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student majoring in the Gordon Ford College of Business, to a resident of Muhlenberg County or to a Georgia resident.  
**Award:** $500

**Equine Program Support Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in a field in the Department of Agriculture and be an active member of the equine program.  
**Award:** $700

**D. H. Erkiletian Jr. Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $400

**Douglas and Deloris Coleman Erwin Nursing Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a Kentucky or West Virginia resident and be pursuing a bachelor’s degree in nursing.  
**Award:** $4,300; renewable with a 3.0 GPA

**Kenneth A. and Dorothy Estes Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $400

**Esther Gender and Women’s Studies Graduate Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be enrolled in the women’s studies graduate certificate program; have completed or be in the process of completing 6 graduate hours; have an overall 3.0 GPA including one of the core courses of the certificate; and submit a college transcript, 2 letters of recommendation and an essay no longer than 1,000 words that explains the applicant’s commitment to improving women’s lives through scholarship, service, activism and/or advocacy regarding women’s issues, problems and concerns or a writing sample that demonstrates a particular feminist historical, theoretical or methodological perspective.  
**Award:** $750

**Ann Evans Estate Fund in Memory of Blanche Thomas Singleton Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $550

**Betty Hoch Evans Merit Scholarship in Political Science**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in political science, have excelled in his/her studies and demonstrate excellence in his/her education. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $3,000; Given every 4 years to help a student attend the national convention of a political party

**Jonathan Andrew Evans Merit Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in the liberal arts. Preference given to a philosophy student.  
**Award:** $3,300

**Velma and Clarence Evans Merit Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in business.

**Jennie Stonecipher Ewald Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be majoring in a field in the School of Teacher Education or the Department of Communication Disorders with the intention of working in an elementary or secondary school after graduation; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and demonstrate good citizenship through community services, participation in service organizations or extraordinary contributions at home. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $900; renewable if eligibility requirements and continued progress toward degree are maintained

**Faculty Wives Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  

**Gene C. Farley Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior from Kentucky and be pursuing a major in the School of Teacher Education. Preference given to a graduate of a high school in Pulaski, Harlan or Barren County.  
**Award:** $1,200

**Fashion Inc. Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an active member of Fashion Inc., maintain a high level of academic achievement and give evidence of leadership ability.  
**Award:** $300

**Jadee Rose Faverman Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with at least a 3.0 high school or college GPA, be studying a health care-related field, be attending the Glasgow campus and submit an essay of 500 words or less on how the loss of a child has impacted the applicant, a relative or a close friend or on the applicant’s position on driving under the influence laws in Kentucky and if the applicant thinks they
should be revised.

**Award:** $2,000

---

**Kela Fee Memorial Volleyball Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the women’s volleyball team.

---

**Coach Jimmy Feix FCA Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student, be a student athlete, be actively involved in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes for at least 1 semester and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.

**Award:** $400

---

**Curtiss Long, Jimmy Feix and Blaine Ferrell Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the cross country or track team. First preference given to a female and a resident of Kentucky or Africa.

**Award:** $400

---

**Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $500

---

**Larry Cohen and David Fields Athletic Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.

**Award:** $1,900

---

**Fifth District VFW War Veterans Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a veteran in good standing with a combat ribbon; and be a resident Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Hart, Logan, Simpson, or Warren County.

**Award:** $1,800

---

**First Command Educational Foundation Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in sales.

**Award:** $3,000

---

**Francis Fleenor Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $900

---

**Mildred White Fletcher Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in nursing, plan to become a registered nurse and be a graduate of a high school in Warren or Simpson County.

**Award:** $700; renewable with progress toward nursing degree

---

**Jim and Lana Flynn Study Abroad Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in English literature or English for secondary teachers or a graduate student specializing in literature and have at least a 3.3 GPA in English. Must also submit an essay; the most recent unofficial transcript; and a statement that indicates which program the student is applying to, why the student wants to go abroad to study literature written in English (British, Irish, American, etc.) and how studying abroad will enhance the applicant’s study of literature, English major and personal goals. The statement must be no more than 2 pages long double-spaced. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $1,100

**Contact:** Department of English, http://wku.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php

---

**Follow Your Dreams Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Brett Ford Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in special education.

---

**Gordon Ford Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in business or accounting and be a graduate of a high school in western Kentucky. Renewable if 3.0 GPA is maintained.

---

**Mary E. and Eugene Ford Sr. Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman who adds to diversity on campus. First preference given to an African-American senior from Central High School in Louisville. Second preference given to an African-American senior from a public high school in Jefferson County. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $2,000

---

**LTC Belmont Forsythe Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; be a resident of Butler, Logan or Muhlenberg County; and have served on active duty in the Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps.

**Award:** $2,600

---

**Ethel Mallory Forsythe Endowment Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student and have at least a 2.5 GPA. First preference given to a resident of Muhlenberg County. Second preference given to a student from Butler or Logan County. Renewable if eligibility requirements are maintained.

---

**Marguerite and Shelby Forsythe Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of Ohio County High School. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $4,000

---

**Connie Foster Student Scholarship Endowment**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in a business field.

---

**Arthur S. Fox Agriculture Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior and major in agriculture education. First preference given to a graduate of Madisonville North Hopkins High School. Second preference given to a student from Hopkins County third preference to a student from Kentucky.

**Award:** $2,000

---

**Mary and Jack Fraim Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School.

**Award:** $600

---

**Sharron Halcomb Francis Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time rising sophomore or above, have at least a 2.5 GPA, be a graduate of a high school in Kentucky or a resident of Kentucky and major in biology of chemistry.

**Award:** $500

---

**C. Ray and Ruth Holman Franklin Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student from Grayson County.

---

**Betty Sue and Lawrence R. French Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a Hardin County high school graduate and participate in community and extracurricular activities. Preference given to a student pursuing a degree in engineering, math or science. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $500
Pat Eubank French Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior student, be a resident of a Hardin County or Elizabethtown high school, have at least a 2.5 cumulative college GPA. Preference given to a female student who is a widow or divorced and who has children. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,600

John B. and Clarence M. Gaines Journalism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in advertising.
Award: $300

Sarah B. Gardner Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student from Kentucky. Preference given to students majoring in education.
Award: $2,000

Sarah Gilbert Garrison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,500

Glenn R. and Joan B. Garrison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student from Kentucky. Preference given to students majoring in education.
Award: $1,500

Osby Lee and Lillian K. Garrison Hire Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman; be a resident of Allen or Monroe County, Kentucky; have completed all 4 years of high school in that county; and submit an essay unique to each applicant's county of residence. Preference given to a student who is a member of the National Guard or Reserve Unit and has been deployed in the past 6 months prior to graduation or is listed as KIA, MIA or POW.
Award: $500

Patriot Samuel W. Garrison Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman; be a graduate of an Allen County high school; and submit a separate application and a essay of 2,000 or more words about Samuel Garrison and his Garrison descendants' role in contributing to Scottsville, Allen County and Kentucky.
Award: $400
Contact: https://www.ky.edu/chf/applications/index.php

Billy Joe Gary Golf Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a member of the men's or women's golf team and qualify under NCAA restrictions.
Award: $1,900

Elmond Gary and Family Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
Award: $1,300; renewable with a 3.2 GPA after graduation for the same amount of time the award was received.

Malone Gaynor Jr. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in education in Muhlenberg or McLean County and have at least a 3.0 GPA, record of good citizenship, good academic standing and a desire to get a college education.
Award: $500; renewable for 4 years with at least a 3.0 GPA, record of good citizenship and continued major in music

Dr. Jerry Gibbs Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Monroe, Barren or Hart County.
Award: $600

Garrison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman; be a member of the Sir Topper football team; and be a resident of Hardin County and have at least a 2.8 cumulative college GPA.
Award: $900

J. T. Gilbert, MD, Jane Gilbert and Dr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Gibson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Grayson County High School and be a resident of Grayson County. Preference give to a family member or the donor.
Award: $850

J. T. Gilbert, MD, Jane Gilbert and H. Lynn Gilbert, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior; be majoring in biology with a pre-medicine concentration; and be a resident of Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Hart, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe, Simpson or Warren County.
Award: $800

J. T. Gilbert, MD, Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in biology with a pre-medical concentration.
Award: $1,500

Altrusa's Olive Gillespie Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female; be a sophomore, junior or senior; and have at least a 3.0 GPA. First preference given to a woman over 30 who is a widowed or divorced and who has children. Financial need considered.
Award: $500
Terry Gilpin Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an active member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and be in good academic standing. Preference given to a student who demonstrates exceptional leadership qualities in the fraternity and across the campus. At least one recipient must have a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.  
**Award:** $500

Millard Gipson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture.  
**Award:** $200

Ken and Helen Given Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman majoring in broadcasting.  
**Award:** $3,000

Glasgow Kiwanis Club Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Glasgow High School or Barren County High School and have taken at least 75% of classes at the Glasgow campus.  
**Award:** $800

Joe and Pat Glasser Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.  
**Award:** $800

Larry N. Gleason Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in biology, have demonstrated excellence in an undergraduate research experience in biology, have completed at least 18 semester hours of biology coursework with a 3.35 overall cumulative GPA and not be following a pre-professional curriculum.  
**Award:** $400

Clarence Glover Equity and Inclusion Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a rising senior at Caverna High School, be taking a dual credit course, have at least a 3.0 cumulative high school GPA; and bring a element of diversity through one or more of the following elements: minority race, ethnicity, disability or lower socioeconomic background.  
**Award:** $400

Clarence Glover Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of Caverna High School.  
**Award:** $500

GO Global Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full- or part-time student with a major in social work and be studying abroad. Preference given to a student with financial need or a student with limited experience traveling abroad.  
**Award:** $500

Bruce Goodman Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Glasgow High School.  
**Award:** $1,500

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Goodman Sr. Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in business, marketing, agriculture or agribusiness and be a resident of Barren, Allen or Monroe County.  
**Award:** $1,500

Julian and Betty Goodman Scholarship in Broadcast Journalism  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in broadcast journalism.  
**Award:** $1,500

Dr. and Mrs. R. Goodwin Athletic Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the football team.  
**Award:** $2,000

A. A. Gorin Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a resident of Green County.  
**Award:** $400

Wilfred Gorrell Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a resident of McLean County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $600

Gower Endowed Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be enrolled in the Honors College or be pursuing a major in chemistry. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,100

Ray Graham Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman, be a graduate of LaRue County High School and submit a separate application. Academic performance, leadership skills, extracurricular activities/community involvement and financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

Contact: Counselor, LaRue County High School

Paul Gray Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have exemplary character, be involved in extracurricular activities in high school and/ or college and have a 2.5 cumulative GPA. First-time recipient must be an incoming freshman from Bowling Green High School or a dependent of an employee of Paul Gray Physical Therapy.  
**Award:** $400

Greater Louisville Alumni Association Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of Jefferson, Oldham, Shelby or Bullitt County; submit an application, unofficial transcript, 2 short essays, and a completed counselor verification form; and answer these questions: (1) How will receiving this award help you meet your goals? and (2) What is the your favorite thing about WKU and why? Application must be completed in 1 sitting.  
**Deadline:** February 15  
**Contact:** Allie Kerns, alkers9@gmail.com or Karina Bruce, karina.bruc@wku.edu, https://goo.gl/forms/YWRK181H4DqG02z3

Lila Hardcastle Greene Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a nontraditional student. Second preference given to a student with a 3.0 cumulative GPA who has no parental financial support for a college education.  
**Award:** $500

Greenwood Optimist Club Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of a high school in the Warren County school system and be a resident of Warren County.

Greer Family Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be enrolled in the Honors College in good standing; and submit a letter of interest, résumé and the names and contact information of 3 references. First preference given to a student interning with Top Crops. Second preference given to a student interning locally with an organization working with special needs adults, special education or similar field. Third preference given to a student participating in any semester-or-longer unpaid internship in Warren County.  
**Award:** $800

Joseph E. Gregory II Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, a war
veteran and a Kentucky resident.
**Award:** $500

**Basil Griffin Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Warren County and have a major in the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
**Award:** $1,000

**Clarence C. Griffith Jr. Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $500

**Thelma Griggs Piano Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in music with an emphasis in piano, be enrolled in applied piano lessons and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA during the award period. Preference given to a student who demonstrates strength in performance and/or teaching.
**Award:** $500

**F. C. Grise Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major in English, library science, history, religious studies, biology, chemistry, physics, geology, mathematics or elementary education; and be a resident of Warren or Cumberland County.
**Award:** $1,000

**Guthrie Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and major in English, library science, history, religious studies, biology, chemistry, physics, geology, mathematics or elementary education; and be a resident of Warren or Cumberland County.
**Award:** $1,000

**Katharine Christie Guy Phi Beta Lambda Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in English, library science, history, religious studies, biology, chemistry, physics, geology, mathematics or elementary education; and be a resident of Warren or Cumberland County.
**Award:** $1,000

**Larnelle and Cynthia Harris Vocal Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in music and have financial need.
**Award:** $1,500

**Mildred Tucker Hardcastle Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and have a major in physics. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,200

**Randall Harper Award**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in physics.
**Award:** $100

**Randall Harper Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in physics and be actively involved in an approved research project under the supervision of a physics and astronomy faculty member.
**Award:** $1,200

**Larnelle and Cynthia Harris Vocal Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in music with an emphasis on voice, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and participate in extracurricular activities. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $500

**Skiles B. Harris Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a
student from a farming family. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,000

Charles and Carolyn Hardcastle
Rotary Club Giving Hope
Adopt-a-Class Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and participate in the Bowling Green Rotary Club, Giving Hope Adopt-a-Class program.

Alexander Xavier Harkins
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Greenwood High School graduate, be a full-time freshman, have at least a 2.8 cumulative high school GPA and be the dependent of a single parent. Preference given to a student pursuing a major in computer science, family and consumer sciences with an emphasis in culinary arts, history, education, English or psychology.
Award: $1,100

Clyde T. Harlow Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman and be a graduate of Glasgow High School or Barren County High School.
Financial need considered.
Award: $250
Number: 2; 1 to each school

J. Lewie Harman
Educational Scholarship
Eligibility: Must major in a field in the Gordon Ford College of Business, have at least a 2.5 GPA and be a full-time student.
Preference given to a resident of Warren or Allen County.
Number: 1 each for a freshman, sophomore, junior and senior

Harris Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics and participating in the SkyTeach initiative. First preference given to a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School. Second preference given to a graduate of a high school in Warren County.
Financial need considered.

Newman and Lena Harris
Scholarship in Nursing
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing and be a resident of Warren County.
Award: $350

Cecil and Chester Harrison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Russell County High School. Renewable for 1 additional year upon completion of at least 24 hours with a 2.0 cumulative GPA.

Lowell Harrison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in history. Financial need considered.

Hart County Bank Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the women's basketball team.
Award: $1,500

Richard E. Hart Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be a resident of Webster County; be a graduate of Webster County High School; demonstrate financial need, high Christian moral character and involvement in church and community activities; and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
Award: $1,200

Billie P. Hatcher Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in journalism or photojournalism. Preference given to a resident or graduate from Allen County.
Award: Varies

Roy Hatcher Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Barren County High School and be a graduate of Hiseville Elementary School. Renewable for 4 years with continuous attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Hawkins Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500

Hawkins Upholstery Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Juanita and Charles Hayes Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Daviess County.
Award: $550

Edith M. Haynes Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

John W. and Lucille
Hazzard Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior pursuing a bachelor’s of science in nursing degree and be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a graduate of a high school in Caldwell, Crittenden, Hopkins, McCracken or Webster County.
Award: $650

David Heard Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the bass fishing team. Preference given to a transfer student from Southcentral Kentucky Community and Technical College. Financial need considered.

Heartland WKU Alumni
Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman; be enrolled at the main, Elizabethtown or Fort Knox campus; be a graduate of Meade County, LaRue County, Elizabethtown, North Hardin, John Hardin, Central Hardin or Fort Knox High School; have at least a 2.7 GPA; and when added to KEES and other scholarships amount cannot exceed the equivalent to a 1906 Founders Scholarship. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,200

Mary E. Hensley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the School of Teacher Education and be a resident of Hart County. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,100

Walter A. Herod Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a member of the football team. Preference given to the punter.
Award: $900

Dr. John Herrick Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, have a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and participate in extracurricular activities. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Lexie Hicks Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500

Glenn and Mary Higdon
Football Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.
Award: $5,000

Glenn Higdon Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and major in hospitality management and dietetics. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,400
Anna and James Highland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.

Hill’s Pet Nutrition Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. A freshman must have a 2.5 cumulative high school GPA or a 22 ACT score. A returning student must have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Preference given to the child of an employee of Hill’s Pet Nutrition Inc.
Award: $800

J. Murray and Ruth P. Hill Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business. Financial need considered.
Award: $800

James M. and Inby Hill Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $450

Will B. Hill Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Mr. and Mrs. James D. Hilliard Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Hilltopper Hundred Club Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of a WKU athletic team.
Award: $2,400

Hines Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business and be a Kentucky resident.
Award: $1,600

James Hines Memorial Scholarship for Lady Topper Basketball
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a member of the Lady Topper basketball team, have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a Kentucky resident and a graduate of a Kentucky high school.
Award: $1,000

Julie Harris Hinson Endowed Scholarship for Students in the Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be pursuing a doctorate of physical therapy. Preference given to a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Julie Harris Hinson Endowed Scholarship for Students in the Kelly Autism Program
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a participant in the Kelly Autism Program and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Kentucky.
Award: $500

Julie Harris Hinson Endowed Scholarship in the Renshaw Early Childhood Center Program
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Kentucky.
Award: $500

Delroy Hire Historical Society Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.

Dr. Delroy Hire Non-Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.

Osby Lee Hire Heritage Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman; be from a high school in Monroe or Allen County, Kentucky, or Macon County, Tennessee; be a descendant of Martin Hire or Rev. Harvey Jent; and submit a separate application. Proof of descent must be set out in a letter written to the College Heights Foundation signed by 3 elected officers and 2 non-officers of a county historical society or a national- or state-accredited body recognized in genealogical research. The letter must identify the society and its credential and include the student’s name and relationship to Osby Lee Hive, a summation of the line of descent from Martin Hire or Rev. Jent, and a summation of the documentation proving that descent.
Award: $500
Contact: https://www.wku.edu/chi/applications/index.php.

Rita Hix Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Applied Human Sciences. Preference given to a resident of eastern Kentucky.
Award: $5,000

Addie Hochstrasser Estate Fund for the Jim Wayne Miller Scholarship in Creative Writing
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, major or minor in creative writing, have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA and submit a sample of creative writing and a separate application.
Award: $1,000; renewable

S. Glenn Hodges Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $2,200

Bernadine and Forest Holland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a resident of Allen County.

Dr. Phillip Holland Premedical Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a pre-medical concentration and be a resident of Allen, Warren or an adjacent county.

John Holland: Fruit of the Loom Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student who is a dependent of an employee of Fruit of the Loom.

James Christopher Holman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Butler County or a graduate of Butler County High School. Preference given to a student majoring in agriculture or business.
Award: $400

Rick Holton Graduate Assistantship Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in the Gordon Ford College of Business.

Karen L. Holyoke Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female, be a full-time junior or senior, have a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business, be a resident of Illinois and have a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a resident of the metropolitan Chicago area.
Award: $500

Reese Honeycutt Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman at any degree-granting institution, be a graduate of Warren Central High School and be a student athlete at Warren Central. Financial need will be considered.
Award: $750

Dr. Charles Hood Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be an ROTC cadet; and
have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing a degree in pre-medicine. Financial need considered.

**HOPE Endowed Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and be a participating member of the Hispanic Organization for the Promotion of Education.

**HOPE Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and be a participating member of the Hispanic Organization for the Promotion of Education.

**William H. Horrell Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in biology or history.
*Award:* $4,500

**Mark Page Hoskins Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time freshman majoring in public relations or primary education, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and be a resident of Barren or Warren County. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $2,200; automatically renewable for 4 years if a 3.0 cumulative college GPA is maintained

**Claudia Houston Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.
*Award:* $400

**Gloria Young Hovious Memorial Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and major in business studies with a strong Christian faith, devotion to church, demonstrate potential for academic success, a strong Christian faith, devotion to church, active participation in service to the community and belief in the worth of education.
*Award:* $400

**Ben H. Hudnall Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full- or part-time student.
*Award:* $400

**Henry J. and Johnnie Brooks Huey Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student in the Department of Modern Languages, be enrolled in a study abroad program in the following 12 months and be active in a religious body. Preference given to a student who is currently a teacher.
*Contact:* Department of Modern Languages, https://www.wku.edu/modernlanguages/study_abroad_scholarship/scholarships.php

**J. I. and J. D. Huggins Animal Science Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in animal science.
*Award:* $1,000

**William Sylvester and Ruth Clinkinbeard Hughes Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing; have completed 1 semester in the 2- or 4-year nursing program; and be a graduate of a high school in Barren, Butler, Edmonson or Hart County.
*Award:* $1,000

**Hughes-Kirkpatrick Alumni Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Unless otherwise noted, must be a full-time student; be a graduate of Muhlenberg County High School; and be a resident of Muhlenberg County served by the former Hugh-Kirkpatrick High School including areas currently served by Hughes-Kirkpatrick and Lake Malone Elementary Schools.

**Nora Mercer and Ovid Arnold Scholarship**
*Award:* $550

**Dorothea and James T. Howard Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $2,300

**Ruby T. and John K. Howard Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a graduate of a Kentucky high school. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,750

**Thomas and Jewell Brantley Scholarship**
*Award:* $200

**Margaret (Peggy) Cather Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Cisco-Hughes Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Gold Star Memorial Scholarship**
*Award:* $250

**Hughes-Kirkpatrick High School Alumni Scholarship**
*Award:* $250

**Nelda Mefford James Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a graduate of a high school in Muhlenberg or Butler County and be a participating member of the Hispanic Organization for the Promotion of Education.
*Award:* $400

**Tom L. Lyons Memorial Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**David Mefford Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Ben and Ruth Topmiller Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Norma Jonell Turner-Hardison Memorial Music Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be majoring in music or music education, have at least a 3.0 GPA and be a graduate of Muhlenberg County High School. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $500

**Dorothy and Harold Whitney Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Willson and Erma Wood Scholarship**
*Award:* $500

**Seth Colin Hulsey Athletic Scholarship for Outstanding Service in Physics and Astronomy**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
*Award:* $1,900

**Charles E. Hume Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, be a Kentucky resident and not qualify for an academic scholarship.
*Award:* $400

**Doug Humphrey Scholarship for Outstanding Service in Physics and Astronomy**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in physics and have the best record of service in the Department of Physics and Astronomy and in science outreach in the community.
*Award:* $100

**Mike and Belle Hunt Women’s Basketball Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the women’s basketball team.
*Award:* $200

**Thomas R. and Judith L. Hunt Scholarship**
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $4,300
Diane Hunton Athletic Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and participate in an intercollegiate sport recognized by the NCAA and the Department of Athletics.  
**Award:** $400

Dr. Dorris Hutchison Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female; be a full-time student; and major in chemistry, biology or pre-medicine. Preference given to a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $3,600

Mary E. Peal Hutto Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a Kentucky resident.  
**Award:** $7,000

Anne and Mike Hyde Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a Barren County high school graduate, maintain at least a 2.8 GPA and be a full-time student. Preference given to a dependent of an employee of the Gillie Hyde Dealership. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $7,000

International Student Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior international student, have completed at least 48 hours at WKU toward a degree, have nonimmigrant status (hold an F1 visa) and have an 3.0 overall GPA and a 3.5 average GPA in the major.  
**Award:** $325; nonrenewable

Investing in Our Future Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a freshman from Franklin-Simpson High School, have a major in the Department of Applied Human Sciences and submit an essay about why the applicant is interested in his/her chosen major and what the applicant’s ambitions for him/her profession are. Preference given to a student who has not already received numerous funds.  
**Award:** $2,200

IRAM Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in retail management.  
**Award:** $900

Calvin and Rosella Isbell Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior from Warren County. First preference given to a student majoring in hotel and tourism management. Second preference given to a student majoring in the Gordon Ford College of Business or the Department of Agriculture. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $500

Calvin M. and Rosella Spivey Isbell Endowed Scholarship for the WKU School of Nursing  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be pursuing a bachelor’s degree in nursing, be accepted into the 4-year nursing program and not be receiving any other scholarships.  
**Award:** $5,000

Rosella Isbell Alumni Leadership Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA, have at least a 21 ACT, possess leadership abilities and have exemplified leadership during his/her high school career and complete the Alumni Leadership Scholarship essay.  
**Award:** $2,000

Island Creek Coal Company Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of a high school in a county contiguous to Madisonville and demonstrate financial need and potential for academic success.  
**Award:** $850

Jaggers-Cave Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a resident of Hart County, specifically Cub Run.  
**Award:** $850

Jaggers-Cave Scholarship (Psychology)  
**Eligibility:** Must be a junior, senior or graduate student pursuing a degree in psychology.  
**Award:** $500

Michelle June James Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in marketing, broadcasting, television, digital publishing, journalism, advertising or some branch of media or marketing; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and submit a link to the applicant’s LinkedIn profile for review. First preference given to an African-American Kentucky resident.  
**Award:** $500

Dr. and Mrs. William M. Jenkins Jr. Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $500

Jeff and Martha Jenkins Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time transfer student from Florida College. First preference given to a student majoring in biology or family and consumer sciences. Second preference given to a Kentucky resident.  
**Award:** $1,000

Mary and C. D. “Buck” Jenkins Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate student or a full- or part-time graduate student and be a resident of Warren County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,500; renewable with reapplication and a 3.0 cumulative GPA

The Jeremiah 29:11 Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have participated in a foster care/foster adopted children program. Preference given to a student from Muhlenberg County.  
**Award:** $1,000

Chester Earl Johnson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Bowling Green High School and major in photojournalism.  
**Award:** $500

Hugh F. and Katherine A. Johnson Mathematics Award  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics and demonstrate outstanding academic performance.  
**Award:** $300

Hugh F. and Katherine A. Johnson Mathematics Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics, have completed at least 1 mathematics course beyond calculus, plan to teach mathematics in a post secondary school. A graduate student currently teaching secondary mathematics or an elementary or middle school teacher with a mathematics major who wants to teach math at the post-secondary level is also eligible.  
**Award:** $2,700

Hugh F. Johnson Music Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be majoring in music with an emphasis in violin and be a Kentucky resident.  
**Award:** $1,400

Larry Johnson Sixth Man Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the men’s or women’s basketball teams or be a student who shows tremendous support for athletics by enthusiasm, attendance of games and involvement in programs.  
**Award:** $1,400
Romanza and Ralph E. Johnson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and demonstrate a special interest in horses.
Award: $500

Johnston Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; bring an element of diversity to the student body through age, race, ethnicity, creed, disability or socioeconomic background; demonstrate financial need; and not have received significant academic merit scholarships from WKU. Preference given to an African-American student from Kentucky.

Dr. M. Susan Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time student majoring in nursing or a related health discipline and be conducting or disseminating scholarly work designed to serve the health of rural populations.
Award: $1,200

Thomas G. Jones Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; major or minor in English; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and submit a separate application.
Award: $400; renewable with reapplication

Ural and Connie Jones Scholarship I
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Warren East High School. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,200; renewable for 1 additional year

Ural and Connie Jones Scholarship II
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,200

Carl C. “Pat” Jordan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in advertising and demonstrate creativity in any area of advertising.
Award: $125

Nathan P. Jordon Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be African-American, be a full-time student, have at least a 2.5 GPA and submit a 500-word essay that addresses the challenges and obstacles that have hindered the applicant’s educational growth and discusses the advice the applicant would give other students to help them avoid or navigate those obstacles.
Award: $400.00

Kaestner-Lynch Associates Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $550

Julius F. Kany Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Mary and Douglas Keach Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student pursuing an EdS in school psychology or another master’s degree in the Department of Psychology. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,400

Jesse Keeling Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student pursuing an EdS in school psychology or another master’s degree in the Department of Psychology. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,200

Carl Kell Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduating Spirit Master in good standing and be pursuing a graduate degree.

Dr. Carl L. and Mary Anne Kell Internship Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be completing an unpaid summer internship while taking coursework in the Department of Communication. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,200

Kentucky Alpha Psi: Alpha Delta Kappa Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female, be a full-time senior, have a major in the School of Teacher Education, be enrolled in student teaching during the semester in which the scholarship is awarded; and be a Kentucky resident. Must also submit letters of recommendation from 2 former professors of any required education or content classes, 1 letter of recommendation from a former professor of any required education or content class addressing the applicant’s potential as a classroom teacher and identifying qualities that would make the applicant an exemplary teacher and a second letter of recommendation from a former professor of any required education or content class addressing the applicant’s potential as a classroom teacher and identify qualities that would make the applicant an exemplary teacher. Financial aid considered.
Award: $250

Kentucky Clergy Economic Education Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in religious studies.
Award: $400

Kentucky Health Systems Agency-West Scholarship, see page 65.

Kentucky Hospital Research and Education Foundation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student majoring in health care administration.

Kentucky Nu Chapter: Alpha Delta Kappa Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be female, be a full-time junior or senior majoring in the School of Teacher Education and be a graduate of a Warren County high school.
Award: $400

William J. Kernohan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

W. B. Kerr Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture.
Award: $250

Sylvia Kersenbaum Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a returning member of the Omicron Omicron chapter of Delta Omicron, and have been an active member for at least 1 year before receiving the scholarship, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA and have at least 4 ensemble credits.
Award: $650

W. Jackson Kesler II Costuming Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in theater and have assisted the theater in the costuming area.
Award: $650

Jeff and Mary Key Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman and be a graduate of Central Hardin High School. Preference given to a resident of Glendale or to a member of the Young Republicans group at Central Hardin High School.
Award: $1,000

Keystops Inc. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be majoring in an agriculture-related field. Preference given to a graduate of Franklin-
Simpson High School.
**Award:** $1,000

**N. O. Kimbler Memorial Scholarship**, see page 229.

**Dr. Gordon Kingsley Honors Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be enrolled in the Maharin Honors College. Preference to a student studying abroad at Harlaxton College.
**Award:** $600

**Robert R. and Norma Jean Kirby Alumni Leadership Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA, have at least a 21 ACT score, possess leadership abilities, have exemplified leadership during his/her high school career and complete the Alumni Leadership Scholarship essay.
**Award:** $2,000

**Robert R. and Norma Jean Kirby Family Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a graduate from a Warren County high school.
**Award:** $400

**Dr. James B. Kirkwood, Shirley Parker Kirkwood, Ola Hehl Kirkwood and C. Alvin and Ruth Jones Kirkwood Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a Kentucky resident and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Renewable with a 2.5 cumulative GPA.

**Wilma Howard Klein Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, major in broadcasting and have at least a 3.0 GPA.
**Award:** $500

**Jeanette Murphy Klemm Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student and demonstrate financial need.

**Carroll F. Knicely Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior majoring in journalism with promise as a newspaper journalist, have at least a 3.0 overall GPA and participate in journalism activities. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $850

**Evelyn F. Knicely Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in business administration, have a high academic performance and demonstrate financial need.
**Award:** $850

**Violet Phillips Knicely Memorial Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $850

**T. T. Knight Sr./W. R. Beams Memorial Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Louisville Southern High School.
**Award:** $2,400

**Viola and Carl Knopp Elizabethtown WKU Campus Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full- or part-time student at the Elizabethtown campus and submit a 300-word essay that reflects on the importance of education and what effect it will have in the applicant’s life. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $400

**Kodak Photojournalism Endowed Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in photojournalism, have completed 1 year of study and have at least 1 full year remaining before graduation.

**Gary Koon Scholarship for Cheerleading**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the cheerleading team.
**Award:** $900

**Gary Koon Scholarship for Forensics**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the cheerleading team or a participating member of the forensics team.
**Award:** $900

**Gary Koon Scholarship for Swimming**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student who works for the *College Heights Herald*. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $900

**KPMG Peat Marwick-Western Alumni Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in accounting.
**Award:** $750

**William “Biff” Kummer Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, sophomore or junior; major in recreation; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and submit a typed personal profile including information to substantiate leadership aptitude, initiative, etc. and why the applicant feels he/she should receive the scholarship. Leadership, academic achievement, potential for success, and financial need considered.
**Award:** $650

**Arthur Kunkel IV Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Greenwood High School.
**Award:** $1,000

**J. E. Kuykendall Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given in the following order: a member in good standing at State Street Baptist Church in Bowling Green, a resident of Bowling Green, a resident of Warren County or a resident of Kentucky.
**Award:** $500

**David Gregory and Nancy Stephens Laird Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student majoring in health care administration, be a Kentucky resident and have a background or appreciation for cultural diversity. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $500

**L. Y. Lancaster Award**
**Eligibility:** Must be majoring in biology, be admitted to medical school for the fall following the award, be among the top 10% of students in this group, have active participation in extracurricular activities and/or sports and have demonstrated leadership qualities and the ability to communication effectively in the department and university.
**Award:** $200

**L. Y. Lancaster Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, have a pre-medicine concentration and be a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.

**Dr. William L. Lane Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in religious studies.
**Award:** $400

**Connie and Harry Largen Scholarship**
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a Kentucky resident, be enrolled in the nursing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benson G. Leichhardt Endowed Pre-Pharmacy Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student pursuing the pre-pharmacy concentration.</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Leichhardt Endowed Pre-Med Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student pursuing the pre-medical curriculum and demonstrate academic achievement and financial need.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Leonard Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student majoring in theater or dance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Levinoff Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be male, be a full-time student and be majoring in dance. Preference given to a beginning freshman.</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Li Scholarship for Baseball</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student and a member of the baseball team. Preference given to a music major.</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifeskills Inc. Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time undergraduate student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a dependent of someone who has been an employee of Lifeskills Inc. for at least 12 months.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Shirelle Ligon Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in elementary education and have a 2.75 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student who is planning to teach at the Head Start through third-grade level.</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve and Donna Lile Scholarship for Economics</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student, major in economics, be a Kentucky resident, Preference given to a beginning freshman. Renewable if eligibility requirements are maintained.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln School Alumni and Former Student Association of Middlesboro, Kentucky, Scholarship in Memory of Loretta Johnson-Moore</td>
<td>Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a minority, be a graduate of Middlesboro High School, have at least a 16 composite ACT score or SAT equivalent and not be receiving a complete scholarship from another source.</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas M. Link Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School.</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Alton Little Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time freshman, sophomore or junior majoring in recreation; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and submit a typed personal profile about leadership, academic achievement, potential for success, financial need and why the applicant feels he/she should receive the scholarship.</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Little Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA, be majoring in English with an interest in teaching at the secondary or collegiate level and submit a separate application.</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>Department of English, <a href="http://wkueu.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php">http://wkueu.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. E. and Dorothy Littlepage Scholarship in Agriculture Sciences</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and be a graduate of a Hopkins County high school. Financial need considered.</td>
<td>$1,300; renewable with a 3.0 GPA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis B. Lockwood Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student majoring in biology.</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Aluminum Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student majoring in electrical or mechanical engineering; have completed pre-major requirements in student’s engineering program; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; be a Kentucky resident; reside in the Barren River Area Development District; submit a single-page, double-spaced essay answering the question what are the applicant’s plans and aspirations for his/her future engineering career or for his/her future post-graduate work and research; and not be receiving a scholarship that covers full tuition, books and room and board.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alexander Logan II Scholarship</td>
<td>Must be a full-time student and be majoring in 1 of the hard sciences in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering. First preference given to a student majoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Affording Higher Education 2019–2020**

**Western Kentucky University**

Program and demonstrate financial need.

**Award:** $1,000

**Bemis and Mildred Lawrence Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $400

**James O. and Nancy E. Leach SKyTeach Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 high school GPA or at least a 2.75 college cumulative GPA. Preference given to a participant in the SKyTeach program.

**Award:** $400

**Leadership Through Education Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be female; be a full-time student pursuing a program of study leading to certification as a classroom teacher; bring an element of diversity to the student body through their age, race, ethnicity, creed, disability or socioeconomic background; demonstrate participation in at least 1 leadership activity such as an internship or community service; and participate in an interview process.

**Award:** $500

**Bertha LeBus Charitable Trust Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $700

**Albin L. Lee Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a Kentucky resident, be a full-time junior or senior and complete the requirement for certification to teach history in the public education system in Kentucky following graduation.

**Award:** $2,500

**Eva Rush Lee Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a Kentucky resident, complete certification to teach English in the public education system and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $2,500

**Contact:** Department of English, http://wkueu.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php

**Thomas M. Link Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School.

**Award:** $450

**Dr. Alton Little Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, sophomore or junior majoring in recreation; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and submit a typed personal profile about leadership, academic achievement, potential for success, financial need and why the applicant feels he/she should receive the scholarship.

**Award:** $1,000

**Lee Little Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a Kentucky resident, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA, be majoring in English with an interest in teaching at the secondary or collegiate level and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $1,500

**Contact:** Department of English, http://wkueu.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php

**L. E. and Dorothy Littlepage Scholarship in Agriculture Sciences**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and be a graduate of a Hopkins County high school. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $1,300; renewable with a 3.0 GPA

**Lewis B. Lockwood Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in biology.

**Award:** $700

**Logan Aluminum Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in electrical or mechanical engineering; have completed pre-major requirements in student’s engineering program; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; be a Kentucky resident; reside in the Barren River Area Development District; submit a single-page, double-spaced essay answering the question what are the applicant’s plans and aspirations for his/her future engineering career or for his/her future post-graduate work and research; and not be receiving a scholarship that covers full tuition, books and room and board.

**John Alexander Logan II Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be majoring in 1 of the hard sciences in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering. First preference given to a student majoring
in engineering. Second preference given to a student interested in working on environmental issues. Third preference given to a resident of Edmonson or Warren County. Award: $2,000

McKenzi Ann Loid Scholarship for Public Relations
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in public relations.
Award: $2,000

Lord Corporation Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, exhibit leadership abilities through extracurricular activities and/or civic organizations. Beginning freshmen must have at least a 3.0 high school GPA or a 22 ACT score. Returning students must have at least a 3.0 cumulative college GPA. First preference given to a student majoring in science or technology (engineering, computer science, chemistry, physics, etc). Preference given to a dependent of an employee of the Lord Corporation. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,600

Loro Family Memorial Award for Excellence in Military History Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a senior or graduate student pursuing a major in history or social studies and have been enrolled in at least 9 hours of military history courses. Academic excellence and financial need considered.

Junita Losey Scholarship, see page 266.

Emma Hermann Lowe and Betty Boyd Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior majoring in early childhood education, plan to enter the teaching profession, have at least a 3.5 GPA in teacher education courses and a 3.0 overall GPA and demonstrate high professional standards in a minimum of 2 teacher education courses.
Award: $800

Jay Lowe Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500

Pauline Lowman Memorial Mathematics Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduating college senior majoring in mathematics education who is certified and planning to teach mathematics the following fall.
Award: $200

Dr. and Mrs. Mark Lowry II Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior. First preference given to a student who does not qualify for federal aid and who has financial need.
Award: $3,200

Luther Family Alumni Leadership Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and at least a 21 ACT score, possess leadership abilities, have exemplified leadership during his/her high school career and submit an essay.
Award: $1,000

Walton H. Luttrelle Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $700

Steven W. Lyle Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be in ROTC or be the child of a veteran and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student majoring in computer science, computer information systems, computer information technology, electrical engineering or software engineering.
Award: $1,000

Margaret Johnson Macdonald Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and maintain at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. A first-time recipient must be a beginning freshman from Christian County High School, Hopkinsville High School, Heritage Christian Academy or University Heights Academy.
Award: $400

Major David Mackey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student participating in the ROTC program.
Award: $400

Bonnie Hamlin MacPherson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student participating in the Project C.L.A.S.S.

Melissa and Wes Madison Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a student pursuing a major or minor in music who plays the bassoon. Second preference given to a student of any major or minor who plays the bassoon. Third preference given to a student pursuing a major or minor in music who plays any instrument.
Award: $450

Madole Family Scholarship for Physics
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in physics.
Award: $1,400

Lora Nell Mahurin Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Grayson County. First preference given to a student who excel academically. Second preference given to a student with financial need.
Award: $450

Sarah Johanna Mahurin Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $2,100

Mammoth Cave Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in the Department of Engineering: be a resident of Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Grayson, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe, Simpson or Warren County; and submit an essay requesting the scholarship. Must also submit a 200- to 400-word essay addressing 1 of the following questions; (1) What unique engineering-related experience do you have included on your résumé of work-related experience? or (2) What community service is included on your résumé, and how has that prepared you for a career as a professional engineer? Financial need considered.
Award: $500; renewable with reapplication
Contact: Submit essays to jack.wright54@gmail.com.

Carolyn Smith Mancinik Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student from Florida. First preference given to a student pursuing a major in the School of Teacher Education.
Award: $850

Robert C. “Bid” Manning Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Warren County. Financial need considered.
Award: $2,500

Charles Roy Martin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Geneva Lafferty Martin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student from Kentucky or North Carolina and be pursuing a major in mathematics or history.
Award: $400

Jerry W. and Jimmie Martin Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $400

Ron Jerrell/Belinda Mason Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school. Preference given to a student whose life has been affected by HIV.
Award: $700

Master’s of Social Work Diversity Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student pursuing a master’s in social work.

Karen and David Matchus Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have a major in the School of Teacher Education, maintain a 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $1,800; renewable if eligibility requirements are maintained

David E. and Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Matthews Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the School of Teacher Education.
Award: $800

John E. Mayfield Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time nontraditional student majoring in nursing.
Award: $400

Dr. Larry D. Mayhew Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring or minoring in philosophy and demonstrate outstanding work in logic, epistemology or metaphysics. Academic excellence and financial need considered.
Award: $150

Teresa Jackson Mayhew Memorial Award for Academic Achievement
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be the graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School who has the highest GPA and/or the highest honors of his/her graduating class.
Award: $175

Naomi Jones McAfee
SKyTeach Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Beginning freshmen must have at least a 3.0 high school GPA. Returning students must have at least a 2.75 cumulative college GPA. Preference given to a female student participating in the SKyTeach initiation who has a focus on physics.
Award: $2,300

CM/SGT Harry and Mrs. Ann McAllister Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and the child of a career active duty U.S. soldier.
Award: $2,200

Charles W. and Hene P. McCarty Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a graduate of Fern Creek High School. Second preference given to a graduate of Jeffersonville High School, Moore High School or Seneca High School.
Award: $1,300

Dr. William M. and Ann McCormack Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior and demonstrate a record of academic success leading to the completion of degree requirements. Preference given to a student with financial need.
Award: $600

William R. McCormack, MD, and Carol McCormack Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be pursuing a concentration in pre-medicine or a major in nursing.
Award: $750

Mamie J. McCormick Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the School of Teacher Education.
Award: $850

Joseph McGown Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a child or grandchild of someone who has worked for the National Park Service at Mammoth Cave National Park and submit an essay with a cover letter on the topic of how the applicant hopes to contribute to his/her local community and its young people after graduation.
Award: $1,000

Harold B. McGuffey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $450

Dr. R. K. and Pat McGuffey Scholarship in Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in a field in the Department of Agriculture and be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School.
Award: $1,500

Bobby and Don McGuire Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Preference to a resident of Hazard or Perry County. Financial need considered.
Award: $450

Ailce McFarland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be in good standing and be accepted into the nursing program.
Award: $2,000

Naomi Allen McGinley and Jeanne Allen Logan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Music. First preference given to a piano student. Second preference given to a strings student.
Award: $1,000

Nada McGinnis Fountain Leadership Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be an active member of the Epsilon Delta Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi sorority. First preference given to a student serving as a member of the Spirit Masters. Second preference given to a student serving as an officer for the chapter. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000

Ruth McGinnis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a concentration in pre-medicine or religious studies. Financial need considered.
Award: $400

McCarty Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have a major in the Department of Music. First preference given to a piano student. Second preference given to a music student.
Award: $450

Joseph McGown Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a child or grandchild of someone who has worked for the National Park Service at Mammoth Cave National Park and submit an essay with a cover letter on the topic of how the applicant hopes to contribute to his/her local community and its young people after graduation.
Award: $1,000

Agnes Duskey McCrory Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in business education and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $600

Dr. Larry D. Mayhew Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics or history.
Award: $175

Alicia McFarland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be in good standing and be accepted into the nursing program.
Award: $2,000

Naomi Allen McGinley and Jeanne Allen Logan Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Music. First preference given to a piano student. Second preference given to a strings student.
Award: $1,000

Nada McGinnis Fountain Leadership Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be an active member of the Epsilon Delta Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi sorority. First preference given to a student serving as a member of the Spirit Masters. Second preference given to a student serving as an officer for the chapter. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,000

Ruth McGinnis Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a concentration in pre-medicine or religious studies. Financial need considered.
Award: $400

Joseph McGown Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be a child or grandchild of someone who has worked for the National Park Service at Mammoth Cave National Park and submit an essay with a cover letter on the topic of how the applicant hopes to contribute to his/her local community and its young people after graduation.
Award: $1,000

Harold B. McGuffey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $450

Dr. R. K. and Pat McGuffey Scholarship in Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in a field in the Department of Agriculture and be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School.
Award: $1,500

Bobby and Don McGuire Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Preference to a resident of Hazard or Perry County. Financial need considered.
Award: $450
Dr. Daniel B. McIlvoy Nursing Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a student majoring in nursing, have a 2-year degree, be accepted into the 4-year nursing program prior to receiving the award, maintain a GPA of 3.0 and be in good standing. Preference given to a nurse with an associate’s degree employed in public health in the Barren River Area Development District. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $450

Norma McKinney Memorial: Happy Hollow Farm Agriculture Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, major in agriculture, be a graduate of Butler County High School, be a resident of Butler County, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and demonstrate financial need.
**Award:** $500

Mr. and Mrs. Norman McLellan Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $650

James R. Meany and Associates Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in accounting. Academics, extracurricular activities, character and integrity considered.
**Award:** $1,300

Medical Center at Scottsville Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA in the fall semester to receive the scholarship for the spring semester and submit a separate application.
**Contact:** Beverly Neves, Marketing and Development Coordinator, Med Center Health, 270.745.1543, [NeveBA@MCHealth.net](mailto:NeveBA@MCHealth.net)

Rick Medlin / Fruit of the Loom Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full- or part-time student in good academic standing, maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be an employee or the dependent of an employee of Fruit of the Loom Inc. Financial need, academic merit and strength of character considered.

Ted Middleton Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in middle grade education or secondary education with a concentration in math and science; be a participant in the SKyTeach initiative; be a graduate of a high school or a resident of Grayson, Harlan or Warren County; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and demonstrate financial need.

Jeffrey Miledstein Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be male, be a full-time student and major in dance. Preference given to a beginning freshman.
**Award:** $400

Alan Miller Memorial Award for Writing on the Environment
**Eligibility:** Must be pursuing a major in the Department of English, have produced outstanding writing of any genre (scholarly and/or creative) with a emphasis on the environment and submit a separate application.
**Contact:** WKU Department of English, [http://wkuv.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php](http://wkuv.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php) for more information

Frank Leo Coomer/Preston S. Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student who is an attending member of Forest Park Baptist Church. Preference given to a graduate of a high school in Bowling Green or Warren County. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,700

Jennifer and Karl Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in social work, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need.
**Award:** $500

Jim Wayne Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, be majoring or minoring in both modern languages and creative writing, have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA and submit a separate application.
**Award:** $600
**Contact:** Department of English, [http://wkuv.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php](http://wkuv.edu/english/awards-and-scholarships/index.php)

Linda and Ron Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student in good academic standing.
**Award:** $1,000; renewable if the student remains in good academic standing

Russell H. Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in theater. Preference given to a student with academic achievement and leadership qualities in theater.
**Award:** $700

Sandra G. Miller and Kenneth D. Miller Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a part- or full-time graduate student, major in special education, obtain a Rank I or Rank II in special education or get an EdD in educational leadership with an emphasis in special education and be currently teaching or recently graduated and planning to teach in special education in certain areas. Preference given to a teacher in McLean County, Daviess County or Ohio County, in that order.
**Award:** $550

William “Sam” and Lera Miller Western Kentucky Scholarship, see page 255.

Connie Mills Special Collections Internship Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate or graduate student, participate in the Connie Mills Special Collections Internship and fulfill the internship of at least 100 hours in the summer or in the following fall semester.
**Award:** $300

Edith Nuckols Minnich Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $900

John D. Minton Graduate Fellowship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student.
**Award:** $550

Cletus and Geneve Mitchell Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and be a member of the Farmhouse Fraternity. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $900

Geneve Mitchell Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a bachelor’s of science degree in nursing and be accepted into the 4-year program at the time of the award. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $850; renewable for an additional year

Drs. Mody Minority Scholarship for the Glasgow Campus
**Eligibility:** Must be female and be a full-time minority student attending the Glasgow campus. Preference given to a Barren County resident. Second preference to a resident of any county that borders Barren County. Financial need considered.
Mody Nursing Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing, have been admitted into the RN program, be a resident of Barren, Metcalfe or Monroe County. Preference given to an applicant who intends to work in the obstetrics-gynecology department or the surgery department at T. J. Samson Community Hospital in Glasgow. Financial need considered.  
*Award:* $550

Lois G. and F. Dugan Montgomery Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in architectural and manufacturing sciences. Preference given to a student planning to be a teacher.  
*Award:* $800

Charles M. Moore Insurance Agency Inc. Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a resident of Warren County and demonstrate financial need.  
*Award:* $850

Earl A. and Cleo B. Moore: Terence E. and Sarah D. Kelsay Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in English and submit a separate application.  
*Award:* $400  

Earl A. Moore Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in English, be a Kentucky resident and submit a separate application.  
*Award:* $900  

George C. Moore Physics Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in physics.  
*Award:* $800

J. French Moore Conservation Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in agriculture, have a 2.5 cumulative GPA and submit a separate application. Preference given to a resident of Warren County, then to a resident of a neighboring county.  
*Award:* $1,600  
*Contact:* Warren County Conversation District, 270.843.1111, ext 6315, [warren-countyconservation@hotmail.com](mailto:warren-countyconservation@hotmail.com)

Jeanne Leach Moore Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a student faced with adversity, handicap or disability. Second preference given to a junior or senior working at the Kelly Autism Program who plans to work with children and young people with autism in speech and language or special education and developmental instruction.  
*Award:* $1,600

Michael L. Morse Endowed Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior enrolled in the photojournalism program and be enrolled in at least 1 course required in the photojournalism program at the time the award is received.  
*Award:* $1,600

Betty Jean and Doug Moseley Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in an area in the Department of English, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.  
*Award:* $500  

Reverend H. Dudley Moseley Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full- or part-time student pursuing a major or minor in religious studies, education, social work, pre-medicine, sociology, psychology or nursing or be a past or present member of the New Friendship Baptist Church or the New Friendship Baptist Church Youth Group. Must submit 1 letter of reference and an essay on his/her career. Financial need considered.  
*Award:* $500

Henry F. Moss Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Warren Central High School, have at least a 3.0 GPA and a 19 ACT score, meet the pre-college curriculum, complete the FAFSA and not be receiving other scholarships.  
*Award:* $650

W. S. Jr. and Nelle Moss Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.  
*Award:* $800

Gary Motley Scholarship for Pre-Veterinary Studies  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time incoming freshman with a 3.5 high school cumulative GPA and be pursuing a pre-veterinary concentration. Renewable if 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained.  
*Award:* $700

MTD Products Inc. Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time freshman, major in mechanical or electrical engineering and be a graduate of a high school in Grayson or Breckinridge County. Renewable for 3 additional years with at least a 2.8 GPA and other eligibility requirements are maintained.  
*Award:* $800

Muhlenberg County Alumni Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Muhlenberg County High School.

Hesta P. Munns Memorial Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student with a major in the Department of Art.

Cameron Murphy Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.

Michael L. Murphy Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be male, a full-time student and have a major in the School of Teacher Education. Preference given to a student majoring in elementary education.  
*Award:* $800

Lee Murray Scholarship for Volleyball  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the volleyball team.

Music City Alumni Chapter Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have a 3.0 high school GPA and be a resident of Middle Tennessee represented by the Music City Alumni Chapter.  
*Award:* $1,000

Music Department Faculty Scholarship  
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in music and demonstrate musical talent and evidence of commitment and dedication to the development talent.  
*Award:* $1,400
Walter B. Nalbach Industrial Education and Technology Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in architectural and manufacturing sciences and have maintained at least a 3.0 GPA. Academic ability and financial need considered.
**Award:** $550

National Association of Purchasing Management of South Central Kentucky Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in general management or production/operations management and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
**Award:** $1,600

National Panhellenic Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 2.8 GPA.

Wallace K. and Patience Nave Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in English, have at least a 3.0 GPA and submit a separate application. Preference given to a student who did not qualify for federal aid. Students in social societies that require annual dues are not eligible.
**Award:** $250
**Contact:** Department of English, [http://wkluenglishawardsandscholarships/index.php](http://wkluenglishawardsandscholarships/index.php)

Dr. William E. Neel Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time second year student majoring in dental hygiene and be a Kentucky resident.
**Award:** $1,000

Frank and Louise Newberry Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Hiseville Elementary School and Barren County High School and have completed the final two grades at a Hiseville School.

Perry L. Newby Jr. Agriculture Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture. Preference given to a graduate of Adair County High School or a minority student.
**Award:** $1,200

Cynthia and George Nichols III Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a Kentucky resident, add diversity to the campus, be an African-American and have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA.
**Award:** $1,000

Hazel Humble Niles Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Russell County High School or Marion County High School.

Nolan & Nolan Inc. Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $400

Noon Optimist Club of Owensboro Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be registered for at least 6 semester hours at the Owensboro campus; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA; demonstrate outstanding citizenship qualities; have a FAFSA on file; and submit an essay describing what the applicant’s financial needs are, including detailed information of the applicant’s reasons for seeking financial assistance and what is his/her collegiate, career and future goals.
**Award:** Spring award is dependent upon successful completion of the fall semester.

North Alabama Alumni Club Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a resident of Huntsville, Alabama. Second preference given to a resident of Alabama.
**Award:** $400

Red O’Donnell Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and majoring in journalism, be an outstanding individual in the university publications workshop and submit a separate application.
**Award:** $500
**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

O’Neill-Locken Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in theater. Financial need considered.

J. Richard Oexmann Forensics Award Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a member of the forensics team, show promise and be a successful competitor in forensics.

Ogden College of Science and Engineering Academic Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering.

Ogden Support Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with a major in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering.

Ohm Pauli String Ensemble Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in music with an emphasis in strings, be part of a string quartet or quintet and play in the string ensemble. A student who qualifies through audition will also play in the Bowling Green Western Symphony Orchestra.

Olde Stone Ladies Golf Association Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of a high school in Warren or a surrounding county and have at least a 2.8 GPA. Preference given to a student with a background in golf. Priority given to the previous year’s recipient.
**Award:** $900

Herbert Oldham Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be an African-American, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Asian, Paciﬁc Islander, American or Hispanic American; be a graduate of a high school in Warren County; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA in each semester the award is received; and submit a separate application. Financial need considered.
**Contact:** Beverly Neves, Marketing and Development Coordinator, Med Center Health, 270.745.1543, NeveBA@MCHealth.net

John Oldham Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, be a resident of Ohio County and be a graduate of a high school in Ohio County. Preference given to a student majoring in physical education or minorin in coaching. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $400

Colonel Norman Orr Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore,
junior or senior; have at least a 3.0 GPA and be an ROTC student committed to pursuing a commission as an officer in the U.S. military. Financial need considered. 

**Award:** $1,400

**Outstanding Biology Graduate Student Researcher Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student in biology and be in good standing. Preference given to a student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in research and leadership service.

**Award:** $500

**Outstanding Biology Undergraduate Student Researcher Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an undergraduate student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in the classroom, performed exemplary undergraduate research and/or exhibited quality leadership service.

**Award:** $250

**Outstanding Film Studies Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in film studies, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA and be in good standing. 

**Award:** $500

**Owenelle Gift Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of Casey County High School, have at least a 3.5 cumulative high school GPA and complete the FAFSA. Preference given to a student majoring in the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences, Gordon Ford College of Business or College of Health and Human Services. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $10,000

**Doris L. Owens Dance Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in dance.

**Award:** $150

**Owensboro Lions Club Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be registered for at least 6 semester hours at the Owensboro campus, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA, demonstrate outstanding citizenship qualities, have the FAFSA on file and must submit an essay giving detailed information about applicant’s reasons for needing and seeking financial aid including information about the applicant’s college and career goals and future plans.

**Award:** Spring portion of the award is dependent on the successful completion of the fall semester.

**Pace-Blakey Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of a high school in Barren, Cumberland, Hart, Metcalfe or Warren County.

**Award:** $1,700

**Stanley C. Pace Family Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Cumberland County High School and be ranked in the top 1/3 of high school graduating class. Preference given to a student from a single working parent home.

**Award:** In-state tuition; renewable for 4 years if 3.0 cumulative GPA is maintained

**Leon and Lassie Page Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman majoring in the Gordon Ford College of Business, be a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School and not be receiving any other scholarships except the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship. Personal qualities, merit and extracurricular activities considered.

**Award:** $10,000; renewable for 3 additional years if eligibility requirements are maintained

**Leon and Lassie Page Women’s Basketball Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.

**Award:** $4,000

**Tate C. Page Educational Leader Assistantship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student, be admitted to the school administration program and complete a separate application for an assistantship.

**Contact:** Department of Educational Administration, Leadership and Research

**Wanda Mayfield Page Elementary Education Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be admitted to the elementary education or early childhood education program; demonstrate a teaching mission, focus on children, positive human relationship qualities, potential for innovative and creative input into the classroom; and financial need. Preference given to a single parent.

**Award:** $2,800

**Panhellenic Association Pillars Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, be involved in a Greek organization on campus and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $400

**Contact:** https://www.wku.edu/wku-greeks/resources/panhellenicpillarscholarship2018.pdf.

**Panhellenic New Member Academic Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a member of a Panhellenic organization, be a new member from the prior fall or spring recruitment preceding the scholarship application deadline and submit a separate application.

**Award:** $400

**Contact:** https://www.wku.edu/chf/applications/newmember.pdf

**Parents Association Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be the student who nominated the family that was named WKU family of the year.

**Award:** $800

**Evadine Parker: Phi Upsilon Omicron Alumni Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student majoring in family and consumer sciences, be a member of Phi Upsilon Omicron, demonstrate loyalty and continued service to Phi U since becoming an active member and be a participating member of 1 or more professional home economics organizations at WKU.

**Award:** $450

**William J. and Jane Parker Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a pre-law concentration, be a graduate of a high school in Muhlenberg County and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $2,900; renewable with reapplication

**Susie Pate/Phi Upsilon Omicron Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a major in the Department of Applied Human Sciences, be a member of the Beta Delta chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron and
be a participating member of the Student Member Section of the Kentucky Home Economics Association.
Award: $550

Dr. Rhonda A. Patterson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be a U.S. citizen, demonstrate financial need, and be pursuing a degree in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering. Preference given to a biological sciences or a nontraditional student.
Award: $400

Jim Patton Jr. Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $500

Emmons O. and Virginia Pearson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $2,200

Pearson Family Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student from Allen County.

Edward J. Pease Memorial Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior, or graduate student majoring in music; have at least a 3.0 GPA; and have financial need.

J. Willard Peebles Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $500

Charles L. Peery Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $600

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Pegues Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $250

Dr. Karen Pelz Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior majoring or minoring in writing, have a 3.3 GPA and submit a portfolio of writing and a separate application.
Award: $400

Jon and Mary Peterson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business. Preference given to a Kentucky resident and an incoming freshman. Renewable if eligibility requirements are maintained.

Phil Delta Kappa Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior admitted to a degree program or certification program in the School of Teacher Education. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the WKU Chapter of Phi Eta Sigma.
Award: $500

Roy and Jean Phillips Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student majoring in business studies. Students majoring in accounting and business administration may also be considered.
Award: $750

Photography 9/11 Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a part-time student and major in photography. Award is to help with travel expenses for a photography project judged to be beneficial in attaining comprehension and experiences not otherwise possible.

Pickerill-Pulsinelli Award in Economics
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduating senior economics or mathematical economics major, have the highest GPA in all economics and mathematics courses, intend to pursue a PhD in economics and have been accepted and enrolled in a PhD program in economics following graduation. If no graduating senior is qualified, a student completing a master’s degree in applied economics will be considered.
Award: $2,000

Howard A. Pincus Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in elementary education, have at least a 3.0 GPA, be a Kentucky resident and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a male student.
Award: $400

PNC Bank Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,800 for summer session

PNC Minority Teachers Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a minority, be a full-time student majoring in teacher education, be a resident of Jefferson County, maintain a 2.5 cumulative GPA and agree in good faith to return to Jefferson County to teach in the public school system.
Award: $450; renewable with at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA

Hugh and Mamie Poland Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $500

Janice Insko Porter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing. Preference given in the following order: a nontraditional student from Grayson County, a nontraditional student from Kentucky, a traditional student from Grayson County, and a traditional student from Kentucky. Financial need considered.
Award: $450

Juanita Bland Porter Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in nursing. Preference given in the following order: a nontraditional student from Grayson County, a nontraditional student from Kentucky, a traditional student from Grayson County, and a traditional student from Kentucky. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Mabel Milton Porter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $400

Roy Franklin Porter Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Ogden College of Science and Engineering.
Award: $550

Tom and Susan McReynolds Porter Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.3 GPA and be a resident of Butler County.

James H. Poteet Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in history and show outstanding potential in teaching and research.
Award: $2,200
Dr. James H. Poteet Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduating senior or graduating master’s degree student, be pursuing a major in the Department of History and have demonstrated outstanding potential in teaching and research.
**Award:** $150

Julian W. Potter Educational Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with at least a 2.5 GPA and be a resident of Kentucky. Preference given to a resident of Warren County.
**Number:** 1 each for a freshman, sophomore, junior and senior

Julian W. Potter Theology Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Kentucky, be pursuing a graduate degree at a seminary or be an undergraduate student with a major in the Department of Philosophy and Religion and submit a letter of recommendation from the family pastor or 2 letters of recommendation from professional people. The letters from professional people must be on company letterhead. Preference given to a resident of Warren County.
**Renewable for up to 6 semesters.**

Bill Powell Endowed Scholarship in Swimming
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the swim team.
**Award:** $1,700

Larry Powell Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior, major in photojournalism and be enrolled in at least 1 class required in the photojournalism program. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,500

Paul E. and Alice B. Power Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and demonstrate financial need.
**Award:** $200

Dr. R. Glenn Powers Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student majoring in mathematics. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,300

Pre-Veterinary Club Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA, have any major with a pre-veterinary concentration, be a member of the Pre-Veterinary Club, attend club meetings regularly and submit a personal statement of 500 words or less explaining why the applicant wants to be a veterinarian and what his/her career goals are.

Julius E. Price Sr. Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior, be African-American and have at least a 2.8 cumulative GPA.
**Award:** $300

Lanwood and Ralph B. Price Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior; have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; be a graduate of a Warren County high school; and be pursuing a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business, architectural sciences or manufacturing engineering technology.

Charley Pride Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a member of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity and exemplifies the Phi Delta Theta mission statement, “Honoring exceptional leaders in brotherhood, academics and Philanthropy.”
**Award:** $850

Bob Proctor Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior majoring in broadcasting.
**Award:** $1,200

D. Hugh Puckett: Alpha Epsilon Delta Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student in pre-medicine, pre-dentistry or pre-veterinary program and be a member of Alpha Epsilon Delta.
**Award:** $850

Dr. D. Hugh Puckett Scholarship
Must be a full-time student majoring in biology with a pre-medicine concentration and be planning to enter the medical profession.
**Award:** $1,400

Clara and Abe Pushin Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student in pre-medicine or pre-nursing and be a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a student from Warren County. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,000

John and Louise Ramsey Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Fern Creek High School. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $1,700; may be renewable

L. D. and Joyce Rasdall Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be pursuing a bachelor’s degree. Preference given to an active member of the Baptist Campus Ministry.

L. Dow and Rebecca Rasdall Athletic Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
**Award:** $2,800

Recreation and Sport Administration Graduate Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate student majoring in recreation and sport administration and not be receiving other full-tuition financial aid.

Red Rock Business Advisors Scholarship: Accounting
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be majoring in accounting.
**Number:** 1

Red Rock Business Advisors Scholarship: Computer Science
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be majoring in computer science.
**Number:** 1

Lenis Reece Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of a Barren County high school. Based on financial need, high academic achievement and good citizenship.
**Award:** $500

Dorothy and Lester Reeves Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in management, be a Kentucky resident and have demonstrated potential for academic success.
**Award:** $3,300

Dr. Dorothy E. Reeves Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a doctoral degree in the Education Leadership Doctoral Program and demonstrate a high level of academic achievement. Financial need considered.

Lester D. Reeves Scholarship for Excellence
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be an active member of ENACTUS and maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

---
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Rita Snodgrass Render Memorial Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in special education and be a graduate of Ohio County High School.  
**Award:** $500

Rexing-Kloth Dedication Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a contracted sophomore entering the junior year, minor in military science, have a 3.0 GPA, have at least a 230 PT score and be present at 95% of events and training.  
**Award:** $750

Bobby and Yvonne Reynolds Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,000

Ann Waggener Richards Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.8 high school GPA and a 21 ACT score and be a member of the Builders Association of Bowling Green or an immediate family member of a member. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $800; renewable for 4 years if 2.8 GPA is maintained

Ann McKeel Ross Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student majoring in art. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $500

Donald W. Reynolds Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in journalism.  
**Award:** $500

Mike and Mary A. Dale Reynolds Athletic Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a member of the football team.  
**Award:** $1,900

R. J. Reynolds Nabisco/NASDA Agriculture Mechanization Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agricultural mechanization.  
**Award:** $400

Roy D. and Carole Reynolds Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA; be a graduate of a Barren, Logan or Warren County high school; and be a resident of Barren, Logan or Warren County.  
**Award:** $450

Mildred B. Rhoads Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student with a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.  
**Award:** $550

Ann Waggener Richards Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student who demonstrates the personal qualities and academic potential that are deserving of such recognition and honor.  
**Award:** $750

Frances Richards Journalism Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, have a major in the School of Journalism and Broadcasting, work in student publications and submit a separate application.  
**Award:** $1,500  
**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

Arlo Richardson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, majoring in math or science, be a participant in the SkyTeach program and agree to assist others in obtaining a higher education at some point in the future when the recipient has the financial resources to do so. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,500

Kent Alexander Richardson: O. J. and Ruby M. Wilson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $900

Ridley Alumni Leadership Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, a member of the Student Alumni Ambassador Program and adhere to all guidelines of that organization.  
**Award:** $1,500

SkyTeach Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in math or science, be a participant in the SkyTeach program and agree to assist others in obtaining a higher education at some point in the future when the recipient has the financial resources to do so. Financial need considered.

John and Carolyn Ridley  
**Award:**

John Ridley Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $750

Sherilyn Gale Rinehart Art Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in art. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $750

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory M. Ritter Educational Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $2,400

Lee Robertson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time second-semester junior, submit a cover letter containing the student’s declaration of intent to be considered for the scholarship and an essay of no more than 1,500 words titled “What Western Has Meant to Me” and not be receiving any other financial assistance from the alumni association.  
**Award:** $500

Arnold Robinson Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student participating in football. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $550

Milton Dickson Roe Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a resident of Warren or Mason County.  
**Award:** $400

Sarah and Mark Rogers Physics Student Enhancement Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student and major in physics.  
**Award:**

Ty Rogers Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Lyon County High School.  
**Award:** $1,200; renewable with reapplication and at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA

E. R. Ronald & Associates Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $800

Marcia Renee Rose Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be majoring in health information management. First preference given to a resident of Grayson County. Second preference given to a resident of Butler County. Third preference given to a resident of Breckinridge, Edmonson, Hardin, Hart, Logan, Muhlenberg, Ohio or Warren County.  
**Award:** $450

Ray Rose Scholarship  
Must be a full-time student majoring in physical education and be a U.S. Citizen. Preference given to a student who has an interest in gymnastics or tennis.  
**Award:** $300

Ann McKeel Ross Scholarship  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be an art major.  
**Award:** $500
Dr. Marvin W. Russell Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time beginning freshman majoring in physics. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,200

William R. and Katherine Russell Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.0 GPA, major in education and be a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,200

Ruth and Charles Ruter Scholarship for Track and Field
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the track and field team.
*Award:* $2,300

Ryan Associated Architects Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in architectural and manufacturing sciences and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
*Award:* $700

Matt Rzepka Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student pursuing a 4-year degree, be a graduate of Greenwood High School and have been a Greenwood High football player for 4 years. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,000

Richard Sailsbury Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be an outstanding student in Latin American history.

Isma Bishop Saloshin Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a Kentucky resident. U.S. government employees and the children of U.S. government employees are not eligible. First preference given to a junior or senior, second preference to a resident of Fayette or Muhlenberg County.

Mary C. and Irvin B. Sample Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student. First preference given to a student from the Gamaliel area of Monroe County. Second preference given to a student from Monroe County.
*Award:* $1,200

Kenneth E. Sanborn Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in accounting.
*Award:* $300

Lynn Delaney Saunders Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time senior majoring in photojournalism, have at least a 2.5 GPA and produce the best photo story in the 12 months preceding the scholarship deadline. The photo story must include a caption and a written description of no more than 500 words but does not have to have been published.
*Award:* $500

John A. Scarborough Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student enrolled in the School of Teacher Education preparing to enter the teaching profession and, when the award is received, be in the applicant’s assigned term of student teaching.
*Award:* $400

Merrill W. Schell, MD, and Evelyn Hope Schell Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in biology, be following the pre-medicine curriculum, be a Kentucky resident and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school.
*Award:* $2,300

Dr. Joseph Schickel and Dorthy Thrasher Schickel Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student be pursuing a degree in the College of Health and Human Services, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of Cumberland County High School. Preference given to a student pursuing a career in health care.

Henry H. Schlünker Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a Kentucky resident. Financial need considered.

Dr. Robert Schneider Agricultural Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior pursuing a major in the Department of Agriculture and have completed a minimum of 30 credit hours. Renewable for 2 years with a 3.0 GPA, record of good citizenship and continuation in the academic program in the department.

Virginia E. Schneider Educational Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences. Renewable for 2 years if 3.0 GPA is maintained.

Paul and Ellen Schuhmann Student Publications Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior, have a 2.8 cumulative GPA, major in news/editorial journalism or photojournalism, be on the staff of the *College Heights Herald* or the *Talisman* and submit a separate application.

Contact: Chuck Clark, Student Publications

Frances E. Schultz Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and be majoring in economics or have an undecided major while taking 2 or more economics courses per semester during the award year. First preference given to a sophomore, junior or senior with at least a 2.5 cumulative college GPA who is dedicated but may need encouragement, financial support or merits recognized. Second preference given to a student who graduated from Warren Central High School with at least a 3.5 cumulative high school GPA.
*Award:* $500

Douglas Schutte Dental Hygiene Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior in the dental hygiene program.
*Award:* $300

Mark Schwarzer Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.
*Award:* $1,000

Mary Lucille Scott Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in English, be a Kentucky resident, be from the top 25% of high school graduating class, maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA and submit a separate application.
*Award:* $300; renewable


Michael J. Scott Memorial Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in journalism or military science and have at least a 2.5 GPA. Preference given to a graduate of Union County High School.

Valere Scott Endowed Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior in the Department of Women’s Studies; have at least 6 hours; have at least a 3.0 GPA in women’s studies courses; and demonstrate community service, activism, and/or advocacy regarding women’s...
issues, problems and concerns.

**Award:** $1,000

**Scott Waste Services LLC Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have completed a project at WKU focusing on waste or work in WKU facilities. First preference given to a student who is a customer or a dependent of a customer of Scott Waste Services LLC, second preference to a student majoring in environmental sciences.

**September Birthday Club Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Service One Credit Union Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member or the dependent of a member of the Service One Credit Union.

**Angela Gaye Settle Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Warren Central High School and have a 3.0 high school GPA and a 25 ACT score. First preference given to a student majoring in history, second preference to a student majoring in political science. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $1,000

**James M. Shannon Memorial Sales Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in marketing with a concentration in sales. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $650

**Kerry Sharer Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in music. Preference given to a former student of Kerry Sharer. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $2,600

**Clyde Lehman Shaver Memorial Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, be a resident of Henderson or Logan County, have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing a degree in the School of Teacher Education. Financial need considered.

**Ronnie Sheffer Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and participate in an intercollegiate sport recognized by the NCAA and the Department of Athletics.

**Vincent J. and Margaret S. Sherry Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Award:** $400

**June Issacs Shipp Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, be accepted into the associate’s degree of nursing or the bachelor’s of science in nursing program and be from a rural county in Kentucky.

**Award:** $500

**Shirley Men’s Basketball 5th Year Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student in his 5th year at WKU and be a 5th-year player on the men’s basketball team.

**Award:** $500

**Willis H. Shreve Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in agriculture and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. Financial need considered.

**Swanberg Shuler Opportunity Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be an incoming freshman and be a graduate of Henderson County High School or Owensboro High School.

**Award:** $5,000; renewable for up to 3 years if at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and other eligibility requirements are maintained.

**Sigma Delta Pi Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; be a member of Sigma Delta Pi; have at least 6 credit hours of Spanish at the 300 level or above; and plan to have expenses for a foreign study program.

**Award:** $200

**Nick and Nowelle Sigman Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be pursuing a degree in the Ogden College for Science and Engineering, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, be participating in a work study program on campus and submit a 250- to 500-word essay describing where the applicant sees him/her self in 10-15 years and how the applicant plans to make a positive impact on the environment (the people, community or actual environment) around them.

**Award:** $400

**Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Simmons Agriculture Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, major in agriculture and be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School. Renewable with reapplication, 2.5 GPA, 24 credit hours earned each academic year and a degree program filed in agriculture by junior year.

**Katie Simon FFA Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Warren East High School and be a member of the Warren East FFA.

**Award:** $150

**Simpson County Water District Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in engineering, environmental science, biology, chemistry, architectural and manufacturing sciences, agriculture, public health, business, accounting or water utilities management; be a graduating senior of Franklin-Simpson High School or any other high school in Simpson County; be a resident of Simpson County; be a customer or dependent of a customer of the Simpson County Water District; have at least a 2.75 high school GPA; and submit a separate application and essay.

**Award:** $1,000; renewable with reapplication and maintained eligibility requirements

**Contact:** [www.simonwater.com/resources/scholarship](http://www.simonwater.com/resources/scholarship)

**Norman Simpson Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and be a resident of Ohio County.

**Award:** $1,500

**Harvey T. Skaggs Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring or minoring in chemistry.

**Award:** $800

**Dr. James Dan Skean Scholarship for Outstanding Microbiology Student**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in biology.

**Award:** $550

**Nell Skenan Scholarship for Outstanding Lab Assistant**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in chemistry.

**Award:** $300

**George V. and Sadie Skiles Page Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in physics.

**Award:** $800

**Caleb Slaton/Logan Aluminum Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be the child of an employee.
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or retiree of Logan Aluminum, exhibit leadership abilities through extracurricular activities and/or civic organizations and submit an application and an essay on leadership. A freshman must have a 3.0 cumulative high school GPA. A returning student must have a 2.8 cumulative college GPA.

**Award:** $1,000

**Betty Lou Smith Family Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; major in elementary education, middle grades education or secondary education; and not be receiving other scholarships.

**Award:** $3,700; renewable with at least a 3.0 GPA

**Charles Smith Music Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in instrumental music. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $500

**Dennis and Sharon Smith Endowed Civil Engineering Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in civil engineering and be a resident of the Barren River Area Development District.

**Award:** $400

**Dwight and Kay Smith Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a graduate of Caldwell County High School. First preference given to a returning student, second preference to a returning student.

**Award:** $650

**Smith Family Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

**Gordon Smith and Thomas G. Smith Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in a general field of business. Preference given to a student preparing for a leadership role in business, either administrative or technological.

**Award:** $600

**Kathryn and Elvin Smith Jr. Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and have a 3.0 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a descendant of someone who taught at Lincoln Trail Elementary School in Hardin County, a student who attended Lincoln Trail Elementary School or a descendant of a student who attended Lincoln Trail El-

**elementary School. Second preference given to a Kentucky resident who is majoring in elementary education.**

**L. T. Smith Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in architectural and manufacturing science and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

**Award:** $550

**Luther Smith Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in agriculture and be resident of Warren County. Financial need considered.

**Award:** $550

**SNEA Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in a field in the School of Teacher Education, plan to enter the teaching profession and have been a member of Student National Education Association for at least 1 year.

**Award:** $350

**Society of African-American Alumni Leadership Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time beginning freshman who adds to the diversity of the college; have at least a 3.0 high school GPA; have at least a 20 ACT score; possess leadership abilities and have exemplified leadership during his/her high school career; and submit a separate application and an essay detailing applicant’s leadership goals and experiences, a 2-page essay answering why should applicant be selected as the Society of African-American Alumni Leadership Scholarship. Preference given to an African-American student.

**Contact:** [http://orgs.wku.edu/saaa/documents/2018scholarshipapp1.pdf](http://orgs.wku.edu/saaa/documents/2018scholarshipapp1.pdf)

**South Central Chapter of the Kentucky Restaurant Association Endowed Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; be a Kentucky resident; major in hospitality management and dietetics with a hotel, restaurant and tourism management concentration; and have previous experience in the restaurant/food service industry.

**Award:** $500

**South Central Kentucky Section: American Society for Quality Control Scholarship**

**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in architectural and manufacturing sciences and maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

**Award:** $400
Southern Kentucky Chapter:
Society of Human Resource
Management Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time (at least 6 hours) junior or senior, major in management with an emphasis in human resource/personnel management and be member of the WKU Chapter of the Society of Human Resource Management.
Award: $550

Southern Kentucky Choral
Society Vocal Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and major in vocal music.
Award: $500

Southern Kentucky Claims
Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a resident of Barren or Warren County, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and demonstrate financial need.
Award: $700

Southern Kentucky Estate
Planning Council Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be enrolled in a field of study related to estate planning; have demonstrated potential for success and expressed interest in the profession of certified public accountant, certified life underwriter, attorney or trust officer; and be a resident of Allen, Barren, Logan, Simpson or Warren County.
Award: $2,100

Southern Youth Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and have participated in a youth bowling league sponsored by Southern Lanes.
Contact: College Heights Foundation

David C. and Linda Sparrow
Agriculture Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture and be a resident of Boyle, Marion or Washington County. Financial need considered.
Award: $500

Odie Spears Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $450

Seymour Spiegelman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring or minoring in music.
Award: $450

Cora Jane and Robert
E. Spiller Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $650

Louis Spilman Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time senior majoring in journalism.
Award: $500

Staff Book Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time student, be a WKU staff member and be seeking a higher education degree.

Colonel Edgar Bryant and Edith R.
Stansbury Scholarship for Athletics
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student athlete who has earned a letter in 1 or more sports as allowed under NCAA regulations.
Award: $5,000

Colonel Edgar Bryant and Edith R.
Stansbury Scholarship for Teacher Education
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and have a major in the School of Teacher Education.
Award: $5,000

Charles M. Stewart Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student who is a dependent child of a regular full- or part-time employee of Med Center Health and submit a separate application. Renewable for the second semester with a 3.0 GPA. Financial need considered.
Award: $4,500

Bernadine Steele Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior and have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA and at least a 2.75 high school cumulative GPA.
Award: $400

J. T. and Z. L. Steen Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and have significant financial need.

Society of Human Resource
Management Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in a teacher education program and be a graduate of Monroe County High School.
Award: $500

Michael D. Steenbergen Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Barren County High School. Preference given to a student majoring in education. Financial need considered.
Award: $650

Harry and Catherine
Stephenson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student with a 2.5 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a student who is majoring in the biology pre-medicine curriculum or in nursing and who is a resident of Russell County. Second preference given to a student from Jefferson County. Other majors that may be considered are biology, chemistry or physics.
Award: $4,500

Stark Family Scholarship
for Improving Students
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student in pre-medicine or in nursing and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and at least a 2.75 high school cumulative GPA.
Award: $400

Beverly Neves, Marketing and Development Coordinator, Med Center Health, 270.745.1543, NeveBA@MCHealth.net

Kerrie Fay Stewart
Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in advertising.
Award: $250

Kerrie Fay Stewart
Memorial Scholarship #2
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a graduate of Ballard Memorial High School. Preference given to a student majoring in advertising.
Award: $750

KHEAA
Larry and Gwynn Stewart Athletic Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team.
Award: $2,000

Kevin Stice Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student, be a U.S. citizen and be pursuing a master’s degree in counseling with a concentration in substance abuse counseling.
Award: $1,000

A. M. Stickles Award
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in the Department of History.
Award: $150

A. M. Stickles Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in history.
Award: $950

Arndt M. Stickles Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in history.
Award: $2,200

Lucile R. Stiles and Helen S. Kelley Student Professional Development Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, be majoring in mathematics education, science education, mathematics or a field of science.
Award: $500

James E. and Clara P. Sullenger Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in economics and be taking a summer class toward the major requirements.
Award: $500

Holton Summer Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics, science, or a field of science.
Award: $500

Carrel K. Sumner Family Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student attending Bowling Green Technical College or Draughons Junior College, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA each semester award is received, be the dependent child of a regular full- or part-time employee of Commonwealth Health Corporation and submit a separate application. Area of study and its appropriateness to health care considered.
Award: $600

Sherry Tabor Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student in good academic standing, be pursuing a graduate degree in music education and be a current dependent of a General Motors employee or a student who is interning at General Motors
Award: $750

Swanson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture.
Award: $400

Stuff the Bus Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be a high school graduate from Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Grayson, Hart, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe, Simpson or Warren County; be the child or grandchild of a current or retired bus driver from 1 of the above counties; have held a part-time job during high school; and submit a separate application. Preference given to a student at WKU.
Award: $1,000
Contact: http://www.wku.edu/chf/stuffthebus

Frank Sutherland Society of Professional Journalists Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in journalism.
Award: $750

Robyn, Dean, and Lucile Swanson Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduate student in good academic standing, be pursuing a graduate degree in music education and be a full-time teacher at the time the award is received.
Award: $400

Alexis Swift Top Dog Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA and submit a reflection paper of 500 words or less on whom the applicant considers the most important or influential person in his/her life.
Award: $1,000
Number: 2; 1 to a student majoring in nursing who shows financial need. Of these, preference will be given a student who swam in high school or college and to those employed at The Medical Center or TriStar Greenview Regional Hospital in Bowling Green; 1 to a current dependent of a General Motors employee or a student who is interning at General Motors

Becky Tabor Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in dental hygiene, be graduating from the dental hygiene program and plan to continue his/her education.
Award: $400

Sherry Tabor Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be a graduate of Barren County High School, Glasgow High School, Metcalfe County High School or Glasgow Christian Academy; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; be pursuing a degree in a health care-related field; demonstrate good character, leadership and service; and have been diagnosed with cancer or have a family member who has been diagnosed with cancer. Must also submit a typed essay of 500 to 1,000 words that explains why the applicant deserves to receive the scholarship; tells how cancer has affected the applicant; discusses the applicant’s objectives; provides information about the applicant’s education, career and personal goals; and provides examples of good character, leadership and service skills.
Award: $500

William H. Stroube Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in agriculture.
Award: $400

Marcus Stubbs Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student studying abroad.
Award: $2,000

Study Abroad Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student.
Award: $500

Sherry Tabor Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student; be a graduate of Barren County High School, Glasgow High School, Metcalfe County High School or Glasgow Christian Academy; have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA; be pursuing a degree in a health care-related field; demonstrate good character, leadership and service; and have been diagnosed with cancer or have a family member who has been diagnosed with cancer. Must also submit a typed essay of 500 to 1,000 words that explains why the applicant deserves to receive the scholarship; tells how cancer has affected the applicant; discusses the applicant’s objectives; provides information about the applicant’s education, career and personal goals; and provides examples of good character, leadership and service skills.
Award: $500
**Jennie B. and N. O. Taff Scholarship for Economics**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student majoring in economics. Preference given to a student who has demonstrated a high level of progress in the field, good scholarship and citizenship.

*Award:* $400

**George and Frances Tames Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; be admitted into the photojournalism program; and be enrolled in at least 1 course required in the photojournalism program at the time the award is received.

**Iva B. Tarter Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.

**Boyce Tate Engineering Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in an engineering field. Financial need considered. Renewable up to 5 semesters provided the student meets the minimum academic requirements of the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and retains a record of good citizenship.

*Award:* $1,900

**Arnold G. Taylor Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and major in agriculture. Preference given to a student intending to work on a small-scale, diversified farm, with a preference for organic/regenerative/agro-ecological farm production. Financial need considered.

*Award:* $400

**Bill Taylor Memorial Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Daviess County High School. First preference given to a student athlete who was a participating member of the high school football team. Second preference given to a student athlete. Financial need considered.

*Award:* $1,500; renewable with at least a 2.8 GPA and good citizenship

**Dr. James Woodall and Avo Head Taylor Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in geography/environmental studies, demonstrate financial need and not be receiving any other scholarships. Renewable for 4 years with at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, good citizenship and continued academic progress.

*Award:* $2,500

**Patricia Minton Taylor English Literature Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in English with a literature concentration, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, have at least a 3.5 GPA in English courses and submit a separate application.

*Award:* $400

**Ruth Hines Temple Award**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time graduating college senior, have a major in the Department of Art and have achieved the overall outstanding record in the year’s class.

*Award:* $300

**Ruth Hines Temple Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in art.

*Award:* $700

**Delbert and Willie Oliphant Terrell Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time beginning freshman; major in chemistry, physics or geography; be a resident of rural Allen County; be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School; and be in the top 15% of graduating class. If no one qualifies, a student majoring in agriculture or nursing will be considered.

*Award:* $3,100

**R. Paul and Elizabeth Terrell Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time beginning freshman majoring in chemistry, physics or geography; be in the top 15% of graduating class; and be a graduate of Central Hardin or Ohio County High School. Second preference given to a full-time beginning freshman majoring in agriculture or nursing.

*Award:* $1,350

**William L. “Gander” and Barbara Ann Terry Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a graduate of Crittenden High School.

**Lionel V. Tetrick Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and be majoring in accounting. First preference given to a student from Harrison County, West Virginia. Second preference given to a student from West Virginia.

**Captain Charles F. Thomas IV Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in military science.

*Award:* $2,500

**Roger Thomas Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior from Warren County and be majoring in agriculture or agribusiness. Financial need considered.

*Award:* $550

**Willard and Marion Potter Thomas Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student.

*Award:* $500

**William D. “Bill” Thomas Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in art and be a graduate of Muhlenberg High School. Financial need considered.

*Award:* $150

**Bill Thompson Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior; major in engineering; and have participated in a student experience, including but not limited to participating on a competition team, doing an internship or traveling abroad.

*Award:* $1,500

**James R. Thompson Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student with a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.

**Kelly Thompson: Marion County Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, be a graduate of Marion County High School and have at least a 3.0 GPA.

*Award:* $1,500

**Sarah Thompson Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore or junior and be a member of the Kelly Thompson Chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America.

*Award:* $1,000

**Sarah, Kelly and Hardin Thompson Scholarship**

*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team who qualifies under NCAA restrictions.
Fred Kirchner and Jesse W. Thornton Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in recreation. Leadership, academic achievement, potential for success and financial need considered.
Award: $750

Evelyn Thurman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a Kentucky resident.
Award: $600

Evelyn Thurman Third District Media Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time graduate student majoring in library media education, be a Kentucky resident; live or work in Allen, Barren, Butler, Cumberland, Edmonson, Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe, Muhlenberg, Ohio, Simpson, Todd or Warren County or Bowling Green Independent, Glasgow Independent, Russellville Independent or Caverna Independent School District. Financial need considered.
Award: $1,200; may be renewable

Anna Mae Thurston Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, major in elementary education, have a 3.0 GPA and be actively pursuing a program for teacher certification in elementary education P–5. Preference given to a single parent.
Award: $500

Beverly Tice Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a resident of Owensboro or Daviess County, have a 3.0 high school GPA and be attending the Owensboro campus.
Award: $500

Dr. Samuel W. and Jeanne Payne Tinsley Endowed Music Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in music and be a Kentucky resident.
Award: $900

Frank and Edna Todd Memorial Associate Degree in Nursing Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full- or part-time student completing the first year in the associate’s degree in nursing program. Financial need, student initiative and student potential in nursing considered.
Award: $1,300

Tompkinsville High School Class of 1959 Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman, be a graduate of Monroe County High School, have attended Monroe County High School for 4 years, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA and submit a 5- to 10-page essay on the life and times of a 1959 Tompkinsville High School graduate or a biography of a 1959 Tompkinsville High School graduate. Preference given to a direct descendant of a graduate of the Tompkinsville Class of 1959. Financial need considered.
Award: $900

Dr. L. O. and Louise Toomey Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a resident of Metcalfe or Warren County. First preference given to a Metcalfe County student or resident, second preference to a student pursuing a health care-related profession.

Trace Die Cast Inc. Scholarship
Contact: Trace Die Cast Inc, 270.781.0049

Dr. L. Michael Trapasso Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a U.S. citizen and be majoring in meteorology.
Award: $500
Number: 2; 1 to a full-time junior, 1 to a senior planning to go to graduate school to study meteorology or geographic information science

Marita Hawley Travelstead Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student, major in music and exhibit leadership abilities through extracurricular activities and/or civic organizations. Financial need considered.
Award: $850

Nelle Gooch Travelstead Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in music. Financial need considered.
Award: $850

Captain Todd O. Travis United States Marine Corps Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a beginning freshman, be a graduate of Glasgow High School and be recommended by officials at Glasgow High School. Financial need considered.
Award: $3,500

Richard Troutman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a graduating senior pursuing a major in history/social studies and have an outstanding GPA in either or both majors.

Trotman Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student studying analytical chemistry.
Award: $1,500

Turiano and Concepcion Memorial Scholarship for Engineering and Chemistry
Eligibility: Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in engineering or chemistry.

Lou Turley Professional Marketing Association Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring or minoring in advertising, broadcasting, corporate and organizational communications, entrepreneurship, graphic design, marketing, public relations or sales; have at least a 2.8 cumulative GPA; and show an interest in pursuing a career in the marketing field.

Aaron P. Turner Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Warren East High School or Warren Central High School, have participated in varsity sports during student’s senior year and show good sportsmanship. Financial need considered.
Award: $400

Laura Goad Turner Charitable Foundation SKyTeach Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student participating in the SKyTeach initiative and have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and at least a 2.75 college GPA. Preference given to a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School
Award: $4,300

Laura Goad Turner Scholarship in Fine Arts for Allen County
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in fine arts, specifically arts or music, and be a resident of Allen County.
Award: $2,900

Laura Goad Turner Scholarship in Nursing for Allen County
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student who is enrolled in the nursing program, be a resident of Allen County and plan to return to Allen County to practice nursing for at least 2 years after graduation.
Award: $3,300

Laura Goad Turner Service First Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of Allen County-
Scottsville High School, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and a 2.75 college GPA, demonstrate a commitment to working for a nonprofit organization and sign a code of conduct agreement.  
**Award:** $5,000; renewable with at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA and completion of a summer non-profit work internship

**Reagan Ivey Turner Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore or junior majoring in political science or nursing, have at least a 3.5 GPA and provide a compelling account about how applicant has overcome adversity in his/her life.  
**Award:** $500; renewable with reapplication

**Sara Elizabeth Tyler Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, senior or graduate student; major or minor in library media education; and have a 3.0 GPA.  
**Award:** $800

**U.S. Bank Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a resident of the U.S. Bank service area. Preference given to a resident of Bowling Green or Warren County.  
**Award:** $500

**U.S. Bank Scholarship WKU Branch**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a U.S. Bank customer and have at least a 2.3 cumulative GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing a major in the Gordon Ford College of Business.

**United Equipment Dealers Association Scholarship**  
**Contact:** Department of Agriculture, 270.745.3151

**United in Sisterhood Scholarship for Greek Women**  
**Eligibility:** Must be female, be a full-time student, be a member of a Panhellenic organization, be nominated by a member of a Greek organization other than the one to which she belongs and submit a separate application.  
**Award:** $400  
**Contact:** https://www.wku.edu/chf/applications/unitedin­sisterhood.pdf

**Lowell L. and Opal F. Valentine Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be on the staff of the College Heights Herald or be a student selected for a journalism assignment connected with the College Heights Herald and submit a separate application.  
**Award:** $900  
**Contact:** Chuck Clark, Student Publications

**Valspar Corporation Endowed Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, major in chemistry, be a resident of Kentucky or a bordering state and be willing to work at Valspar for the summer after recipient’s sophomore or junior year.  
**Award:** $3,000

**Edward W. Vance Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $400

**Edward E. VanZandt Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.  
**Award:** $400

**M. A. and Lyda Vaughn Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in biology or chemistry and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA. First preference given to a student with a concentration in pre-pharmacy. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $3,200

**Jim Veazey Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

**Beverly Veenker Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in dance.  
**Award:** $700

**JoAnn Verner Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, sophomore or junior majoring in recreation administration; have at least a 2.5 GPA; and submit a letter of recommendation from a full-time faculty member in the Recreation Majors’ Club and a personal profile that includes information about why the applicant believes he/she should receive the scholarship and about the applicant’s leadership, potential for success and financial need.  
**Award:** $800

**Veterans Upward Bound Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a veteran who attended the Veterans Upward Bound program and left the program in good standing; submit a cover letter explaining unusual financial need and an essay titled “How Veterans Upward Bound Has Benefited Me in My Pursuit of a Higher Education”; and have completed the VUB post-assessment if he/she was enrolled in Veterans Upward Bound classes or tutoring before being considered.  
**Contact:** Davy Stone, Veterans Upward Bound Office, 270.745.6876

**VFW Order of the Cootie Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a veteran of foreign wars, including Reserves and National Guard. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $1,800

**Calvernia A. Willis Vincent Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Edmonson County. Financial need considered.  
**Award:** $2,500

**Patrick Henry Vincent Scholarship for Oratory and Debate**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior who has achieved excellence in oratory, debate or both and has participated in speech activities.  
**Award:** $100

**Vital String Endowed Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in music with an emphasis on strings.  
**Award:** $300

**Shawn Lindsey Vokurka Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student; have completed at least 45 hours; major in exceptional child education, elementary education or early childhood education; and have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA.  
**Award:** $1,600

**Brent Lee Wagoner Memorial Scholarship**  
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Allen County-Scottsville High School and have at least a 3.0 cumulative high school GPA. Preference given to a student pursuing a major in the School of Teacher Education.  
**Award:** $1,000

**William R. Walls Jr. International Travel Award**  
**Eligibility:** Must be participating in study abroad travel connected with the pursuit of a program or project approved by the Department of Modern Languages, have intention of returning to WKU as a full-time student after travel abroad, maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA with at least a 3.5 GPA in foreign language study, have 30 earned hours completed prior to travel and have completed 12 semester hours or equivalent in 1 language (6 of which must have been done at WKU prior to travel).  
**Contact:** Department of Modern Languages, https://www.wku.edu/modernlanguages/study_abroad_scholarship/scholarships.php
Catherine C. Ward Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student minoring in women’s studies and have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
**Award:** $1,300

Katie and Bob Ward Incentive Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time, Hispanic student whose parents were born in Mexico.

Warren Central High School Faculty Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, be a graduate of Warren Central High School, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA, have a 19 ACT score and not be receiving other scholarships or financial aid at the time of the award.
**Award:** $850

Warren Collins Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in agribusiness or business economics and have grown up on a farm. Financial need considered.

Warren County Conservation District Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman and a graduate of a high school in Warren County; be pursuing postsecondary training at an accredited degree-granting institution; maintain a 2.5 GPA; provide proof of enrollment; demonstrate financial need; and submit a high school transcript, a brief narrative explaining the reason for applying, planned course of study, future plans, copies of the federal and state income tax returns for the mother and father and/or legal guardian and a separate application.
**Contact:** Warren County Conservation District Office, 925 Lovers Lane, Bowling Green, KY 42103; https://warrencounty.com/scholarships

Warren County Homemakers Association Melissa Bohannon Clemmons Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a student majoring in family and consumer science or another specialty in the Department of Family and Consumer Science. First preference given to a graduate of a Bowling Green or Warren County high school. Second preference given to a student with a Warren County connection. Nontraditional full- or part-time (minimum of 6 hours) students pursuing a first or second degree is eligible.
**Award:** $1,000

Warren County Medical Society Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior with a pre-medication concentration; be a resident of Allen, Barren, Butler, Edmonson, Logan, Simpson or Warren County; and have at least a 3.4 GPA. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $550

Warren County Retired Teachers Association Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be accepted into the teacher education program, be a graduate of a public or private high school in Warren County, have a GPA equivalent to that needed for acceptance into the teacher education program, participate in university activities and submit 2 letters of recommendation (1 from a college professor and 1 from a character reference) and an essay of up to 500 words explaining the applicant’s need and desire to be a teacher.
**Award:** $1,000

Warren County Water District Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduating senior at a public high school in Warren County; major in engineering, biology, chemistry, architectural and manufacturing sciences, agriculture or public health; have at least a 3.0 high school GPA; be a resident of Warren County; be a customer or the dependent of a customer of the Warren County Water District; and submit a separate application and essay. Financial need considered. Relatives of the water district staff or board are not eligible.
**Award:** $1,000
**Contact:** https://www.warrenwater.com/resources/scholarship

Dr. John C. Wassom Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior and be majoring in a field in the Gordon Ford College of Business.
**Award:** $1,000

Brad Watson Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team. First preference to a graduate of Russellville High School. Second preference to a resident of Logan County. If no applicant meets the first or second preference, the award may go to any member of the football team.
**Award:** $450

Brian Wattenbarger Scholarship for SKyTeach
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in math or science and be a participant in the SKyTeach initiative.
**Award:** $900

Dr. and Mrs. William A. Webb Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $1,000

James J. Weber Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in advertising. Financial need considered.
**Award:** $500

David Wedge Memorial Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

Denny Wedge Football Support Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the football team.

Paul, Julia and David Wedge Athletic Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and a member of the football team.
**Award:** $1,900

Ida Weidemann Music Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be majoring in music.
**Award:** $500

Joe Henry and Martha Arney Weidemann Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time freshman, have at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA and be a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School or have been a resident of Simpson County for at least 2 years.
**Award:** $700

Welch/Aull Memorial Sigma Nu Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a first-year member of Sigma Nu fraternity.
**Award:** $1,900

Belgen Wells Endowed Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.

Wendy’s of Bowling Green Athletic Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student and be a member of the men’s basketball team.
**Award:** $1,900
Sami Wilson Wesley Foundation Leadership Scholarship
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate student and submit an essay on leadership, a recommendation and application. A beginning freshman must have a 3.2 high school GPA and a returning student must have a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

*Western Alumni Science Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student majoring in chemistry.
*Award:* $1,500

*Western Kentucky University Women Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be female and be a full- or part-time nontraditional student.
*Award:* $500

*Colonel James T. and Sara Yarbrough Whitaker Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a Kentucky resident. Preference given to a student majoring in secondary education with a concentration in English. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,500

*David B. Whitaker Journalism Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior, be a journalism major, submit a separate application and demonstrate aptitude and attitude. Based on scholarship, leadership, involvement in student publications and character.
*Award:* $1,100
*Contact:* Chuck Clark, Student Publications

*Kathryn L. Whitaker Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student. Preference given to a student majoring in interdisciplinary early childhood education. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,800

*George and Mary Florence Whiteside Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time freshman and a resident of Barren County. Renewable for 4 years with a 3.0 cumulative GPA.

*J. R., Beulah, Theresa and Carolyn Whitmer Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior majoring in biology, have at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to a grandchild or great-grandchild of Dr. J. R. Whitmer.

*J. R. Whitmer SkyTeach Memorial Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, be a Kentucky resident and be participating in the SkyTeach program.
*Award:* $450

*Bill Whitaker Endowed Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA, be active with the Baptist Campus Ministry and be pursuing a career in the ministry.
*Award:* $400

*Rebecca Howard Whittaker Endowed Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team.
*Award:* $650

*Jason Wilder Memorial Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student and a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
*Award:* $600

*Dr. Hugh H. and Debby G. Wilhite Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student; be a graduate or resident of McLean, Muhlenberg, Ohio or Webster County; and be majoring in a health care-related discipline. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,000; renewable with a 3.0 cumulative GPA

*Warner M. and Cornelia Willey Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, have a major in the School of Teacher Education and be a graduate of a high school in Warren County. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $1,100

*Bess and Ernest Williams Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time beginning freshman, be a graduate of Logan County High School and have attended Lewisburg School. Preference given to a student with a major in the School of Teacher Education.
*Award:* $600

*Mark “The Shark” Williams Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time graduate student in recreation and sport administration, have at least a 3.0 GPA and have at least 1 full school year left in graduate school. First preference given to a minority student with career interests in the recreational sports field.
*Award:* $150

*William Willis Jr. and Georgia P. Willis Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student at the Owensboro campus, have a 3.0 GPA, have demonstrated outstanding citizenship qualities, have completed the FAFSA and must submit an essay giving detailed information about applicant’s reasons for needing and seeking financial aid including information about the applicant’s college and career goals and future plans.

*Gordon Wilson Jr. Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time junior or senior majoring in chemistry, be a resident of Kentucky and be a graduate of a Kentucky high school. Financial need considered.
*Award:* $450

*Gordon Wilson Sr. Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time student, major in English and submit a separate application.
*Award:* $400

*Norris “Norro” Wilson Music Industry Legacy Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior, be seeking career opportunities in the music industry and submit an essay about the applicant’s career aspirations in the music industry that appropriately recognizes and builds upon Mr. Wilson’s accomplishments in music.
*Award:* $500

*Wilson Scholars Program Scholarship*
*Eligibility:* Must be a full-time graduate student, major in the School of Teacher Education, be currently teaching in Ohio County in grades 1 to 3 and not be receiving any other scholarships.
*Award:* $650, renewable for 4 years
Beulah R. Winchel Scholarship for Agriculture
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in agriculture, live in a rural area and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Breckinridge County.

Beulah R. Winchel Scholarship for Elementary Education
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a degree in elementary education, live in a rural area and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Breckinridge County.

Beulah R. Winchel Scholarship for Middle Grade Education
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in middle grades education, live in a rural area and demonstrate financial need. Preference given to a student from Breckinridge County.

Leonard C. and Myrtie L. Winchester: Furnish and Carr Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. Award: $500

WKU Ducks Unlimited Joey Keeling Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student. A returning student who is a current member of the WKU chapter of Ducks Unlimited may be considered. First preference given to a beginning freshman who was involved in Ducks Unlimited in high school. Second preference to a graduate of a high school in Nelson County. Financial need considered. Award: $500

WKU Glasgow Golf Tournament Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student attending the Glasgow campus and be a graduate of Adair County, Allen County, Scottsville, Barren County, Cave City, Clinton County, Cumberland County, Glasgow, Green County, Hart County, Metcalfe County, Monroe County, Russell County or Taylor County High School. Award: $500

WKU IFC Interfraternityism Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time initiated member of a fraternity that is recognized by the Interfraternity Council; have completed at least 24 credit hours, including at least 12 credit hours in the previous semester; have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA; be in good standing with a fraternity and WKU; promote the ideals of interfraternality; actively work toward bringing together the Greek community; be engaged in fraternity, promote an overall sense of brotherhood and unity among all fraternities and organizations; submit a separate application; and not be a current executive member of the WKU Interfraternity Council. Award: $400

Contact: Student Activities, 270.745.2459

WKU Learn and Earn Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be part of the Learn and Earn program.

Contact: https://www.wku.edu/learnandearn/

WKU Owensboro Alumni Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time incoming freshman, have at least a 3.0 high school GPA and be a resident of Owensboro or Daviess County. Award: $500

Number: 2; 1 to a student at the main campus, 1 to a student at the Owensboro campus

Women’s Club of Smiths Grove Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and be a resident of Smiths Grove.

Women’s Basketball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the Lady Topper basketball team. Award: $750

Erma and Willson Wood Graduate Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time graduate student in the Department of English; be in good academic standing, with the expectation of graduation in less than 12 months; show cooperation with faculty and administrators; congeniality with other students; and promise of professional success and submit a separate application. Award: $300


Erma and Willson Wood Special Roark Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a grandchild of Evelyn and Bill Roark. Award: $400

Gordon Wood Memorial Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be male, be a full-time student and demonstrate financial need. Award: $100

Mossie K. Wood Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time freshman and be a resident of Smiths Grove or Oakland. Award: $500; renewable for 4 years if in good standing and full-time enrollment is maintained

James and Virginia Woodward Scholarship in Memory of Stephanie Dee
Eligibility: Must be a full-time second-year student in the dental hygiene program, be a Kentucky resident and demonstrate financial need. Award: $850

Stephanie Woodward VAMPY Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a Kentucky resident, participate in the summer Verbally and Mathematically Precocious Youth program and demonstrate financial need. Award: $1,200

Terry Woodward Endowed Men’s Basketball Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student and a member of the men’s basketball team. Award: $2,000

Zuma Tomes Woosley and Charles Ray Woosley Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore and be a graduate of Bowling Green High School. Award: $900

Robert J. Wurster Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior international student and demonstrate financial need. Award: $2,400

Henry M. and Zula G. Yarbrough Mathematics Award
Eligibility: Must be a full-time student majoring in mathematics. Award: $250

First Lieutenant Eric D. Yates Scholarship
Eligibility: Must be a full-time sophomore, junior or senior; enroll in the ROTC program while attending WKU; plan to continue his/her education; and not be receiving other scholarships through the ROTC program. Financial need considered. Award: $2,750
Russell M. and Mary Z. Yeager Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time graduate or upper-level undergraduate student who proposes a graduate research paper or thesis, an undergraduate honors thesis or a graduate or senior-level internship which makes use of the resources of the Kentucky Museum and/or Kentucky Library.

June Vinson Yeates Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student majoring in history with an emphasis in American history. Financial need considered.

Young Alumni Council Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time rising senior, maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative GPA, participate in extracurricular activities and serve a 1-year appointment as an undergraduate representative on the Young Alumni Council.
**Award:** $500

Clive Young Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student.
**Award:** $400

Gates F. Young Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, be a resident of Kentucky and demonstrate financial need.

Dr. Thomas Alan Yungbluth Travel Abroad Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior or senior student majoring in biology and be studying abroad.
**Award:** $1,200

Yunt Family Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student pursuing a major in print journalism, broadcasting, advertising or corporate communication and have at least a 2.7 cumulative high school or college GPA. Preference given to a student on the staff of the *College Heights Herald* or *Talisman*, a Kentucky or Iowa resident or the descendent of an alumnus/alumna of WKU.
**Award:** $1,000

M. Lee Yunt Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a graduate student pursuing the nonprofit administration certificate, have completed at least 6 hours in the program, have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA and demonstrate volunteer service. Preference given to a young professional or executive with a nonprofit agency and to an employee of a nonprofit agency that has existed for at least 10 years.
**Award:** $600

Donald W. Zacharias Fraternity Scholar of the Year Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time junior, be a male, have completed at least 27 hours in the past 2 semesters of the semester in which the scholarship was awarded, have been an active member in a fraternity at least 1 semester before the semester in which the scholarship is awarded, be in good standing and not be a transfer student. Based on GPA and quality points.
**Award:** $450; nonrenewable

Joseph J. Zaydon Jr., MD, Endowed Pre-Medical/Nursing Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time senior, major in nursing or have a pre-medicine concentration, have at least a 3.8 GPA and submit a separate application. Financial need, including family income and size of immediate family, considered.
**Contact:** [http://www.wku.edu/chhs/current_students_info.php](http://www.wku.edu/chhs/current_students_info.php)

Thomas D. Zoretic Sr. Scholarship
**Eligibility:** Must be a full-time student, major in teacher education and be a resident of western Pennsylvania including Merrittstown and surrounding area. Preference given to a student with a secondary education major.
**Award:** $600